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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
A. STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 
There are 16,000 wakf estates in West Bengal both PubUc and Private, out 
of which only 7,386 wakf properties are enrolled with the Board of Wakfs, West 
Bengal. The assets of wakfs in West Bengal run into several thousand crores of 
rupees but their annual income, as shown in the records of the Board of Wakfs is 
merely Rs.1.5 crores.^ Incomes from the properties are too meagre to provide 
sufficient financial resources for their proper maintenance, let alone their 
development or improvement for making them profitable or more income-
yielding. 
In West Bengal most of the wakf properties are not being properly 
mamtained and utilised economically for want of fimds but, on the other hand, 
the properties having enormous economic potential are very lucrative to the 
promoters and real estate dealers because of steep rise in the price of land 
coupled with increasing demand for scarce land. Some of the properties are prime 
land in elite or important commercial areas in the city of Calcutta. Bengal Wakf 
Act, 1934 allows for transfer of wakf property by way of lease or tenancy by the 
mutwallis (overseers) with the prior sanction of the Wakf Board. The Act also 
says that before giving such sanction the Board has to satisfy itself that the 
transfer is for legal necessity by making such inquiries as it thinks fit. But in 
The Telegraph, 25th August 1996, Calcutta. 
most cases of transfer of Wakf property though the sanction of the Board was 
taken, the transactions were not discreet. The supervisors of the wakf property 
applied to the Wakf Board for permission to transfer their property either by way 
of lease or sale. Permission was granted without proper inquiries. There was no 
open invitation for offers or quotations from interested persons, and there was no 
advertisement calling for offers to take lease and develop the properties. 
Everything was done in a close circuit. The wakf properties were not being 
properly managed. There are also a number of cases of illegal possession and 
encroachment of wakf properties. Wakf properties exchanged with other 
properties were even not recorded. In fact, the legal necessity which warranted 
the exchange was also not recorded. There is also no record to show whether 
there had been any monetary transaction in the deal. Moreover, a good many 
number of wakf estates are also involved in protracted litigation. The problem 
was further compounded by the absence of a Wakf Board which was dissolved 
after its term of five years had ended. The Wakf deputy conmiissioner who 
carmot take the place of the dissolved Board was asked to look after the matters 
of the wakf till further order. There has not been any audit of wakf fund for more 
than a decade. The rules for maintenance of accounts and records for proper 
administration of wakf funds and properties were not observed. The Board while 
dealing with its finance and accounts has failed to abide by the Wakf Fund 
Account Rules. The Board never felt the necessity of preparing a balance sheet 
and had been administering its fund without having a clear picture of the assets 
and liabilities of the wakfs, although the onus of managing the same was vested 
in it. The Board had not been maintaining the vital records necessary for 
documentation of particulars on moveable properties, realisable dues and position 
of establishment. The state Government has taken steps to tone up wakf affairs, 
yet maladies persist. Due to various irregularities in the administration and 
management of wakfs in the state, a sitting judge of Calcutta High Court has been 
appointed Chairman of a one-man Judicial Commission to Inquire into the wakf 
administration under the Conmiission of Inquiries Act 1952. The Commission 
will inquire into the functioning of the wakf administration especially after 
allegation of irregularities and mis-management of wakf properties. The 
properties of the wakf in West Bengal are suffering from lack of supervision and 
proper management and therefore a thorough examination of the whole wakf 
management in West Bengal becomes essential. This study is concerned with the 
practical and administrative aspect of the institution of wakf. As the management 
of wakf properties in West Bengal is not logic but experience, it, therefore, 
becomes imperative to study law in action along with law in Books. The need 
for a pragmatic approach is not so much compelling in any other area as in the 
study of wakf in Islamic law. 
B. OBJECT OF STUDY 
The law relating to wakfs is an important branch of Islamic jurisprudence 
and therefore, an understanding of the branch of law is of great significance in 
India. The present study is confmed to wakfs in the State of West Bengal. There 
are huge number of wakfs in West Bengal having assets worth several thousand 
crores of rupees with very meagre income. These wakf properties are not 
properly maintained and utilised economically for want of funds and therefore 
management of these wakfs and dealing with the income thereof are the matters 
of Public concern. The resources of these wakfs besides helping the preservation 
of Cultural, Charitable and Philanthropic Institutions can and should contribute 
substantially to the educational and economic upliftment of humanity in general 
and Muslim Community in particular. The object of this study of control, 
supervision, administration and management of wakfs has therefore a social 
purpose and is aimed at streamlining the management of wakf properties in the 
State. 
The proper understanding of the position and functions of Mutwalli is 
essential for utilising the funds and resources of wakfs in proper maimer. There 
are many clandestine transactions relating to wakf Estates in West Bengal. The 
Wakf properties m the state are very large in number and they are scattered 
throughout the state. The properties situated in Calcutta and its neighbouring 
areas are very valuable. There is a great need for a pragmatic study for the 
efficient and effective management of wakf properties. 
There is a long felt need for a systematic survey of the fimctioning of 
wakfs in Bengal especially after allegations of malpractices and irregularities 
relating to wakf properties. The object of the present study is to trace out the 
utility and development of the law of wakfs and to present the intricate questions 
and the problems with care and clarity and to point out the maladies in the 
administration of wakfs in West Bengal and suggest remedial measures therefore. 
In the contemplation of Islamic Jurisprudence every trust for whatever 
purpose created is really and in fact for the benefit of human beings. Everything 
which is dedicated to God is m reahty for the good of mankind and everything 
which is dedicated for the good of human beings, individually or collectively is 
for the service of God. Every pious act is Ibadat (worship). Providing 
maintenance for one's parents, for ones children, for ones poor relations, are acts 
of Ibadat. The essence of every wakf is Kurbat, approach to the Almighty and 
therefore the real object of the study of the management of the wakf properties in 
Bengal which has not escaped the process of decadence brought by the twin 
impact of neglect and misuse, should be to see that the religious and legal system 
of Islam is founded essentially on the service and well being of humanity. 
C. REVIEW OF EARLIER WORKS 
A number of standard works are available on the subject of law of wakfs 
but no serious field studies appear to have been conducted on the management of 
Wakf Properties in West Bengal. The only available scholarly works on the 
subject of wakf are Administration in India - A socio legal study by S. Khalid 
Rashid, Wakf Laws and Administration in India by S. Athar Hussain and S. 
IGialid Rashid and Wakf in India - A Study of administration and statutory 
control by M. A. Qurashi. Although in each of these books proper treatment has 
been given to the law of wakfs and, in some measure, to administration of Wakfs 
in India, none of them attempt to make a comprehensive and in-depth study of 
management of wakf in West Bengal on an emphical basis. Neither do they pay 
adequate attention to the deplorable condition of the wakf estates in West Bengal 
nor do they address the reasons for the problem of management of wakfs in the 
State. 
No systematic endeavour has ever been made to collect factual 
information concerning management of wakfs in West Bengal. Most of the 
informations in this study have been collected by making on the-spot enquiries, 
interviewing people connected with wakfs, visiting Wakf Board in the state, 
issuing questionnaires to persons connected with or interested in wakf 
administration and by taking help of the wakf section. Government of West 
Bengal. It is hoped that this study would go some way in streamlining the wakf 
management in the state of West Bengal which is, perhaps, overdue. 
D. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
Methodology is defined as an analytical study of a problem. It includes 
nature and scope of objectivity, experiment, predictions, laws or explanations. In 
other word, it refers to the techniques or tools employed for the collection and 
processing of data. Sometimes it is used to designate the concept and procedure 
employed in the analysis of data, however collected, to arrive at conclusions.^ 
It is a logical and systematic planning and hierarchy of a piece of research. 
It is a compromise arrived at between various practical considerations 
which comes to the surface during the course of investigation. Further it does not 
include a highly specific plan to be followed without deviation but rather a series 
of guide post to keep one headed in the right direction. 
Nannada Khodie "Course on Research Methodology in Law" - Journal of Indian Law 
Institution, Vol.XXIV, p,607 (1982). 
It is therefore, necessary to develop a research design which is plaimed, 
adjusted and adapted to the available time, energy and money, to the availability 
of data and accessibility of the respondents who might supply the data. 
In the light of this every inter-disciplinary research and moreso a research 
in the management of wakf properties in Bengal requires a full essay of 
quantitative and qualitative approaches, therapeutically incisive as well as 
methodologically sound studies and evaluation in order to gain academic 
respectability to which it both aspires and deserves. 
Methodology to be followed for conducting research depends upon the 
type of the problem undertaken. Each problem has its own technique. Studies 
relating to management of wakf survives on programminism, in-depth study of 
the nature and scope of the law relating to wakfs as well as the effect of these 
laws on the subject. 
In this study, light will be shed on the functional aspect of the Wakf Board 
in West Bengal which is entrusted with the management of wakfs in the State. In 
a number of cases, Mutwallis appear to be encumbering the wakf properties by 
sale or granting lease or creating tenancy without taking care of the interest of the 
wakf. Such acts have also resulted in uimecessary litigations involving the wakf 
estates and therefore an attempt here will be made to pick up a number of wakf 
estates in West Bengal for examination and data therefore will be collected for 
arriving at the conclusions. Therefore, pragmatic or empirical method of research 
will be employed. However, since it is basically a study in Social Science, 
doctrinal methodology cannot be dispensed with. 
E. PLAN OF STUDY 
In this project data will be collected by making on the-spot enquiries, 
interviewing people connected with wakf, visiting Wakf Board in the state, 
issuing questionnaires to persons interested in wakf administration and by taking 
active help of the wakf section, Government of West Bengal. A number of wakf 
properties will be picked up for a thorough study and Examination to arrive at the 
conclusions. Recommendations and suggestions will be made for the 
improvement of management of wakf Estates and for the proper utilisation of the 
wakf fimds for the benefit of mankind in general and Muslims in particular. 
The study is divided into seven chapters. The first chapter is Introduction 
comprising statement of problems, objects of study, review of earlier works, 
research methodology and plan of study. The second chapter deals with 
Institution of wakf. Part A of the chapter gives an account of Islamic view point 
of wakf. Part B deals with the concept of Charitable Endowment and also 
endeavours to make a comparative study of religious and charitable endowment 
under a few prominent systems of law namely Roman, Hindu and English. 
Chapter three deals with history of the Institution of wakfs. Part A deals with the 
origin of the idea of wakf in Islam. Part B traces the development of wakfs in 
India. And Part C gives an account of the age of legislative control of wakfs in 
India from 1923. In this part of the chapter various legislative enactments which 
were passed for regulating and controlling management of wakfs are discussed. 
Chapter Four, management of wakf properties in West Bengal - a case study 
deals with the law of wakf applicable in West Bengal and the entire gammut of 
management and mismanagement of wakf properties in the State. 
Part A of the chapter concentrates on Bengal Wakf Act 1934 which 
contained the relevant law of wakf for the state till the passing of the Wakf Act 
1995. An attempt is also made to take a comparative look at the Bengal Wakf 
Act, 1934 with that of the Central Wakf Act, 1954. Part B of the chapter 
contains a case study of management of 16 wakf estates in West Bengal. Eight 
being public and the other eight private. Chapter five is entitled 'Disputes and 
Decisions'. In Part A of the chapter is discussed the exercise of private judgment 
consecrated by the prophet and adhered to by His immediate descendants. Part B 
dwells upon the progress in the legal conception of wakf in India. Part C makes 
a survey of the judicial interpretations of Calcutta High Court and lower courts of 
West Bengal. Chapter six is the role of authorities under the Central Wakf Act, 
1995. In this chapter the participation, powers and functions of the Central 
Government and the State Goverrmient in the management of wakf are discussed. 
The composition, powers and functions of the Central Wakf Council, Wakf 
Board and Tribunal are dealt with and the appointment, powers and duties of the 
Chief Executive Officers and Mutwallis are also examined. Chapter Seven is on 
recommendations and suggestions. In this chapter suggestions and 
recommendations are made for evolving an effective mechanism for proper 
management, control and supervision of the wakfs and then properties with 
proper accounts and audit in West Bengal. 
CHAPTER II 
THE INSTITUTION OF WAKF 
A. ISLAMIC VIEW POINT 
The Institution of wakf is one of the remarkable features of Islamic Law 
which on the one hand satisfies human instinct for charity and on the other makes 
provision for the weaker section of society. The doctrine has been well 
formulated and accepted in Islam from the earliest times. Historically its origin 
is traced to the direct Hadis of the founder of Islam, "The validity of wakfs says 
the Ghait-ul-Bayan, is founded on the rule laid dovm by the Prophet himself 
under the following circumstances, and handed down in succession by Ibn Auf 
Nafe and Ibn Omar as stated in the Jamaa ut-Tirmizi. Omar had acquired a piece 
of land in (the canton of) Khaibar, and proceeded to the Prophet and sought his 
counsel, to make the most pious use of it, (whereupon) the Prophet declared, 'tie 
up the property (asl or corpus) and devote the usufruct to human beings, and it is 
not to be sold or made the subject of gift or inheritance, devote its produce to 
your children, your kindred, and the poor in the way of God'. In accordance 
with this rule Omar dedicated the property in question, and the wakf continued in 
existence for several centuries until the land became waste". The author of the 
Fath-ul-Kadir, a work of great authority among the Sunnis states that the law of 
wakf originated with the Prophet himself, who, apart from having prescribed the 
above rule to Omar, is reported to have proclaimed that all human action end 
10 
with the life of the individual, except such benefactions as are perpetual in their 
character. In consonance with the doctrine, dedications or wakfs were prevalent 
in the lifetime of the Prophet and the early times of Islam. For example the wakf 
by the Prophet himself of a piece of land which he had acquired in the canton of 
Khaibar for the support of travellers; the wakf of Omar of the land called 
Sammagh in the same canton for his children, kindred, and the poor; of Zubair 
ibn Awwam for his daughter; of Arkam in favour of his son; of Abu Bakr in 
favour of his children; of Saad ibn Abi wakkas of his lands in Medina and Egypt 
for his children and of Osman of his lands called Baruah. 
Thus not only that the institution of wakf has been prevalent from the 
earliest time of Islam but, as pointed out by Ameer Ali, "The doctrine of wakf is 
thus interwoven with the entire religious life and social economy of the 
Mussulman".^ 
The term wakf has its root in the Arabic verb "WAQAFA" which means 
'to detain' or 'to hold or to tie-up'. Thus its origin is traced back to tlie tradition 
of the Prophet Mohammad, habis al-asl wa Sabbil al-thamara i.e.. Tie-up the 
substance and give away the fruits.'^  However the Islamic notion of the term 
'wakf acquired a very significant application to any property, movable or 
inunovable, dedicated in the name of Almighty Allah for religious, pious or 
charitable purpose and for the upliftment of the downtrodden. 
Ameer Ali, Mohammedan Law, Vol.1, 1985, p. 193. 
Baillie Neil B.E., Digest of Mohhunimudan Law, Part First (Hanafi Law), Second 
revised edition, London, 1875, Vol.11, p.212. 
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According to Imam Abu Hanifa, wakf is 'the tying-up of the substance of 
a property in the ownership of the wakif and the devotion of its usufruct, 
amounting to an ariya, or commodate loan, for some charitable purpose'. 
The two ingredients of his definition are that the right of the wakif 
continues and that the usufruct is dedicated for some charitable or pious purpose. 
According to the two disciples of Abu Hanifa-Cadi Abu Yusuf and Imam 
Muhammad - Wakf is tying-up of the substance of a thing under the rule of the 
property of Almighty God, so that the proprietary right of the wakif becomes 
extinguished and is transferred to Almighty God for the purpose by which its 
profit may be applied to the benefit of His creatures."* 
The three salient features of this defmition are (1) The ownership of God, 
thereby implying perpetuity and inevocability, (ii) the extinction of the founder's 
ownership, (iii) the benefit to humanity. This is an important definition as it was 
substantially accepted by the subsequent Hanafi Jurists. 
The Sharai al-Islam defines wakf as follows: "A contract, the fiaxit or 
effect of which is to tie up the original of a thing and to leave its usufi^ct ft^ee".^ 
The cardinal points of this definition are (i) the immobilization of the 
Corpus and (ii) the use of the income or usufi^ uct for specified purposes. The 
definition lacks clarity about the ownership of the corpus. 
Rahim Abdur, The Principles of Muhammadan Jurisprudence, Luzac & Co., London, 
1911, pp.303-304; Ibid. Vol.1, pp.557-8. 
Supra note 2, p.336. 
Sircar, Shaua Chum, Muhammadan Law, Tagore Law Lectures, 1873, Vol.11, Calcutta, 
1875,p.463. 
12 
Basing on the Islamic view point of the institution of Trust or wakfs, the 
Mussahnan Wakf Validating Act, 1913 defines the terms as follows "Wakf 
means the permanent dedication by a person professing the Mussulman faith of 
any property for any purpose recognized by the Mussahnan law as reUgious, 
pious or Charitable".^ 
The important features of this definition are (1) There should be reUgious 
motive as a secular motive would render the dedication a gift or a trust, but not a 
wakf, (2) The endowment should be of pennanent character as a pious gift which 
is not a foundation in perpetuity will be a Sadaqa but not a wakf and (3) The 
profit or usufinct must be utilised for good of humanity. However this definition 
of wakf is not to be regarded as exhaustive and it is given only for the limited 
purposes of the Wakf Act, 1913 and is therefore operative within the parameters 
ofthe Act."^  
Although it is accepted that the Holy Quran does not enshrine verses 
enjoining creation of wakfs, the essence of wakf which is charity may 
undoubtedly be regarded as one of the cardinal Quranic principles. There are 
verses in the Holy Quran which strongly recommend charity; and wakf as a 
vehicle for the promotion of charity is only to be lauded. Some of the verses in 
Holy Quran which are relevant here may be stated as follows :-
"They ask thee what they should spend (in charity) say; whatever wealth 
ye spend that is good for parents and kindred and orphans and those in want and 
* See Mussalman Wakf Validating Act, 1913, Sertion 2 (1). 
' Ma Mi V Kallander Ammal (No. 1)(1926)54 I.A.pp.23 & 27. 
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for wayfarers. And whatever good ye do, that is good. Allah knoweth it weU." 
"And in their wealth there is a due share for the beggar 
and the deprived".^ 
"Ye shall never attain to goodness till ye give alms of 
that which ye love, and whatever ye give, of a truth, 
Allah knowetir.'^ 
"It is not righteous that ye turn your faces to the East 
and west, but righteous is he who believeth in Allah 
and the Last Day and the angels and the Scripture and 
the Prophets and give thee his wealth, for love of Him 
to kinfolk and to orphans and the needy and the 
wayfarer and to those who ask, and to set slave free; 
and observe proper worship and pay the poor - due 
(Zakat.) And those who keep their treaty when they 
make one, and the patient. In tribulation and adversity. 
In time of stress. Such are they who are sincere. Such 
are the Godfearing." ^ ^ 
"The Prophet declared that the best of all pious offerings is a provision 
for one's self, so that one may not fall into need and the giving of Sadaqah 
should commence with those whose subsistence is obligatory". 
"The Prophet of God has declared that a pious offering to one's family (to 
provide against their getting into want) is more pious than giving alms to 
beggars". 
"Support of one's self, his children and family is the first duty and 
necessity". 
t 
10 
Quran Verses 215 of Surah 11. 
Quran Verses 19 of Surah 51. 
Quran Verses 92 of Surah 111. 
Quran Verses 177 of Surah 11. 
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"In giving charity, commence with those who maintenance is obligatory 
on you". 
"And the Prophet has declared that a man giving subsistence to his family 
is giving Sadaqah." 
"Giving alms to the jjoor has the reward of one alms, but that giving to 
kindred has two rewards." 
So much data, as regards the origin of wakf, gave rise to a good 
superstructure, which the jurists moulded in the different Muslim countries, 
according to their needs and circumstances, social conditions, and conceptions of 
public policy. The doctrine of wakf, is, therefore, interwoven with the entire life 
and social economy of the Muslims. The Muslim law imposes an obligation, 
legal or moral, to provide for the upkeep and maintenance of parents, 
descendants and kinsfolk in general, and provision for one's ownself has been 
considered equally obligatory, so that one may never become a burden to his 
society or people. The principle underlying these conceptions, which are wholly 
alien to all western systems, is directly traceable to the rules enunciated by the 
Prophet. 
Henry Cattan'^  stated that "the institution of wakf has developed with 
Islam and there is no evidence that such a complex system of appropriating 
usufruct as a life interest to varying and successive classes of beneficiaries 
existed prior to Islam. Although the separation of ownership from the usufruct 
'^  Syed Ameer Ali, Mahommedan Law 1912, Vol. I, pp.214-216. 
" Hemry Catton, Law in the Middle East, 1955, Vol.1, p.205. 
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was not a new legal concept, the settlement of usufhict of property on successive 
generations in perpetuity for an immediate or ultimate charitable purpose, is an 
instruction developed by jurists during first three centuries of Islam," Hemy 
Catton further observed that "the close resemblance between "Trust and Wakf' 
naturally leads to an enquiry as to whether the English Trust was derived from 
the Islamic wakf. There is no doubt that the wakf is the earlier of the two 
institutions. The legal theory of wakf was developed during the eighth and ninth 
centuries and there are wakfs today that were established more than one thousand 
years ago. The origin of the Trust or uses, as they were first called, is of later 
date i.e., the thirteenth century. It seems reasonable to suggest that the early 
English uses may have been derived from the Islamic system of Aw'qaf'. 
Early Doctrines of Wakf 
The origin of the institution of wakf cannot be traced to any single source. 
It is, as Heffening and Santolina have seen the result of combination of several 
factors and various elements which were intimately fused during the formative 
period of Mohammedan Law. 
The early description of wakf doctrines is found in Mudanwana of Sahnun 
(d.240) in which he has collected the opinion of Malik (d.l79), of Ibn-Qasim 
(d.l91) and of other early authorities of Madina, the Kitab Ahkam-al-Wakf by 
Hilal (d.245) contains authentic information on the doctrines of Abu Hanifa 
(d.l50) of Abu Yusuf (d.l82) and other early authorities. The Kitab-al-Siyar-el-
Kabir of Shaibani (d. 189). The fourth source is Kitab al-Uman of Shafii (d.204). 
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The Classification of VValif 
A wakf is a religious or pious endowment, and although often provides for 
charities and charitable institutions, it should not be confused with a 'charity' or 
a 'charitable trust' as understood in English law. The classification of wakfs by 
the Muslim jurists makes this abundantly clear. 
According to Ameer Ali'"* Trusts in the Mussulman System may for the 
sake of convenience, be divided under three heads, viz., public, quasi-public and 
private. This will probably indicate the division adopted by the Arabian jurists, 
who group wakf or trusts under the following three heads, viz.:-
a) Trusts in favour of the affluent and indigent alike; 
b) Trusts in favour of the affluent and then for the indigent; 
c) Trusts in favour of the indigent alone. 
Trusts for public works of utility which are dedicated to the public at 
large, though classed under the first head, have a distinctive name. They are 
called wakfs for masalih-ul-aamma, and differ in one feature from other wakfs. 
For example, a bridge constructed by a private individual and dedicated as a 
public highway for the people at large without any restriction, comes under the 
direct control or supervision of the Sovereign (Sultan) and his representative, the 
Kazi, whereas in the case of other trusts the Kazi can interfere only at the 
instance of some of the beneficiaries. So is the case of a Masjid-ul-Jamaa, the 
public mosque, whether erected by the Sovereign or a private individual, which is 
peculiarly under the supervision of the Kazi. 
'•* Syed Ameer All, Mahommedan Law, 1912, Vol.1, p. 193. 
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These Masalih-ul-aamma designated as public wakfs. But there is a large 
body of trusts which without being public trusts, partake something of that 
character. It is expedient to include them imder the head of quasi-public wakfs. 
By Quasi-public wakfs, therefore, means those trusts, the primary and 
initial object of which is, partly, to provide for a general pious purpose, and 
partly, for the benefit of particular individuals or class of individuals which may 
be the settler's family. 
By private wakfs, means those trusts, the primary object of which is to 
make a provisions for private individuals, including the wakif s family or 
relations. 
Defmition of Wakf 
Wakf in its primitive sense means detention or stoppage. In the language 
of the law according to Hanifa -
(i) It signifies the appropriation of any particular thing in such a way that the 
appropriator's right in it shall continue and the advantage of it will go to some 
charitable object; or 
(ii) It is "the detention of specific thing in the ownership of the wakif or 
appropriator, and the devoting or appropriating of its profits or usufruct in 
charity, on the poor, or other good objects, in the maimer of an aariat or 
commodate loan." 
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According to the two disciples of Abu Hanifa -
(i) "Wakf signifies the appropriation of a particular article in such a manner 
as subjects it to the rules of divine property, whence the appropriator's right in it 
is extinguished, and it becomes a property of God by the advantage of its 
resulting to His Creatures." 
(ii) Wakf is the detention of a thing in the implied ovmership of Almighty 
God, in such a manner, that its profits may revert to or be applied for the benefit 
of mankind." Technically or as the Arabian jurists put it, "in the language of the 
law", it signifies the dedication or consecration cjf property, either in express 
terms or by implication, for any charitable or religious object, or to secure any 
benefit to human beings.*^ The Sharaya-ul-lslam says with reference to Shiah 
law, "Wakf is a contract, the fruit or effect of which is to tie up the original and 
to leave its usufruct free", and later on, it is stated, "the wakf or subject of 
appropriation is transferred, so as to become the property of the mowkoof aleh 
(or persons on whom the settlement is made) for he has a right to the advantage 
or benefits to be derived from it." To use the curt but expressive language of the 
Moslem lav^ers a dedication to any good purpose [Wujuh-ul-birr-wa'1-ihsan of 
the Shiahs or wujuh-ul-khair waT birr of the Hanafis is a wakf. The tenns biiT 
and khair include all good and pious acts and objects. To make a provision for 
one's self is regarded by Hanafi lawyers as an act of Khair, for the Prophet 
declared a man giving subsistence to himself as giving charity, and settlements 
upon one's family are approved of and regarded as lawful by all the schools. 
The Hedaya, Al-Marghinani, Burhan al-din Box XV (Ara) Vol.11, p.887. 
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The rule of law as laid down by Abu Yusuf that the dedication becomes 
absolute and the right of the person making wakf becomes extinguished by the 
mere fact of his declaration that he dedicates it, or has dedicated it is in force 
among all the Hanafi jurists. The great 'Digest prepared under the command of 
Aurangzeb expressly declares that, on the question of the completion of wakf, 
"decrees are given according to the doctrine of Abu Yusuf." 
Conditions relating to tlie WaldT 
No formality or the use of any express phrase or term is essential for the 
declaration of wakf; it may be constituted in any appropriate words, showing an 
intention to that effect, viz., consecration for some charitable purpose. It is not 
essential to use the word wakf to legalising the declaration, nor it can be said that 
the term wakf would show the consecration of wakf to be conclusive. The 
appropriation of land or other property to pious and charitable purposes is 
sufficient to constitute a wakf without the express use of the term wakf in the 
grant and a grant to an individual heritable by his descendants, may be a wakf 
inspite of the fact that the word wakf is not mentioned and that there is no 
transfer of the property to God. 
The declaration need not be in writing. Where it is not clear whether a 
grant constitutes a wakf, the statements and conduct of the wakif and his 
successors, and the method in which the property has been treated are 
circumstances which, though not conclusive, are worthy of consideration. All 
that is necessary in constituting a wakf is that some sort of declaration, eitlier 
orally or in writing must be made. An oral dedication may be inferred from 
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repute or the conduct of the parties. Though oral wakfs are permitted, yet when 
the terms of a wakf have been reduced to writing, no evidence can be given to 
prove the terms, except the document itself or secondary evidence of its contents. 
A wakf may be created by act inter vivos or by will. When a wakf deed does not 
purport to transfer the ownership to the trustee, it will not require registration and 
the Trust Act would not apply. Appointment of a mutwalli is not essential to the 
validity of a wakf, when a property is conveyed to a trustee for proper 
observance of the pious or charitable objects, the wakf is valid. When the wakif 
is himself a mutwalli and a declaration is made to the effect that his possession of 
the endowed property is in his capacity as a mutwalli, the wakf is valid. In case 
the declaration of wakf be not acted upon by the wakif and its objects be not 
given effect to, the wakf cannot be held valid as there is no bonafide intention to 
create a wakf. 
It is quite clear that the rule laid down by Abu Yusuf is the law applicable 
to the Hanafi Sunnis. The word 'wakf alone, or in combination with habs, 
established a wakf according to the approved opinion, which is that of Abu 
Yusuf. So also in "If a man were to say, this my land is, made wakf, and gives 
its boundaries, and say nothing more, this according to Abu Yusuf is valid 
dedication for the poor." If a man says this land is mouquoofa for God in 
perpetuity, it will create a valid wakf, though he may not have used the word 
Sadaqah and it will be a wakf in favour of the poor; and should he even not have 
used the words in perpetuity, it will still be a valid wakf and the produce will be 
applied to the benefit of the poor. 
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If a wakif declare a particular property to be a wakf for travellers, it is 
lawful, for travellers never cease; and its benefits will be applied to those who 
are poor among them and not to the rich." 
The Radd-ul-Muhtar says, "If a man were to say this land or this house of 
mine is for the poor, or is a wakf for so and so, in the way of God, or for a good 
piupose, it is sufficient. And according to Abu Yusuf, the word mouqoofa is 
sufficient, and Sahid says, "we give fatwas universally according to this." 
Qualifications of a Wakif 
"The same conditions which are essential for the validity of mere acts of 
bounty", says the Fath-uI-Qadir "are requisite to the valid constitution of a wakf, 
that is, the wakif must be free, must be adult, and must be possessed of 
understanding." "It is also a condition", adds the author, "that it should not be 
dependent for its operation upon a contingency which may or may not happen".'^ 
For example, if a man were to say 'this land of mine, will become dedicated if 
my son arrives at home on such a day', the land will not become dedicated even 
should the son arrive on that da>. 
All the schools agree respecting the capacity of the wakif, and it can be 
safely said as regards British India that any Muslim(s) who has attained majority 
and is of sound mind, in the absence of any fraud, undue influence, coercion, 
etc., may make a wakf. As a genera rule, al persons who are competent to make 
a valid gift are also competent to constitute a valid wakf. Any person who is 
16 Syed Ameer Ali, Mdiammadan Law, 112, Vol.I, p.156. 
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sane and possessed of understanding and is major, is competent for the puipose 
of creating a wakf. 
It is not necessary that the person constituting a wakf should be a Muslim; 
a non-Muslim can validity, create a wakf. The Muslim Law requires that the 
object for which a dedication is made must be lawful according to the creed of 
the dedicator as well as the Islamic doctrines, and the essential element should be 
divine approbation. Therefore, a Muslim cannot create a wakf in favour of an 
idol or a temple or any other object opposed to the spirit of the Muslim faith; and 
similarly; a Hindu cannot dedicate in favour of a mosque. The Muslim Law of 
Wakf insists on religious motive and purpose to be the sole essence of wakf. The 
action of a mere imbecile is not absolutely invalid. If a person who is imbecile 
makes a wakf upon himself and after him upon some other purpose which does 
not fail, it is valid according to Abu Yusuf, but the latter will take effect only 
upon its being sanctioned by the judge. Where therefore, a person, who, without 
being absolutely non compos mentis, is so weak in intellect, that he cannot 
understand the nature of his acts, makes a wakf in his own favour with remainder 
in favour of others. Such wakf is valid so far as the settlement on himself is 
concerned and with regard to the remainder it would be valid with the sanction of 
the judge. 
There is some conflict as to wakfs by an apostate, one opinion is that al 
wakfs in favour of the poor or for pious purposes of a general character remain 
operative, but those which are against the interest of heirs become ineffective in 
favour of individuals. The other opinion is in favour of avoiding all wakfs before 
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renunciation of Islam. The former opinion is generally preferred. But wakfs 
created by an apostate after renouncing his faith are valid. In case of woman, her 
apostasy will not invalidate a wakf created before she renounces Islam. An 
agreement by a Hindu to dedicate to a mosque cannot be enforced against him, as 
it is illegal under the Muslim Law. 
The Muslim authorities are unanimous that a wakif must have attained 
puberty, which is the period of life after which a wakf is permissible, because 
then the person is competent to act. In other words a wakif must have attained 
the age, when according to his personal law, it would be presumed he has 
acquired sufficient discretion or understanding to comprehend the nature of his 
act. 
When a wakf has been created by a formally registered document by a 
person who is sui juris, and there is no reason to suppose that the settlement had 
been brought about by undue influence or fraud, it will not be set aside. 
The general presumption that a person, who signs a deed, understands the 
contents and the nature of the transactions does not apply in case of a 
pardanashin lady, and the beneficiary or the mutwalli will be required to prove 
that she acted with an independent discretion and without any undue influence 
whatsoever. 
Subject of Wakf 
There is a conflict of opinion as to the subject matter of wakf, or what 
may be constituted as wakf. Abu Hanifa has held that land alone may be the 
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subject of wakf, but not movable property, even if accessory to land Abu Yusuf 
and Imam Mohammed are of opinion that land, together with accessories, also 
instruments of husbandry, horses, camels and anns for war against the infidels 
may also be the subject of wakf. For other kinds of movables, there is a 
difference of opinion between Abu Yusuf and Imam Muhammad. According to 
Imam Muhammad, aU articles or movables that can be subjected to the dealings 
and transactions of men lawfully be dedicated, but Abu Yusuf does not put such 
a liberal construction. 
Under the Shiah and Shafei laws, land and everything that cannot be 
consumed by use and everything lawfully saleable, such as, articles as admit of 
usufruct, resembling land, horses, arms may form a valid subject of wakf. 
The fatawa is mostly in favour of Imam Muhammad, as expressed by 
Fath-ul-Qadir, "According to al the jurists, the wakf of all movables in ordinary 
use among mankind, is valid. In terms of Fatawa-i-AIamgiri, the Hanafi law 
includes the following as subject-matters of a valid wakf:- immovable property, 
accessories to it, beast of burden, arms, Quran, other books, and other articles as 
are customarily made the subject of wakf, but not things that admit of use with 
destruction of the subject. 
Another essential condition as regards the subject-matter of the wakf is 
that the wakif must own and possess the property at the time that he consecrates a 
wakf; that is he must be in a position to exercise dominion over it. Consequently, 
if a wakf is made by a person of some property which he has unlawfully 
acquired, it would be invalid, although he may subsequently purchase it from the 
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lawful owner. So also, when a man makes a wakf, for certain good purposes, of 
land belonging to another, and then becomes the proprietor of it, the wakf is not 
lawful; but it would become validly dedicated if ratified by the proprietor. When 
a person makes a bequest of some property to another, and the legatee, prior to 
the death of the testator and before the legacy has vested in him, makes a wakf 
thereof, it is invalid. A wakf or property before the full proprietary right has 
vested in the person appropriating is not valid. There are certain exceptions, 
however, to this rule. 
If possession were taken of land given by an invalid gift, and it were then 
made a wakf, it would be lawful according to the Bahr-ur-Raik, the donee being 
responsible for its value. And if one were to purchase a house by an invalid sale, 
take possession and then make a wakf of the same in favour of the poor, the wakf 
would be lawful and operative according to the Fatawai Kazi Khan, with the 
responsibility for its value to the seller; but if the wakf were made before taking 
possession it would not be valid according to the Muhit. 
When a man buys land by a valid sale, and makes a wakf of it before 
taking possession and paying the price, the matter is in suspense until he pays the 
price and takes possession when the wakf is lawful; but if he were to die without 
leaving any property, the land would be sold and the wakf would be voided. And 
if a right is established in the property after the creation of the wakf, or if it is 
claimed by a person under a right of preemption after the wakf by the buyer has 
been made, the wakf is void. 
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It is not necessary that the entire subject matter of the wakf should be 
actually in the possession of the wakif at the time of the wakf, for the consecrator 
may validly include in the wakf any property which he may subsequently 
acquire. Nor is it necessary that the property which is dedicated should be 
entirely free from the rights or claims of other parties. Accordingly, a property 
which is leased to tenants or which is under mortgage, or held in pledge, can be 
validly dedicated. 
It is not a condition that the property dedicated should be free from the 
rights of thers (hakk-ul-ghoir) as in the case of pledge and bailment, so that if one 
were to give a lease of his land and were then to make a wakf of it before the 
expiration of the term, and wakf would be binding according to its conditions, 
and the contract of lease would not be voided, but on the expiration of the term, 
the land would revert to the purposes to which it was dedicated. In the like 
manner, if a man were to mortgage his land, and then dedicate it before 
redeeming it, the wakf would take effect, but the land would not be withdrawn in 
the same way from the mortgage and if it should remain for years in the hands of 
the mortgagee and then be redeemed, it would revert to the uses for which it was 
made wakf. And if the mortgagor should die before redemption, yet if he should 
leave sufficient inheritance to redeem the land, it is to be redeemed and the wakf 
would take effect. But if he should not leave enough for that purpose, the land 
may be sold and the wakf would become void. In the case of a lease, when either 
the lessor or lessee dies the lease becomes void, and the wakf immediately takes 
effect. 
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When the land is sold for the payment of the mortgage debt, the wakf is 
not voided in its entirety, the wakf attaches to the balance of the sale-proceeds 
after the payment of the debt. 
Lands leased for a fixed period (al-arz-ul-muhtak-Kira) stand on a 
different footing, hi such a case the wakf would remain, as it were, in abeyance 
during the existence of the lease, without interfering with the possessory right of 
the lessee. 
The wakf of a person who has been placed under "inhibition" by the Judge 
is not vahd. The proceeding of "inhibition" may be likened to a proceeding in 
bankruptcy. The Kazi is authorised, at the instance of the creditors of a person, 
or any of his relatives or friends, upon proof of prodigality, want of mental 
capacity, or reckless borrowing, to place him under "inhibition" and to declare 
him incapable of contracting further debts or engaging in any transaction, and to 
appoint a curator of his estate or business or trade. When such a fiat has been 
made against a person, he is said to be a mahjur. A wakf by a mahjur is invalid. 
So long as a person has not been declared a mahjur by the Kazi, he has absolute 
power, if sui juris, to deal with his property in any way he hkes. 
The effects of a consecration or wakf of a property by its owner is to 
extinguished absolutely and forever all his rights therein. The act of 
consecration, which is irrevocable in its character, transfers the property forever 
into the legal ownership of the Almighty for the benefit of His Creatures. 
Henceforth the wakif has no power to deal with it in any way or burden it or 
create any change over it. In short, it is no more his to deal with. Should the 
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wakif constitute himself the mutwalli, any dealing of him, prejudicial to the 
interests of the wakf, is a misfeasance, and the Kazi or judge, on proof thereof, 
would be bound to remove him. He carmot even borrow for the benefit of the 
wakf without the sanction of the Judge. Consequently, any liabilities contracted 
by the wakif after the wakf is created, caimot affect the wakf, and subsequent 
creditors have no right to question the consecration. 
But though no act of the wakif subsequent to the wakf affects its validity, 
if any right was attached to the property before it was dedicated the consecration 
would not defeat that right. 
But when the wakf is made in extremis, or when the person is labouring 
under an illness which ends fatally, and the wakif leaves no asserts from which 
his debts can be satisfied, in other words, dies insolvent, the Kazi has the power 
to direct the payment of the deceased's debts out of the wakf property. 
With regards to the rights of those creditors, for whose debts no portion of 
the property dedicated is mortgaged, and the wakf is made by a person "in 
health" who is involved in debt creditors have no right in the property of their 
debtors. And a person, who has only a money-claim against another and has not 
taken the precaution to get the property of his debtor hypothecated for his debt, 
has no right to question a wakf made by the debtor. 
A sui juris, if he is not under any mental incapacity or any inhibition, is 
competent to consecrate his entire estate; and another essential condition is that 
he should be in health and should not be suffering from any mental illness. If he 
is in marz-ul-maut or death-illness, he caimot dedicate more than a third of his 
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estate unless the heirs consent in accordance with the Sunni or Shiah law to 
which sect the dedicator belongs. A wakf made in death-illness is governed by 
rules relating to testamentary wakfs, even if the delivery of possession of the 
appropriated property is made by the wakif to the mutwalli. 
Wakf of Mushaa 
As regards the wakf of mushaa, the authorities differ; the strict view of 
Muhammad is that the wakf of a mushaa in joint property is not valid, as the 
delivery of possession to the mutwalli is an essential condition for the validity of 
a wakf; while Abu Yusuf has held that the wakf of a mushaa is valid inspite of 
the fact that the property be liable to partition, and he has laid down an exception 
that the wakf of a mushaa for a mosque or burial ground is not valid whether the 
property be liable to division or not. Abu Yusuf has given two specific reasons 
for his view, (i) because the continuance of a participation in anything is 
repugnant to its becoming the exclusive right of God; and also (ii) "because the 
present discussion supposes the place in question to be incapable of division as 
being narrow and confined, whence it cannot be divided but by an alternate 
application of it to different purposes, such as its being applied one year to the 
interment of the dead and the next year to tillage, or at one time to prayer and at 
another time to the keeping of horses - which would be singularly abominable.'^ 
Testamentary Wakf 
When a wakf is made inter vivos containing testamentary provisions, the 
testament is called wasiatbil wakf which may or may not form part of the 
" Charles Hamilton, The Hedaya, 1870, p.233. 
" Agha All Khan v. Altaf Hasan Khan 14 All 429, 
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general will of the settlor. Its effect is that the dedication remains suspended or 
contingent upon the death of the wakif It will be subject to all the provisions 
pertaining to the testamentary capacity of the testator, so if he bequeathed 
property in excess of a bequeathable third, it will be void, unless the heirs of the 
settlor assent. A wakf created by a will is not invalid as it contains a clause that 
the wakf shall not operate if a child is bom to the testator. In the absence of the 
heirs, a bequest of more than a third of the testator's estate would be valid. The 
reason being that wills are always revocable and so a wakf may be revoked by 
will even without reserving any express power n that respect. Such a 
testamentary wakf will not be invalid merely because it contains a condition 
overriding the dedication in the event of the birth of a child during the testator's 
lifetime. A testamentary wakf is permissible under the Surmie as well as the 
Shiah law or in other words, the rule of bequeathable third is applicable equally 
to the Shiahs and the Sunnis. As the ownership and possession of the property 
remain with the testator in a testamentary wakf a clear and unequivocal direction 
in the will dedicating property to God and vesting it in the mutwalli after the 
testator's death for such objects as are recognized by the Muslim Law as proper 
objects of a wakf, is sufficient comphance with law, and any oral declaration by 
testator is not essential, but no personal benefit, in the strict sense of the term, 
can be reserved by the testator. 
The Shiah law as regards testamentary wakf is that actual possession by or 
by the direction of the wakif is a condition precedent to the wakf having validity 
and effect. Whether a settlor has completely divested himself of all interest in 
the property which he dedicated is a question of construction of the wakfiiama. 
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When the wakif is to be himself the first mutwalli the requirement of giving 
possession of the thing appropriated will be satisfied, if it be held proved that the 
wakif changed the character of his possession, continuing to hold the property 
not as malik of the property but as mutwalli of the wakf. Mutation of names is 
not the only method by which possession can be given or altered. The number 
and value of the properties to which the most formal act of transfer of possession 
by mutation of names was carried out and the opening of a separate account in 
the name of the wakf are sufficient evidence that the properties comprised in 
wakf deed had been put into the possession of the mutwallis in the absence of 
suggestion or suspicion that the settler had a particular motive or desire to 
withhold any special item of the property. It would be to mistake the character 
and scope of the condition of the transfer of possession of the thing appropriated 
and to misinterpret it, to hold the wakf is bad because one or two properties had 
not been recorded formally in the new names, or because the utmost technicality 
had not been observed in granting rent receipts or framing plaints in rent suits. 
The settlers intromissions with the income of the properties are part of the 
evidence upon which as a whole must be answered the question whether the 
character of his possession of the properties had been changed. 
If the bequeathed property exceeds a third of the wakif s estate for the 
benefit of a mosque the wakf will be valid on the assent of the heirs alone, and in 
case of dissent it will be wholly void under the Sunni law. 
Under the Sunni law, when any beneficiary of the testamentary wakf is an 
heir he can have his interest under the wakf separated, provided other heirs 
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affected thereby assent after the death of the wakif. But under Shiah Law, the 
said dispositions will hold good, if it is within a third of the wakfs estate, and the 
assent of other heirs would be required for its validity, only if it is in excess of 
the bequeathable third. 
Powers of the Wakif 
It is essential to know how far a wakif can wield his power or what 
conditions can be laid down by him as regards the objects, purposes or 
administration of a wakf. The general principle is that the conditions imposed by 
the settlor, if lawful, must be strictly carried out in the same way as if they are 
the commands of the Law-Giver. It is lawful for the settlor to make a condition 
to the effect that the wakf premises may be exchanged for other property, or they 
may be sold and the sale proceeds applied for the purposes of the wakf, and the 
reservation of such a power of exchange either in his favour or in favour of the 
mutwalli is valid, a mere reservation of power to sell would lead to the invalidity 
of the dedication, unless there is a direction, express or implied, to invest the sale 
proceeds for the purposes of the wakf, for otherwise it might lead to terminate the 
wakf itself, which is against the basic principle of the perpetuation of a wakf. 
Therefore, a direction to the mutwalli in the deed of wakf authorising him to sell 
the dedicated property and apply the proceed, thereof in canying out the purpose 
of a wakf is valid; as in this case the sale is not in contravention of, but is in 
accordance with, the terms of the endowment, and its object is not to defeat but 
to carry out the purpose which the wakif had in view. Conditions which are 
invalid or against the sentiments and principles of Muslim Law, will not be 
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binding, for example, the wakif cannot lay down any condition restricting the 
power of the Qazi or Judge, as regards the appointment or dismissal of a 
mutwalli or any matter connected with the administration of the wakf; similarly 
his condition as regards the reading of the Quran at the settler's grave, will have 
no effect, as it is an object forbidden by law. 
The dedicator may also validly reserve a right to use the usufruct of the 
wakf property in any way he likes during his lifetime, but such a condition, if 
imposed after his death in favour of a mutwalli, is unlawful. At the time of 
dedication, he can reserve to himself the power to alter the beneficiaries of the 
trust or their interest in it, or to add to the beneficiaries, or to name the 
beneficiaries. Subsequent to the execution of a wakf or to remove any person 
from that category or the mutwalli from his office, or to allow the mutwalli to 
appoint a co-mutwalli, or any other mutwalli, or to have power to increase or 
reduce the remuneration of anybody, or to remove anyone he likes. Where the 
settlor deliberately defers making provision on certain subjects to a future date 
and does make such provision, such provision should be considered to be part 
and parcel of the wakf itself The wakif has every right, regarding the 
remuneration of the mutwalli, and if he makes a distinction between himself and 
the succeeding mutwallis as to the remuneration, the wakf will not be invalid 
merely because tlie wakif as mutwalli reserves more salary for himself than for 
succeeding mutwallis. A reservation of less than 1/10 of the income by the 
mutwalli is valid. This power is to be reserved at the time of the constitution of 
the wakf, but failing to that, the settlor will have no right to interfere afterwards 
as the ownership is transferred in favour of the Almighty. 
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The reservation of a power of revocation in a deed of wakf is inconsistent 
with the fundamental idea underlying a wakf, that fundamental idea being that 
the property is treated as vested, not in the trustees, but in Almighty God and, 
therefore, a power of revocation in favour of the settlor contained in a deed of 
wakf renders the deed void, and it is immaterial that where there are two settlers 
the power of revocation is only in favour of one of them where both concur in 
giving such power. Similarly, when the wakif parts with the ownership of the 
property in favour of God, he has no power to make any alteration in the earlier 
deed such provisions are invalid. 
Another important principle is that no alteration can be made in the nature 
or character of the wakf, whether a power to this effect has been reserved or not. 
The mutwalli or the settlor himself, if he be the mutwalli, is to carry out the 
provisions of the wakf strictly. Solicitous regard must be paid to the intention of 
the consecrator as regards the provisions of the wakf. If there is any latent 
ambiguity, it may be cleared, by evidence, but evidence for patent ambiguity is 
not allowed. If the wording or the language of the deed is capable of double 
meanings, the construction most consistent with the intention of the dedicator 
must be adopted. 
Transfers in Case of Necessity 
The mutwalli or the wakif can only alienate or transfer wakf property, if 
there is a provision to that effect in the constitution of the wakf, but in cases 
where there is no such contingency provided for, and where the wakf property is 
reduced to such a condition that the object of the wakf carmot be given effect to. 
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so much so that the beneficiaries do not derive any benefit, or a case of utmost 
legal necessity comes up, the court may empower the mutwaUi to sell or 
mortgage the wakf property in case of the urgent necessity of the wakf. 
A wakif has no power to make any change in the terms of the wakf or in 
the personnel of the mutwallis where no such power has bee reserved by him in 
the deed of wakf. 
A Wakf with an option 
If a dedication is made with an option with a definite period fixed for its 
exercise on the part of the wakif, the wakf as well as the condition is valid, but if 
the time is uncertain and indefinite the wakf is void. For example, if a person 
were to say, "I dedicate this house as wakf, but I shall have an option to revoke it 
within seven days, and if he does not revoke it within the stipulated period, it 
becomes absolute. 
Contingent or Conditional Wakf 
If the creation of a wakf depends on the happening of an event, it is 
invalid altogether as it is unlawful and a wakf cannot be made to depend on the 
happening of a contingency. A grant sub conditione is not valid; the dedication 
should be complete and should not depend on a contingency. The appropriation 
must at once be complete and not suspended on anything, and its real test is to 
see whether dedication was complete at the time, so a mere interposition of an 
estate or reservation of a life-interest, or a direction to pay the debts of the wakif 
out of the income of the property would not invalidate a wakf. But a wakf 
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constituted on a certain condition is valid, as for instance, if a man were to say, 
"If this house be my property, it is appropriated as a pious offering". In such a 
case, if the wakif becomes the owner of the house, at the declaration of the wakf, 
it is valid. When the settlor makes a wakf of his property for charity in case the 
wakif dies without leaving any issue, it was held to be an invalid wakf, as it 
depended on a contingency. 
A stipulation that personal debts of the wakif should be paid out of the 
property before the income is applied for religious and charitable purposes is 
valid and the wakf does not become contingent by such a stipulation. 
The Shiah is also the same in case of the creation of a series of successive 
life interest which is possible under the Suimi law, the Shiali law makes the 
distinction that the person taking in the first instance must be in existence at the 
time of the wakf is made. It is due to Imam Muhammad's doctrine of Seizia. 
Essentials of a Valid Wakf 
The essentials of a valid wakf are: 
1) The settler must destine the ultimate application of the income to the 
objects not hable to become extinct. 
2) The appropriation must be at once complete. 
3) There must be no stipulation in the wakf for the sale of the property and 
expenditure of the price on the appropriator's necessaries, and 
4) Perpetuity must be a necessary condition. 
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There must be a declaiation of dedication contemporaneously made with 
the act of dedication and the wakif must divest himself of the ownership of the 
property when physical possession is not essential but such possession as is 
possible must be given. Absolute and unconditional transfer of property in the 
name of God is necessary and in case of wakf inter vivos, transfer of possession 
from wakif to mutwalli is necessary. If the wakif is himself a mutwalli, some 
overt act indicating change of tenure of property is sufficient. Mere declaration 
without transfer of possession is sufficient where the settlor is the first mutwalli 
and a wakf once made could not be invalidated by the subsequent inaction of the 
mutwalli. Therefore, relinquishment of ownership in favour of God is necessary. 
Object of Wakf 
A wakf may be constituted for the benefit of any person, or class of 
persons, for any object of piety or charity which term has been used in a very 
wide sense in the Muslim system of law. So wakfs, for the benefit of the Muslim 
community on the occasions of rejoicing and mournings are vaUd. Everything, 
which is dedicated to God is in reality for the service of God. Every pious act is 
ibadat, "the service of God". The religious and legal system of Islam is founded 
chiefly on the service and well being of humanity. The service of mankind in 
general and the good of humanity constitute the service and worship of God. 
Therefore the dedication may be for any object which is pious or charitable, and 
if it is in favour of descendants or relations, the ultimate residue is to go to the 
poor, if this reversion is expressly provided for, the wakf is valid without any 
difference of opinion. In case, there is no such mention of the ultimate object. 
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the law supplies this deficiency and declares tliat on failure of the primary object, 
it will ensure for the benefit of the ultimate recipients of all charity, viz., the 
poor. So far the constitution of a valid wakf, the family of tlie wakif would be 
the object of wakf, only if there was substantial dedication for some ultimate 
charitable purpose, and the charity was not illusory either by the small proportion 
that it bore to the whole of the wakf property, or from the uncertainty and 
remoteness of the time when the provisions to charity were to take effect. 
Similarly, a settlement in perpetuity on the family of the wakif cannot be the 
valid object of wakf and on its extinction it may go to the poor or some charitable 
object. The wakif in such settlement can only be said to have used the word 
wakf as merely a veil to cover arrangements for the aggrandisement of the family 
and to make the property inalienable. Dedication of one-third of the income to 
charitable purposes has been held to be a substantial dedication to charity. 
In the Mussulman System, law and religion are ahnost synonymous 
expressions, and are so intermixed that it is difficult to dissociate the one from 
the other, in other words, generally speaking, what is religious is lawful: what is 
lawful is religious. 
According to all the schools of Mussulman Law, a wakf may be created 
for the benefit of any person or class of persons or for any object of piety or 
charity. It may even be for children that are unborn. If the person or object m 
whose favour it is created is not in existence at the time of the creation of the 
trust, it will be applied "for the poor", who aie the ultimate recipients of all 
wakfs, unless any other object is named. 
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The words "piety" and "charity" have a much wider signification in 
Mussuhnan Law and religion than in any other system. Khair, birr, ihsan & C , 
include every purpose which is recognised as good or pious under the 
Mussuhnan religion and the Mussulman Law; and the test of what is "good" or 
"pious" or "Charitable" is the approval of the Almighty. Every "good purpose" 
(Wajah-ul-Khair) which God approves of the Almighty, or by which approach 
(Kurbat) is attained to the Deity, is a fitting purpose for a valid and lawful wakf 
or dedication. A provision for one's self, for one's children, for one's relatives is 
as good and pious an act as a dedication for the support of the general body of 
the poor. The principle is founded on the religion of Islam and derived from the 
teachings of the Prophet, and therefore any variation of the rule is a direct 
interference with the Mussulman religion. 
Another point worthy of attention in the Mussulman Law is that every 
trust for whatever purpose created is really and in fact for the benefit of human 
beings. The reUgious and legal system of Islam is founded essentially on the 
service and well being of humanity. A dedication may be made for a mosque, but 
the mosque is intended for human beings to pray in, it may be for a school, 
intended for the instruction of students, for Khankahs, where a particular class of 
people congregate for religious exercises, and so forth. Every object, therefore, 
is intended for the spiritual, religious moral, or material good of human beings. 
This is the meaning of the terse and sententious rule pronounced by the Prophet, 
"tie up the property and leave its usufruct free for mankind." A wakf once made 
for whatever object, has the effect of "detaining" the property in the custody of 
the Almighty, its produce alone being applicable for the good of human beings. 
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Wakf implies the relinquishment of the proprietary right in any article of 
property, such as lands, tenements, & C, and consecrating it in such maimer to 
the service of God that it may be of benefit to men. In the Islamic system there is 
no such thing as a dedication "solely to the worship of God", A dedication 
"solely to the worship of God" is an unmeaning phrase in Islam. The service of 
man and the good of humanity constitute pre-eminently the service and worship 
of God. Everything which is dedicated to God is in reality for the good of 
mankind; and everything which is dedicated for the good of human beings, 
individually or collectively, is for tlie service of God. 
Wakf for Individual Beneficiaries 
Under the Shiah and Shafei laws, it is essential that the beneficiaries must 
be (i) in existence, (ii) Competent to hold property, and (iii) distinctly indicated 
at the time of the creation of the wakf, otherwise it will be void. 
Where the wakf is made in favour of a series of persons succeeding one 
after another and the first beneficiary is incompetent to be a beneficiary owing to 
the lack of any of the abovementioned qualifications the whole wakf fails. But 
the Sunni law is quite different and it lays down that when the beneficiary named 
is not in being or caimot be identified or ascertained at the time of consecration, 
the benefit of the wakf will go to the poor or to other religious, pious or 
charitable object until the time when the said beneficiary comes into existence, or 
the object is ascertained, or in case of successive interests, to the second 
beneficiary, if the first is incompetent or fails, and on his competency he will get 
the benefit. 
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Unless the ultimate destination of the profits be not directed for pious or 
charitable purpose, a wakf for the maintenance of the descendants will not be 
valid in spite of the fact that the word 'wakf has been used. The ultimate 
dedication in favour of the poor, or for some religious or pious objects cannot be 
inferred by the mere making of a wakf in favour of one's family. A wakf would 
be invalid where it is virtually in favour of a number of successive life-interests 
without any ultimate dedication to charity. In case a wakif s is for the exclusive 
benefit of the members of the wakf s family with an express declaration that no 
member of the pubhc will have any right to the property, ultimate benefit to the 
poor cannot be implied and the wakf will be invalid. When the wakif did not at 
all consider what was going to happen if his descendants died in course of time, 
the absence of this contingency was to cause an accumulation of property 
without any definite object. 
Under the Hanafi Law, the wakif, in the first instance, or the wakif along 
with other beneficiaries may be the object of a wakf, but under the Shiah law no 
benefit can be reserved by the wakif for his person, except in a case where the 
wakf is made in favour of a class of person and the wakif comes under the 
description by which the class is ascertained after the dedication. The wakif may 
not only provide for his maintenance under the wakf, but if he wishes he may 
even reserve the whole income for his lifetime. A wakf made with the intent to 
defeat or defraud creditors is voidable at the option of the Creditors Stipulation of 
life-interest in wakf property of the wakif himself or of his wife, or reservation 
of the entire income for his lifetime or provision for payment of his debts after 
his death or creation of mortgage debt in accordance with such reservation, or a 
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direction to pay Government revenue due to wakf property, or a provision for 
settler's residence is valid. 
Under the Shiah Law, the wakif is to divest himself completely not only of 
the ownership of the property, but also of everything in the form of the usufruct 
from the time the wakf is credited, and a life-estate cannot be reserved in the 
whole or any portion of the income when the wakif reserves for himself some 
remuneration as a mutwalli, the wakf is valid. The Shiah Law does not allow any 
reservation for the settlor, but it is not so for the others, such as his wife. A 
provision for the payment of ancestral debts of the wakf is not valid in the Shiah 
Law, but a provision for payment of debts charged on the wakf property is valid, 
or a Shiah may make a valid wakf of mortgaged property like a Suimi. 
A subsistence by a wakif for himself and for his family and children is 
lawful. The Shiah and Shafei schools differ from the Hanafis only as regards the 
reservation of life-interest of the wakif and hold that he cannot be the primary 
beneficiary under the trust, except that when he is the mutwalli, and as such he 
can receive only the allowance reserved for the trustee; Imam Muhammad has 
also laid down the same principle that wakif cannot reserve the entire produce of 
the wakf during his lifetime. But there is absolute unanimity as regards the 
validity of wakfs in favour of one's children. The wakf for tlie settler's family or 
descendants is valid, provided there is an ultimate gift of the whole property to 
charity, that is to say, the ultimate benefit is reserved for the poor or for any other 
religious, pious or charitable purposes. 
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Wakf-Alal-Aulad 
The special feature of a wakf-alal-aulad is that the members of the wakif s 
family should be supported out of the profits of the wakf property. But in case 
where there is no such implication, absence of any such reversion to charity 
would invalidate the wakf, and any such defect, if lacking at its inception, can be 
remedied subsequently. 
Muslim Law of Inheritance How Far Deviated? 
The ordinary Muslim Law of inheritance is deviated from in endowments 
for the benefit of the family, coupled with provisions in favour of ultimate 
charity, without defining the order of succession among them. Unless it appeared 
that the wakif intended to create joint tenancy or that the interest of deceased 
child would pass on to his heirs or survivors, the benefit cannot pass on to others 
and the law of survivorship will not govern the matter, but the wakf would pass 
on to the ultimate charitable object. 
When a wakf is to the effect that on the death of one of the descendants, 
the interest is to go to other descendants of the same degree, the nearest in blood 
would be preferred to one more remote, but in case when there exists no one of 
that degree, the share would merge in the general produce e.g., paternal uncle's 
children will be preferred to sister's children, being of the same degree, though 
remoter in blood, in case a person died leaving these survivors. 
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If a wakf is purported to be made in favour of one's own or any other 
person's descendants, without defining the order of succession among them, the 
succession is to per stripes and not per capita, contrary to the principle of Mushm 
Law of inheritance. 
A daughter shares equally with sons, and the ordinary rule of the double 
share to the made is inapplicable to wakfs, unless it be expressed clearly by the 
wakif 
Daughters are included under the general term 'child' or 'children', their 
issues and descendants are not allowed to share with descendants in the male 
line, unless a clear expression is made to that effect in the wakf deed. 
The consanguine and uterine brothers, share equally in endowments. 
If the dedication is made in favour of "the children and the progeny" 
(Walad and nasall, and at the time there is only one grand child and a child is 
bom subsequently, both will share the benefits of wakf. 
This according to Abi Yusuf and "The Fatwa is with him". A condition in 
the wakfiiama giving to one child a greater interest than the other, or to the sons 
more than the daughters is sinful, as it is sinful to make any difference in gifts. 
When the wakif makes a wakf in favom* of a class, all persons belonging to that 
class take equally whether they belong to the same sex or not, or whether they 
differ in their "roots". For example when it is in favour of brothers, consanguine 
and uterine brothers take together and not according to their shares under the law 
of succession. Similarly, if a man were to say that in case of his dying without 
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issue, the wakf would endure to the benefit of his relatives belonging to the class 
nearest to him in degree, and he dies leaving only one paternal uncle's son and 
two paternal uncle's daughters, tlie male and female cousins take the income in 
equal shares. The division should not be according to their shares under the law 
of inheritance, but according to the rule laid down by the Prophet in which he 
declared that no preference should be shown in gifts, and consequently the 
donees will take equally. 
When a man makes a wakf for the sons of A, excepting the sons residing 
abroad, and then some of the sons leave the city or country, they lose the right 
and do not recover it on their return to the country. Similarly, if a wakf is made 
for the children of A engaged in the pursuit of learning, and some of them give 
up their studies, they lose all interest in the wakf and do not recover it on 
resuming their studies, unless in all these cases the wakif has declared that they 
would get back their interest on their return. 
When a wakf is made in favour of two or more individuals, they are not 
entitled to a partition of the property in proportion to their share of tlie profits. 
The mutwalli, however, has the power to make such arrangements as he deems 
necessary, consistently with the provisions of the wakf for the due cultivation of 
the wakf lands or occupation of the wakf premises. 
A Wakf Created in Death-Illness 
When a Mariz (a person labouring under a death-illness) makes a wakf of 
his property in favour of his children, and children's children in perpetuity so 
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long as his nasi exists, upon the death of the testator, the wakf will not be valid in 
favour of the heirs, but will be valid in favour of the non-heirs i.e., grand-
children, in respect of one-third of the estate, "for the wakf of a mariz, is like a 
will and is valid so far as the third of the estate extends when it is in favour of a 
non-heir. 
When a person is in death-illness make a wakf of his land for his child and 
his child's child and leaves no other property besides it, one-third of the land 
becomes wakf for the benefit of the child's child, whether asserted to by the heirs 
or not, and the other two-thirds form the property of the heirs, if the wakf is 
disallowed by them, but if is allowed by them the produce of the two-thirds will 
be divided between the child and the child's child equally. So long as there is a 
child of the wakif living, the produce is to be divided per capita among the 
children and the grandchildren. The shares falhng to the lot of the children being, 
however, given to all the heirs of the wakif, so that if besides children there is 
any other heir of the wakif, he or she would participate in the children's share. 
Should some of the children of the wakif die, the income will be divided among 
the surviving children and grandchildren per capita, and the shares of the 
surviving children will be given to all the surviving heirs of the wakif and to the 
heirs of those heirs of the wakif who were alive at the time of his death. 
Similarly, if a wakf is made by a person to take effect after his death in 
favour of his children, children's children at their nasi, the wakf in favour of the 
children will not be valid, they being heirs, but will be valid in respect of the 
others. The division will be as in the case of a death-bed wakf. 
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In these cases the wakf does not take effect in favour of the children in 
consequence of its being made either in death-ilhiess as a testamentary 
disposition. But where the wakf is made "in health", as a disposition inter vivos, 
it takes effect in favour of the children. 
Public and Quasi-Public Wakfs 
Among wakfs in which the affluent (aghnia) and indigent (fukara) are 
equally interested may be mentioned the following:-
1. Mosques and prayer-grounds (Musallas) 
2. hnam baras 
3. Rouzahs (mausolea) and dargahs. 
4. Khankahs 
5. Caravanserais and musaffir-Khanehs (travellers' house) 
6. Colleges and schools (madrassas and maktabs) 
7. Hospitals and dispensaries 
8. Reservoirs, cisterns, aqueducts, roads, bridges, & C. 
9. Rubats or hostels and rest-houses 
10. Cemeteries. 
In these wakfs, the rich and the poor, the affluent and the indigent, are 
equally entitled to participate. But the wakif may specially consecrate such 
institutions or places for the poor, in which case these alone would be entitled to 
derive benefit therefi^ om. For example, a school may be dedicated for the 
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education of the children of the poor, or a hospital for the relief of the sick and 
ailing among them, and so on. 
In the case of lungar - Khanehs and similar institutions which are 
primarily intended for the poor, the affluent, prima-facie, no title to benefit 
therefrom. But the wakif may condition otherwise. 
Mosques are too-well known to require any detailed description. The word 
Masjid is derived from Sijda, devotion, and means a place of devotion or a place 
where prayers are offered to the Almighty. 
A very fair description of an ordinary mosque is given by the Herklot in 
his Qanoon-i-Islam. Musallas are prayer grounds, and the word is derived from 
the word Salat or prayers. 
An Imambara literally means the house of the Imam. It is a building 
consecrated to services held in honour of the martyrdom of Hussain, and is 
generally a Shiah institution, though many Surmis also create and maintain 
Imambarah. 
In India, the tombs of saints or holy personages are generally called 
darghas. 
A Khankah, means a monastery or religious structure built for the Eastern 
Sufis or Dervishes. 
There are a number of darglias in India. Some of the most noted ones is 
those at Ajmer, the mausolea of Moin-ul-din-Chishti and at Futtehpur Sikri (near 
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Agra). There is a celebrated dargah in the suburbs of Calcutta called Moula Ali 
Ki dargah, where votive offerings of all kinds are made. The tomb of the famous 
poet. Shaikh Ali Hazin, is also regarded as a shrine not only by Mussulmans but 
also by Hindus. 
'Rest-houses for ghazis or soldiers engaged in holy warfare are also called 
rubats. 
"The proprietary right of the wakif in a building or ground set apart from 
prayers becomes extinguished either on the declaration of the wakif that he has 
constituted it a mosque or musalla or consecrated it for worship, or on the 
performance of prayers therein or thereon. 
Every ground set apart for prayers is not necessarily a musalla and subject 
to the rules governing a mosque. A musalla is a place where funeral prayers or 
the prayers of the two Ids are usually offered. In such cases only the place where 
the congregation gather and the worship is performed that is governed by the 
rules governing a mosque. But a piece of ground may be specially dedicated for 
the performance of public prayers, and though there is no building thereon, if 
prayers have been habitually performed thereon, it is a wakf and subject to the 
rules governing a mosque. If prayers are offered once in a mosque it is sufficient 
to constitute a god dedication. Therefore, if a person erect a mosque and gives 
permission to people to pray tlierein, it becomes complete. Should a mosque be 
consigned to a mutwalli, but no progress be offered therein, it would be a valid 
dedication where effect has been given to a dedication in the mode which is 
natural to the particular dedication, the wakf is complete and irrevocable. 
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The land which has once been dedicated to a mosque continues wakf even 
though it has become waste and the building has fallen into ruin. And Abu Yusuf 
holds that, with the permission of the Kazi, the ruined or waste portion may be 
sold and applied towards the construction or maintenance of any other mosque 
nearest to the disused mosque. And the same principle is applicable to every 
other religious or charitable institutions. 
When several wakfs are attached to one mosque, the Mutwalli or manager 
may keep the income of all together, in fact keep a joint account, and if one shop 
attached to the Masjid has fallen into disrepair, there is no objection to its being 
repaired with the income of another shop belonging to the same mosque. If a 
person were to make a wakf of a piece of land for the purpose of erecting a 
mosque, he cannot afterwards resume or sell it, neither can it be inherited, 
because this ground is altogether alienated from the right of the individual and 
appertains solely to God. The reason of this is, that all things whatever are 
originally the property of the Almighty. When, therefore, the individual 
relinquishes his right in the ground, it reverts to its original state, and his power 
over it terminates in the same manner as a master's power over a bondsman 
terminates in consequence of emancipation and cannot be resumed. 
Colleges, schools, hospitals, dispensaries & C, stand on the same footing 
as mosques and other religious institutions. In the Mussulman Law there is no 
distinction between purely religious institutions and others. All are treated on the 
same footing. 
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A dedication to any object of utility is effectuated by the kawl or word of 
the wakif, as in the case of a mosque. For example, when a person erect an 
aqueduct for Mussulmans, or an in for tlie occupation of travellers, or a 
caravanserai or constitutes his land into a cemetery, the dedications becomes 
complete upon the declaration of the wakif, and all his right of property ceases 
therein. According to Imam Mohammad, it abates when people have used the 
aqueduct or have occupied the inn or caravaneserai, or buried in the cemetery, 
and it is sufficient if one person do so. The rule is the same as to wells and 
cisterns, and if they are delivered to a superintendent, the dedication is valid in 
like manner. 
Any one can drink from the wells and cisterns and water his cattle and 
camels of them, and also use the water for ceremonial ablutions. In the use of all 
such objects of utility as abovementioned, there is no difference between the rich 
and the poor, and it is lawful for all alike to put up at inns and caravaneserais and 
to drink from aqueducts and bury in a cemetery. But the income of a mansion 
appropriated for ghazis or religious warriors can be taken only by those of their 
number who are necessitous when a mansion is dedicated for the residence of 
pilgrims, mere wayfarers have no right to occupy it, and when the days of the 
season have passed, it should be let and kept in tlie repair out of rent, and the 
surplus, if any, distributed among the poor. 
A road or way is validly dedicated by the owner of the land declaring in 
the presence of witnesses that he constituted it as such. Declaration alone, or 
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user by one individual extinguishes the right of private property over such 
objects. 
When a body has been buried on the ground, whether for a long or short 
time, it cannot be exhumed without some excuse. But it may lawfully be 
exhumed when it appears that the land was usurped, or another is entitled to it 
under the right of pre-preemption. 
A man makes his land a cemetery or an inn ~ the Kharaj abates, if the 
land were Kharaji. A cemetery or graveyard is consecrated ground and carmot be 
sold or partitioned. 
When there is no fund or other means to repair a mosque with, a portion 
of the land or the outer premises may be leased for a term, to raise money for the 
repairs. 
No portion of the funds of the mosque should be spent for its 
ornamentation unless a provision to that effect has been made by the wakif But 
the ahl-ul-mahallo, (i.e., the people of the locality where the mosque is situated), 
may do so at their own expense. 
The paraphernalia of the K'aaba is a wakf on the K'aaba, even until they 
are torn to pieces, so that no article can be removed unless lawfully disposed of 
by the mutwalUs for the purposes of the shrine. And this principle applies to (all) 
mosques & C. 
It is lawful to make a wakf of lands or property for the maintenance and 
preservation generally of mosques, rubats and other pious charitable institutions. 
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A dedication in favour of a mosque is absolutely lawfiil, for a mosque 
exists forever until the Day of Judgment, and can never revert to private 
proprietorship even though it be ruined and wholly disused, nor can its materials 
be taken to any other mosque. 
It is allowable for Zimmis (non-Moslems) to enter tlie holy shrine of the 
K'aaba, the sacred temple at Jerusalem, and all mosques for the purpose of work 
and other proper purposes, but their going to the mihrab'^ of the mosque or the 
maiza is objectionable. 
All acts of indecency within the precincts of a mosque are forbidden, nor 
must one wash himself or expectorate or indulge in indecent talk or take 
instruments of war inside it. But a soldier may go in and offer his prayers and 
leave directly. 
It is not proper for any person to enter a mosque unless he is clean. The 
gate of a mosque should not be kept closed at any time. If there is fear of theft, 
and there is no gate-keeper, there is no objection to keep the doors closed at other 
than prayer times. 
If the mosque, requires enlargement, and there is a piece of land adjacent 
to it which the owner refuses to sell, it is lawful to take it from him on payment 
of its proper price, whether he be willing or not. 
The principal place in a mosque where the Imam stands, a kind of high altar. 
20 The place for religious ablutions. 
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Nothing belonging to a mosque should be given away, not even grass or 
old articles, such as mats (unless they can fetch no price), but should be sold for 
some value to be applied for the purposes of the mosque. 
The ahl-ul-mahalla can pull down a mosque and reconstruct it in better 
style, or improve it in any other way, and supply superior articles, but this they 
can only do with their own money, but not with the money of the wakf, unless 
the sanction of the Kazi is obtained beforehand. The ahl-ul-mahalla can also 
construct reservoirs for drinking and washing (wazu) provided the consecrator is 
not known; otherwise his prior permission must be obtained. His heirs, however, 
carmot raise objection to any improvement which the ahl-ul-mahalla may propose 
to effect in the mosque. 
The ahl-ul-mahalla can, with the sanction of the Kazi, sell the materials of 
a disused and ruined mosque and build another with the proceeds thereof 
A mosque is the property of God. A mosque, therefore, caimot be 
resumed or treated as private property. 
The wakif cannot derive any benefit from the hire of any portion of the 
building of the mosque. 
Though a mosque may be ruined and be never used, still it is a mosque, 
for even consecrated to the eternal worship of God. Until the Day of Judgment. 
When a mosque is so utterly ruined that it carmot be used or the people 
have abandoned praying in it, according to Abu Yusuf, it and all articles 
appertaining to it will be applied with the sanction of the Kazi to another 
mosque. 
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The saine principle applies to all such institutions. In other words, when 
no benefit can be derived from a disused langer-khaneh, well, cistern & C the 
materials or anything appertaining them will be applied to the nearest mosque, 
langer-Khaneh, & C. This Doctrine is universally accepted. 
If the cattle belonging to a wakf become unfit for work, the mutwalli is 
entitled to remove and sell them. 
Things belonging to the mosque but not needed may be sold by the 
mutwalli with the sanction of the Judge where there is one. 
When a village, in which there exists a brick-built well or reservoir has 
become completely depopulated, the materials of that reservoir or well may, with 
the sanction of its wakif, or m his absence, of the Kazi, be used for the building 
of another well or reservoir in a contiguous village. 
When the subject of the wakf is unfit for the puipose, for which it is 
intended, the wakf will be avoided. For example if a piece of land be dedicated 
for a cemetery, and a corpse be even buried in it, but if it afterwards appear that 
the place is unfit for a burial ground, and the people are unwilling to use it as 
such, the dedicator may sell it, for the place is not suited for tlie purpose for 
which it is intended, and that circumstances would avoid the wakf. 
If a land dedicated to some good purpose has become uncultivated, and 
owing to its distance fi^om town, no person is willing to take a lease thereof, and 
no profit can be derived from it, nor can any building be raised upon it, such land 
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may be sold with the sanction of the Kazi and its proceeds applied to otlier 
meritorious purposes. 
If a road or path which leads to a mosque become dilapidated, it can 
lawfully be repaired with the funds of the mosque, when it is the only mode by 
which the members of the congregation can gain access to the mosques. 
Similarly, if a langer-khaneh is created on the banks of a river and people have 
access to it only by means of a bridge, and the bridge becomes dilapidated, it 
may be repaired out of the funds of the langer-khaneh. 
The Income of the Wakf Estate and its Application 
The income of the wakf property is to be spent, in the first place, on 
necessary repairs, whether the wakif has made it a condition or not, and next, if 
nothing else has been specified, on such things as are nearest to the principal 
object, in otherwords, on such objects as are most essential to the general 
pmpose or policy of the dedication, as for instance, in providing an Imam for a 
mosque and a professor for a college, to the extent of their needs, then on the 
attendants, and so forth, to carryout the purpose. But if anything else has been 
specified, the income must be applied to that immediately after the repairs. The 
primary objects should be to maintain the purpose for which the dedication is 
made. If a dedication is made to a mosque and the salary set apart for the Imam 
is not sufficient to employ one, the provision made by the donor should be set 
aside and a reasonable allowance should be made for that purpose. A mosque 
once dedicated should not be allowed to lie useless. The result is that, in the first 
place, the cost of maintaining the wakf should be defrayed from the income, and 
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after that, each object should take procedure in accordance with its relative 
importance. But if the expenses are specified by the wakif, care will be taken to 
carry out his wishes with due regard to tlie primary object of keeping up the 
wakf. 
hi the application of the proceeds, the first thing to which attention should 
be dhected is the maintenance of the wakf. Should the entire income be 
necessary to put the wakf building or property m repair, it may be so applied, and 
in the case of a mosque, no person, not even the imam or mauzzin should get any 
salary until the repairs are made. If anything remains over after defraying the 
cost of repairs, it should be given to those whose discharge would cause injury to 
the wakf. After this has been done, the other matters connected with the wakf 
should be carried into effect with due regard to their relative importance. Those 
people from whose dismissal no injury would accrue will not get any portion of 
their allowance until the absolutely necessary repairs are completed. But when 
those people do work for the wakf they will get their proper wages, though not 
the allowance fixed in the wakfnamah. This refers to a case where the income is 
not sufficient to defray cost of urgent repairs as well as the full allowance of the 
servants of the wakf or of the beneficiaries. 
When a wakif has provided that after defraying the cost of repairs and 
maintaining the institution, the surplus should be distributed among the poor or 
the beneficiaries, it is nevertheless incumbent on the mutwalli to deduct every 
year a certain sum fi^om the income for repairs, eventhough there is no immediate 
need for it - so as to enable him to provide a fund therefore; for it may so happen 
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that, owing to some unforeseen contingency, tliere may not be any income at the 
time. 
If a house is made wakf for another person, he is entitled only to the 
income arising therefrom but not to occupy it. Similarly, the person for whose 
occupation the house is made wakf is not entitled to its income. The correctness 
of this doctrine appears to have been doubted, and in any case the Kazi would 
have it in his discretion to authorise any act which may be beneficial to the wakf. 
The principle, however, which is deducible from the above doctrines is, that the 
beneficiaries caimot, of their motion under any circumstances change the nature 
of the dedication. 
If there are any debts on the wakf property, the mutwalli should, either by 
leasing the property or in any other reasonable maimer, liquidate such debts. 
If there is no income at all accruing from the wakf, and the endowed 
property is going to ruin, the Kazi has the power to authorise the mutwalli to let 
temporarily the whole or any portion of it, and with the proceeds thereof to repair 
it where the income of the wakf premises is not sufficient to cover the ouday on 
its maintenance, or when the wakf is falling into ruin, and there is every 
probability of its dissolution, and tlie income is not sufficient to cover the cost of 
repairs, the Kazi has the power of directing that it may be sold and with the 
proceeds thereof certain other property may be purchased subject to the same 
trust. 
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When a wakf is made for student and the wakf is small, only poor students 
will be supported. But generally the word 'student' implies want, and when a 
wakf is made for students in general, it is confined to indigent students alone, for 
students are almost all in straitened circumstances. Similarly, a wakf of a Koran 
in a Masjid and books in a madrassa is generally confined to the poor, unless it 
can be shown that the books are not available. If a wakf is made of books for a 
specified place, their use will be restricted to that place, and the books will not 
be allowed to be taken away from there. And it is for students, there every 
student is entitled to make use of tliem, but cannot remove tliem from the place. 
If a house is made for the dwelling of another, the duty of keeping it in repairs 
devolves on him. If he has no means, the Kazi may let it for a while, and with 
the rent thereof repair the same. 
When a wakf building is falling into ruin, the mutwalli is not entitled of 
his own authority to sell the trees planted within it for the purpose of repairing 
the house, but he can hire out the house, and with the rent thereof repair the 
building. 
Superintendence of Wakf 
The Mutwalli and their Appointment 
After a wakf is complete, there arises the question of its governance of 
administration for which purpose a mutwalli or a trustee is always appointed. 
The wakif may lawfully reserve the towliat (the management) of the trust for 
himself or any person may be nominated. The wakif is primarily entitled to 
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appoint a mutwalli for the management of the tiust. If he is honest and just, he 
has a title superior to that of the Kazi to nominate a trustee, for though he has 
parted with the property, and his right in it has become extinguished, still he has 
a right to see that its proceeds are applied according to the tenn of its 
consecration. 
He has a better title to appoint a muezzin and imam for a mosque than the 
congregation, unless his appointment is objectionable on the ground that the 
persons nominated by him are unfit. He has the power to appointing a mutwalli 
during his lifetime whenever he likes. Should he die without making any express 
appointment, the power devolves upon his executor, if there is no executor, then 
the right of appointing a mutwalli is in the hands of the Judge. 
If the mutwalli appointed by the wakif dies in his lifetime, the power of 
appointing another mutwalli rests with the wakif and not in the Kazi. 
Sex or religion will be no bar for competence as regaids mutwalliship. 
Any person who is trustworthy and otherwise qualified to discharge duties of the 
office may be appointed mutwalli. In this respect men and women are alike. A 
woman may be appointed a mutwalli in the same way as a man. Sectarian and 
religious difference form no qualification and accordingly the fact that a person is 
a Shiah does not disqualify him for the superintendence of a wakf made by a 
Suimi. So long as a person can discharge the duties of the trust personally or 
through a deputy, he or she is qualified to hold the office of towliat. The office 
of mutwalli is an office of personal trust, and a person who cannot discharge the 
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duties of the trust personally, nor be responsible for tlieir due discharge, cannot 
appoint a deputy. 
But where the mutwalli has to perform religious duties, or spiritual 
functions e.g., the duties of a Sajjudanashin (spiritual superior) or khatib (one 
who reads sermons), or mazawar of a dargah or an Imam in a mosque (one who 
leads the congregation) or a muezzin (or a muUa), a female is not competent to 
hold the office of mutwalli and cannot be appointed as such. But a woman is not 
incompetent to hold the office of the head mazawar of a platform, on which 
Moharram Ceremonies are performed. Muslim Law does not necessarily exclude 
a female from the office of a Khadim or any other religious office, unless the 
duties of the office cannot be performed by her, or by her deputy. 
If the wakf relates to an institution where services special to one sect or 
one religion are held, a member of another sect or creed would not ordinarily be 
appointed for the towliat of such an institution. A mutwalli can delegate the trust 
to another on his death-bed like an executor. 
Freedom and Islam are not necessary condition. Although a bondsman or 
a non-Muslim fellow - subject may be appointed a mutwalli, it is in the discretion 
of the Kazi to remove him if he considers that the appointment is prejudicial to 
the interests of the trust or is opposed to the wishes of the beneficiaries or that it 
is not expedient to have a person professing another faith as administrator of the 
endowment. 
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If the towliat has been entmsted by the wakif to a boy, his towhat will 
remain in abeyance or ineffective until he attains majority when the trust will be 
made over to him. If the wakif appoints as mutwalli a person who is absent, the 
Kazi has the power of nominating in his place another for the time-being, and 
when the mutwalli appointed by the wakif arrives the trust will revert to him. 
If a person creates a wakf and appoint another as the mutwalli thereof, and 
also make it a condition that such mutwalli shall not have the power of 
appointing by testament his successor, such condition would be valid. 
When a person makes a wakf, and at the time of his death appoints a 
person to be his executor without mentioning anything about the wakf, such 
executor shall nevertheless be the mutwalli of the wakf. 
If a man in health were to make a wakf of his land for the poor and 
consign the same to a mutwalli, and subsequently at the time of his death, were to 
tell his executor to give out of the produce of the land, certain shares to so and 
so, and to do whatever the executor thinks best with it, and tlie executor acts up 
to the wakif s instructions it will not be valid, for the wakf was complete from 
the outset, and the wakif had no power to make any alteration unless he reserved 
the power to himself 
The law distinctly lays down that so long as a fit and proper person can be 
found among the members of the wakif s family or among his relatives, the Judge 
should not appoint a stranger. 
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If an appointment has once been validly made, no other person can be 
appointed so long as the former appointments lacks. 
A mutwalli cannot give up the office of towliat of his own motion; he 
must obtain the permission of the Kazi to retire from his office. 
If the mutwalli resigns his post in favour of another in lieu of some 
pecuniary consideration, and the latter is not appointed by the Kazi, he can 
proceed against the quondam mutwalli for the money paid to him, though such 
"payment is illegal". 
The mutwalli cannot, however, assign or transfer the office to any one, or 
appoint another during his lifetime, unless his own powers are "general" should 
he in his lifetime and in health appoint another in his place, the appointment will 
not be lawful and valid, unless the mutwalli has obtained the towliat with that 
condition, "in a general manner". In that case the mutwalli so appointing another 
person in his place will not be able to remove the latter, unless the wakif, whilst 
confiding the trust empowered him to assign the same to another, and also to 
remove the trustee. 
The restriction mentioned above refers to the appointment of a pennanent 
and substantive successor, who would occupy the position and exercise the full 
powers of the mutwalli, infact succeed him in the office. And not tlie 
appointment by the mutwalli of a Kaim mokam or substitute in his place. The 
appointment of a successor to take his place absolutely can only be made by the 
mutwalli on his death-bed or in death-illness. This restriction does not apply to 
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the appointment of a deputy or agent. 1 he mutwalh has the power of removing 
his deputy and appointing another in his place. If the mutwalH becomes insane, 
the appointment of his deputy becomes vacated of itself, and the Kazi becomes 
entitled to appoint a substitute for the mutwalli. This applies to all cases, both 
where the mutwalli has been appointed by the Kazi or by the Wakif. 
Where the appointment of the mutwalli is "general" the mutwalli has the 
power of assigning the trust to another, not otherwise. And if the mutwalli were 
to intend to appoint another in his place in his own lifetime and in good health, it 
would not be lawful, unless the consignment (tafwiz) was made to him in a 
general maimer. 
As regards the power of the wakif to remove a mutwalli whom he has 
appointed there is a difference of opinion between Abu Yusuf and Mohaimned. 
Abu Yusuf holds that the wakif is absolutely entitled to remove the mutwalli 
appointed by himself, whether he has reserved the power or not Mohammad 
differs holding that it is only when the wakif has reserved the power that he can 
remove the mutwalli, without any misfeasance, and the Fatwa is according to 
Mohammad's view. 
The officers of the wakf have no power to remove the mutwalli. The 
mutwalli may resign his office with the knowledge of the wakif or of the Kazi; in 
other words with their sanction but he cannot do so of his own accord. 
21 Radd-ul-Muhtar, Vol.111, p.638. 
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The wakif may give the power to the mutwalli to increase or reduce the 
allowance of the wazifadars (persons receiving stipends) according to his 
discretion or to remove or add to the wazifadars. 
Mussulman jurists draw a distinction between public and private trusts. 
For example, in case of a mosque, the congregation, according to the accepted 
rule, have no power to appoint a mutwalli whereas, in the case of a private trust 
made in favour of specific individuals, the beneficiaries are pennitted to 
nominate a trustee. 
But where the wakf is in favour of specific individuals (arbar-m'alumain, 
or known persons) limited in number and they appoint a proper person of 
integrity without the order of the Kazi, it would be valid but it is preferable to lay 
the matter before the Kazi to appoint a Kyyum. The congregation of die mosque 
have not the power to appoint a mutwalli or Kyyum, without informing the Kazi 
and obtaining his sanction to the appointment. 
The principle which prohibits the appointment of a mutwalli by the 
congregation refer to endowments of a public nature like a Masjid and similar 
institutions in which the public at large or the Mussulman public generally are 
interested. But when a dedication is in favour of particular people whose number 
is ascertainable, the modem Muslim jurists have recognised the validity of an 
appointment by the beneficiaries. If the beneficiaries were to appoint a mutwalli, 
it would be as valid as of the appointment was made with the permission of the 
Kazi. 
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When a Mutwalli is appointed by the wakif, he will become discharge on 
the death of the wakif. For such a mutwalli is merely an agent on behalf of the 
wakif. But when the wakif appoints a mutwalli "for his Ufe and after his death", 
such mutwalli will not become discharge in consequence of the wakif s death. 
If the wakif has reserved the wilayet in his own hands, and he proves 
himself dishonest, the Kazi has the power of removing him in the interests of the 
cestuis que trustent, just in the same way as he has the power of removing a 
dishonest executor. 
A fortiori he has the power of removing a mutwalli for breach of trust, and 
he may do so even though the appropriator should have made a condition that 
there should be no such power. But the malversation or breach of trust must be 
proved, mere imputation is not sufficient to justify his removal. If a mutwalli, 
with fUnds in his hands, neglects repair the wakf premises and allows it to fall 
into disrepair, it amounts to a breach of trust, for if he knowingly and 
intentionally causes damage or loss to the wakf, or if he misdeals with the trust-
property he must be removed from his office. 
The Kazi caimot remove a mutwalli, whether appointed by the wakif or 
himself, merely on the complaint of the beneficiaries but can do so upon proof of 
misfeasance or breach of trust. 
But though the Kazi has no power to remove the mutwalli merely upon the 
complaint of the beneficiaries, yet upon receiving a complaint, if he considers it 
22 Supra Note 21, p.596. 
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to be bonafide and reasonable, he can associate another trustworthy person with 
the mutwalli and fix a remuneration for him, either out of the allowance of the 
mutwalli or from the general funds. 
Similarly, the Kazi has no power to remove an executor appointed by the 
deceased merely on the complaint of anybody without proof 
Any loss sustained by the wakf through the willful neglect of the mutwalli 
shall be made good by him. It is doubtful, however, whether a gratuitous 
mutwalli would be liable for any loss which is occasioned, merely through 
neglect, to the wakf. 
When an allowance is fixed for a person in the wakfnamah and it is 
declared that upon his death such allowance shall go to another, if the person for 
whom the allowance is fixed assigns his interest to a third person, upon the 
decease of the original beneficiary, the allowance shall go to the person 
appointed by the wakif, and not to the assignee of the original beneficiary. 
No beneficiary is entitled to substitute another in his place, but he may 
appoint another person to receive his allowance. 
A student who has been absent for three months may not be deprived of 
his room and allowance on account of his absence alone. 
A mutwalli who is trustworthy and has not been proved to be guilty of any 
fault, cannot be removed even by the Sultan. 
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When a mutwalli has been lawfully appointed by the Kazi and subsequent 
thereto the Sultan appoints another, the former appointment will take effect and 
not the latter. 
If the wakif has empowered the mutwalli to appoint a successor, the Kazi 
has no power to interfere with an appointment made in virtue of that authority, 
and the fatwa is on this. 
In the absence of a mutwalli, the power of nomination and appointment of 
an imam and muezzin to a mosque, is given to the wakif s descendants and the 
members of his family preferentially to others. 
In the matter of building and repairing a mosque the person who has 
erected the mosque and his descendants are preferred to the congregation or 
outsiders. 
Property purchased by the mutwalli out of the wakf funds becomes wakf 
without any express declaration, subject to the same conditions as the original 
trust-property. But it may be sold or exchanged for some other property, in case 
there is any need for it, and such other property, would be wakf similarly. 
The salaries of the Imam, Khatib, muezzin, i.e., which have aheady 
become due, will be paid on the death of any one of them to their heirs. In the 
case of a wakf in favour of children, the heirs of tlie deceased beneficiaiies are 
entitled to share in the rents and profits, which have been realised and are 
therefore distributable, or which are accruing. 
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If a student absents himself from the Madiassa, he does not lose his 
former allowance which has already accrued due, nor his future allowance, if he 
has absented himself in the pursuit of learning (with the permission of his master 
without severing his connection v. ith his madrassa), or has been absent for fifteen 
days only on lawful grounds, that is, in search of livelihood; or has gone on hajj, 
but has not been away for more than three months. 
Leave is Palowed to the servitors of a wakf on lawful grounds, and they do 
not lose their allowance whilst on leave unless a deputy is appointed to officiate 
for theiii during their absence. 
The Kazi has no power to fix allowances not provided for by the wakif, 
but he can determine the amount of the allowances provided for by the wakif If 
there is a provision that the mutwalli should fix the amount, the Kazi has no 
power. The restriction on the powers of the Kazi refers to a case where the wakif 
has expressly stated that the wakf is not public in its nature, and the Kazi shall 
have no authority over it. This of course refers to wakfs created by private 
individuals. Royal wakfs are clearly subject to the jurisdiction of the Kazi. 
In fixing the salary of the mutwalli, regard should be paid by the Kazi to 
the customary allowance at the time. 
Of course, the wakif can fix any amount, and even if it be more than one-
tenth it would be valid; but if he fixes too low a sum, the Kazi has the power 
upon the application of the mutwalli to fix a proper salary. 
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The mutwalli has no power to increase the allowance of the imam or 
khatib. The Kazi has the power to increase the allowance, provided in his 
discretion it is necessary to do so for the benefit of the mosque, or when it is 
impossible to obtain a proper man to discharge the duties on account of the low 
salary fixed by the wakif. And this principle applies to the appointment of every 
servant, e.g., a muezzin, mudarris (teacher) & C. If these men cannot be had on 
the salaries fixed by the wakif, the Judge has the power of increasing their 
salaries from the balance of the fund. The Kazi has also the power of making 
provisions regarding the application of the balance, of the income, in consultation 
with the members of the 'wakifs' family or tlie beneficiaries. 
If a person is appointed mutwalli, and he acknowledges another to be 
mutwalli instead of himself, the latter will be entitled only to a share in the 
income of the acknowledgor during his life time. Upon the death of the 
acknowledger the effect of the acknowledgment ceases, and the towliat goes with 
all its adjuncts to the person designated by the wakif 
The mutwalli is not entitled under any circmnstance to create any 
encumbrance by way of mortgage upon the wakf property without the sanction of 
the Kazi, nor can the beneficiaries hypothecate the wakf property. Accordingly, 
if the mutwalli mortgages the wakf property and the mortgagee takes possession 
of the same, he will be liable for the customary rent thereof 
In the same way, if a mutwalli sells certain wakf lands, and subsequently 
the sale is set aside by the Kazi, the purchaser, if he takes possession of the said 
lands, will be liable for mesne profits, calculated upon the customary rates. 
If a mutwalli were to mortgage a wakf property, his act would amount to a 
breach of trust and he ought to be removed. The mortgagee should not take 
possession of the property mortgaged to him, and if he does so he will be liable 
for damages. 
Powers of the Mutwalli 
If the mutwalli has advanced money to the wakf estate for the purpose of 
protecting the interests of the wakf, he can repay himself out of the profits of the 
wakf property coming into his hands. But when the mutwalli has any claim 
against the wakf estate for advances made by himself, he has to establish such 
claim by valid proof, otherwise it will not be maintainable. The mutwalli is, 
therefore, bound to keep clear and distinct accounts of his expenses with 
vouchers and other proofs; in which case a claim for any credit given by the 
mutwalli to the wakf would be maintainable, and such advances will be 
liquidated out of the rents and profits of the wakf property. But the wakf estate 
cannot be charged with any debt either to the mutwalli or anybody else, without 
the sanction of the Kazi previously obtained. 
It is lawful for a mutwalli with the income of a wakf to erect shops, 
houses & C , which may yield profit to the wakf, as all this is for the benefit of 
the wakf. All properties purchased by the mutwalli out of the proceeds of the 
wakf become part of the wakf and are subject to the same legal incidents as the 
original wakf estate. And the mutwalli will not be entitled to dispose of them 
without the sanction of the Kazi. 
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If the directions of the wakif, or tlie rules for the administration of the trust 
cannot be ascertained, the mutwaUi should ascertain the practice of his 
predecessors and act accordingly. The mutwalli is not entitled to undertake any 
expenditure utterly inconsistent with the original character of the wakf, for 
example, a mutwalli of a mosque is not entitled to purchase cloth from the funds 
of the mosque and distribute the same among tlie poor, and if he does so, he will 
be liable to pay the money from his own pocket. 
If a mutwalli contacts a debt for the purchase of necessary articles for the 
mosque, when there is no money of tlie mosque in hand, in other words, if he has 
purchased goods for the wakf intending to pay for the same on realising the rents 
thereof, for if he has paid for the same from his own pocket, he is entitled to pay 
the debt when the rents come into his hands or recoup himself as the case may 
be. 
If some portion of the building of the wakf is so dilapidated as to endanger 
the safety of others, and the neighbours insist upon the mutwalli repairing the 
same, and it happens that the mutwalli has no funds wherewith to repair the 
building he can with the permission of the Kazi, contract a debt for that purpose. 
Debts can be incurred by the mutwalli only when there are no wakf funds in his 
hands to meet the requirements of the wakf The mutwalli is authorised to deduct 
from the wakf income any sums spent by him legitimately for the purposes of the 
wakf out of his own pocket. 
If a person make a wakf of his lands for the poor, without specifically 
providing for the cost of repairs or to cultivation, the income will nevertheless be 
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first employed in paying tlie Kharaj or tax, and then for the payment of the cost 
of collection, maintenance, repair, cultivation and such like matters, and the 
residue (after defraying the said costs) will be applied for the poor. 
If a man were to make a wakf of some property and declare that the 
mutwalli may give tlie income thereof to whomsoever he likes, or may apply the 
proceeds thereof according to his discretion, it is lawful, and the mutwalli may 
give it to both rich and poor. Though in the case of these discretionary trusts, the 
administration of the wakf is left to the discretion of the tiiistee, still "the power 
is accompanied with a duty and meant to be exercised", and the Kazi will compel 
the mutwalli to apply income properly. 
If there is no proof forthcoming as to who aie entitled to the benefit of a 
wakf, or as to the mode of disbursement followed by the mutwallis of former 
times, the wakf should be applied for the benefit of the poor. 
It is not necessary that the endowment should be in writing, or that the 
property should be delivered over. A verbal declaration of the intention to create 
an endowment is sufficient if made in the presence of witnesses. Although the 
witnesses to the fact depose vaguely, yet their evidence, if corroborated by 
circumstances, is legally sufficient. 
The wakf of a property which is wrongly described in the wakfnama is 
operative, if it is clear what was intended to be conveyed in trust. If the 
description, however, is so uncertain and indefinite as to render it impossible to 
find out what was intended to be conveyed, the wakf will not take effect. 
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A person makes a wakf for the habitation of his wife in the wakf building, 
and then dies. The widow afterwards re-manies. She loses her right of 
habitation, and even if tlie second husband divorces her, she does not recover tlie 
right. 
When a house is dedicated for the habitation of certain individuals they 
cannot partition the dwelling among themselves. But when a dedication is made 
for the residence of the members of a certain family, only tliose who are 
mahram^ to each other may reside in it, unless the dwelling is divided into 
apartments or rooms with doors, where a female may live with husband witliout 
being subjected to the intrusion of a ghair-mahram living in the same house. For 
example, if a house is dedicated for the residence of a family consisting of two 
married sons and two married daughters, in order that husbands of the married 
daughters may be able to live in the same house, there must be separate rooms set 
apart for the sons and daughters respectively. 
A breach of trust on the part of the mutwaUi cannot alter the essential 
nature of the trust, or convert endowed property into the personal property of the 
manager. Under the Mohanmiadan Law a religious office carmot be claimed by 
right of inheritance where a grant has been made for the maintenance of a 
religious office the members of the grantee's family have no right at his death to 
a division amongst them of the income derivable from the land. The riglit to the 
income of such land is inseparable from the office for the support of which the 
land was granted. They may, however, under the provisions of the grant be 
entitled to maintenance out of the income. 
23 People within the prohibited degrees. 
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Where propeity has been devoted by a Muhanimadan to religious aiid 
charitable purposes, the detennination of the question of succession depends 
upon the rules laid down by the wakif on the constitution of the wakf whether 
such rules are embodied in writing or are to be inferred from evidence of usage. 
Where the custom has always been for the incumbent to appoint a successor, thus 
indicating the will of the endower on the subject, the Court should not find in 
favour of any rule of succession by primogeniture solely from the circumstance 
that the persons appointed were usually the eldest sons. 
Although a wakif has a right to reserve the management of the wakf in his 
own hands or to appoint some one else thereto, yet when he has specified the 
class from amongst which the manager is to be selected he cannot afterwards 
name a person as manager not answering the proper description. After the death 
of the wakif the right to nominate a manager vests in his executors, or the 
survivor of them for the time being. 
The Lease of Wakf Property 
The limitation with regard to the duration of a lease imposed by the earlier 
jurists in respect of wakf property has been departed from by the modems 
(mutakherin). And the rule now stands in a much more elastic form than when it 
was first enunciated. 
Where the wakif has made no provision in the document of wakf about the 
grant of lease in respect of the wakf property, the mutwalli has a discretion to do 
what is proper and to the advantage of the poor subject to the condition that he 
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should not lease a house for a longer term than one year; for a long lease is apt to 
give rise to the idea that the lessee is the owner. And he may not give a longer 
lease of land than is necessary for purposes of cultivation. Should the wakif have 
imposed a condition that the land shall not be leased for more than one year and 
people are not willing to take such a short lease, and it is to the advantage of the 
beneficiaries to lease the property for a longer period. The Kyyum (the 
mutwalli) cannot act contrary to the condition in the wakf and give a longer lease 
unless he submits the matter before the Kazi who can sanction a longer lease on 
the ground that it is to the advantage of the wakf, for the Kazi is the supervisor 
over the interests of the poor, the absent and deceased persons. 
And should the wakif have provided in the document of wakf that the 
mutwalli shall not grant a lease for more than a year unless it is for the advantage 
of the poor, the beneficiaries, in which case the mutwalli may do so himself, i.e., 
on his own authority if he considers it expedient, and it does not require being 
taken to the Court of the Kazi, for the wakif has already given him tlie power. 
In case the mutwalli has created a lease for five years, it would not be 
valid over a year unless some need has arisen for expediting the rent and if it is to 
the injury of the wakf it should be canceled. 
If the wakif has made a condition that no lease shall be granted for more 
than one year, and it appears that a longer lease is good for the trust-estate, in 
that case, as already stated, the mutwalli should apply for leave to the Kazi to 
grant a longer lease and should act according to tiie Kazi's direction. 
( Ace. N. .Z~;:^i^j 
Similarly, where the wakif has made a condition that the mutwalU shall 
not grant a long lease of the wakf, and people are not willing to take a short lease 
thereof, and it is to the advantage of the wakf that a long lease should be given, 
the mutwalli should prefer the matter before the Kazi, who, if he deems 
necessary can make an order to that effect "for the Kazi is the guardian of the 
poor". If the wakif has made a condition tliat the mutwalli shall nit grant a long 
lease unless he deems that it would be productive of great benefit to the Cestui 
qui trust, the mutwalU can give the lease in case of necessity, without reference 
to the Kazi. 
Thus the Ka2d as the general superintendent of all charities, in his capacity 
of the representative of the Sultan, has the power of empowering the mutwalli to 
grant leases for a longer period than provided for by the wakif. But where the 
wakif has given no directions he can authorise the grant of a lease for any term 
which may, in his discretion, be advantageous to the wakf. 
Where the trustees of a certain mosque without obtaining the sanction of 
the Judge sold the lands in dispute, which formed part of the trustee-property, to 
the plaintiffs in order to raise money to meet the expenses of litigation and the 
repair of the mosque, it has been held that tlie sale was not merely voidable but 
void.^' 
A lease given by a mutwalU is not canceled by his death. 
If the mutwalli leases a wakf property for below its real rent, the tenant 
will be liable to pay the proper rent (ujr-ul-misl, customary rent). 
24 Shama Ch^ta»:iU^ v-^bdul Kabeer (1898) 3 Cal. W.N. p. 158. 
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The lessee of wakf properties can plant trees or make erections on the land 
leased to him, provided such act does not in any way injuriously effect the 
property, but he cannot dig a reservoir or tank, even the mutwallis permission 
would justify his doing only such acts as are beneficial to the trust property. 
The lessee can remove such erections as he has built with his own money, 
provided their removal does not damage the property. If it does, the lessee will 
not be entitled to remove such erections. 
When a person, other than the mutwalli erects a building on wakf 
property, for the use of the wakf (though temporarily and with the object of 
taking it back), if the erection is made with the permission of the mutwalli, it 
becomes wakf. 
The same is also the case when the erection is made without the 
mutwalli's permission, but for the use of tlie wakf; but, where the building is 
erected for the private puiposes of the person erecting it, or where it is made 
generally without any expressed object, it will be lawful for him to remove it, 
provided no loss accrues to the wakf property in the removal. If a person were to 
plant trees in a mosque they become the propeity of the mosque. If a mutwalli 
were to lease the wakf lands to his father or son, it would not be valid unless the 
rent is higher than is usually current, as in the case of an executor, who cannot 
sell the property of a minor unless at a higlier price. 
The Creation of Incumbrances on Wakf Property (Istadanat) 
When once a dedication has been duly effected, the right of the person 
making the wakf in the property dedicated "drops" absolutely. Thenceforth the 
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property is "tied-up" in the ownership of the Ahnighty, and nobody has a right to 
deal with it in any shape - neither the wakif, nor his heirs, nor the beneficiaiies 
under the wakf.^ ^ In other words as wakf, all right of proprietorship ceases, and 
the property cannot be alienated or transfeired by sale or gift nor is it subject to 
the rights of inheritance. A wakf made intervivos, that is, which is not dependent 
for its operation upon the death of the testator, cannot be revoked, nor is it 
affected by the subsequent misconduct or misdealing of either the wakif himself, 
or those responsible for carrying out his behests, so as to render the property 
alienable, or to destroy the character of inalienability impressed on it by the 
constitution of Wakf. 
As regards the power of borrowing on account of the wakf so as to make it 
liable, the Mussuhnan Law is absolutely clear and explicit. Once the dedication 
has been made, neither the wakif nor the mutwalli has any power to burden the 
property in any shape or character unless the founder has expressly reserved 
authority to the trustee to borrow "for" the wakif in cases of emergency. In the 
absence of any such provision, he can only do so with the sanction of the Judge. 
As a general rule, private alienation, temporary or absolute, by mortgage, 
or otherwise of wakf lands, even thougli for the repair or other benefit of the 
endowment, is illegal according to the Mussulman Law. 
Under the Mussulman Law, when an endowment is made in terms, with a 
full knowledge of the meaning and effect of the word wakf, tliere can be no 
reservation, or arriere pensee. The law detaches the proprietary right of the 
" Fatwai Alamgiri, Vol.11, p.454. 
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donor from the subject of dedication, and, therefore, once the wakf is made in 
express terms it cannot be said to be a nominal dedication mider the Mussulman 
Law. 
Where the property is dedicated in the first instance for strictly religious 
purposes, the mere charge of certain items which must in time cease, does not 
render the dedication invalid. Nor does the mere stoppage of religious services 
start limitation against a wakf. 
Lands belonging to a Muhammadan, which are occupied by tombs cannot 
be sold in execution of a decree. Nor can a makbara or burial-grounds be 
alienated, for it is wakf ifrom its Nature. A general dedication of land for the 
purpose of a cemetery establishes wakf, and excepts the same from descent to the 
heirs. 
The mutwalli may, however, under special circumstances, pledge the wakf 
property either wholly or partially, with the sanction of the Kazi, as previously 
stated, and may even alienate a portion of the property. But any such act done 
without the permission of the Kazi is wholly void and inoperative. 
Under tlie Mussulman Law when a charge has been validly created on a 
wakf property, the income alone is liable for its repayment; the property itself 
can under no circumstance be alienated or sold for its discharge. In other words 
the income only is hypothecated for the debt. 
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B. CONCEPT OF CHARITABLE ENDOWMENTS AND COMPARATIVE 
STUDIES: 
Religious and charitable trusts are found to exist, in some shape or other 
in almost all the civilized countries and their origin can be traced primarily to the 
instincts of piety and benevolence which are implanted in human nature. The 
form and nature of these trusts undoubtedly differ according to the spiritual and 
moral ideas of different nations, and even among the same people, the ideas are 
seen to vary - often to a considerable extent - at different stages of their religious 
and political history. Thus Imperial Rome under the Christian emperors was 
dissimilar in many respects to Pagan Rome, and the religious and charitable 
institutions in England undoubtedly took a different shape when she abjured 
Catholicism and became Protestant. 
'"The Trust' said Elizabethan Lawyers, 'is the daughter of the use." 
Probably it was the other way about. Though the conception of trust dates from 
the reign of King Henry II, expressed by fides, fiducia, usus the word "trusf 
came into English only about the time of Henry III, first as a theological teim and 
then through ecclesiastical Judges as a legal one. Trust indeed runs through all 
Equity, as the basis of duties enforced by forum conscientiae. As at present 
understood in English Law trust, as regard trustee, is a duty arising out of legal 
ownership or other legal interest for the benefit of another; as regards the ces tui 
que trust, it is beneficial interest severed from legal estate or interest, i.e., 
equitable ownership. ' 
^^  Kelke's Equity. 
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It was fomieily generally assumed that trusts owed their origin to the fidei 
icommissa of the Roman Law, which were supposed to have furnished the model 
or suggestion for the English uses. But this theoiy is not sustained by known 
historical facts and is discredited by late scholars. 
The modern trust grew out of the mediaeval custom of putting land and 
other forms of property to use. "Uses were first introduced by the clergy for the 
purpose of evading the statutes of Mortmain, and although this evasion was 
subsequently suppressed by statute, the system of uses was extended and applied 
to a variety of other purposes and transactions. The system which grew up gave 
rise to many inconveniences, evils and abused to remedy which the statute of 
uses was finally enacted, the general intent of which was to transfer the use into 
possession and make the ces tui que use the complete owner at law as in equity. 
Under the construction subsequently put upon this statute by the courts, there 
were, however, several kinds of uses which were not within its application and, 
therefore, not executed by it, and these the courts of equity continued to 
recognise and enforce under the name of trusts; so that a tiust became practically 
what a use was before the statute of uses, or a use not executed by the statute.^^ 
Religious and Charitable Trusts - Meaning 
For the purpose to have a clear idea as to what is meant by the expression 
"Religious and charitable trusts" in its proper juristic sense, a little excursion into 
the yields of English and Roman Law is necessaiy. A trust would obviously be 
denominated a religious or charitable trust if it is created for puiposes of religion 
27 American Cyclopaedia Law and Procedure (39 Cye), p. 18-24. 
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or charity. Two things therefore, require to be considered in this connection, 
viz., (1) What are religious and charitable purposes? and (2) What is a tiiist? 
Now, as is well known, "religion" is absolutely a matter of faith with 
individuals or communities and it is not necessarily theistic (e.g.. Buddhism). All 
that we understand by religious purpose is that the puipose or object is to secure 
the spiritual well-being of a person or persons according to the tenets of the 
particular religion which he or they believe in. This may imply belief in a future 
state of existence where a man reaps the fruits of his pious acts done in this 
world; or it may be inspired by the idea of atonement for past eiTors or sins of a 
man and of making peace, with his Maker. 
By "charity", on the other hand, is meant benevolence, and in its wide and 
popular sense it comprehends all fonns of benefit, physical, intellectual, moral, 
ethical or religious, bestowed upon persons who are in need of them. In English 
Law the word 'charity' has a technical meaning, and whether a purpose is 
charitable or not has to be ascertained with reference to the preamble to the well-
known statute of Elizabeth (St.43 Eliz. Ch.lV). This statute itself has been 
repealed, with the exception of the preamble, which still remain. In England, 
religious trust forms part of and is included in charitable trust, which is 
synonymous with public trust. There are statutes in England like the Mortmain 
and Charitable Uses Acts of 1888 and 1891, which impose restrictions of various 
kinds or categories upon dedication of propeity to charitable uses. These aspects 
are, however, purely local and incidental, and cannot be regarded as an essential 
28 See Ss.51 and 52 Vict.Ch.42 (Mortniaiii and Charitables Uses Act, 1888). 
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part of the jiuistic conception of religion or charity. Each system of law has its 
special features depending upon its particular social conventions, its political 
conventions or necessities and religious usages. 
The conception of 'tiiist' in its technical sense was devised by the 
chancery courts in England, which as courts of conscience attempted to supply 
the deficiencies of the English Common Law, by administering what were known 
as principles of equity and natural justice. These principles were imported to a 
large extent from the Roman Civil Law, and the procedure adopted by the Equity 
Courts was modelled on that of the Ecclesiastical tribunals, the principal feature 
being the writ of subpoena by which an unscrupulous defendant who could not 
be touched in the Common Law courts was compelled to appear before an Equity 
Judge and made to caijy out his orders, the proceeding being entirely one in 
personam. Lewin in his well-known tieatise on the Law of Trusts defines 'Trust' 
to be a 'confidence reposed in some other, not issuing out of the land, but as a 
thing collateral, annexed in privity to the estate of the land, for which cestui que 
trust has no remedy but by subpoena in the Chancery. '^^  This definition is not a 
happy one, and it has been criticised by many later writers on the subject 
including Underbill and Maitland.^" On the face of it, the definition is 
inadequate for its applicable to real estates only, whereas there can be trust of 
personal property as well. The expression "some other" is positively misleading 
as the settler himself can be one of the trustees, and of moreover it is not a 
29 
30 
Lewin's Law of Trust, p. 11. 
Vide Underhill's Law of Trusts and Trustees, 9th Edn., p.3-4; Maitland, Lecture on 
Equity, Lecture IV, pp 43-44. 
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correct statement of law as it stands at present, the court of chancery no longer 
existing as a separate court in England. 
Justice Story ' defines a trust "to be an equitable right, title or interest in 
property real or personal distinct from the legal ownership, thereof. This 
undoubtedly supplies one deficiency in Lewin's definition, but really it does not 
define trust at all; what it describes is the estate or interest of the person in whose 
favour a trust is created. 
As has been pointed out by Underhill^^ the definition of Justice Stoiy is in 
one sense too narrow because a person can be a trustee without having a legal 
estate in the trust property; in another sense however it is too wide for the 
definition would serve quite well for any other kind of equitable estate or interest 
and not merely the interest of a Cestui que trust. 
It will be seen that what these early writers aim at is to stress the 
distinction between legal and equitable estates. The trustee has the legal estate 
and is, in the eye of law, the owner of the tiust property; whereas the cestui que 
trust has the beneficial or equitable interest in it, which, prior to the Judicature 
Act, he could enforce only in a separate court. 
Modem English writers on the Law of Trusts do not however lay stress on 
the trustees having a "legal estate" On his being the owner of the trust property. 
It is enough according to modem writers to constitute a person a trustee, if he has 
control oover the trust property or can exercise any powers in respect of the 
32 
Story's Equity Jurisprudence, 2nd Edn., p.Q60. 
Underhill's Trust and Trustees, 9th Edn , p.960. 
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same, and there is a duty cast on him to hold the property or exercise his powers 
for the benefit of other persons or for the accomphshment of some particular 
purpose." Thus, in Halsbuiy's law of England , a trust has been defined as a 
confidence reposed in a person with respect to property of which he has 
possession or over which he can exercise the power for the benefit of some other 
person or object. 
In Roman Law properties dedicated to gods formed a species of res 
Publicae; they were res extro commercium and lay outside the pale of private law 
altogether. They were not the objects of ownership or transfer, and no action 
could lie in respect of them in a court of law. They were protected by the state 
through some foims of administiative procedure. As Sohm observes in his 
Institutes of Roman Law: "In regard to res sacrae the idea was not that they were 
the private property of a Juristic person, e.g., the gods or some religious 
institution, but rather they were excluded from all private owner ship"." In fact, 
as the same writer points out, the conception of a Juristic person did not make its 
appearance in early Roman Law. The old Jus Privatum was exclusively a law for 
the individual, and none but natural persons could be the bearer of legal rights 
and obligations. There were societies inded like Collegio or Sodalitates but they 
could not hold propeity as juristic persons. The properties intended for such 
societies had to be fonnally vested in an individual and treated as such. 
Maitland, lectures on equity, lecture IV, p.44. 
^ Halsbury, 2nd edn., Vol.33, 87. 
^' Sohm, Institute of Roman Law, 2nd Edn., pp. 195-199. 
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The only juristic person recognised in early Roman Law was the State or 
Populas Romanus, but it was a public and not a private person, and all its 
transactions were governed not by private law but by Jus Publicum. 
The idea of a coiporate body as a new subject of rights and duties distinct 
from all its members was fully recognised in Rome during the Imperial period. 
Towards the end of the Republic a system of municipal governments was 
introduced in Rome, and the municipalities were conceived of as legal persons 
competent to hold their properties like private persons. After the example of 
Municipalities other lawful societies were also recognised to have proprielaiy 
capacity for puiposes of law. Finally, the Roman State in the fonn of the 
"Fiscus" came to be regarded as a sort of private Juristic person though it enjoyed 
many privileges which were denied to ordinaiy bodies.'"' What is relevant for our 
present purpose is that with the growth of the idea of Juristic personality in 
imperial Rome, important developments took place with regard to the law 
relating to religious and charitable endowments. 
In the early Empire, we find that certain specified deities such as Tarpeian 
or Capitoline Jupiter, Ephesian Diana and Gallic Mars, to whom the privilege 
had been specially given by a Senatus Consultum or Imperial Constitution, might 
be instituted heirs under a testament.^^ It is difficult to say who was thought to 
be actual owner of the property. Buckland"*** thinks that it was probably the State, 
as the administration was carried on by Magisliates and not by the temple priests. 
•'' Vide Ibid. 
Rattigan on the Roman Law of Persons, p 214. 
Buckland, Text Book of Roman Law, p. 177. 
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After the adoption of Christianity by the State, Emperor Constantine authorised 
gifts by will to the Christian church. All church properties were contemplated as 
belonging to the Church as a whole, though the ownership was a sort of Eminent 
domain and in each community the church property was regarded as a separate 
patrimony. It was administered by the Bishop and Oecononus, for the ownership 
was supposed to reside in the entire religious group. 
Rattigan's View 
"Under the Christian Emperor", says Ratligan,^" "the institution of a saint 
or the deity as heir was held to vest the propeity in the Church; and Justinian 
(530 AD) decided that the institution of Jesus Christ as heir was to be understood 
to indicate the church of the testator's domicile; of an archangel or martyr, the 
church dedicated to such saint in the testator's place of residence, and if no such 
church existed in the latter place, then to the church so dedicated in the 
metropolis of the province; if there be many so dedicated, the one to which the 
testator had shown preference in his life time, and in default of such the poorer 
one received the benefit of such bequest". 
Thus, the church was a Juristic person par excellence, under the Christian 
Emperors, and as Christianity was the religion of the State, the Church was really 
a Sate institution. The theory of Roman Law was that the privileges of a juristic 
person could be enjoyed by State institutions, and by only those private 
institutions to which recognition was accorded by the state. Property given or 
Ibid. 
Supranote 12, p.215. 
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left to a church by a private individual to be applied for charitable purposes, e.g., 
for hospitals, alms, houses, orphanages, etc., vested ordinarily in the church of 
the place where the donor resided, though in theory it belonged to the church as a 
whole; and if the endowment was of a pennanent character the Bishops setup an 
establishment for proper management of the same. A further step was taken in 
the development of the law on the subject when charitable institutions were 
allowed to be made by private individuals without reference to the church. 
Sohm's View 
"During the later Empire", says Sohm^' "...fi "om the fifty century onwards 
- foundations created by private individuals came to be recognised as foundations 
in the true legal sense, but only if they took the form of Pia Causa, i.e., were 
devoted to 'pious uses' only, in short, if they were charitable institutions. 
Whenever a person dedicated property whether by gift inter vivos or by will - in 
favour of the poor or the sick, or prisoners or orphans, or aged people, he thereby 
created ipso facto a new subject of legal rights - the poor house, the hospital and 
so forth and the dedicated property became the sole property of the new subject -
it becomes the property of the new juristic person whom the founder had called 
into being... A pia causa to Roman Law, the act - whether a gift inter vivos or a 
testamentary disposition whereby the founder dedicated propeity to charitable 
uses - was sufficient without more to constitute the pia cause a foundation in the 
legal sense, to make it, in other words, a new subject of legal riglits". 
Supranote 10, p.208. 
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Nature of Pia Causa in Roman Law 
It will be notified that there is a veiy advanced conception. It allowed a 
private individual to create a juristic person in the shape of a foundation, without 
any authorisation from the State. Some writers are of opinion that as pia causa 
was an ecclesiastical institution, it was really a part of the church and was hence 
included in the concession given to the latter. This view is, however, negatived 
by the fact that it was possible for the founder to give directions regarding the 
administration of the fund without any interference by the church, although the 
Bishop had a general right of supervision.''^ The better view seems to be that as 
gifts creating charitable institutions were authorised by the State, the sanction to 
clothe such institution with the character of a juristic person was impliedly given. 
Thus, so far as charitable endowments are concerned, the Roman Law 
recognised two kinds of juristic persons. One was a coiporation or aggregate of 
persons which owed its juristic personality to state sanction. A privet person 
might make over propeity by way of legacy or gift to a coiporation already in 
existence and might, at the same time, prescribe the particular purpose for which 
the property was to be employed, e.g., feeding the poor, or giving relief to the 
sick or distressed. The receiving coiporation would be in the position of a trustee 
and would be legally bound to spend the funds for the particular purpose. The 
other alternative was for the donor himself to create an institution or foundation. 
This would be a new juristic person, which depended for its origin on nothing 
else but the will of the founder, provided it was directed to a charitable puipose. 
42 Supranote 13, pp. 178-179. 
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The foundation would be the owner of the dedicated propeily, and the 
administrators would be the tiustees bound to cany out the object of the 
foundation. 
Fundamental Ideas Underlying Religious and Charitable Endowments in 
Hindu Law 
As stated earlier, religious and charitable endowments are found to exist, 
in some shape or other, in almost all the civilized countries and their origin can 
be traced primarily to the instincts of piety and benevolence which are implanted 
in human nature. The popular Hindu religion of modem times is not the same as 
the religion of the Vedas though the latter are still held to be the ultimate source 
and authority of all that is held sacred by the Hindus. In course of its 
development the Hindu religion did undergo several changes, which reacted on 
the social system and introduced coixesponding changes in the social and 
religious institutions. But whatever changes were brought about by time - and it 
cannot be disputed that they were sometimes of a revolutionary character - the 
fundamental moral and religious ideas of the Hindus which lie at the root of their 
religious and charitable institutions, remained substantially the same, and the 
product of the spirit and genius of the people passing through different phases of 
their cultural development. 
It strikes one as somewhat anomalous that notwithstanding the existence 
of richly endowed Hindu temples and religious institutions all over India, the 
subject of endowment should receive a most niggardly tieatment in the hands of 
the Smriti writers. It is not one of the eighteen topics of litigation into wliich the 
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sphere of substantive law is divided by Hindu jurists and commentators ever 
since the days of Manu. There is no statement of law, directly on the subject, in 
any of the Smriti works. Stray passages having only an incidental bearing on the 
matter occur here and there in the midst of dissertations on other topics and no 
workable law could be constructed on the basis of scanty materials like these. 
Some of the later commentators, indeed, have paid a little more attention to the 
subject than what their predecessors did and they have drawn largely on the 
Pouranic literature; but what they talk of is not law but religion and rituals and it 
is often difficult to extricate any legal rule from a mass of religious rites and 
ceremonies. 
The origin and history of Hindu endowments lies in the Vedic and Puranic 
Gods. Siva is mentioned in the Vedas. Vishnu is also mentioned in the Vedas, 
while the names of Krishna and Kali occur in the Upanishads. Fonns of 
worships are also referred to in the Vedas. Among Hindus, endowments were 
originally all religious. But that did not mean dedicating property to idols. There 
were no idols and Mutts when the Aryans came to India. Whatever might have 
been the case with the original Aryan race, we find there was a high civilization 
and noble philosophy among the Indo-lranians, branch of that race settled in 
northern Persia and middle Asia. These races had kept up the worship of fire 
which seems to have been common to them and to the European branch of the 
race. Sacrifice by burning offerings was a practice common to all ancient Asiatic 
races, Assyrians Babylonians and Jews. But the maintenance of the perpetual 
fire and daily worship of the domestic fire were peculiar to the Aryans, which 
probably pointed to their having emigrated from the cold regions of the North. 
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The section of the hido-hanians who emigrated to India, appear to have been 
schismatics, who worshipped certain gods or Devas rejected by the Persians, who 
only worshipped the gieat Asuia called Ahura Mazda, who is identified with the 
Vedic Varma by many orientalists. Nevertheless, there seems to have been no 
practice of setting up of idols for worship among them and therefore there could 
not be any dedication of property for that puipose among them and there were no 
endowments. We find the Vedic Hindu addicted to Yogas or Yagnas, which 
meant sacrifice of animals eatables, clarified butter and soma wine through the 
fire. Fire was the object of constant worship, 'the companion is birth, maniage 
and death' of the Hindus. 
Hindu religious and charitable acts have been from the earliest time 
classified under two heads, viz., Istha and Purtta. The two words are often used 
conjointly, and they are as old as the Rigveda. The compound word Istha-Purtla 
has been retained in the writings of all Brahminical sages and commentators 
down to modem days, and although the coimotation of these two expressions was 
extended to some extent in course of time, the fundamental ideas involved in 
them remain practically the same. By "Istha" is meant Vedic sacrifices, and rites 
and gifts in connection with the same; "Purtta'\ on the other hand, means and 
signifies other pious and charitable acts which are unconnected with any Srouta 
or Vedic sacrifice. 
In the Rigveda, which is the earliest record of Aiyan culture, Istha and 
Purtta are described as the means of going to heaven. There is a verse in the 10th 
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Mandala of the Rigveda.'*'' Where the seer describes the deadman as going to the 
highest heaven, along with the pitris, as a result of the Istha and Purtta works 
done by him in this world. By Istha-Purtta are meant gifts bestowed in Srauta 
and Smarta rites and the word Istha denotes Vedic rites like Darsa, Pumamash, 
etc., and Purttu means there is no line of demarcation between religion and 
charity. On the other hand charity is regarded as part of religion. The Hindu 
religion recognises the existence of a life after death, and it believes in the law of 
Karma according to which the good or bad deeds of a man produce 
conesponding results in the life to come. All the Hindu Sages concur in holding 
that charitable gifts are pious acts par excellence, which bring appropriate 
rewards to the donor, and the seer in the Rigveda says in the clear accents that 
"He who gives alms goes to the highest place in heaven"."*^ According to Smriti 
writers, charity is the supreme virtue in this (Kali) age. Thus Manu says: "In the 
Creta the prevailing virtue is declared to be in devotion in Treta divine 
knowledge, in the Dwapara holy sages call sacrifice the duty chiefly perfonned, 
in the Kali liberality alone".'*' It may be mentioned here that charity is not only 
regarded by Brahminical writers as a means of securing happiness in after life, it 
is also one of the forms of expiation prescribed for those who have committed 
sinful acts. In the Hindu system, religion and charity overlap each other and do 
not admit of any differentiation. They are both integral parts of ' Dhanna' or the 
rule of righteousness which the Hindu Sages regard as the upholder of the entire 
fabric of the universe, both in its physical and moral aspects. 
••^  Rigveda, lOtli Mandala 14, 8. 
Max Muller, Chips from a Gemian Workshop, Vol.1, p.46. 
4? Manu 1, p.86. 
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The enumeration of Istha and Puitta works as given in the Smritis would 
give us an idea of the religious and charitable gifts that were recognised and 
encouraged by the Hindu Sages. The fact however that a man perfonns sacrifices 
or makes gifts to a pious Brahmin either on the altar of the sacrifice or on some 
other auspicious occasion would not create a religious or charitable trust. Such a 
trust could arise only when a property or fund is dedicated or set apart for any 
particular object of religion or charity. Many of the Istha works mentioned above 
are synonymous with moral virtues and others are exhausted as soon as the 
sacrifice is completed or the gift made. There is no obligation imposed on any 
person to do or continue to do something for the accomplishment of a particular 
purpose. Similarly as regards Purtta works only when an institution is founded 
for the benefit of the poor or the distressed, or a temple or monastery is dedicated 
to pious purposes or when somebody is entrusted with the duty of perfonning 
any pious act, then a trust, properly speaking, can come into being. According to 
Devala gifts are of four classes, viz., they may be (1) Dhruba or eternal such as 
Prapa or the constiuction of places for supplying water, or Arams, rest houses, 
and the like; (2) Ajasrika or daily charity; (3) Kamya or gifts made with a 
particular object; and (4) Naimittika or Occasional gifts made on auspicious 
occasions. ' Of these only Dhruba gifts can ordinarily create trusts or 
endowments in perpetuity. 
The expression "charity" or 'charitable puipose' does not admit of a rigid 
definition. The word "charity" has acquired a technical meaning in English Law, 
which is somewhat different from its popular meaning. In popular language. 
46 J.C. Ghosh, Law of Endowment, p. 17. 
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again, "charity" is used both in a Hmited and in a wider sense, hi its restricted 
sense, "charity" is synonymous with rehef of poverty, and a charitable purpose 
consists in reheving poverty.''^ According to Lord Brainwell in Commissioners 
to 
of Income Tax v. Pemsel, "a charitable purpose is where assistance is given to 
the bringing up, feeding, clothing, lodging and education of those, who from 
poverty or comparative poveity stand in need of such assistance." Lord 
Herschell was probably inclined to accept the larger meaning of the word 
"charity". When he said in the same case that even in its popular conception 
charitable purpose is not limited to the relief of wants occasioned by lack of 
pecuniary means. "Many examples may, I think, be given", obsei'ved His 
Lordship, "of endowments for the relief of human necessities which would be as 
generally tenned charitable, as hospitals or alms houses, where nevertheless the 
necessities to be relieved do not result from poverty in its limited sense of lack of 
money. ...I think that the popular conception of a charitable purpose covers the 
relief of any fonn of necessity or destitution, or helplessness which excites the 
compassion or sympathy of men and so appeals to their benevolence for relief'*'^  
But charity in its legal sense has neither the wider nor the restricted 
meaning that is attributed to it in ordinary language, "The legal meaning of 
charity is neither dependent upon nor Co-tenninous with its popular sense.^" It 
one examines the large mass of judicial decisions on the point, the conclusion 
would be irresistible that while, on the one hand, the legal meaning of charity 
47 
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Baird's, Trustees v. Lord Advocate, (1888) 15 Sess. Cas. 4tli Ser, p.682 (Scottish Law). 
Commissioners of Income Tax V. Pemsel, (1891) A C , pp.531 & 543. 
Ibid. pp.53 1,541,571-572. 
Ibid, pp.531, 541 (per Lord McNaghten). 
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embraces within its scope various cases which could not be deemed charitable in 
the ordinary sense, yet, on the other hand, many objects are excluded which are 
popularly regarded as charitable. 
The foundation of the law of charitable uses in England is the Statute of 
Elizabeth.^' The object of the Statute was to provide a new machineiy for the 
reformation of abuses in regard to charities, but in the preamble, a list of charities 
was given, "so varied and comprehensive that it was the practice of courts to look 
upon it as a sort of index or chart".^^ The Statute itself was repealed in 1888 by 
the Mortmain and Charitable Uses Act, but the preamble was expressly preserved 
until it was repealed^' in 1960. The enumeration of charitable uses as given in 
the preamble to the Statute is not considered to be exhaustive, as it is rather 
illustrative, and the rule is that "those puiposes are charitable which the Statute 
enumerates or which by analogies are deemed to be within its spirit or 
intendment". 
Different Classes of Charity - Lord Macnaghten in his celebrated judgment in 
Commissioner of Income Tax v. Pemsel,'^ laid down that the charitable purposes 
which come within the language or spirit of the Statute of Elizabeth could be 
grouped under four heads, to wit: (1) relief of poverty, (2) education, (3) the 
advancement of religion, (4) other puiposes beneficial to the commmiity not 
coming under any of the preceding heads. All purposes falling within these 
52 
53 
Statute of Elizabeth, 43 Eliz. Cli.4. 
Supranote 23, pp.531, 581 (per Lord McNagliten). 
Tlie Charities Act, 1960. 
Viode Morice v. Bishop of Durham (1804) 9 Ves.405, afflmied (1805) 10 Ves.522. 
Supranote 23, pp.531 & 583. 
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divisions are prima facie charitable, provided they are of a public nature, that is 
to say, when the object is to benefit the community or some part of it, and not 
merely particular private individuals or a fluctuating class of private individuals 
pointed out by the donor.^^ Commenting on this definition fonnulated by Lord 
Macnaghten, Russel, J., said in Re Hummeltenberg,^^ "no matter under which the 
four classes of gift may prima facie fall, it is still in my opinion necessaiy (in 
order to establish that it is charitable in the legal sense) to show - (1) that the gift 
will or may be operative for the public benefit, and (2) that the tiust is one, the 
administration of which the Court itself could, if necessary, undertake and 
control." 
Distinction Between Public and Private Purpose - Gifts for Individuals 
The line of distinction between a public purpose and a purpose which is 
not public is very thin and technical and is difficult of an easy definition. 
C O 
Tudor in the 5th edition of his book on "charities" thus summed up the 
principles deducible from the cases on the subject: "If the intention of the donor 
is merely to benefit specific individuals, the gift is not charitable, even though the 
motive of the gift may be to relieve their property or accomplish some other 
purpose with reference to those particular individuals which would be charitable 
if not so confined; on the other hand, if the donor's object is to accomplish the 
abstract purpose of relieving poverty, advancing education or religion or other 
-'* Halsbury, Laws of England, 3rd Edn, Vol.4, pp.209-210. 
" Re Hummeltenberg (1923) 1 Ch., p.237. 
Tudor 'on charities' 5tli Edn., p. 12. 
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purpose charitable within the meaning of the Statute of EHzabeth, without giving 
to any particular individuals the right to claim the funds, the gift is charitable". 
Gifts for Religion - As a general rule gifts for "religious puiposes" are prima 
facie charitable. As regards the advancement of religion, the court has not 
confined itself to the advancement of the tenets of the church established by law. 
There was, at one time, in England the law of superstitious uses which rendered 
invalid "any trust which had for its object the propagation of the rites of a 
religion not tolerated by law. The law was supposed to be founded on two 
statutes, one passed during the reign of King Heniy VIII and the other in the time 
of King Edward VI. 
Formalities of a Valid Trust and Settler's Right 
In English Law no technical expressions are needed to create a trust. The 
essential prerequisites of a valid trust are three in number. In the first place the 
words must be such that the whole thing might be constructed as imperative. In 
the second place, the subject-matter of the trust, that is to say, the property to be 
affected by it, is to be described with reasonable certainty; and thirdly, the object 
or persons to be benefited must be certain. If the trust is of property other than 
land, and is not a testamentaiy trust, it can be created orally in England. In the 
case of trust relating to land or to an interest in land, the Statute of Frauds 
required that it should be evidenced by some form of writing signed by the 
settler. This provision of the Statute of Frauds has been repealed by Section 
63(1) of the Law of Property Act, 1925. That Act lays down that a declaration of 
trust respecting any land or any interest therein must be manifested and proved 
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by some writing signed by some person who is able to declared such trust or by 
his will.^^ A testamentaiy trust obviously requires a duly attested will or codicil. 
Statutory Restrictions on Settlers Rigiit in Case of Charitable Trusts - In 
English Law the assurance of certain kinds of propeily for charitable puiposes is 
subject to various legislative restrictions. These restrictions were imposed by the 
Mortmain Act, and by the Statute 9, George II, Chapter 36, which v^as commonly 
called the Statute of Mortmain. All these statutes were repealed by the Mortmain 
and Charitable Uses Act of 1888, which, however, re-enacted the provisions of 
the earlier laws in a modified foim. Under Part II of the Moitmain and 
Charitable Uses Act of 1888, an assurance of land (including tenements, 
hereditaments, corporeal and incoiporeal or of whatever nature and any estate 
and interest in land) and of personal estate to be laid out in the purchase of lands, 
for any charitable purpose whatever is void. Unless the prescribed requirements 
are complied with. These possession for the charitable use intended, 
immediately on the making of it, and must be without any power of revocation, 
reservation, condition or provision for the benefit of the assurer. As these 
requirements could not be satisfied when the disposition was by will, the result 
was that propeity of the kinds which came within the pumew of the Act could 
not be given to charitable purpose by any testamentaiy document, subject to 
certain exceptions which were provided by the Act itself The later Mortmain 
and Charitable Uses Act, 1891, expressly provides that land may be assured by 
will upon charitable trusts, but requires the land so assured to be sold within a 
Section 3, Law of Property Act, 1925. 
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year from the testator's death or such extended period as the Court or the charity 
commissioners may allow. The Mortmain Acts have no apphcation in hidia.' 
"Charity" A Favourite of English Courts - Charities were highly favoured by 
English Equity Courts. This may have been due to the influence of Civil law or 
the bias in favour of charitable gifts of the Ecclesiastical Courts which fonnerly 
had jurisdiction over wills and intestacies. Charitable dispositions have always 
received a more liberal construction than the law will allow in gifts to 
individuals. One result of such liberal construction has been the intioduction of 
the rule of 'cy pres' in the matter of administration of charitable trusts. If private 
trust is initially ineffective or subsequently fails, there is a resulting trust for the 
settler. But, if a charitable trust is initially impossible or impracticable, or 
subsequently becomes so, in many cases the tmst will not fail, and the court will 
apply the property cy pres, i.e., apply it to some other charitable purpose "as 
nearly as possible" resembling the original trusts.^^ This is the significance of Cy 
63 
pres. 
Doctrine o f Cy Pres' - 'Cy pres thus means "following as nearly as possible the 
intention of the donor". When the particular mode of charity indicated by the 
donor is not capable of being carried into effect, yet, if the donor had expressed a 
general intention of charity the Court would not allow the trusts to fail, but would 
execute it 'Cy pres', that is to say, in some way as nearly as possible to that 
which the testator specified. The foundation of this doctrine was thus indicated 
62 
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Mayor of Lyons v. East India Company, [ M I A , p. 175. 
Story's Equity Jurisprudence, Article p. 1165. 
Ironmongers' Co. v. Attorney General (1844) 10 CI. & F p.908. 
Sheridan & Delany, The Cy pres Doctrine (1959). 
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by Lord Eldon in two of his classic pronouncements on the subject: "Although in 
carrying to execution a bequest to an individual, the mode in which the legacy is 
to take effect must be of the substance of the legacy, yet where the testator has 
sufficiently indicated that charity is his legatee, the court will consider charity as 
the whole substance of the legacy, and in such cases only will provide a mode by 
which that legatee still take"/"* Again, "If the testator has manifested a general 
intention to give to charity, the failure of the particular mode in which the charity 
is to be effected will not destroy the charity; but if the general intention is charity 
the law will substitute another mode of devoting the property to charitable 
purposes though the formal intention as to the mode cannot be accomplished".^' 
There are numerous decisions of English Courts on the application of Cy pres 
rule in the administiation of charitable tiust. The whole mle is founded on the 
presumption that although the gift might be to a particular charity, the iiUention 
was to give to charity generally, and consequently when the particular disposition 
caimot be carried into effect, the Court, in order that the general charitable 
intention may not be disappointed makes a Cy pres application of the fund and 
applies it to a purpose, which coincides as nearly as possible with the object that 
has failed. When there is no such general intention of charity, the Cy pres 
doctrine can have no application. 
Charitable Trusts and Perpetuities - It is sometime stated^^ that the nile against 
perpetuities does not apply to charitable trusts, this would be too wide a 
" Mills V. Fornier, I Mer pp.55, 100. 
^ Moggridge v. Thackwell, 7 Ves.36 and 13, Ves.416. 
"* Thomson v. Shakespeare (1859) 1 De.G.F. & J. pp.399, 407. 
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proposition. The matter bears sotne examination, and it may be useful to keep 
several aspects distinct from one another. 
a) There is a principal of English Law that real property shall not be 
limited in such a way that it becomes inalienable. 
Charitable trusts are not subject to this rule. The objects of the charity 
may last for ever, but a gift for such puiposes will still be valid.^ 
The position is different for private gifts 68 
b) If the trust in favour of one charity takes effect within the period, a 
gift over from that charity to another on the happening of an event which may be 
too remote will still be valid.^^ But this exception will not apply to a gift over to 
a charity after a gift to a non-charity,^" in such a case the nonnal rules as to 
vesting in the second charity within the perpetuity period must be observed. 
A gift to charitable uses by way of executory limitations, if it is one which 
might possibly not vest within the perpetuity period, is void, like any other 
executory limitation. 
c) The preference in favour of charity is only to the extent mentioned 
above. Subject to what is stated above, the rule against perpetuities applies to 
gifts to charity. 
' ' Chamberlayiie v. Brockett (1872) Ch. App.206. 
"^ Re Dutton (1879) Exch. D.54. 
"^ ReTyler(1891)3Ch.252, 
™ ReBowen(1893)2Ch.pp.491,494. 
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In this connection a slioit paragraph in the judgement of Lord Selbome. 
L.C., may be cited:^' 
"... If the gift in trust for charity is itself conditional upon a future and 
uncertain event, it is subject ... to the same rules and principles as any other 
estate depending for its coming into existence upon a condition precedent. If the 
condition is never fulfilled, the estate never arises; if it is so remote and indefinite 
as to transgress the limits of time prescribed by the rules of law against 
peipetuities, the gift fails ab ini tio." 
The general rule applies equally when the limitation to charity is by way 
of a gift over, following a gift in favour of private individuals. 
Nature of the Rights of Trustee and Beneficiary in the Trust Property - The 
conception of trust involves that of a double ownership - viz., that one person in 
whom property is vested is compelled in equity to hold it for the benefit of 
another or for some purpose other than his own. As Snell points out, "the tiustee 
is the nominal, while the Ces tui que trust is the beneficial owner of the 
property." Story similarly defines a trust to be "an equitable right, title or interest 
in property, distinct from the legal ownership thereof. The legal owner holds 
the direct or absolute dominion over the property in the view of law; but there 
income, profits. This conception when analysed leads us to the following 
characteristics of a trust:-
Supranote 42, 8 Ch. App., pp.206, 211. 
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i) The trustee is bound to use his rights in a certain way, for the benefit of 
another, or for the accomplishment of a certain purpose. One is not made a 
trustee by being not to use one's rights in a particular manner. Thus, the negative 
duty imposed upon the owner of a land not to use his land in such a manner as to 
cause detriment to his neighbour's land does not constitute the fonner a tiustee 
for the latter. 
ii) The trustee is bound to exercise his rights on behalf of some other person, 
or sometime for the accomplishment of some puipose. The outstanding 
peculiarity of a trust for a purpose is that in it there is not definite cestui que 
tiust. 
iii) It is often said that the trustee is the legal owner, while the Ces tui que 
trust is the equitable owner. But it is not essential that a trustee should have the 
legal estate: a) Firstly, the subject-matter may be a mere personal right, e.g., the 
benefit of a contract or debt, and not a true proprietary riglit or estate; b) 
Secondly, there may be land, yet the tiustee may not have the legal estate in it, 
e.g., where the settler has only equitable rights. Thus, if the ces tui que tiust of 
an already created tiust, or a mortgagor, puts his equitable interest in a 
settlement, he having merely equitable rights can convey none but equitable 
rights to the trustees, ' i t is better therefore, to say that the tiustee is the nominal, 
while the cestui que tiust is the beneficial, owner of the propeity". 
2. Salmond explains the double ownership thus:-
The trustee is destitute of any right of beneficial enjoyment of the ti ust 
property. His ownership, therefore, is a matter of fonn rather than of substance. 
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and nominal rather than real. In legal theoiy, however, he is not a mere agent but 
an owner. He is a person to whom the propeity of some one else is fictitiously 
attributed by the law, to the extent that the rights and powers thus vested in a 
nominal owner shall be used by him on behalf of the real owner. As between the 
trustee and the beneficiary, the propeity belongs to the latter and not to the 
former. But as between the tiustee and third persons, the fiction prevails. The 
trustee is clothed with the riglits of his beneficiary and, is so enabled to personate 
or represent him in dealings with the world at large. 
Trust-ownership and beneficial ownership are independent of each other 
in their destination and disposition. Either of them may be transfened, while the 
other remains unaffected. In like manner, either kind of ownership may be 
independently encumbered. 
Classification of Trusts 
Maitland (following Lewin) classifies trusts according to their mode of 
creation: Trusts are created ether (i) by the act of a party, or (ii) by the operation 
of law. 
(A) Trusts Created by the Act of Parties 
These may be Express or Implied. 
i) An Express trust is a tiust which is clearly expressed or declared by the 
author thereof, verbally or in writing, e.g., where A conveys white car to C upon 
trust for B. 
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(ii) As Implied Trust is a trust which is not so clearly expressed as an 
Express Trust, but is founded on such words as T desire', '1 request", T hope', 
e.g., where A conveys white Car to C 'hoping' that he will hold the same for B. 
The distinction between an Express and an Implied Trust is thus one between 
clear and less clear words, and it is difficult to draw the line between them, 
because no formal words as necessaiy for the creation of a trust. 
(B) Trust Created by the Operation of Law 
These are (1) Resulting and constructive. In a Resulting Trust, a trust 
arises or results in favour of the person who provided the property, while in a 
Constructive Trust a person is deemed to be a trustee by Equity, in order to meet 
the demands of justice - For example (I) where a person conveys propeity to 
another to be held on certain trusts which fail, a trust results in favour of the 
giver; and (2) where a tiustee obtains a renewal in his own name of a lease held 
by him as trustee, he holds the renewed lease as a Constructive trustee for a 
beneficiary. The classification of trusts into those created by act of paity and 
those created by operation of law is accepted by writers, but the significance 
given by Maitland to the term Implied Trust is not generally accepted. Maitland, 
in fact, confines the tenn to the class of trusts otherwise known as Precatory 
Trust. But there is a class of writers (e.g., Stoiy) who gioup all tiusts created by 
the act of parties under Express Trusts, while the tenn Implied Trust is used by 
them to designate all others, i.e., those arising by the operation of law, - resulting 
and construction trusts. In this sense. Implied Trusts are those which either (a) 
follow from the presumed intention of the parties (i.e.. Resulting Trust), or 
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(b) are implied by the construction of law (meaning equity), without any 
reference to any intention of the parties, either express or implied (e.g., 
Constructive trusts). In SnelPs nomenclature the term Implied Trust has a 
nanower significance, being identified with Resulting trusts only. 
Snell classifies trust into (1) Express (or declared) - or those arising from 
an express declaration of the person in whom the property is vested; (2) Implied 
(or presumptive) - or those arising from the presumed intention of the owner of 
the property; and (3) Constructive - or those arising by Constiuction of equity, 
independently of the intention of the owner of the property. 
Express Trusts are again divided into Private and Public. A frust is 
(a) Private if it is for the benefit of an individual or class of individuals, without 
reference to the effect of such personal benefit on the public welfare; and 
(b) Public if the object is to promote the public welfare, though incidentally it 
may confer a benefit on an individual or class. "By public must be understood 
such as are constituted for the benefit either of the public at large or some 
considerable portion of it answering a particular description" (Lewin). In short, 
in a private trust, the beneficiaries are an ascertained body of persons, while in a 
public trust, the beneficiaries are the people in general or some section of the 
people.^^ 
Trusts in favour of charities or Charitable Trusts are public trusts, 
(Maitland does not use the tenn Public trust. According to him, from the stand-
point of their end. Express trusts are divisible into two gioups - those held for 
Mahant v Suryanarayan, A.l.R. 1967, S.C, p.256. 
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the benefit of some individual or class, and those held for the accomplishment of 
some purpose, private or public. Of these latter, viz.. Purpose Trusts, the most 
important species is the Charitable Trust, that is, whhere the puipose is 
'Charitable'). 
Parties Necessary to the Formation of a Trust - To the constitution of an 
express or declared private trust (other than one for the advancement of purpose), 
three parties are necessary: (i) The party who owns the property which is directed 
to be held for the benefit of a certain person; - called the settler (ii) The party 
who undertakes to hold the property for this purpose; called the trustee, (iii) The 
party for whose benefit the property is to be held; - called the cestui que trust, or 
beneficiary. 
Who may Create Trusts - Any person who is sui juris and not of unsound mind, 
may create a trust. A minor may also create a trust with the pennission of the 
principal Civil court of original jurisdiction (i.e., of the District Judge or of the 
High Court within the Presidency towns). 
Who may be a Beneficiary - A minor or a child en Ventre Sa mere may be a 
beneficiary. But a trust may be created in favour of an urban person only if it 
does not offend the rule against perpetuities which is applicable to private trusts. 
Which may be Appointed Trustee - The beneficiary has a right (subject to the 
provisions of the instrument of trust) that the trust - propeity shall be properly 
protected and held and administered by proper persons, and by a proper number 
of such persons. The following are not proper persons within the meaning of this 
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section. A person domiciled abroad, an alien enemy, a person having an interest 
inconsistent with that of the beneficiaty; a person in insolvent circumstances; 
and, unless the personal law of the beneficiaiy allows otherwise, a women and a 
minor. 
The result is that though a minor is competent to be a trustee, he is not a 
proper person and if the beneficiaiy objects to a minor being the trustee, the court 
may remove him. Such is the position also as regards a married woman. Thus, 
in Hindu and Mohammaden families, a minor son often succeeds to property, 
burdened with a trust for dependent relations of his father, and a manied woman 
is sometimes made by her father trustee for herself and her son and daughter. In 
such cases, the minor or married woman is also a proper person to be a trustee. 
Again, a minor trustee cannot exercise any act which involves a discretion 
on the part of the trustee. 
Subject Matter of 1 rust 
In England, any propeity which is alienable, may be the subject matter of 
a trust. 
"All propeity, real or personal, legal or equitable, at home or abroad, and 
whether the possession or actin, remainder or reversion, or expectancy, may be 
made the subject of a trust, unless - (a) the policy of the law or any statutory 
enactment prohibits the settler from parting with the beneficial interest in it; or, 
(b) being real estate, the tenure, under which it is holding, is inconsistent with the 
tiust sought to be created". (Underbill). 
The Purpose must be Lawful 
1. A trust may be created only for a lawful purpose, "llie Court will not 
permit the system of trusts to be directed to any object that contravenes the 
policy of the law7^ 
2. For determining whether the object of a trust is law or not, it is the 
intention of the settler which is to be looked into.^ '* 
3. Eveiy trust of which the puipose is unlawful is void. Where a tnist is 
created for an unlawful purpose, the court will neither enforce the trust in favour 
of the parties intended to be benefited, nor will assist the settler to recover the 
estate except where the illegal puipose failed to take effect, in which case a trust 
resulted. ' 
The principle on which this section is based is that trusts which have for 
their object the furtherance of unlawful puiposes should be discouraged. If a 
trust is founded upon a transaction which is forbidden by law^^ or is intended as 
a fraud upon an Act of the legislature it will be void. Thus a conveyance of 
property by a person to certain trustees a few months prior to his insolvency with 
the sole object of having them sold has been held not to constitute a trust. But a 
conveyance of property by a father to his son so as to qualify him to vote at 
Parliamentary election was held to be not invalid, but a bounty.^ A trust, by an 
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May V. May, 33 Bear.81. 
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insolvent, in favour of some particular creditor to pay a creditor at a higher rate, 
than the others, is void. All trusts which violate the principles of public policy or 
are immoral, are invalid. Trusts which are adverse to the foundation of all 
religion and subversive of all morality will be void, such as, for instance, a tmst 
for the promotion and circulation of works deemed to be irreligious and immoral. 
Trusts in total restraint of marriage are void - and this is so even in a case where 
the object of the clause is not apparently to impose a total restraint, if in fact that 
is the probable result. No trust should be created with a condition restraining 
alienation of the interests of the cestui que trust. A trust to procure a peerage is 
void as also an un-reasonable trust such as a tiust for the purpose of blocking up 
the windows of a house for twenty years. Where an illegal purpose has been 
effected by transfer of property, transferee is not to be tieated as a trustee holding 
it for the benefit of the transferor. But where the illegal purpose fails to take 
effect, and nothing is done under the court will interfere. A bare intention to 
effect, an illegal object will not deprive the author of the trust of his right to the 
propeity. It is well settled that the invalidity of the objects or provisions of a 
trust, or of part of several trusts created by the same instrument, will not affect 
the validity of remaining objects, provisions or trusts which are separate and 
independent. In such cases the invalid portions will be rejected and the valid 
portions permitted to stand. The rule is otherwise where the valid and invalid 
parts are so blended and intei^wined in one scheme that one is not enforceable 
according to the intent of the creator of the tiust, without the other. A tiust 
80 
Brawii V. Burdett, (1882), 21 Cli.D, p.667. 
Daris v. Otty, 36 Bear p.208. 
AmeCye(3cyc)pp.83-90. 
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created in England of immovable property situated in foreign countiy must fulfill 
the conditions prescribed by the law of the land where the propeily is situate. 
Secret Trusts - A Secret trust is created where property has been given to a 
person either absolutely or upon an indefinite trnst, but that has been an 
understanding between him and the donor, not clothed with the fonnalities for 
the creation of a trust. Where a person has obtained possession of property by 
undertaking to hold it upon trnst he will not be permitted subsequently to 
repudiate the trust and hold the propeity for his own benefit on the ground that 
the terms of the trust were not reduced into writing or that no will declaring the 
teiTHS of the trust was made" (Strahan). 
The Rule of Three Certainties 
Certainty is an essential requirements for the Constitution of a trust. 
Subject to the statutory requirements refened to above, no particular form of 
expression is necessary to declare a trust. But whatever be the language used, 
'three certainties are essential to the creation of every trust', viz., (1) Certainty of 
words, (2) Certainty of subject-matter, and (3) Certainty of objects. 
(1) The words in question must be so used that on the whole they ought to be 
construed as imperative and not merely discretionary. The language must make it 
certain that the settler intended to constitute a trust binding on the person to 
whom the property was given. But if on the whole it can be gathered that a tiust 
was intended, equity may construe a trust from the use of mere precatoiy words. 
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(2) The subject-matter of the trust must be certain; i.e., the property which is 
to be bound by the trust must be definite. The subject-matter is never certain 
when the first taker has a discretion to withdraw any indefinite part of it. Tims, 
in Curtis v. Rippon,*^^  where the testator after appointing his wife guardian of his 
children, gave all his property to her, "trusting that she would make such use of it 
as should be for her own and their spiritual and temporal good remembering 
always, according to circumstances, the church of God and the poor, "it was 
held, according to circumstances, the Church of God and the poor", it was held 
that no trust was created and that the wife was absolutely entitled to the property, 
there being no ascertained part of it provided for the children or for the Church or 
for the poor. For the same reason, where there is an absolute gift to one person 
coupled with a recommendation that the donee shall give to a certain other 
person 'so much of it as may not be required by him', what shall be left at his 
death.^' 
3) The object or persons to be benefited by the trust must be certain. It is, 
however, to be noted that though in the absence of any of these three certainties 
the trust will fail in the absence of the first two the donee takes beneficially, but 
where a trust fails for uncertainty of objects, the donee cannot take for his own 
benefit, but most hold as a trustee for the settler or his representatives, - to 
anticipate an expression, - there will be a resulting trust in favour of the settler. 
The reason is, that in this last case, a tmst of definite propeity was in fact 
intended by the settler, which has failed only for uncertainty of the persons to be 
Curtis V. Rippon (1820) 21 R.R. p.327. 
Pamall v. Pamall (1878) 9 Ch.D, p.q6. 
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benefited. The rule is that "once estabUsh that a trust was intended, and the 
legatee cannot take beneficially.'" 
The reason behind the principle of certainty was explained by Lord Eldon 
thus: 
"As it is a maxim that the execution of a trust shall be under the control of 
the Court, it must be of such a nature that it can be under that control; so that the 
administration of it can be renewed by the Court; or if the trustee died, the Court 
itself can execute the trust; a trust therefore which in case of maladministration 
could be reformed and a due administration directed; and then unless the subject 
and objects can be ascertained upon principles familiar in other cases, it must be 
decided that the Court can neither refonn maladministiation nor direct a due 
administration.**^ 
Precatory Trusts - Since technical words are not necessary for the creation of a 
trust. Equity will infer a trust from the use of mere precatory words, e.g., where a 
person gives propeily to another, with words of 'wish', 'hope', 'desire', or 
'entreaty' that the donee will dispose of the propeity in some particular way. 
Such cases arise chiefly in wills. Whether the testator intended an absolute gift 
or a trust, will be detennined in such cases by an examination of the whole 
instrument, and if the intention is clear. Equity will construe the words as a 
declaration of trust. 
"^  CfReBoyes, lOOn. 
'^ Morice v. Bishop of Durham (1804) 10 Ves pp.522 (539). 
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Fonnerly, Courts were much inclined towards construing recommendatory 
words as imperative, so as to create precatory trusts, but the recent tendency of 
Equity is strongly against this doctrine. It is now settled that the three certainties 
are essential even in Precatoiy Irusts. In other words, the Court will not 
construe a trust from recommendatory words, unless (a) the intention to create as 
trust be certain and clear (that is to say, the words though in the fonn of entreaty, 
must in the substance be imperative); (b) the subject-matter of the trust be 
certain; and (c) the persons intended to be benefited be certain. 
Executed and Executory Trusts 
The statement that no technical words are necessary to constitute a trust is 
to be qualified by an important rule of construction that "technical words will be 
understood in their technical meaning". The significance of this rule of 
construction is illustiated in the distinction made between Executed and 
Executory tiusts - a distinction which becomes specially important in the 
constmction of wills (for in will the trust may be either executed or executory). 
A trust is said to be executed when there is nothing left to be done in order 
to constitute it, the trust being finally declared by the instrument creating it. A 
trust is executory when something remains to be done in order to complete it; it 
arises when there is a stipulation or direction to make a settlement upon tiusts 
which are indicated in, but do not appear to be finally declared by, tlie instrument 
containing such stipulation or direction. In other words, "where the declaration 
(of the settler) itself sets out fully and formally the trust on which the trust 
property is to be held the trust be declared by it is called an executed trust. 
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Where the declaialion takes tlie roiin of an agreement or direction for the 
subsequent execution of a proper trust instrument, the trust declared by it is 
called an executor>' trust". 
Executory trusts arise chief (1) in marriage articles, and (2) in wills. 
The importance of the distinction between Executed and Executory trust, 
lies chiefly in the fact that they are differently construed in a Court of Equity. 
In the case of an executed trust, where the settler has been his own 
conveyancer, there is an executed document complete in its terms, expressed in 
the language of legal limitations. Therefore, the maxim "Equit>' follows the law" 
is strictly applied; that is to say, the words of limitation, and other technical 
expressions will be 'technically construed; - in the same way as a Court of law 
would have done. 
But in construing the words creating an executory trust, a Court of Equity 
exercise a large authority in 'subordinating the language to the intent'. Thus, in 
the constiTiCtion of a will where the testator has merely sketched out a settlement 
that is to be made after his death, the intention of the testator will be more 
favourably considered on the ground that the sketch being a sketch, equity will 
not catch at technical phrases and defeat what is believed to be his intention. 
If an executed trust seeks to create something which is void for illegality, 
e.g., where it violates the rule against perpetuities, the Court will cany out the 
testator's intention Cy pres and direct the propeily to be settled as nearly as 
possible according to the testator's intention.** '^ 
86 Agiiew, Law of Trusts, p.21. 
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Completely and Incompletely Constituted Irusts - l l ie Constitution of 
Voluntary Trusts 
A trust is said to be completely constituted when the tioist property is 
vested in trustee for the benefit of the Cestui que trust; until then it is only 
incompletely constituted (though it may have been declared according to the 
requirements of the Statute of Frauds). But where there is valuable consideration 
for its creation, it is not of much importance to distinguish an incompletely 
constituted tiiist from one completely constituted - a mere promise to create a 
trust from the constitution of a trust. For, - an imperfectly constituted trust, that 
is, where there has been a mere promise to constitute trust, but no conveyance of 
the property - if backed by valuable consideration, will be enforced by Equity (1) 
as a contract to convey, by specific performance, for "equity looks on that as 
done which has been agreed to be done". Lewin puts thus - "where there is 
valuable consideration and a tiust is intended to be created, fonualities are of 
minor importance, since if the transaction cannot take place by way of a 'trust 
executed', it can be enforced by a court of Equity as a contiacf \ Such a promise 
will also be construed (ii) as a declaration of trust, on the giound that "a trust 
shall never fail for want of a tiustee". Thus when there is valuable formal 
settlement, the only point of difference being that until and unless there is a 
conveyance of the legal estate to the trustee, the cestui que tiaist's rights may be 
defeated by a bonafide purchases from the settler without notice of the tiust. 
But if there is no valuable consideration, the case would be otheiwise. 
Equity will not assist a volunteer to perfect an imperfect gift. A voluntaiy 
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promise will not be enforced in equity, even if the promise be under seal. It 
should be noted, that at law a promise under seal is valid though made without 
valuable consideration, but Equity will not grant specific perfonnance of a 
voluntary promise though under seal; for, it follows the general maxim that 
"Equity will not assist volunteers". If. however, the trust has been completed by 
a conveyance of the property to the trustee, a voluntaiy promise will be upheld 
on the ground that conveyance passes title, whether for consideration or not. 
True, Equity will not assist a Volunteer to perfect his title, but if his title is 
already perfect, equity will enforce it. The law on this point was thus summed 
by Lord Eldon**^  th us: 
"If you want the assistance of the Court to constitute you a cestui que trust 
and the instrument is voluntaiy, you shall not have that assistance; but if there 
has been a complete transfer of the property, although it is voluntaiy, yet the 
legal conveyance being validly made the equitable interest will be enforced by 
the Court of Equity". 
This leads to the conclusion that the voluntary trust if perfectly created is 
valid and enforceable (subject, of course, to the Bankruptcy law and the Statutes 
in favour of Creditors and subsequent purchasers which invalidate voluntary 
tiansactions as fraudulent). It is, therefore, necessary to consider how a trust may 
be perfectly constituted. It is to be noted that all trusts created by wills are 
completely constituted, for a trust to operate after the death of the settler can only 
be created by vesting the property in trustees. So the present discussion relates 
only to trusts inter vivos. 
'^  Ellison V. Ellison (1802) 6 Ves. p.656. 
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A trust may be perfectly constituted by a settler (a) by vesting the trust 
property in trustees, or (b) by declaring himself a tiustee - to retain the property 
in question but to hold it henceforth upon the designated trusts. 
When a settler intends to constitute the tiust by conveying the property to 
trustees the test whetlier or not the trust has been completely constituted is 
whether or not the settler has divested himself of the ownership of the propeity. 
(i) if the subject-matter is legal estate, the settler must do all that the law requires 
in order that the conveyance be effectual to pass the legal interest; and the trust 
will fail if anything remains to be done by the settler to divest himself of the legal 
interest. Thus, freehold property must be conveyed by deed of grant, leaseholds 
by deed of assignment, movables by deed or delivery, and registered shares by 
the proper form of transfers, (ii) If the subject-matter is equitable, it is not 
necessary that he should procure a conveyance of the legal interest. Where for 
example, T holds stocks in trust for S, and the equitable owner (S) wants to 
settle his equitable interest he may do it simply (1) by directing the old trustee to 
hold the legal estate upon the new tiust, or (2) by executing an assignment of his 
equitable interest to some new hustee upon the new trust. 
b) When the settler intends to constitute the trust by declaring himself a 
trustee for the Cestui que trust he may do this by any words which Express his 
intention, whether his interest is legal or equitable. But the declaration must be 
evidenced by writing when the property is land or hereditament. In other cases, 
word of mouth will be enough. 
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An Imperfect Gifts is no Declaration of Trust 
A voluntary trust may be perfectly constituted by tlie settler, either by 
transferring property to the trustees, or by declaring himself the trustee (without 
making a conveyance of the property to trustee). In this connection, however, it 
must be carefully borne in mind that if the settler has attempted to constitute a 
trust by transferring the property to trustees, or to make a direct gift to the donee, 
and the transfer is ineffectual, the court will not construe the attempted transfer 
as a declaration of trust, because Uie two tilings are very different. By attempting 
to transfer the property the settler or donor has shown an intention to divest 
himself of it, not to hold it himself as a ti ustee. Thus, a letter to the donee saying 
that the donor gives hbn his chattels, will not pass the ownership in the goods nor 
will a delivery of the lease be a valid transfer of the leasehold. And in all these 
cases, the gift having failed, neither the letter nor the delivery of the deed of lease 
will be regarded as a declaration of trust for the donee. "An imperfect gift will 
not be constituted as a declaration of trust".*^^  
An exception to the above mle is due to tlie curious doctrine of equity that 
the issue of a maixiage is a party to the marriage consideration. Thus, an 
agreement in consideration of marriage to convey land to be held in trust for the 
children of tlie marriage is enforceable at the suit of a child, thougli no 
conveyance has been made to tlie child. Here is an imperfect gift, but the court 
will say that the issue of a maniage are not volunteers. That being so it is 
immaterial whether the gift is perfect or not, for equity will perfect (by specific 
perfonnance) an imperfect conveyance, when there is valuable consideration. 
" Richards v.Delbridge (1874) L.R. 18, Eq. p.ll 
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Purpose Trusts 
Maitland's classification of trusts, is into Express and Implied. As to 
Express Trusts, he distinguishes two classes - a) Where the tiiistee is bound to 
exercise his rights on behalf of some other person; and (b) Where he is to 
exercise his rights for the accomplishment of some purpose. A trust of the latter 
class is called a Purpose Trust. The most peculiar characteristic of such trusts as 
distinguished from other Express trusts is that they cannot be enforced by any 
Cestui que trust against the settler or the tiaistee, for there is no definite Cestui 
que trust at all. Yet they are to a certain extent valid, if the puiposes be legal. 
Such trusts are also called Trusts of Imperfect Obligation (e.g., by Strahan). 
Another important illustration of Trusts of Imperfect Obligation is provided by 
trusts in favour of creditors, which will be separately dealt with. 
The most important class of trusts for a puipose is, however the Charitable 
Trusts or trusts where the purpose is Charitable. But Charitable Trusts have 
certain peculiarities of their own, and they are properly known as Express Public 
Trust; hence, they form the subject of a separate treatment. The term 'purpose 
trust' should better be confined to trusts for some definite and lawful purpose, 
other than a 'charitable' purpose, strictly so-called, e.g., for the purpose, other 
than a 'charitable' purpose, strictly so called, e.g., for the purpose of erecting a 
monument to the scttler,*^ '^  for the promotion of yachting,'*' for maintenance of 
91 the settler's tomb in a churchyard. 
" Mitford V. Reynolds, (1848) 16 Sim, p. 105. 
'° ReNottage(1895)2Ch.D,p.64Q. 
" Pirbriglit v. Selvey (1896), W.N. p.86, 
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Trusts in Favour of Creditors 
Trusts created by a debtor for the payment of his creditors form an 
exception to the general principles of a trust, viz., (a) that the cestui que trust can 
enforce the trust, and (b) that a trust after it is completely constituted, is 
irrevocable by the settler. Such trusts are, therefore, sometimes called 'illusory'. 
It has been observed that "a trust-deed by which property is conveyed for the 
benefit of creditors does not of itself create a trust for any of the creditors". The 
deed has the same effect as if the debtor had delivered money to an agent to pay 
to his creditors, and before any payment made by tlie agent, the debtor had 
recalled the money so delivered. The tiansaction is considered merely as an 
arrangement made by the debtor for his personal convenience and not so much 
for the benefit of his creditors.^^ As a rule, tlierefore, the debtor may revoke the 
trust at his pleasure. 
But such a trust may, nevertheless, become irrevocable in certain 
circumstances and then the creditors may enforce it as a bust in their favour. 
This, (i) the right of revocation being strictly personal, it becomes irrevocable 
after the debtor's death, and the beneficiaries must take subject to it; (ii) if any 
creditor is a party to the deed and has executed it, as to hun the deed is 
irrevocable, (iii) if it is communicated to any creditors, it becomes irrevocable as 
to them, provided they have thereby been induced to a forbearance in respect of 
their clauns, or have acted under its provisions.^^ (iv) if the debtors intention 
^ AtcOTv. Woodgate(1833)2My&Kp.492. 
" Cf. S.6(a) of tlie Prov. Insolvency Act, 
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clearly appears to have been to create a tiust, and the relationship of trustee and 
Cestui-Que-Trust have been actually constituted, it is irrevocable. 
Resulting Trusts 
A Resulting Trust is a trust which arises in favour of the person creating it 
or his representatives. It is so called, because in it the beneficial interest in the 
property 'results' or comes back to the person who transferred the property to the 
trustees, or provided the means of obtaining it. It may also be called an Implied 
Trust (after snell in as much as it is founded on "an unexpressed but presumed 
intention of the party creating it'\ As Lewin points out. Resulting Trusts arise, 
either (a) where a person being himself both legally and equitably entitled makes 
a conveyance, device or bequest of the legal estate, and there is no ground for the 
inference that he meant to dispose of the equitable interest, or (b) where a 
purchaser of property takes a conveyance of the legal estate in the name of a third 
person, but there is nothing to indicate an intention of non appropriating to 
himself the beneficial interest Resulting Trusts are thus divisible into two broad 
classes. 
A. Arising out of Gifts 
The general rule as to these is that whatever upon a conveyance, devise, or 
bequest, it appears that the grantee, or legatee was intended to take the legal 
merely, the equitable interests (or as much thereof as is left undisposed of), will 
result to the settler (Lewin). If the settler is dead, it will result in favour of his 
representatives. The intention of excluding the person invested with die legal 
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estate from the enjoyment of the beneficial interest in the property may or may 
not be expressed. 
B. Arising from Purchases 
The general rule is that where a person purchases something in the name 
of a third person, a trust results for the purchaser (or his representatives). This is, 
however, not an absolute rule, but a rule of presumption which varies according 
as the conveyance is to a stianger or to a relation of the purchaser. If the 
conveyance is to a stranger - there is a presumption that the purchaser did not 
intend to benefit the transferee. 'The trust of a legal estate, (a) whether taken in 
the name of the purchaser, and others jointly, or (b) in the name of others without 
that of the purchaser, results to the man who advances the purchase - money". 
And even if the advance of the purchase money does not appear on the face of 
the deed, parole evidence is admissible to prove that the nominal purchaser (i.e., 
to whom the propeity has been conveyed) was only an agent of the real 
purchaser. But the presumption of resulting trust is rebuttable by parole evidence 
showing that the nominal purchaser was intended to take the beneficial interest. 
If the conveyance is to the purchaser's \\\fe or child, the presumption is 
the other way, viz., that the purchaser intended to benefit the wife or child. The 
presumption is known as the presumption of Advancement. 
The presumption rebuts the presumption of a resulting trust arising from 
purchases in the name of third persons (or from voluntaiy gifts). Since the 
94 Dyer v Dyer, (1 788) 2 Cox. p.Q2. 
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doctrine of resulting trusts is based upon the presumed intention of the purchaser 
(or donor), it will not arise where the relation existing between the true and the 
nominal purchaser (or the donor and the donee) is such that it may be presumed 
that a gift was intended; and this presumption of advancement will be raised in 
all cases where the purchaser (or donor) is under an obligation to support or to 
make provision for the latter. The presumption is raised in favour of (1) a 
legitimate (but not illegitimate) child of the purchaser (2) a person to whom the 
purchaser has placed himself in loco parentis, including an illegitimate child and 
(3) wife of the purchaser (but not a woman with whom he is not lawfully 
married). This presumption of advancement is again rebuttable by parole 
evidence to the contrary, such as (a) the contemporaneous acts and declarations 
of the purchaser which are receivable in evidence both for and against him, or (b) 
the subsequent acts and declarations of the purchaser, which are evidence against 
him, but not for him. The acts and declaration of the other pai1y are similarly 
receivable in evidence. Thus, the fact that the son is acting as his father's 
solicitor would be sufficient to rebut the presumption. 
Constructive Trusts 
A Constructive trust has been defined as a trust 'which is raised by 
construction of equity, in order to satisfy the demands of justice without 
reference of any presumable intention of the parties, either express or implied 
(Snell). (It thus differs from a resulting trust which arises out of a presumed 
intention of the grantor). Similarly, Stianhan puts it - "A Constructive Trusts 
arises where a person becomes possessed of property through such an abuse of 
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confidence he is bound to hold it for the benefit of the person injured by the 
breach of confidence". 
The principle followed here is that a person occupying a fiduciary' position 
must not take advantage of his position to make personal profit for himself where 
to do so might create a conflict between his duty and interest. If he makes any 
such profit, he becomes 'a trustee of the advantages so gained'. But though the 
primary application of the doctrine is to person occupying a fiduciaiy position, it 
is not confined to that case alone, and even strangers may sometimes be bound 
by a Constructive Trust. 
Trustees - Appointment and Removal 
Appointment of Trustees 
"A trust never fails for want of a trustee". The original trustees are 
ordinarily appointed by the settler himself by the trust instrument. But there may 
be cases, where a trust exists but there is no trustee to execute, e.g., when no 
trustee has been appointed by the settler though he has shown an intention to 
create a trust, or all the trustee have died or disclaimed, or are incapable to act. 
In such cases, the principle applied by a court of Equity is that once a tiust 
exists, "Equity never wants a tiustee". Equity will follow the legal estate and 
declare the person in whom it is vested to be a trustee, and in no case will the 
lapse of the legal estate be allowed to affect the beneficial interest. Thus, i) if a 
testator shows an intention to create a trust, but does not appoint a trustee, his 
personal representative is deemed a trustee, (ii) Similarly, if a sole trustee 
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appointed by the settler disclaim the trust, the propeity reverts to the settler, or if 
he is dead, to his personal representative, who must hold upon the trusts 
specified, (iii) Again, when a sole or surviving trustees dies, the legal estate vests 
in his personal representatives, still subject to the trust; and they may execute the 
trust until new trustees are appointed, provided the trust instrument contains no 
contrary direction. 
Disclaimer of Trust 
No person is bound to accept a trust, and provided he has not done 
anything from which acceptance of the trust may be infened, he may disclaim, 
but the disclaimer must extend to the whole of the trust. Once he assumes any of 
the rights conferred on the trustee, he assumes all the duties of the tnist also. 
Thus, taking of probate by an executor-trustee is an acceptance of the entire trust. 
At any rate, unless a trustee disclaims by deed, or word of mouth, or by conduct, 
his assent may easily be presumed. The disclaimer must be made within a 
reasonable period from the date of knowledge that he has been appointed trustee. 
How a Trustee Ceases to be a Trustee 
Once a trustee has accepted a trust, he can lawfully cease to be a trustee 
only in one of the following ways: 
(1) By death, (2) By duly winding up the trust by conveying the trust property to 
the beneficiaries who have become lawfully entitled to receive it and to give him 
a valid receipt for it. (3) By consent of all the beneficiaries being sui juris and 
competent to contract. Not only so - if the beneficiaries being of full age and 
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under no disability, direct the trustee to do something with the property thereby 
putting an end to the trust, the trustee is bound to obey such direction, even if 
that act may constitute breach of trust. (4) By virtue of a power given in the trust 
instrument to resign his office. (5) By retirement of a new trustee under 
provisions of the statute. (6) By order of discharge by the Court. (7) By removal 
against his will by the Court under provisions in the tiust instiument, or under 
statutory powers. 
Apart from these the Court has an inherent power to remove the trustees 
and to appoint new ones in their place whenever, in the opinion of the Court, the 
interests of the beneficiaries require it. Thus, the Court will remove a tmstee 
who has shown himself to be an unfit person for the office, e.g., when he 
becomes bankrupt or commits a breach of trust - on proceedings being taken 
against him by the beneficiaries. In Letterstedt v. Broers,*^ ^ Lord Blackburn 
observed - "The jurisdiction of the Court to remove trustees is merely ancillary to 
its principal duty, to see that the trusts are properly executed... in exercising so 
delicate a jurisdiction as that of remaining trustees, their Lordships do not 
venture to lay down any general rule beyond the very broad principle - that their 
main guide must be the welfare of the beneficiaries." 
These modes of vacating the office of the trustee are distinguished by 
Maitland from another mode which is 'unlawfuf, viz., the wrongful alienation of 
the trust property to a third person by the trustee in breach of trust. 
9? Letterstedt v. Broers (1884) 9 AC. pp.371 (386). 
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The Rights and Disabilities of Trustee 
Rights - In the eye of law the trustee is the owner of the tiust estate. 
Consequently, he can give a valid title to a bonafide purchaser from him without 
notice, even though the alienation itself may be an act of breach of trust on the 
part of the trustee. But apart from the extraordinaiy right confened by the trust a 
trustee has got only those rights which are confened by the tiust instrument or 
recognised by equity - to be exercised by him for the benefit of the Cestui que 
trust on whose behalf he holds the trust estate. A trustee is entitled to have in his 
possession the instrument of trust and all the documents of title (if any) relating 
solely to the trust property. Eveiy trustee may reimburse himself, or pay or 
discharge out of the tiust-property. all expenses properly incuned in or about the 
execution of the trust, or the realization, preservation or benefit of trust-property, 
or the protection or support of the beneficiaiy. A person other than a ti ustee who 
has gained an advantage from a breach of trust must indemnify the trustee to the 
extent of the amount actually received by such person under the breach, and 
where he is a beneficiaiy the trustee has a charge on his interest for such amount. 
Nothing shall be deemed to entitle a trustee to be indemnified who has, in 
committing the breach of tiTJSt, been guilty of fraud. A tiustee has a right to 
apply to court for opinion in management of trust-property, by petition to a 
principal Civil Court of original jurisdiction. When the duties of a tiustee, as 
such are completed, he is entitled to have the accounts of his administration of 
the trust property examined and settled; and, where nothing is due to the 
beneficiary under the trust, to an acknowledgement in writing to that effect. 
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Disabilities - The position of a trustee being of personal confidence par 
excellence, equity has laid down general rules subject to which only he can 
exercise his rights, e.g., (I) A trustee cannot delegate his officer; (2) A trustee 
cannot profit by the tiust. The disabilities following from these two rules are 
sometimes called 'negative' duties distinguished from the 'positive' duties. 
Another rule to be noted in this connection is that "in the case of private trusts, a 
majority of trustees have no power to bind a minority" and they must all act 
together. 
A Trustee cannot Delegate his Office (Delegatus Non Potest Delegare) 
The office of the trustee being one of personal confidence he cannot, as a 
rule, delegate the performance of his duties to others, unless the trust instrument 
specially authorizes delegation for any putpose. And if he shifts his duties on to 
a stranger or even to a non-trustee, he remains liable for any consequential loss to 
the trust estate. It is a breach of trust of which the trustee becomes liable; the act 
done by the delegate becomes void, and the agent who is thus a paity to a breach 
of trust also becomes liable, as a constructive trustee, to the cestui que trust. 
But since a trustee cannot possibly do eveiything for himself in the 
administration of the trust, a limited power of delegation must necessarily be 
admitted, e.g., the obtaining of professional assistance in the execution of the 
trust business. In other words, though the trustee cannot delegate the exercise of 
his discretion under the trust, he may cany out the ministerial functions through 
an agent or proxy. But even such partial delegation may be justified only if there 
96 Mam V. Browiie,{ 1896) Vol.1 Cli. p.l99 (C.A). 
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is 'moral or legal necessity for such action'. In other words, he can delegate his 
duties in those cases where a man of ordinary prudence managing his own affairs 
would do so in the ordinary course of business. A trustee may obtain 
professional help in the ordinary course of business 'provided he runs to needless 
risk in doing so'. It is to be noted, not reasonably fitted by character or calling to 
perform it. He must act as a man of ordinaiy prudence in the selection of an 
agent and must not allow the delegation to continue longer than is necessaiy. 
Co-Trustee must act jointly 
This is corollaiy of the principle of forbidding delegation of the trustee's 
office. Since trustees cannot delegate their duties, they cannot appoint one of 
themselves to act in the execution of the trust. The principle is that the settler has 
trusted all the trustees where there are more than one; it is therefore the duty of 
everyone of them to exercise his individual judgement and discretion in respect 
of all matters concerning the trust. In other words, when the administration of a 
trust is vested in co-tiustees, they all fonn one collective trustee, and must act 
jointly. 
For the same reason, in the case of private trusts our law and our equity 
does not recognise any power in the majority of a body of trustees to bind a 
minority. In the case of a private trust, as distinguished from a public or 
charitable trust, where there are several trustees and all have accepted office and 
are exercising the office, their powers, interest and authority are equal and 
undivided, they cannot act separately, but must act as a unit, except where 
authority to act is given to a majority of the trustees by the instrument creating 
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the trust. The office, in such a case, is a joint one and they have only a joint 
interest, power and authority, and must all join in conveyances and receipts. 
Thus in a trust for sale, all the trustees must join in the conveyance - a majority 
of them cannot pass the estate that is vested in them all. A trustee cannot shelter 
himself by saying that he was outvoted; if there is a breach of ti ust, no one will 
be able to say that he was bound by a resolution of the majority. 
The trust property should be under the control of all trustees. Any trustee 
who unnecessarily allows a co-trustee to obtain sole control of the property, is 
liable for the co-trustee's misapplication of it. Similarly, moneys should be 
deposited in the names of all the trustees so that anyone of them is unable to 
withdraw the amount without knowledge of the others. 
All trustees must join the receipt of money, the object being to guard 
against any of them from misappropriating the same. In paying money to 
trustees, therefore, one must be careful to obtain a joint receipt of all. The case 
of co-trustees is different from the case of co-executors. Each co-executor taken 
singly, has a very large power of administering the personal estate of his testator, 
collecting debts, giving valid receipts, selling and assigning portions of the estate. 
But unless the settler has so provided, one of several co-trustees has no such 
powers. 
From the rule that each co-executor has the power to give a valid 
discharge, while a co-tiustee has not, another point of difference follows: Since 
all the tiiistees must join the receipt, it often happens that wile one of them has 
received money, the others have fonnally joined in the receipt for the sake of 
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confonnity. The question then arises, how far would these non-receiving trustees 
be liable for the misappropriation or misapplication of the money by the recipient 
co-trustee. The general rule is that it being necessaiy for all to join in the receipt, 
there is no presumption of receipt from the mere fact of joining in the receipt and 
those who have so joined for the sake of confonnity only will not be liable for 
breach of tmst by the recipient trustee; the co-trustee will be liable only if they 
allow the money to remain in the hands of the recipient trustee alone, longer than 
that circumstances reasonably require. The case of co-executors is different. 
Their power is joint and also several, and each has the power of giving a valid 
discharge, and, consequently, there is no necessity for the others to join in the 
receipt. If, therefore, an executor joins his co-executor in signing a receipt, he 
does an uimecessary act, and is prima facie liable for the receipt on the 
presumption that those who joined in the receipt have actually received the 
money. 
Public Trusts offer an exception to the general rule that co-trustees must 
act jointly. 
In a public trust, the act of the majority of trustees is deemed to be the act 
of the whole number. 
A Trustee cannot Profit by the Trust 
A trustee is not allowed to put himself in a position where his duty and 
interest may conflict, and that consequently a trustee cannot gain any advantage 
Townley v. Sherborne (1634) BR p.35. 
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out of the tiust. This is an absolute rule, and all the profits made by a trustee in 
virtue of his office belong to the beneficiaries. For example, if a tiustee employs 
trust moneys in his own business, the ces tui que trust will be entitled to all the 
gains (but the losses will have to be borne by the trustee). This rule is not 
confined to express trustees only, but extends to all persons clothed with 
fiduciary character. From this general rule two other rules follows, viz., that (a) a 
trustee carmot purchase the trust propeity and (b) a trustee is not entitled to any 
remuneration. 
a) A Trustee cannot Purchase the Trust Property 
A trustee cannot in his private capacity purchase the trust property or to 
take lease or a mortgage of it, from himself or his co-tiustee, even at a public 
auction (i.e., at a sale held in execution of a decree made against himself as 
trustee). This is an absolute rule, such a purchase being liable to be set aside an 
application by the cestui que trust even without any evidence of fraud or 
unfairness. And only is the trustee absolutely disqualified from buying it 
himself, he carmot buy it even as the agent of another person. This incapacity 
even continues after he has ceased to be a trustee with a view to qualify himself 
for tlie purchase. The foundation of this absolute rule is that although one may 
see in a particular case that the trustee has not made any advantage, it is utterly 
impossible to examine, upon satisfactory evidence in the power of the Court 
whether he has made an advantage or not. Consequently, such purchase will in 
98 Fox V. Mackretli (1788) 2 R.R. p.55. 
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no case be upheld unless made (i) with the sanction of the Court, or (ii) under the 
power in the trust instiumerit. 
b) A Trustee is not Entitled to any Remuneration 
The office of the trustee being essentially gratuitous, he is, as general rule, 
not entitle to any allowance for his care and trouble.'"'* It is an established rule 
that a trustee, executor or administrator shall have no allowance for his care and 
trouble; the reason of which seems to be, for that, on these pretences, if allowed, 
the trust estate might be loaded and rendered of little value; besides the great 
difficulty there might be in setting and adjusting quantum of such allowance, 
especially one man's time may be more valuable than that of another, and there 
can be no hardship in this respect on any trustee, who may choose whether he 
will accept the trust or not. Even if the trustee be a solicitor, he will not be 
allowed to charge anything except for his costs out of pocket only. This rule 
follows from the absolute duty of a trustee not to deal with the trust property in 
such a way as to make for himself a personal profit out of it or out of his dealings 
with it.'°' 
But there are exceptional circumstances in which a trustee may receive 
remuneration, e.g., (a) Where the trust instiument expressly authorizes him to 
receive compensation for his care and trouble, (b) Where he has made an express 
contract to this effect with the cestui que trust being sui juris (such a bargain, 
however, will be closely scrutinized by the Court), (c) where it is expressly 
lbid.,p.73. 
""' Robinson v. Pett (1734) 3 P.W. p. 132. 
'"' Vipontv. Butter (1893) W.N. p.64. 
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sanctioned by the Court in case tlie execution of the trust is unusually 
burdensome; (d) Where the trustee, being a solicitor, is appointed by his co-
trustees to defend legal proceedings. 
On the other hand, although not entitled to, remuneration a trustee has 
right to re-imbmsement and indemnity for all expenses properly incurred, in or 
about the execution of the tiust, or the realisation, presei"vation or benefit of the 
trust property or the protection or support of the beneficiary. Thus, he may 
charge his travelling expenses if properly incurred. Again, he is generally 
entitled to employ a solicitor for any legal business, such as that which solicitors 
usually perform, and to pay him his proper charges. Such expenses reasonably 
incurred, as well as costs out of pocket, become as against the Cestui que trust a 
first charge on the trust property. 
A trustee cannot set up adverse title 
A person who enters into possession of trust property as a trustee cannot 
subsequently deny his position. He is estopped from urging that the trust is void 
or from asserting a title adverse to the trust, "until he has obtained a proper 
discharge from the trust with which he has clothed himself'^ ^^ The principle 
underlying the rule is also otherwise expressed: The legal title of the trustee and 
the beneficial interest of the Ces tui que trust, together constitute but one title, 
and the possession of the one is the possession of the other. The trustees 
possession, even when he does not perform the trust, is not adverse, because it is 
according to his title. Hence, parties who are originally trustees, cannot acquire a 
102 Srinivasa v. Venkatavarada (1911) 34 Mad. p 257 PC. 
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beneficial interest by holding adversely to their trust.'"'' The above rule applies 
not only in cases of express trust but also in cases of resulting trusts which arise 
for failure of an express trust to exhaust the whole of the settler's estate, in these 
cases, the trustee hold under the trust deed and the possession of the trustee is 
said to be the possession of the trustee.'""^ But where a resulting trust arises by 
reason of the invalidity of an express trust and the heir or legal representative of 
the settler claims the beneficial interest, their claim is against the instrument of 
tnist, for had it been valid, no resulting trust in favour of the claimant would have 
arisen. In such a case, the possession of the trustee cannot be said to be under 
the trust deed but against the disposition made by it, hence, no estoppel arises 
against the trustee and he is entitled to plead adverse possession from the point of 
time when the resulting tiust arose.'"' 
Principal Duties of a Trustee 
(I) Reduction into Possession and Preservation of tlie Trust Property: 
1. As soon as possible after his appointment, the tiustee must (a) acquaint 
himself with the nature and circumstances of the trust propei"t>', and (b) to obtain, 
where necessaiy, a transfer of the trust propertv' to himself and (c) to get in tiust 
moneys invested on insuificient or hazardous security. Thus if the tiust fund be a 
debt or chose in action which may be reduced into possession, it is the trustee's 
duty to get in, and if he neglects to do so for so long that the debt becomes 
"" Bitto Kunwar V. Kesoprasd (1897) 19 All pp.277 (289) PC. 
'•" Churcher V. Martin (1889) 42 Ch.D. p 312. 
'"' Khaw Sim v. Cliooah Hui (1921) 26 C W.N. P.C. 
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statute-barred or otherwise irrecoverable, unless he can show a well-founded 
belief that an action would have been fruitless. 
2. Where there are two more trustees, the tiust property must be reduced into 
the joint control of all the trustees and it is a breach of tiiist for a trustee to leave 
the sole control of the trust property to his co-trustee or co-tiustees. 
3. The trustee must maintain and defend such suits and take such other steps 
as may be necessaiy for the preservation of the tiust-property and the assertion or 
protection of the title thereto. Thus, if the trust-property is immovable propeity 
which has been given to the author of the trust by an umegistered insti"ument, the 
trustees duty is to cause the instiument to be registered subject to the provisions 
of the Registration Act. 
4. Where the trust is created for the benefit of several persons in succession, 
and the trust property is of a wasting nature or a future or reversionaiy interest, 
the trustee is bound, unless a contiary intention may be infened from the trust 
instrument, to convert the property into propeity of a pennanent and iimnediately 
profitable character. 
(II) Investment of Trust Property 
Subject to the duty of carrying out the directions of the settler, a primary 
duty of the trustee as a man of ordinary prudence is to presei"ve the trust property. 
Consequently, when the tiust property consists of money which cannot be 
applied immediately to the purpose of the trust, the trustee should (in the absence 
106 Billing V. Brogden (1888) 38 Cli.D. p.546. 
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of any direction to the contraiy) invest the trust fund in a state of security and 
make it profitable. 
(III) Sale of Land 
A trustee has often a duty to sell land under the trust instrument. He may 
then sell it according to his discretion, and subject to such conditions of sale as 
he thinks fit. But the sale must be beneficial to the Cestui que trust - and so the 
trustee's position becomes difficult in detemiining the conditions under which 
the sale should be made. It makes the conditions extremely stringent, the land 
may only fetch a lower value; on the other hand, if they are not stringent enough, 
the trust estate may be put to great cost in having to render a strict proof of title, 
and so on. Hence, the rule of equity is that a trustee must insert all reasonable 
but no unreasonable condition - he must not sell under depreciatoiy condition. 
(IV) Duty to Render Accounts 
A trustee is bound to keep clear accounts of the trust propeily and to 
render them to the beneficiary, at his request, at all reasonable times. A trustee is 
bound to give his Ces tui que trust proper infonnation as to the investment of the 
trust estate; and where the trust estate is invested on mortgage, it is not sufficient 
from the trustee merely to say, "I have invested the tiust money on mortgage, but 
he must produce the mortgage deeds, so that the Ces tui que trust may thereby, 
ascertain that the trustee's statement is conect and that the trust estate is so 
invested. The principle is, - "He who undertaking to give information, gives 
107 Lee V. Wilson, 3 Ch, p. 
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but half information, in the doctrine of the Court of equity, conceals". 
Similarly in rendering accounts, the truste must explain questioned items and 
must be ready to support each and eveiy item with proper vouchers.'"'^ 
The Extent and Measure of a Trustee's Liability for Breach of Trust 
1. A breach of tiust consists in some improper act, neglect, default or 
omission of a trustee in respect of the tiust propeity or of a beneficiary's interest 
in it. A breach of trust may be active or passive. Thus, to buy the trust propeity 
on his own account or to mix the trust propeity with the trustee's own money are 
instances of active breach. An honest and ordinarily careful trustee will rarely 
commit an active breach of trust. Passive breaches, on the other hand, result 
from omissions and are more likely to be committed by unwaiy tiustees. Non-
conversion of the trust property directed to be converted or non-accumulation of 
the income for the benefit of the person ultimately entitled, are instances of 
passive breach. 
2. A trustee is liable for a beach of trust, whether he has derived any benefit 
from the breach or not. But a Ces tui que tiust can hold a trustee chargeable for 
breach of trust only in respect of trust propeity which the trustee himself has 
actually received or which he might have received but for his wilful default. To 
be made liable a tiiistee must have been guilty of some improper act, neglect or 
default. 
'"' Walker V. Symmonds (1818) 19R.R. p.l55 
"" Concha v. Munetta, (1889) 40 Ch. D. p.543. 
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3. A trustee is liable for breach of trust whether it is due to an act or 
omission of the tiustee himself, or of a co-tiustee rendered possible by the 
trustees' breach of trust, or of an agent to whom the trustee has improperly 
delegated a) if the agent is not reasonably fitted to peifonn it by reason of his 
character or calling; (b) if the delegation is continued longer than is necessary for 
its proper performance; (c) if the trustee does not ascertain within a reasonable 
time by personal inquiry whether the duty has been properly performed. 
4. The general measure of the trustee's liability for breach of trust is the loss 
caused thereby to the trust estate. Thus, if a trustee improperly leaves trust-
propeity outstanding and it is consequently lost, he is liable to make good the 
property lost, but he is not liable to pay interest thereon. But he is liable to pay 
interest in certain cases. 
5. A trustee is not however, liable for a breach of tiust if - (1) the beneficiary 
has by fraud induced the trustee to commit the breach, or (ii) the beneficiary 
being competent to contract, has himself, without coercion or undue influence 
having been brought to bear on him, (a) concuned in the breach, or (b) 
subsequently acquiesced therein. 
Liability of Trustee for Breach of Trust by Co-Trustee 
A trustee will be liable for a breach of tmst if he fails to exercise the 
utmost diligence as regards his duties, or to exercise ordinaiy prudence as regards 
his discretions. Now, the office of co-trustees being a joint one. the question 
arises whether one trustee may be liable for the acts of his co-trustee. 
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2. The general rule is that a trustee is not liable for breach of trust unless he 
is personally guilty of default. To make a trustee liable for a breach of tiust 
committed by his co-trustee, it must, therefore, be proved that he has allowed 
some 'fraud or evil' dealing prejudicial to the trust. 
2. But a trustee will be liable for a breach of tiust by his co-trustee, where he 
is himself guilty of some neglect of duty, e.g., (a) where he has delivered trust 
property to his co-trustee without seeing to its proper application, or where he 
allows his co-trustee without seeing to its proper application, or where he allows 
his co-trustee to have sole control over it; or (b) where he allows his co-trustee to 
receive trust propeity and then fails to make due enquiiy as to the co-trustee's 
dealings with it, or allows him to retain it longer than the circumstances of the 
case reasonably require (for it is the duty of tiustees, not to allow the trust 
property to go into the hands of any one of them, and to have it placed, as soon 
as possible, under their joint control)'" or (c) where he becomes aware of a 
breach of trust committed or intended by his co-tiustee and either actively 
conceals it or does not within a reasonable time take proper steps to protect the 
beneficial interest. 
Contribution as betA e^en Co-Trustees 
Where co-tiustees jointly commit a breach of tiust, or where one of them, 
by his neglect, enables the other to commit a breach of trust, each is liable to the 
Cestui que trust for the whole of the loss occasioned by such breach; and. 
Towiiley v. Sherborne (1634) Cro Car. p.3 12. 
' " Brick V. Strokes (1805) 11 Ves. p.319. 
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consequently, each is entitled to call on the others to contiibute equally towards 
such loss, even though the moral responsibility of all for the breach is not equal. 
Provided that; 
(i) Where the breach is fraudulent and all the co-tiustees are parties to 
the fraud, there may be no right of contribution, on the analogy of the common 
law rule that there is no contribution between joint tortfeasors. 
(ii) Where one of the tiustees is, or subsequently to the breach of trust 
becomes, himself a Cestui que trust and receives an exclusive benefit from the 
breach, his interest in the trust property is, as between the tmstees, primarily 
liable for the loss. 
(iii) Where one of the trustees caused the loss either (i) by his personal 
fraud, (ii) by his improper advice, he being a person (e.g., a solicitor) on whose 
advice the other trustees were entitled to rely, he may be held liable to indemnify 
his co-trustees. 
Rights and Liabilities of Beneficiary 
Rights of Beneficiaries 
The primary right of a beneficiaiy is the right to specific execution of the 
trust, i.e., the right to compel the trustee to execute the intention of the author, of 
the trust specifically, to the extent of the beneficiary's interest. 
in certain cases, the trustee is bound to comply with the directions of the 
beneficiary himself, even though it is contiaiy to those of the author of the trust. 
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The trustee is, in a sense, a servant and in anotlier, the controller of his Cestui 
que trust. He is a sei-vant of the cestui que trust in the sense that he is bound to 
comply with the directions of his Cestui que trust if he is sui juris (i.e., competent 
to contract) and entitled to the whole of the beneficial interest. Where there are 
more beneficiaries than one, the directions of the aggregate body being sui juris, 
must be complied with. Thus, where a tiustee is directed by the tmst instiaiment 
to apply at his discretion the whole or any part of a fund for benefit of A, and to 
apply for the benefit of B, any part not so applied for A's benefit - A and B, if sui 
juris can compel the tiiistee to apply the whole fund for their joint benefit. 
This right of the beneficiaries is derived from the more general power, of a 
beneficiary, not being under an incapacity to put an end to a tiust which is 
exclusively for his own benefit; for a man, who is sui juris, may do what he likes 
with the own propeity. The right is called the right to call for conveyance and is 
enforceable by suit if the tiustee refuses to comply. But the tiustee is a controller 
of the Ces tui que trust if the latter has only a partial interest in the trust fund. 
Thus, one of several beneficiaries, even if sui juris, caimot direct the trustee to do 
anything in disregard of the tenns of the trust instrument or the rules of equity. 
Any Ces tui que trust, however, may transfer his beneficial interest 
without the consent of the trustee, or compel the trustee to execute any particular 
duty and if he has reason to believe that the tiustee is about to do an act 
authorised by the trust, he may have an injunction to restrain him. 
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So long as the trust is not validly tenninated, the beneficiaiy is, subject to 
the provisions of the tiust instrument, entitled to the rents and profits of the trust 
propeity and, in case of breach of trust, the tiustee has to account strictly. 
Another right, which follows from the maxim 'tiust never fails for want of 
a trustee', has already been noticed whenever the execution of the trust becomes 
impracticable owing to the death, disclaimer, or discharge of the trustee or for 
any other reason, the beneficiaiy may sue for execution of the trust and in such a 
case, the court executes the trust until a new trustee is appointed. The 
beneficiary is entitled to have 'proper' tiustee. So, when the trustee is not a 
proper person owing to some disability, e.g., pennanent residence abroad, or 
commits a breach of trust the beneficiaiy may sue for removal of the trustee and 
for the appointment of a proper tiustees. 
Remedies of Ces tui que Irust for Breach of 1 rust 
For every breach of trust the beneficiary has a two fold remedy - a) 
Against the trustee himself personally, and (b) against the trust-property or the 
property into which it has been converted. He an follow any of those remedies 
but it is not for the trustee to dictate to the Ces tui que trust in what shape he will 
make his claim. 
Right of Action against the Trustee Personally 
The Ces tui que trust can proceed personally against the guilty trustee and 
recover from him the amount of loss to the trust property caused by the breach of 
trust. And the court is severe in taking accounts, the trustee is liable not only 
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(i) for what he has received, but also (ii) for what he might receive but for his 
willful default, and (iii) for interest. 
The personal liability of trustee is both joint and several. Thus where co-
trustees jointly commit a breach of trust, each is liable to the beneficiary for the 
whole of the loss occasioned thereby. This rule holds good also where one 
trustee is held liable for a breach of trust committed by his co-trustee. 
Right against the Trust Property 
(1) Right to Recover from the Trustee 
This right arises (a) where the trustee has wrongfully purchased the trust-
property, subsequently acquires the property himself In these two cases, the 
property is traceable in its original character and in the hands of the trustee 
himself 
(2) Right to Recover from Alienee 
If a trustee has wrongfully alienated the trust property, a remedy against 
the trustee is apt to be of little value. The Ces tui que trust has in this case also, a 
right to recover it from any alienee except a bonafide purchaser for value of the 
property without notice of the trust. 
In fact, the right is available not only against a transferee from the trustee 
but against any third paity into whose hands the trust property happens to come 
'inconsistently with the trust', except where he can show that he is a bonafide 
transferee or consideration without notice of the trust. 
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(3) Right of'Following tlie Trust Fund' 
Not only can the Ces tui que trust follow the trust property in the hands of 
third parties, he has even a more valuable remedy. He can follow the trust fund 
in whatever shape it may be found in the hands of the trustee himself or of any 
person other than a bonafide transferee from the trustee without notice, - so long 
as the origin of the fund of property is tiaceable. This extraordinaiy right is due 
to the fact that "equity has always been striving to prevent the Ces tui que trust 
from falling to the level of an unsecured creditor". The various implications of 
the right of 'following the trust fund' may be morefully considered: (a) the cestui 
que trust has the right to follow the property into which it has been converted so 
long as it can be traced. And if the property in the converted fonn is alienated by 
the trustee, the cestui que trust can recover it from the person who holds it, unless 
he be a bonafide purchaser for value of the legal estate without notice of the trust. 
The Ces tui que trust has also the right to follow money into investments or into 
the hands of the trustee's banker. And this riglit to follow extends even to the 
case where the trustee has mixed trust-moneys with his own. Neither the trustee, 
nor his creditors who stand in his place, can be heard to say that he draw out and 
spent upon his own purposes the trust moneys standing to his account when a 
man does an act which he must perfonn rightfully, he camiot say that he did it 
wrongfully. 
Liability of a beneficiary joining a Breach of Trust to have his interest 
impounded 
The beneficiary's interest in the trust property is liable to be impounded in 
two cases: (a) for the benefit of other beneficiaries; and (b) for the benefit of the 
trustee. 
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Where one of several beneficiaries joins in committing breach of trust, or 
knowingly obtains any advantage therefrom, without the consent of the other 
beneficiaries, or becomes aware of a breach of trust committed or intended to be 
conmiitted, and either actually conceals it, or does not, within a reasonable time 
take proper steps to protect the interest of the other beneficiaries, or has deceived 
the trustee,, and thereby induced him to commit a breach of trust which he has 
himself authorised than as transferees for consideration without notice of the 
breach, until the loss caused by the breach has been compensated. 
A beneficiaiy cannot make a trustee liable for losses occasioned to him by 
a breach of trust which he has himself authorised or assented to. Thus, if a 
beneficiary has gained an advantage from a breach of trust, the beneficiary must 
indenmify the trustee to the extent of the amount received by him, and the tiTistee 
has a charge on the beneficiaiy's interest for such amount. Provided that, if the 
trustee is guilty of fraud in committing the breach of trust, he is not entitled to be 
indemnified. 
The remedies of the Ces tui que trust may be baned in one of the 
following ways: (1) By lapse of time, i.e., by the operation of the Statutes of 
Limitation; (2) by the acquiescence or concunence of the Ces tui que trust in the 
breach, being sui juris and with full knowledge of the facts; (3) By subsequent 
confirmation or release by the Ces tui que trust being sui juris and with full 
knowledge of facts. 
The beneficiaries in a charitable trust being the general public or a section 
of the same and not a deteiminate body of individuals, the remedies for 
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enforcement of a charitable trust are somewhat different from those which can be 
availed of by beneficiaries in a private trust. In English Law, the crown as parens 
patriae is the constitutional protector of all property subject to charitable trusts, 
such trusts being essentially matters of public concern.^'^ The Attorney-General 
represents the proper person to take proceedings on this behalf and to protect 
charities."'* 
It is found that many a people confuse a wakf with a Debottar property or 
an English trust. Though there are some elements common to these institutions, a 
Mohammedan wakf has its own distinctive features and is quite different from a 
Debottar or a trust in these respects. In a wakf the property vests in God, the 
mutwalli is merely the manager of the wakf but the property does not vest in him 
as it would in the case of tiiistee in English Law. Unlike the Debottar where the 
property vests in the deity who has a juristic personality, the mosque and dargah 
or the Khankha has no juristic personality and the wakf propeity of which the 
mosque or the dargah or the Khanlia are the beneficiaries do not vest in them. 
The position of a mutwalli in wakf is that of a superintendent or manager 
or receiver and not that of a trustee in whom the property is absolutely vested, 
therefore a deed by which a mutwalli is appointed does not need to be registered. 
He is trustee only of the usufmct; the coipus is tied up (made of wakf) but not 
tiansferred to him but to God. The mutwalli is the manager of the wakf and the 
property does not vest in him as it would in a trustee in English Law."'' 
A.G. V. Brown, (1818) Swan, p.265. 
Eyrs V. Countess of Shattsbiiry (1924) 2 P W.M.S p. 103. 
Nawab Zainyarjung v. Director of Endowments, AIR 1963 SC p.985. 
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A wakf and a trust have many things in common but there are also many 
distinguishing features. The purpose of a wakf must be one recognised by the 
Mohammedan Law as religious, pious or charitable and may also created for a 
settlers family, children and descendants. The beneficiaries of wakf except in 
cases of general public utilities or charities must be Muslims. The objects of a 
wakf must be such as would be valid in the eye or Islam, that which is not, is 
prohibited by Islam. For example, a wakf cannot be created for the purpose of 
erection and maintenance of a Christian Church or a Hindu temple. The 
dedication must be for a purpose recognised by Mohammedan Law as religious, 
charitable etc., and the dedication must be of pennanent nature. Wakf for a 
limited period or wakf of a property which is limited in character, e.g., temporary 
base etc., is not valid wakf. 
A wakf requires a religious motive and charitable puipose but a trust may 
be made for any lawful object. The position of a mutwalli is more analogous to 
that of a receiver or manager appointed by the courts. The Mutwalli may be 
considered to be the holder or trustee of the usufruct only for the beneficiaries. 
He has control over the usufruct alone. A wakf is perpetual, it is irrevocable and 
wakf is inalienable. Similarly the Muslim Law relating to trusts differs 
fundamentally from the English Law. 
According to Sir Syed Ameer Ali: "Mohammeden Law owes its origin to 
a rule laid down by the Prophet of Islam, and means the tying up the propeity in 
the ownership of God, tiie Almighty and the devotion of the profits for the 
benefits of human beings. As a result of the creation of a wakf, the right of 
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'waJdf is extinguished and the ownership is transfened to the Ahnighty. The 
manager of the wakf is the mutwalli, the governor, the superintendent, or curator. 
But in that capacity he has no right in the property belonging to the wakf, the 
property is not vested in him and he is not a trustee in the legal sense." A wakf 
however is a trust for tlie purpose of section 92 of the Code. The Wakf 
Amendment Act 1984, however has included Section 92 and 93 of the Civil 
Procedure Code in Section 69 of the Wakf Act, 1954, which is the repealing 
section. 
Therefore, there is no doubt that the wakf to which the Central or State 
enactments on the subject apply is, in essential features, different from the trust 
as is known to English Law and Debottar as is known in Hindu Law. 
Having noticed the broad distinction between the wakf and the secular 
trust or a trust of a pubhc and religious chaiacter, it is necessary to add that under 
Muslim Law there is no prohibition against the creation of a trust of the latter 
kind. Usually followers of Islam would naturally prefer to dedicate their 
property to the Almighty and created a wakf in the conventional Mohammadan 
sense. But that is not to say that the follower of Islam is precluded from creating 
a public, religious or charitable trust which does not confonn to the conventional 
notion of a wakf. The Supreme Court of India has^ '^  reiterated and redefined the 
position of wakf under the Mohammedan Law in the following words: 
"At this stage, it is necessary to distinguish between wakf recognised by 
Muslim Law and religious endowments recognised by the Hindu Law on 
11.^  Supranote 89, pp.987-989. 
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the one hand and Public Charitable 1 rusts as contemplated by the English 
Law on the other. This question has been considered by tlie Privy Council 
in Vidya Varnthi Thirtlia v. Balusami Ayyar, 48 lA p.302 (AJR 1922 P.C. 
p. 123), Sir Ameer Ali who delivered the judgement of the Board observed 
that: 
"It is to be remembered that a "Trust" in the sense in which the expression 
is used in English law is unknown to the Hindu system, pure and simple. Hindu 
piety found expression in gifts to idols and images consecrated and installed in 
temples, to religious institutions of every kind and for all purposes considered 
meritorious in the Hindu social and religious system, to Brahmins, Goswamy, 
Sanyasis etc. ... when the gift is directly to an idol or a temple, the sesin to 
complete the gift is necessarily affected by human agency, called by whatever 
name, he is only the manager or custodian of the idol or institution.... 
"In no case is the property conveyed to or vested in him nor is he a trustee 
in English sense of the term altliough in view of the obligations and duties resting 
in him, he is answerable as a trustee in the general sense for maladministration." 
These observations show that tlie basic concept of trust known to English 
law, which purports to create a public religious charity is a non-religious secular 
sense. 
Similarly, the Muslim Law relating to trust differs fundamentally from the 
English law of trust, though there is no prohibition against the creation of a trust 
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of the latter type by a Mohammedans observing thus their lordships go on to 
decide whether the trust executed by Nizam is a wakf according to the Central 
Wakf Act, 1984 (Act 29 of 1954) and questioned: "Is the tt^ust executed by the 
Nizam a wakf to which the provisions of the Act apply or is it a public charitable 
trust falling outside the said Act' and held upon the construction of the document 
by which the trust was created by a tiust-deed executed by him on 14.6.1954 was 
not a wakf but a secular comprehensive public charitable trust." 
CHAPTER III 
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
A. ORIGIN OF THE INSTITUTION OF WAKF IN ISLAM 
Some of the orientalists observed that there was no system of wakf prior to 
the advent of Islam in Arabia. However it does not seem to hold good as Kaa'ba 
itself is considered to be the first stiucture dedicated to the worship of Allah. As 
such it is regarded as the first wakf 
Hudrat Omer the Second Caliph acquired a piece of land in Khayber and 
endowed this land in the name of Allah, as per the instruction of the Prophet 
Mohammad and declared that Hufsa would be its Mutwalli (Manager) after his 
death. 
Hudrat Othman, the third Caliph who established a wakf of the property of 
Ibn-Ali-Al-Haqiq for his sons and Bir Roma for the general public. Hadrat Ali, 
the Fourth Caliph, declared wakf in Yenbo (valley of Q'ara) as wakf for the 
beggars, the indigent and the worshippers. 
Similar instances of various wakfs are recorded to have been created by 
Ayesha. Asma, Vm-e Habib, Safie, Sa'ad-Bin- Abi Waqas, Khalid-Bin-Walid, 
Jaber-Bin-Abdullah, Anbdullah-Bin-Zubair and Zaid-Bin-Thabit. 
The earliest written record of a wakf so far discovered comes from the 
City of Ramlah in Palestine. It consists of a tublet setting out the basic tenns of 
an endowment founded in A.D.912 by a man named Fa'iq-al-Hadin (The 
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Eunuch) ibn-Abd-Allali-al-Siqilli. The property involved was a Caravan Sarai. a 
rest house for the merchants and travellers. 
in the early days there was much uncertainty about the law. Abu Hanifa 
held, for instance, that the founder's right of ownership continued even after the 
completion of a wakf, while Imam Shafii, the founder of another Sunnite school, 
and Abu Yusuf, disciple of the Abu Hanifa, maintained the opposite view. It was 
only in the second century after the Flight, that a body of rules based on 
consensus (ijma) is to be found, which may be said to constitute the basis of ail 
the future laws. 
The origin of wakf is to be sought in the strongly marked impulse to 
charitable deeds which is characteristic of Islam. In addition to this the Arabs 
found in most conquered lands endowments for churches, monasteries, 
orphanages and poor houses. These endowments were of Byzantine origin and 
were under the direct supervision of the Bishops. The impulse to endow property 
'in the way of God' (li-wajhi' 1-lah, fi sabilil lah) increased gradually, and in the 
centuries that followed, shops, warehouses, stables, baths, mills, bakeries, soap 
and paperworks, looms, agricultural establishments such as garden, fanns, and 
even villages came to be endowed by way of wakf. The Commonest objects 
were to pay the mosque staff and to endow schools and hospitals. 
Ans bin Malick narrates a tradition which concerns a family endowment. 
In keeping with the pronouncement in Surah, iii. 86, Abu Talha gave the Prophet 
his favourite piece of giound, the Bairuha garden in Medina. Ihe Prophet, 
however, gave it back to him with the observation that he should make it an 
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endowment for his relatives. Abu Talha gave the garden as a Sadaqa for Ubaiy 
and Hassan". 
In early Islamic doctrines, wakf had not as yet assumed its attribute of 
peipetuity. Its equivalents, - Habs or Sadaqa - were reversible to the owners or 
their heirs. Later on, they came to be known as Mauquf In Arabia's archaic 
terminology, a Sadaqa mauqufa or habs mauquf was a charity which reverted to 
the original owner o his heirs after the limited number of beneficiaries had died. 
The term mauquf did not, as yet, express the later concept of wakf. 
The institution of wakf continued to develop with Islam and assumed rigid 
legal form in the second centuiy A.H. During this period, however, some 
fundamental differences in the juristic concept of wakf had arisen between the 
various exponents of the Islamic law. 
These differences were, however, reconciled by means of interpretation, 
which developed into a veiy advanced science of juristic preference in the hands 
of Muslim jurists. Gradually many wakfs came into existence. Their supervision 
and administration were totally in the hands of mutwallis. During the times of 
Ummayyads, however, the supervision over the administration of wakfs was 
entrusted to Kazis. According to Hitti, sometimes Kazis directly administered 
"pious foundations and the estate of orphans and imbeciles. 
The opinion of Hitti is supported by Von Kremer, the distinguished 
German orientalist, who includes the supervision and administration of wakfs in 
' Bukhari, Wasaya, bab 17. 
^ Philip K. Hitti, Tlie History of Arabs, London, 1Q40, p.225. 
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the list of duties which were assigned to Kazis. He furtlier shows that the 
Diwan-Nazr fil Mazalin (Boards for the Inspection of Grievances) established by 
the Ummayyads to set right any miscaniage of justice, was also entrusted with 
the supervision of wakfs.'' 
Under the Abbasids too, the duties of Kazis remained the same, that is, in 
addition to their nonnal duties, they also looked after wakfs. 
The number of wakfs become so large during the times of Samanids that a 
separate department - Diwan-i-Wakf - was established for their effective 
supervision. 
The later Muslim Kings, particularly of India, followed the system of 
administration of justice perfected by the Ummayyads and Abbasids. Sri 
Jadunath Sarkar supports this view and says: 
"Our Turkish conquerors brought with themselves to their new home the 
type of administration which had long been known to extra-Indian Muslim 
countries as the model, and which had been proved by the experience of entries 
as the most successful, viz., the administrative system of the Abbasid Khalifs of 
Iraq and the Fatamid Khalifs of Egypt."^ 
There are authorities to show that Qutub Uddin Aibek employed a large 
number of Ghazavid and Abbasid officials. '^ And so, after the establisliment of 
Von Kremer, Tlie Orient under the Caliphs, tr. by S. Khudu Buksh, University of 
Calcutta, 1920, p.285. 
Ibid., p.290, citing Mawardi. 
Sir Jadunath Sarkar, Mughul Administration (4th Ed.) Calcutta, 1952, p.5. 
A mass exodus of Abbasid officials and learned men took place and Mongols had driven 
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Muslim rule in India, political institutions, inilitaiy and administrative 
organisation, ethics and Jurisprudence and, infact, the entire pattern of Muslim 
life came to bear the impact of Ghazni and Bukhara. 
The importance of the institution will be better understood if we take into 
consideration the enormous extent of wakf land - or, the possession of the DEAD 
HAND in the various countiies of Islam. In the Turkey of 1925, three-fourths of 
the arable land, estimated at 50.000,000 Turkish pounds, was endowed as wakf. 
At the end of the nineteenth century, one-half of the cultivable land in Algiers 
was dedicated. Similarly, in Tunis one-third, and in Egypt one-eighth, of the 
cultivated soil was 'in the ownership of God'. But it was already realized by the 
beginning of the twentieth century, first by France and later in Turkey and Egypt, 
that the possession of the Dead Hands spelled ruin. The institution of wakf was 
in some respects a handicap to the natural growth and development of a healthy 
national economy. In 1830, the French Government took over the habous in 
Algiers, and later on in Morocco. Elsewhere Government control was made 
more stringent. In 924 the Turkish republic abolished the Ministry of wakfs and 
it was taken over by a general directory, or by the secular state administration, as 
we would call it. In Egypt it was Muhammad Ali who first confiscated all 
agricultural wakfs and compensated the beneficiaries and in 1924 the Wakf 
Ministry came directly under the control of Parliament. Although in Russia 
wakfs existed in Muslim district for centuries, soon after the revolution such 
endowments were confiscated and declared state property. 
them out of their homes and they influxed into hidia. Tlie Prime Minister of Sultan 
Shams-uddin lltumish was on Fakhr-Uddin Islami who fled to India after serving as 
Wazir at Baghdad for tliirty years. See Tarikh-i-Firshtah, Vol.1, pp l 17 and 131-32. 
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The literature of the institution of wakf is vast, there are conflicting 
decisions, the texts differ amongst themselves widely, and tliis is not surprising 
that the social, economic and cultural life of the people in countiies such as 
North Africa, Nigeria, Egypt, Turkey, Arabia, Palestine, Persia, Central Asia, 
Pakistan, hidia and the Far East differs so widely that such divergences are only 
to be expected. Moreover, in all Muslim countries vast funds, propeities and 
agricultural lands are dedicated as wakfs. 
B. DEVELOPMENT OF WAKF IN INDIA 
The history of development of Muslim wakf in India is spread over a 
period of almost eight hundred years. The earliest description of wakf in hidia 
are found in a rare book. "Insha-i-Mahru" written by Aynul-Mulk Multani, 
which contains letters written by him primarily to serve as models for elegant 
official correspondence, nevertheless it throws light on the social, economic and 
political Hfe of that period. Letter number sixteen describes Wakfs of Multan 
classified as - (a) those created by "Salateen-e-Maaziah", i.e.. Kings of tlie past 
and (b) those created by Danishmandane Mashaikh and Um'ara i.e., men of 
wisdom. Saint and nobles. 
Sultan Muiz Uddin Muhammad Sam Ghaori made an endowment of two 
villages to meet the expenses of the Jama masjid of Multan, and for the five 
public lectures by the teachers for Mukabbiran and students, the functionaries of 
the mosque, e.g., the muazzins and mukabbiran, and for the (incidental) expenses 
on prayer carpets, Mussalla, Boriya, lighting and repairs of the mosque. All 
these charitable foundations are related to the above. (Since) the efficient 
management of the aforesaid mosque was in the hands of Hazrat-e-Ala (tlie 
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King); till at last at the request of Sheikh-ul-Islam. who was the Mutwalli of that 
wakf, he (the King) entrusted this duty to him. As a lot of expenditure was 
incurred over the building (mosque), so it was ordered that a part of it be met by 
land revenue, and thereafter it shall be met with the income of the two villages, 
which were assigned for the building of the Mosque.^ 
The same king created a wakf in favour of the mosque Talbina 
The wakf of Jama Masjid Talbina, which is also known as the wakf of 
Sultan Muizuddin Muhammad Sam, is a village, and its expenses are similar in 
nature. 
Evidence of the existence of wakfs during later periods is found in many 
historical books and documents. Sultan Mohammad bin Tughlaq appointed Ibn 
Battuta, the famous traveller, as the Mutwalli of wakf in favour of the tomb of 
Sultan Qutb-Uddin Mubarik Shah.'' 
The Tarikh-e-Ferozshahi establishes the existence of a large number of 
wakfs during the time of Sultan Ala'uddin (1296-1316 A.D).'' 
A farman dated 797 A.H. (1365 A.D), issued by Sultan Sikander 
Kashmiri, declares an endowment of three villages in favour of the Khangah of 
Hazrat Syed Muhammad.'" 
"liisha-i-Mahrii or Tarassul-i-Ayiiul Miilk" in transaction of the Indian History Congress 
(V Session, Hyderabad, 1941) pp.32-33. 
The Rehla of Ibn Battuta, translation and commentary by Mahdi Husain, Baroda, 1953, 
p.40. 
Zia-al-Din Bumi, Tarikh-e-Firzoshahi, p.283 (Biblio, Ind., 1862). 
A hand-written true copy of tliis farman is available in tlie Manuscript Division of tlie 
Maulana Azad Library, Aligarh Muslim University. 
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Three villages out of tlie villages of Kashmir, namely, Oochi of parganah 
ShawvaiTa; Vonunavani of parganah Martaiid and, Tral of parganah Woolar, are 
wakf (in favour) of the Khangah (of) Hazrat Syed Muhammad bin Hazrat Mir 
Syed Ali Hamdani. And the above three villages and the land written heretofore 
are endowed for this place of worship of high and low alike. 
Evidence relating to the existence of wakfs during the Muglial period 
abound, and are too well known to be repeated here. Many of these wakfs are in 
existence even today. 
The Early Positions of Mutwallis 
Mutwallis is medieval India enjoyed vast powers. When Muhammad bin 
Tughlaq appointed Ibn Battuta as Mutwalli of wakfs in favour of the tomb of 
Sultan Qutb-ud-din, he appointed in all 450 persons" to discharge various 
functions. These large numbers of appointments could not have been made in 
consultation with the wakif (King) and Ibn Battuta should have exercised his own 
discretion. Its extent is evident from the fact that even when the King expressly 
"ordered" that 12 maunds of flour and an equal amount of meat be used in the 
preparation of daily food, Ibn Battuta raised the quantit>' to 35 maunds of flour 
and meat, further raising it to 100 maunds on special occasions. 
The whimsical nature and tyrannical inclinations of Muhammad bin 
Tughlaq are too well known. Keeping this in view, the discretionary powers 
used by Ibn Battuta are indicative of the powers of Mutwallis during the 
Sultanate period. 
Supra note 8. 
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So long as tliey worked crficienlly, (lie Sultans never tried to replace 
Mutwallis by state appointed servants. When Sultan Alla'ud-din (1226-1316 
A.D) restored a great number of ruined and neglected wakf buildings, "he also 
sought out and restored the superintendents and officers of these endowments 
who had been driven out of them. 
Under the Mughals, the office of the Mutwalli carried the same prestige, 
when Shah Jahan made certain wakfs in favour of the Taj Mahal, he himself 
retained the Mutwalliship.'^ 
The wakf accounts were occasionally checked by Imperial Officers, as is 
done today by auditors reference to such an inspection is found in the Waqai 
Sarkar Rantanmbhore, which describes the affairs of the Dargah of AJmer in the 
words of a Waqia Nawees. Recounting the grievances of the Yauinia daran 
(persons getting daily allowances), he sends a report to the Court of Emperor 
Akbar. 
The majority of the Yaumia daran at the blessed tomb of Hazrat Khwaja 
Muin'ud-din, are laying claims for wages of more than fourteen and fifteen 
months; a few of them claim wages for six to seven months too. This is why 
each and eveiy one is having a complaint and that eveiy person complains in a 
peculiar way. On several occasions Iftekhar Khan also asked the Mutwalli about 
the reasons behind these complaints of Yaumia daran. he said that whatever is 
collected from the parganas is distributed amongst them equally but it is very 
difficult to please the group, because, the income is not equal to the expenditure. 
'- Abdul Haniid Lahori, Badshah Namali, Vol.11, p.330 (Bib., Ind., 1868). 
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When this servant asked the Qanungos about the position of revenue collection 
from the villages endowed by the royal Court, the Qanungos replied that the 
revenue is received for all the twelve months (of the year), rather more in 
realized than that; but in spite of total realization it does not suffice for the 
expenditure. This is why this servant had also placed the problem before the 
Sajjadah, Syed Mohammad, in the presence of the Mutwalli, he told us that if he 
tells the truth, the Yaumia daran would curse him, but since you are insistingly 
asking, so he would not depart from telling the tiuth. The conect thing is that 
previously the number of Yaumia daran was less, and thus the income was equal 
to the expenditure. But the number increased four times during this auspicious 
period and no consequent increase in income took place. If an investigation is 
made, the substance of the complaint of Yaumia daran will be unfolded, for a 
large number of undeserving cases have multiplied. If a judicious person be 
appointed to enquire into the matter, a distinction could be made between the 
deserving and the undeserving. He also added that a few take more than what 
they deserve to get. There is a categoiy of person who receive every day one or 
one half of a rupee, and in reality are not even entitled to get one-fourth of a 
rupee. Among those getting stipends, a few persons are not physically present; 
one of whom is my own real brother, a vagabond, and who after coming into 
contact with bad elements, is absconding for the last several years and there is no 
news about him. His wife gets his stipend of one and a half rupee, whilst he 
himself is not entitled to even one fourth of a rupee. Apart from this brother, 
whose claim to ancestral property is in the royal court, a similar case is of the 
wife of Mir Mahmood, a lady living in Akberabad about whom there is no 
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infonnation whether she is alive or dead, yet her agent is collecting her daily 
allowance from here. Thus there are many undeserving persons and it is 
difficult for me to divulge the means of those who are getting more than their 
due. Everything will come out after investigation; either this group of people 
may be called to the court to establish the truth of their claims or an order be 
issued in the name of a local person who might, judicially detennine the daily 
stipends of every person in consonance with his or her (financial) condition and 
without decent or dissimulation, and remove the names of the undeserving ones; 
when this is done, expenditure would fall in line with the income and it would 
conduce to the prosperity, of the people. After describing these steps before the 
Mutwalli, Syed Muhammad said to this servant that no Waqai Mawees had the 
capacity to communicate the affairs of Yaumia duran to the (Imperial) Court. In 
reply I told him that I am including this in the 'Waqi' (report) with his reference 
so that ultimately he will be answerable for it. The above-mentioned person 
again emphasized that his object in mentioning these things was to convey the 
matter to His Majesty, so that the poveity of the person getting daily allowance 
might be transfonned into prosperity, hence this servant mustered up courage to 
communicate to His Majesty and I alone am responsible for what I say.'^ 
The offices of Mutwalli and Sayadanashin were separate, one minding the 
spiritual, the other, the temporal side. While the Mughal emperors did not 
interfere in the appointment of the Sajyadanashin from amongst the descendants 
of the saint, "they wisely placed the management of the properties in the hands of 
an officer of probity and good conduct appointed by them. Had they continued 
" Waqai Sarkar Raiitooiimblior (MSS), fT.30-32. 
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or allowed the amalgam of the two offices, the temporal and the spiritual, abuses 
would in course of time have crept in, which would have justified constant 
interference by the Govemment of the day.'^ 
Administration of Wakfs under Delhi Sultans and the Mughals 
During the Muslim rule in India, Kazis continued to be the arch anchors of 
wakf administration in the same fashion as they were under the Umayyads and 
Abbasids. The institution of the Kazi was so well established that even large 
villages had their Kazis. 
There is evidence to show that from the time when provincial 
administration was first organised by Akbai, qasbah Kazis were appointed 
regularly and the institution became indispensable for an effective administiation 
of justice. The fact that Kazis were appointed directly by the Centre ensured the 
independence of the judiciary from the executive. 
Parganah Kazis and duties similar to those of any other Kazi of the district 
or village. Among their duties were the supemsion of wakfs and the trial of 
related cases. 
At the district (Sarkar) level, there was the Sadr-e-Sarkar whose duties 
definitely included checking the sanads (certificates) of "Mutwallis of shrines 
and passing bills for payment to charitable endowments''.^^ During the reign of 
'"* Report of tlie Dargah Khwaja Salieb (Ajiner) Committee of Enquiry, New Delhi, 1949, 
pp.27-28. 
'^  Mirat-i-Alimadi (Supplement) translated by S. Nawab Ali, Baroda, 1928, p. 149. 
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Aurangzeb, public mosques in the distiict were also placed under the control of 
the Sadr-e-Sarkar.'^ 
The Sadre-Subah was the chief ecclesiastical officer f the province. The 
collection of dues on charitable endowments was entmsted not to him but to the 
Diwan of the Province, which means that he had only a supervisory authority on 
wakfs. 
The Chief Ecclesiastical Officer of the Empire was the Sadr-us-Sudur. In 
this capacity he exercised censorship over the education, ideas and morals of the 
people, appointed Sadrs and Muftis and presented before the King desei^ing 
cases for the award of stipends and giants. 
According to Ain-i-Akbari, he was incharge of "all lands devoted to 
ecclesiastical and benevolent puiposes, and possessed an almost unlimited 
authority of conferring such lands independently of the King.'^ This unfettered 
right in the hands of the Sadr-us-Sudur sometimes gave rise to serious 
irregularities. When many such malpractices came to light, Akbar made personal 
enquiries, and issued orders that in matters of grants of land, the Sadr had 
always to consult the Diwan, and all persons holding a grant of five hundred 
Bighas or more had to get a fresh sanction direct from the King. Finally, the 
Sadr's powers to bestow grants was restricted to a ceiling of 15 bighas of land, 
beyond which the King's sanction was made necessary. 
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Jbid.,p.!54. 
Ain-i-Akban, by Blochman, Vol.1, (2nd ed , p.281, (Bib. liid., 1927) 
Ibid, p.282. 
Ibn Hasan, Tlie Central Structure of the Mughal Empire, London, 1936, p.258 
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The King acted as an overall supervisor of the department of Sadr, and 
there are instances to show that on numerous occasions he directly intervened to 
correct the irregularities in matters of wakf ^ " 
Conclusion 
The business contacts of Muslims with the Indian subcontinent and the 
establishment of a pocket government in Sind were casual in their nature. 
Muhammad of Ghaor was the first to hold, for any appreciable time, the areas 
around Multan, and it was there that the first wakfs came into being, created by 
Muhammad of Ghaor himself. This practice was later followed by the Sultans 
and the Mughals, who supervised wakfs with the help of the administrative 
structure they inherited from the Ummayyads and the Abbasids, and entrusted the 
supervision of wakfs to Kazis. The fact that Kazis were appointed directly by the 
Centre ensured the independence of judiciaiy from the executive. 
Although Mutwallis were left alone so long they acted within their 
jurisdiction, yet any excess by them was checked either by Kazi or by the 
Government auditors, who occasionally visited at least those wakf institutions in 
whose favour State wakf properties were dedicated. 
Sadr-us-Sudur recommended cases for the grant of State wakfs in favour 
of various institutions and looked after their administration with the help of a 
large nmnber of Sadrs and Kazis. According to Mirat-i-Ahmadi, Ahmedabad 
province alone had 10 Sarkars. 179 Parganahs and 3.670 villages.^' There was 
Supra note 7. 
'^ Mirat-i-Ahmadi, pp. 162-189. 
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one Sadr-e-Subah for the whole province of Ahmedabad. while each Sarkar, 
Parganah and big village had a Kazi and/or Sadr. 
Akbar acted rightly in separating spiritual and temporal affairs of the 
dargahs. it was not difficult for him to realize that the sanctity attaching to the 
office of Sajjadanashin prevented strict supervision over them. And so when 
huge sums of money and scores of villages were dedicated by him in favour of 
the dargah of Ajmer,^ ^ he found it expedient to appoint a Mutwalli to look after 
the temporal affairs, leaving alone the Sajjadanashin to act as the spiritual head 
and a principal beneficiary. This system is still followed. 
Historical Background - 1765 A.D to the Present Day 
After the Battle of Buxer, the Diwany authority over the provinces of 
Bengal, Bihar and Orissa was conferred in perpetuity on the East Indian 
Company by a fannan issued by Shah Alam, in August 1765 A.D. It marked the 
beginning of the company's actual administration in India. 
The British official policies regarding "native" endowments were uneven. 
If the East India Company embarked upon direct interference in matters of 
endowments, the British Crown decided to pursue a policy of total non-
interference, which was later replaced by a middle-of-the road policy. Happily, 
in post-independence India, the government decided to enact wakf laws on more 
healthy lines. 
Farman dated January 6, 1575 A.D issued by Emperor Akbar, Supra note 4, p.20. 
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The Period of caution followed by that of Direct Interference 1765 A.D to 
1863 A.D 
The East India Company, from the time it first got power, felt disinclined 
to foist "English ideas on a people who were not used to them". Thus, for a 
while the company did nothing to interfere either in the administration of wakfs 
or Hindu trusts, which continued to be run on similar lines as under the Mughuls. 
But in 1810, Regulation iii of the Bengal Code was enacted for the reasons stated 
in the preamble". 
Whereas considerable endowments have been granted in land by the 
proceeding Govemment of this countiy. and by individuals for support of 
mosques, Hindu temples, colleges and other pious and beneficial 
purposes, and whereas there are grounds to suppose, that the produce of 
such land is in many instances appropriated contrary to the intentions of 
the donors-and whereas it is an important duty of eveiy Govermnent to 
provide that all such endowments be applied to the real interest and will of 
the granter... the following rules have been framed. 
As a result of this Regulation and Regulation VI of 1817 of the Madras 
Code, the general Superintendence of endowments in several Districts passed on 
to the Board of Revenue or Board of Commissioner. 
It was more than apparent that the policy of interference was uncalled for 
and needed drastic reappraisal and at lost in 1859 the British Crown thought it fit 
23 M.P. Ahmad, Administration of Justice in Medieval India, Aligarh, 1Q41, p.281. 
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to divest itself from the responsibility of managing the "Native" endowments. 
The state was thus set to usher in an entirely new policy of the total non-
interference and consequently the Religious Endowment Act, Act XX of 1863, 
was passed. 
The period of "Mistaken but Intelligible" Policy of Non-interference and 
then of Gradual Involvement - 1863 A.D - 1923 A.D. 
The Act of 1863 aimed to relieve Government Officers from governing 
directly non-Christian institutions. Regulation XII of 1810 of the Bengal Code 
and Regulation VII of 1817 of the Madras Code were thus repealed and replaced 
by the Religious Endowment Act of 1863. The new policy is clearly reflected in 
Section XXII of the Act: 
Except as provided in this Act, it shall not be lawful., for any Government 
in India, or for any officer of any Government in his official character to 
undertake or resume the superintendence of any land or other propeity 
gianted for the support of or otherwise belonging to, any mosque, temple 
of or other religious establishment, or to take any part in the management 
or appropriation of any endowment made for the maintenance of any such 
mosque, temple, or other establishment, or to nominate or appoint any 
trustee, manager, or superintendent thereof, or to be in any concerned 
therewith. 
The Government had thus washed its hands of all responsibilities of 
managing the landed and other properties attached to mosques, temples and such 
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religious establishments, which at the time of the passing of the Act were under 
the superintendence, or in the possession, of the Board of Revenue or local 
agents. The endowed properties were translcrred to trustees, managers or 
superintendents. Local Committees were appointed to exercise the powers of the 
Board of Revenue and local agents. These Committees were generally 
constituted in accordance with the wishes of those interested in the maintenance 
of such institutions.^'* The cases of disputes were required by the Act to be 
refeiTed to the ordinary Courts of the district. 
The Act provided that when the object of a suit was to protect an 
endowment against misfeasance, breach of trust or neglect of duty, any interested 
person not necessarily with pecuniaiy interests, could initiate proceedings in a 
court of law.^ ^ 
The Act was applicable only to public religious endowments, not to 
private or charitable institutions. After the passing of the Religious Endowment 
Act, 1863, the administration of religious endowments was left to the judiciary. 
Initially, Kazis and pundits appointed under Regulation Xll of 1793, assisted 
English Judges in matters of Hindu and Muhammadan law. But in 1864 these 
institutions of Kazis and pundits came to an end. 
The development brought in its wake curious results. The administration 
of Muslim Law, including that of wakfs, was left to English judges who because 
of their very scanty knowledge of the subject had other than source materials to 
"^' IT. Prichard, Tlie Administration of India from 1859 to 1868, Vol.11, London I86Q, 
p.148. 
Sections 14 and 15 of the Religious Endowment Act, 1863. 
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guide them. Naturally, in certain cases it resulted in a tniscaniage of justice. So 
much so that during this period "it is veiy seldom that we come across a decision 
on a disputed question of Muhammadan Law which is consistent with the 
instincts of the Muhammadan Law.^ '^ 
The Governments policy of total non-interference left the endowments and 
their affairs in a mess. Conuption and mal-administration prevailed and there 
was no way to check it. An important official report submitted to the Bengal 
Government said, "that in the majority of instances the funds of the religious and 
charitable endowments of the province were being squandered or 
misappropriated", and that "the act of 1863 had failed to give sufficient legal 
power to the Committees in whose hands the control of these endowments was 
thenceforth vested. 
In a Resolution dated 28 October 1878, the Government of Bengal 
emphasized the need of amending the Act of 1863. That Resolution along with 
two Bills (Bill drafted by the Orissa Native Commission and Madras Hindu 
Religious Institutions Bill, 1878, drafted by the Committee appointed by the 
Government of Madras) was published in the Calcutta Gazette, and forwarded to 
the leading "Native" associations in Bengal for their assessment and opinion. 
The Board of Revenue was simultaneously directed to collect and collate the 
opinions of District Officers and Commissioners, and of "Native gentlemen". 
^^  (Khan Bahadur) Moulvi Mohammad Yusoof, Review of the Muhammadan Law of the 
wakf, Calcutta, 1906, p. II 3n. 
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The great majority of those who were consuhed were "agreed as to the necessity 
of amending the law regulating the administiation of Native endowments. 
In an 1876 dispatch to the Madras Government, the Government of India 
conceded that the Act of 1863 failed to prevent the malversation of endowments, 
and invited the submission of a Bill that may provide for a powerful "Central 
Indian Board" for the Province, to be appointed by the Government.^ *^ The 
Governments of Bombay and Bengal were also infonned that if they considered 
it advisable, similar legislation might be undertaken by them.^ *^  Consequently, 
several Bills were introduced in the Councils as well as in the Council of the 
Governor General of India. Between 1878 and 1912, no less than eleven Bills 
were submitted for approval. But none of these were passed. In 1890, however, 
the Charitable Endowment Act VI of 1890 was enacted for the administration of 
public endowments of non-religious character. The Act provided for the 
appointment of a Treasurer of Charitable Endowments for the whole of the 
country, with a provision that State Government could also appoint such officers 
for their respective states. Any person in charge of the administration of a public 
endowment may apply to the appropriate Government for the vesting of the 
endowed property or income thereof in the Treasurer of Charitable Endowments, 
on such terms as agreed upon. The Act further stipulated that the Government 
could frame a scheme for the administration of such estates, provided a request to 
this effect is made by the appropriate persons. 
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Dispatch No.630-T, dated 20/30 September 1880 from the Government of India, 
proceedings of the Home Department (Public) July, 1Q14, Nos.265-85, Part A, p.48. 
Ibid. (Public) March 1876, p.381. 
Ibid.,p.383. 
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Obviously, the Act had a limited scope as it left eveiything to the 
discretion of the trustee as to vest or not to vest the propeily or income in the 
Treasurer. Experience showed that only rarely did the trustee avail of the 
provisions of the Act. Nineteen years after the passing of this Act when in 1909, 
a member of the Legislative Council wanted to know the number of wakfs which 
were vested in the Treasurer of Charitable Endowments, the following official 
statistics were given. 
UP 7 
Assam 6 
Madras 6 
Bombay 6 
Bengal 1 
Punjab 4 
Bunna Nil 
Central Provinces Nil 
Coory Nil 
NWFP Nil 
The above figmes speak for themselves and clearly shovv' that the 
Charitable Endowments Act 1890, failed to achieve any result. The malady was 
too deep rooted to be cured by such superficial treatment, a deeper cut was 
required but the Government was hesitant to undertake such a risky operation. 
Proceeding of the Home Department (Judicial) April 1909, Nos.36-51, Part B. 
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What it did instead was to make a half-hearted efforts towards better 
administiation of endowments through some provisions in the Civil Procedure 
Code V of 1908. Section 92 and 93 of this Code provide that in some specified 
cases, two or more persons interested can bring a suit against a tmstee, provided 
they obtain prior pennission for doing so from the Advocate-General. These 
provisions also failed because of the highly cumbersome, costly and dilatory 
process which a Civil suit involves. The formality of obtaining the prior 
permission of the Advocate-General, though meant to prevent "reckless" or 
"harassing" suits, added difficulties of its own."^ ' There was hardly anybody 
adequately inspired by public zeal to undertake such a hazardous and expensive 
task. 
By the turn of the centuiy, Muslim public opinion began agitating for 
fairer deal to wakfs, which by then were openly misappropriated. 
In 1902 the Calcutta Muhammadan Union sent two memorials to the 
viceroy, througli Government of Bengal, demanding government's intervention 
for ensuring the proper management of v^akfs. The Secretaiy to the Government 
of India however, rejected the demand and observed: 
"The memorialists want us to substitute executive for judicial procedure, 
the odium of which would be upon our shoulders". The Viceroy agreed with the 
Secretary and a reply on those lines was sent to the memorialists. 
"" Objects and reason of tlie Mussulman Wakf Act, 1923, Gazette of India, 1921, Part V, 
p.182. 
32 Proceedings of the Home Department (Public), March 1903, No. 121, Part A. 
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A similar memorial was sent in the same year to the Viceroy by the 
Secretary of the Society for the Preservation of wakfs and the support of widows 
in India, but evoked the same response. 
Another memorandum presented in vain to the Viceroy was by the 
Anjuman-i-Himyat-i-lslam, Lahore, emphasising the necessity of proper 
management of the vast resources of wakf properties." 
An important resolution passed by the All-India Muslim League in 1910 
urged the necessity of instituting a thorough enquiiy into the preparation and 
publication of a statement of the number, general purposes and maimer of 
administration of Muhaminadan endowments designed mainly for the public 
benefit.^' This and another demand made in 1913 were rejected by the 
government.'*^ 
At the turn of other centuty, though the Muslim press was in its infancy, it 
tried in its own humble way to attract public attention towards the sad state of 
wakf administration. In 1902, the Watan of Lahore wrote: 
On account of the no-supervision or intervention of Government, wakf 
properties worth crores of rupees and yielding an annual income of lacs of 
Rupees are being mercilessly pillaged and are therefore vanishing slowly 
from the surface of the earth. Their income, instead of being devoted to 
34 
Ibid. No. 116. 
Ibid., (Public) Marcii 1903; No. 115, Part A. 
Ibid. (Judicial), March 1910, No.230, Part A. 
Ibid. (Judicial), March 1911, No. 142, Part A. 
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fixed purposes, or to puiposes of national improvement are being wasted 
in a wrong way. 
Similar views were expressed by other papers also. The Muslim and 
Hindu members of the Legislative Council expressed their dissatisfaction over 
the mismanagement of wakfs and endowments in general. In March 1902, 
Bilgrami demanded in the Legislative Council the submission of a report showing 
the number and value of all Muhammadan religious and charitable endowments 
indicating how many of them were looked after by the Govemment."'^ 
The Government of India replied: 
"No such statistics... are available. The trustees of such endowments are 
under no obligation to funiish infonnation concerning them and the 
Government of India are not disposed to undertake an enquiiy... which 
would in many cases be keenly resented, and the object of which would 
almost certainly be misunderstood."'''^ 
In reply to yet another question asked by Hon'ble Maharaja Pratap 
Narayan Singh of Ajodhya (Faizabad), it was officially stated that the position of 
the government was one of the neutrality and that the person's interested might 
knock at the doors of justice, if and when a case of mismanagement was detected 
by them.* 
" Watan, Lahore 22 August 1902, p.3, Col.I. 
•*' Proceedings of the Legislative Department, April 1902, Nos.58-60, Part B. 
Ibid, 
^ Proceedings of the Home Department (Public) Nos.193-1% pp.819-20. 
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The unsatisfactory position of endowments in India was also noticed in 
England and questions were occasionally asked in parliament. In 1908, one such 
questioner by the name of Rees criticized the Act XX of 1863 and asked whether 
"There is any prospect that the Government will reconsider the present 
unsatisfactory position in this behalf. The Secretary of State replied: "The 
principle of non-interference with the religious observances of the people is one 
of the settled principles of Indian Administration."" 
On another occasion, a member of Parliament, MacCallum scott, 
emphasized that "owing to defects in drafting, the Religious Endowments Act, 
1863 has failed to secure the efficient management of the endowments". The 
Secretary of State gave a similar reply.^" 
In India too, enquiries were made by members of the Legislative Council 
regarding number, income, expenditure, etc., of the wakf properties. The 
government however, maintained to an attitude of aloofness and never gave a 
satisfactory reply. For example, when Hon'ble Raja Jafar asked whether the 
Government proposed to order any enquiiy into the number of wakfs, their 
income, objects, etc., the reply was: The Government of India regret that they do 
not consider that the puipose to be served by the suggested inquiry would justify 
the labour involved in the compilation of the information asked for." 
See Ibid., (Judicial) August, 1Q08, No. 189, Part B. 
See Ibid, (judicial), January, 1Q13, No 672, Part B. 
Ibid. (Judicial), April 1Q13, Nos.l28-2Q, Part B. 
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Similarly, in reply to a question put by Hon'ble Asad AH, regarding the 
number of wakf properties in India, the following figures were given. Punjab -
3, Eastern Bengal and Assam - 33, U.P - 16, Bombay - 3, and Bengal - 13. 
These figures suggest as if in all there were more or less 68 wakf 
properties in the countiy. This was the height of indifference showed by the 
Government of India. 
The persistent efforts, however, were soon to bear fruit. In July 1913, the 
Viceroy received an important communication from the Indian office in which 
the Home Government suggested abandonment of the out-dated policy of non-
intervention, and though rejecting the request of Government of India to appoint 
a Committee of Enquiry to go into the "alleged" mismanagement and 
malversation of endowment,"*' suggested an alternative course "to allow 
legislation to proceed in those provinces in which strong demand has already 
found voice".'* '^ 
This development went against the prevailing mood of the Government of 
India which was unprepared to absorb such a suggestion. 
The Home Member, Hon'ble R.H. Craddock, observed that to legislate on 
such matters was difficult because it involved a detennination of a) The extent to 
which a Christian Government with subjects of different creeds should exercise 
control over the religious trusts of those creeds, and (b) the extent to which 
•" See Ibid., October 1913, Nos.96-q8, Part B. 
"*• Ibid, Febmary 1913, Nos, 142-51, Part A. 
^ Dispatch No.i63 (Public) of 4 July 1913, Ibid , October 1913, No 171, Part A. 
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interference with religious trusts would cause excitement and agitation among 
classes of the people whose views were not very certainly represented on 
Legislative Council.''^ Condemning the suggestion of a piecemeal legislation on 
such an important issue as religious endowments, Craddock further noted: 
I dislike intensely those attempts of Provincial Legislatures to deal with 
the matters of high policy and Imperial concerns - Rather than to do this, I would 
prefer to summon a conference of the various authors of the Bills of this 
description and of a few other leaders of opinion, and hammer out an Imperial 
Bill, which the Government of India could then submit for criticism, and adopt as 
48 
Its own. 
On 23 October 1913, a dispatch consisting mainly of the views expressed 
by Craddock and approved by the Legislative department was sent to the Indian 
office where it was readily accepted. 
The stage was thus reached where the "tnistaken but intelligible policy" 
of the Govermnent, as Justice Ameer Ali characterized it, had undergone a 
change. 
The Religious Endowments Conference, 1914 
The Conference to consider the question of Religious Endowments was 
held in Delhi on 16 March 1914, under the Presidentship of Sir Reginald 
Craddock, Home Member, and was attended by 26 persons consisting of 17 non-
*' Ibid., October 1913, Nos.171-72, Part A. 
Ibid. 
49 Ameer Ali, Muhanunadan Law, Vol.1, (4th Ed.) Calcutta, 1912, p.441. 
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official (eight Hindus, Seven Muslims, one Sikh and one Bunnese) and eight 
official members. 
The Conference was confined to the consideration of following 
questions^" (a) Has the time arrived to reconsider the policy underlying the Act of 
1863? (b) In case the stage for a change has been readied, should this be done 
for India as a whole, or by each province individually according to the state of 
local feelings in it (c) Is it possible to differentiate between religious and secular 
endowments in respect of the control to be exercised over them? (d) Assuming 
that intervention is considered proper, should this include the liability to publish 
regular audited accounts of all the trusts, in order to afford to the public 
information as to the extent and method of management of these endowments? 
The first question was answered in the affirmative. It was felt the existing 
law should be changed, not to restore the executive control of government on the 
management of endowments, but to ensure their proper management. 
On the second issue, the opinions were divided one was that since public 
opinion favouring a change varied in intensity in different provinces, therefore 
instead of an Imperial legislation, each Provincial Legislature should be allowed 
to deal with the subject according to its own circumstances. The other view was 
that the framework within which gieater control over endowments was to be 
exercised as laid down in one Imperial legislation, which might be extended to 
any province at option, supplemented possibly by rules of local application. 
*^' See Proceedings of the Home Department (judicial) July 1914, Nos 265-85, Part A, p. 
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On the third issue, the majority of members found such differentiation to 
be impracticable. 
The fourth issue received general support of the members. There was, 
however, difference of opinion on such matters of detail as whether audit should 
be imposed on all trusts or only on those above a specified value; whether the 
authority to appoint the auditors should be judicial or executive; the 
qualifications of auditors, and the duties to be imposed upon them, that is, 
whether these should extend to administiative audit or be confined to verification 
of such accounts as might be produced, etc. 
Regarding some non-agenda items considered at the conference, it was 
recommended for example that members appointed to the Committees under the 
Act of 1863 should be for five years; on the Question of the facilities afforded to 
the general public to institute cases against ening mutwallis or trustees, it was 
felt that the existing facilities should be increased, possibly by special concession 
in the matters of court fee and costs. 
The attitude of the govermnent even after the conference, remained as 
waivering as ever. Instead of giving effect to the recommendations of the 
conference, it was still inclined to leave such matters to Civil Courts.^' 
Sir Ali Imam, Member of the Legislative Department, however, strongly 
objected to this attitude and observed that if Civil Courts and Civil Courts alone 
were to be the agencies through which the aggrieved public was to seek redress. 
" See Ibid. (Legislative), July 1914, Nos.265-285, Part A, p. 
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"The evil will flourish very much the same as now". He argued that unless a 
trustee was legally bound to keep and publish accurate accounts, no proceeding 
before the District Judge would be of any real efficacy. 
But his superiors thought otherwise and cautioned: "We must walk very 
warily as we may be certain that we will not receive support even from the 
advanced politicians should the legislation which they urge upon us lead to 
troublesome agitation.^ 
Sir Ali Imam, however, remained adamant and argued that the apparent 
flaw in administering endowments through Civil Courts is that "The Court may 
be met with the reply from a trustee that he keeps no accounts or other papers", 
and the functions of the Court would end there. 
This objection was not accepted, and the Government of India drafted a 
Bill (Religious and Charitable Trusts Bill) in which the power of supervision 
over endowments was given to the Civil Courts. The First World War delayed 
the passing of this Bill which after a waiting of more than five years was passed 
in the form of Charitable and Religious Trusts Act, XIV of 1920. The Act 
contained nothing of much value and the arguments of Sir Ali Imam were wasted. 
Contrary to the recommendations of the Conference of 1914, no statutoiy 
obligations were imposed on the trustees to publish accounts and to get these 
accounts audited. Much was left in vain to the Civil Courts. 
' ' Ibid.,p.23. 
" Ibid., (Judicial), July 1914 Nos.265-85, Part A, p.29. 
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There was a general feeling among Muslims that an official survey of the 
number of wakf properties in the countiy should be conducted, but the Bengal 
Government had already refused pennission to introduce the Registration of wakf 
estates in the Bengal Presidency Bill, 1916 by Maulvi A.K. Fazl-ul-Haq. The 
Bill Sought the assistance of Government officials in administering wakfs. In 
other respects, however, the Bill was a good attempt to streamline the wakf 
administration. 
C. THE AGE OF LEGISLATIVE CONTROL OF WAKFS IN INDIA 
1923 
The Mussulman Wakf Act, 1923 and other enactments - All the 
regulatory or supervisory enactments refened to above were of a general nature, 
governing endowments of every referred community, and had limited scope. As 
these enactments failed to root out malversation, in 1923 the Mussalman Wakf 
Act, XLII of 1923 was passed "to make provision for the better management of 
wakf property and for ensuring the keeping and publication of proper accounts". 
Section 3 of the Act made it obligatoiy on the part of mutwallis of every 
wakf, (except wakf-al-alulad, to furnish to the court, a statement containing such 
particulars of wakf as description of property, income and expenditure, a copy of 
wakfnama (wakf deed) etc. This statement was to be furnished to the court, and 
any person could ask for more particulars (Section 4). 
Mutwallis were further required, under Section 5, to annually furnish to 
the court a true and full statement of accounts after getting it audited. Any false 
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or untrue furnishing of statement was liable to a penalty of upto Rs.500 for the 
first and Rs.2000 for every subsequent offence (Section 10). 
The Act of 1923 heavily banked on Civil Courts in all matters from the 
inspection of accounts and auditing to the imposition of penalty. Since the 
Courts were hard-pressed for time, it was not possible for them to effectively 
implement the provisions of the Act. And so, supervision through Courts did not 
go far in improving wakf administration. In particulars the Act (a) did not confer 
any authority on the courts to direct a mutwalli to file a statement of accounts 
under Section 3 of the Act. NO doubt, a penalty could be imposed upon a 
mutwalli in such an event, but nothing more (b) It did not lay down any 
procedure in case the holder of the propeily denied its wakf character. The 
Question whether the court could hold an enquiry under the Act as to the nature 
of the property was answered differently by the various Higli Courts'^ resulting 
in confusion over this important and basic issue. 
A good effort was thus made ineffective because of excessive caution and 
an illusory fear of discontentment. 
Another enactment relating to wakfs sponsored by the Government of 
India was the Dargah Khwaja Sahib Act XXIII of 1936 which aimed at regulating 
the affairs of the Dargah of Ajmer. For a long time past the Dargah affairs were 
Mohammad Baqar v Syed Muhammad Qasim (1923) Oiidh 210, Q OWN. 538, 
Nasnillah Khan v. Wajid Ali, 53 Alld. 167, Muhammad Husain v. Tlie Collector of 
Broach (J945) Bom.157, 219, I.C 449; Syed Ismail Salieb v. Etliikasha Sarguru (1941) 
Mad. 897. 
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far from nonnal and in 1842. wlien a triangular feud between the Diwan or 
Sajjandanashin, the mutwalli and the Khadims was in progress, the Government 
of India severed all connections with the dargah management. It resulted in open 
corruption. This continued till 1867. when the Government appointed a 
Committee of five persons under the Act of 1863 to run the dargah 
administration. Curiously, the Committee was constituted with a member each 
from the families of the Saljadanaship and the Mutwalli, while two members 
were from the family of the Khadim. 
There was one independent member, who acted as the President of the 
Committee. The result was that three rival factions carried the feud into the 
Committee. By 1882, the affairs of the dargah became so disorganised that the 
Govermnent consulted the law officers over the possibility of altering the 
constitution of the Committee. But legally, the constitution was unchangeable, 
unless the law itself was amended or the matter was brought before a Civil Court. 
The Government of India, following the policy of non-interference, refused to 
amend the law. A few civil suits filed were either withdrawn or compromised. 
And this sorry state of affairs continued. 
At last, in 1936, the Dargah Khwaja Saheb Act was passed. A new 
Committee of 25 members was constituted and it comprised of nine local and 16 
outside members. The outsiders were included to break the monopoly of the 
local members and to lessen the friction. In actual practice, however, the idea 
never worked. 
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Local Wakf Acts of different States during Pre-Independence Era 
In pursuance of the changed policy of the Goveniment of hidia after the 
enactment of the Charitable and Religious Trust Act, 1920. provincial legislation 
relating to wakfs were allowed to proceed in the State of Bengal, UP., Delhi and 
Bombay. Consequently the following local Acts were passed (i) The Bengal 
Waicf Act XJII of 1934, (ii) The United Provinces Muslim Wakf Act, XIII of 
1936; (iii) The Delhi Muslim Wakf Act of 1943, and (iv) The Mussulman wakf 
(Bombay Amendments to the Mussalman Act 1923) Act, 1935. 
Under the Acts of Bengal, UP and Delhi, statutoiy non-official bodies -
Wakf Boards - were set up for the fust time, to supervise the administration of 
wakfs in these states. The Bengal Wakf Act also provided for the appointment of 
a Muslim Commissioner of wakfs, who was made the President of the Board 
(Section 8(2)). In this respect, the Act of Bengal was different fonn the UP and 
Delhi Acts. Moreover, while the States of UP and Delhi had separate Shia and 
Sunni Boards, no such distinction was made under the Bengal Act, the 
representation of Shias was ensured by nomination (Section 8[d]). 
The case of Bombay was unique. Instead of passing a new legislation, it 
effected detailed amendments to the Mussulman Wakf Act 1923. The Bombay 
Amendment created District wakf Coimnittees in order to "advise and assist the 
court in all matters relating to the registration, superintendence administration 
and control of wakfs" (Section 61 of the Amending Act, 1935). These 
Committees, however, were not independent bodies, but were under the direct 
control of the District Court (Sections 6-M, 6-N, 6-0). 
1X9 
Post Independence Legislation Concerning VVakfs 
(a) The Bihar VVakfs Act, 1947 
The successful working of local Wakfs Acts in Bengal, Delhi and UP 
encouraged Bihar to have its own Wakf Act. A Bill was introduced in the Bihar 
Legislature in 1946, and after being referred to a select Committee, was passed 
in 1947. But due to some unavoidable reasons, it could not obtain the assent of 
the Governor-General before 12 February, 1948. 
The drafting of the Act left much to be desired. There was also no 
provision in the Act for the survey of wakf properties. In 1974, therefore, the 
Bihar government accepted the extension of the Wakf Act, 1954 to the State. 
(b) The Dargah Khwaja Saheb Act, 1955 
In 1948, the Government of India appointed a Committee of enquiry 
headed by Justice Ghulam Hasan, and consisting of two other members. The 
terms of reference included an enquiry into the administration of Dargah 
endowments, and an examination of the provisions of the Dargah Khwaja Saheb 
Act of 1936. 
The Khadims were fleecing the visitors to the Dargah in such a shameful 
manner that as soon as a pilgrim gets down at the Railway Station, Ajmer, he is 
met by a horde of Khadims. To avoid a conflict among Khadims inter se the man 
Bihar Gazette, 1946, pt.V, p. 1. 
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is put to sale and whoever makes the highest bid becomes his Vakil. 1 he sale 
proceeds are distributed among the Khadims. The Khadim who becomes his 
Vakil is anxious to make as much profit as he can out of the transaction and tries 
to extort, by all means fair or foul, the last pie out of his victim.'^' 
The offerings received at the Dargah went exclusively into the pockets of 
the Khadims. The Committee of Enquiry recoimnended that "Nazars, whether 
cash or kinds made at the Dargah either inside the dome or at any other place 
within the precincts of the Dargah, shall be the exclusive property of the Dargah 
without any riglit of coshareship by the Khadims or by any other person..." 
Contravention of this rule shall be an offence rendering the offender liable to 
ejectment from the Dargah premises and a fine not exceeding Rs.200.^^ 
Regarding the working of the 1936 Act, the Committee obsei^ed that it 
never functioned smoothly and effectively, leading to "greater disputes in 
management and caused greater friction between the Sajydanashin, the Mutwalli, 
the Khadims as a community and the Dargah Committee constituted under the 
Act. The traditional triangular hostility between the Diwan, the Khadims and the 
Mutwalli became quadrangular after the Act introduced the fourth element, i.e., 
C O 
the Dargah Committee. 
The Committee of Enquiry recommended that the defunct Dargah 
Committee should be immediately dispensed with. And as an interim measure. 
?6 
57 
.58 
The Enquiry Report of the Dargah Khwaja Saheb (Ajnier) Committee, New Dellii, 1949, 
p.57. 
Ibid, p.101. 
Ibid., p.78. 
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an Administrator should be appointed to take charge of the Dargah affairs. In 
pursuance of this recommendation the Dargah Khwaja Saheb (Emergency 
Provisions) Act XVIIl of 1950, was passed. 
Later on, the Act of 1950 was replaced by the Dargah Khwaja Saheb Act, 
XXXVI of 1955, which also repealed the Dargah Khwaja Saheb Act, 1936. The 
1955 Act was modelled on the lines of the recommendations of the Committee. 
A Dargah Committee of seven persons was appointed to act under and assist the 
Nazim and to administer the Dargah endowments (Section 10). The Committee 
was authorised to receive offerings (Section 14), and provisions were made for 
regulating the presence of Khadims in the Dargah (Section II). 
(c) The Bombay Public Trust Act, 1950 
On 14 August 1950, came into force an Act - The Bombay Public Trust 
Act, XXIX of 1950 - "to regulate and to make better provisions for the 
administration of public, religious and charitable trusts in the State of Bombay", 
as its preamble puts it. This Act replaced the Mussulman Wakf (Bombay 
Amendment) Act XVIII of 1935 along with many other enactments relating to 
Hindu and Parsi endowments. "The Act applies to endowments of all 
communities. The District Wakf Committees constituted under the Bombay 
Amendment Act, XVII of 1935 were abolished. The newly appointed charity 
Commissioner and his staff assumed the responsibility of supervising all the 
endowments, including wakfs. In other words, the Government assumed the 
responsibility of directly supervising the administration of endowments. 
' ' Ibid., p.79. 
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(d) The Wakf Act, 1954 
On the eve of independence, the position of wakfs was from satisfactory. 
Except in the case of a few states, the wakfs in the rest of the countiy were 
governed by the Mussahnan Wakf Act, 1923, which was found to be wanting in 
many respects. Following the partition in 1947, many Mutwalli and other persons 
at the helm of wakf affairs migrated to Pakistan. The State of Punjab was the 
most severely hit, because the majority of the Muslim in this border state 
migrated to Pakistan. Many wakf properties were thus left without any caretaker, 
and consequently were illegally occupied by displaced or unauthorised persons. 
During those chaotic years, the consistent efforts of the late S M Ahmad 
Kazmi, a sitting Congress member of the Parliament, helped in bringing the 
pitiable condition of wakfs to the government's notice. As the President of the 
Anjuman Himayat-e-lslam Punjab (a non-political organization with officers at 
Ludhiana and Delhi), he helped a sui^ vey of illegally occupied wakf properties in 
the Punjab to be conducted privately. In the venture, much valuable help came 
from the Idar-e-Islami (another non-political organization with offices at Panipat 
and Kamal) and the Jamait-ul-Ulema-I-Hind, whose then President, the late 
Maulana Hafizur Rahman was keenly interested in the welfare of the wakfs. 
Above them all, was Maulana Abul Kalam Azad, the guiding spirit behind all 
these efforts. The government was convinced of the immediate need of a 
regulating legislation concerning wakfs. Kazmi moved the Private Bill in 1952, 
which ultimately became the Wakf Act in 1954. 
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The Wakf Act. XXIX of 1954. is a landmark in the histoty of wakf 
administration in India. By constituting a non-official Board vested with 
considerable authority and powers, by imposing precise obligation upon 
Mutwallis and making their violation a penal offence, by vesting in the State 
Governments, the supervisory responsibility relating to wakfs and, by confening 
authority on the Central Government to lay down the policies to be adopted by 
the Board, the Act has laid down a comprehensive administrative structure to 
ensure proper administration of wakfs in the country. 
The Wakf Bill as introduced by Kaznii^ '*' was referred to a Select 
Committee on 13 March 1953. The Committee recommended certain important 
changes in the Bill, for example, a nominated Board was preferred over an 
elected Board, as envisaged in clause 8 of the Original Bill, because, "this would 
enable the State Government to give proper representation to various interests, 
and to nominate suitable persons to the Board."^'' Similarly, the original Bill 
contemplated the setting up of a Central Board for the purpose of coordinating 
and supervising the activities of the State Board (Chapter III, Clause 28 to 39 of 
the Bill). The Committee however, did not approve the idea and deleted this 
portion." After incorporating these changes, the Bill was passed into law. 1 his 
Act applies to the whole of India except Bengal, UP and certain parts of 
Maliarashtra and Gujarat, where local Acts supervise wakfs. 
"" The Muslim Wakfs Bill, 1952, was published in Part II, Sec.2 of tlie Gazette of India, 
dated 26 July \^52 
61 
62 
Tlie Muslim Wakfs Bill 1952, Report of the Select Committee, p i l l . 
Ibid., p.v. 
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(e) The Public VVakfs (Extension of Limitation) Act, 1959 
Following the partition disturbances, many wakf properties were occupied 
by the custodian or displaced persons. Later on, however, the places of worship 
and special sanctity were returned to the Wakf Boards, but many continued to be 
so occupied. Litigation was felt necessary to secure their return, but in many 
cases, the suits were time-baired. With a view to overcome this difficulty. Public 
Wakfs (Extension of Limitation) Act, 1959, was passed, whereby the period of 
limitation for filing suits in respect of public wakfs dispossessed at any time after 
4 August 1947, and before the 7 May 1954, had been exempted upto 15 August 
1967. Later this period was further extended several times. 
(f) The UP Muslim VVakfs Act, 1960 
By 1960 circumstances and conditions required many changes in the UP 
Wakf Act, 1936. Instead of making numerous amendments, it was thought more 
proper to pass a new Act, incoiporating all the improvements. The U.P. Wakf 
Act, 1960, therefore, came into being. The drafting of this Act is better than that 
of (Central) Wakf Act, 1954. It also contains useful provisions. 
The delay and fragmentation of the Mughal Empire saw a complete 
disintegration of the administrative machineiy in the country. The need of proper 
supervision over the administration of wakfs was only a small issue as compared 
with other major problems facing the chieftains of a country in tuimoil and 
defeat. The vacuum thus created was fully exploited by ening mutwallis and 
trustees, reducing the endowed properties to shambles. 
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In order to conect the Wholesale Malversation, Regulation XIX of 1810 
and Regulation VI of 1817 were passed in Bengal and Madras. However, in their 
zeal of reform, the English men took in their own hands the actual administration 
of endowments, giving little thought to the fact that such direct intervention in 
religious or semi-religious institutions, though made in good faith, could lead to 
serious misunderstanding, public unrest and consequent political instability. 
Once it became apparent, a hasty somersault was performed. The policy towards 
endowments thus reverted to the old position of total indifference. Both these 
attitudes were extremist in nature and very naturally they invited public rebukes 
and criticism. The Englishmen were, however, so fearful of a "public crisis" that 
it kept them aloof and suspicious of any move involving "Nature" endowments. 
From 1923 onwards, though wakf legislations were allowed to proceed, 
the initial hesitant attitude of the British goverrmient remained apparent 
throughout. 
Too much reliance on law courts in maintaining supervision over wakf 
administration, as was done under the various old wakf laws and also under the 
Civil Procedure Code, in fact, had eaten away even the veiy corpus of the many 
wakfs which they purported to safeguard. 
The fact, however, remains that Englishmen gave to this country a few 
very sound pieces of wakf legislation. The Wakf Acts of Bengal and United 
Provinces served as models for the Wakf Act 1954. 
1% 
In the Constitution of India. Entries lOand 28 in the Concunent List 
attached to the Seventh Schedule made supervision and administration of 
rehgious and charitable endowments the responsibility of both the Central and 
State Govenmients. In keeping with this new spirit, the Govemment of India 
passed the Wakf Act, 1954, and a new era of wakfs administration has thus 
started. 
Towards a Uniform Wakf Legislation 
The Wakf Act 1954 was in force ail over the country except in the states 
of (i) West Bengal, which had the Bengal Wakf Act XIII of 1934; (ii) Uttar 
Pradesh, where Uttar Pradesh Muslim Wakf Act, XVI of 1960 applied; (iii) 
Jammu and Kashmir, where the Jammu and Kashmir Muslim Wakf Act of 1959 
applies, (iv) Maharashtra (excluding the districts of Aurangabad division); and 
(v) Gujarat (excluding the district of Kutch). In both the States of Maharashtra 
and Gujarat, all the endowments, except wakfs in the above indicated areas, were 
governed by the Bombay Public Trusts Act, XXIX of 1950. In Kutch and 
Aurangabad divisions, however, the Wakf Act, 1954 applied. 
Even though all these enactments aimed at better supervision over the 
administration of wakfs, they differed much from one another. An attempt has 
been made here to comparatively and singly analyze these enactments. Section 92 
of the Civil Procedures Code, V of 1908 has been omitted from the present 
discussion as it does not lay down any administrative machineiy for wakfs and 
only provides for the institution of law suits to remove a ening trustee, for 
furnishing of accounts or to authorize alienation of a Trust propeity. Moreover, 
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by virtue of provisions in the various Wakf Acts, Section 92 had been made to 
operate the matter of wakfs, under the protective shield of statutory wakf bodies 
instead of the Advocate General, hidccd, the stalutoiy wakf bodies enjoyed the 
same powers as covered by Section 92. It is, therefore, not suiprising to find that 
wakf bodies never took recourse to this section, which is used, that too, rarely, by 
private individuals only. 
A Comparative Study of Enactments viz., Wald" Act 1954 and tlieir 
63 Managements 
The present discussion covers only those enactments which dealt with the 
administration of wakfs, leaving aside the Mussalman Wakf Validating Act, 
1913, which was only declamatory in nature. 
Applicability - The Central Act 1954 applied to all wakfs created before and 
after the commencement of the Act, as also the Acts of other states except Jammu 
and Kashmir where the Kashmir Act excludes from the purview of Shia wakfs.^ "* 
In case of wakf-al-al-aulad the Central and Kashmir Acts apply to the 
extent the property is dedicated to religious or charitable purposes, '^^  while the 
Bengal Act did not so applied unless 75 per cent or more of the total income was 
reserved for private puiposes, or the wakf was solely for the benefit of wakif 
53 
64 
65 
Following abbreviations have been used throughout tliis comparative discussion: Central 
Act for the Wakf Act 1954, UP Act for the UP Muslim Wakf Act 1960, Bengal Act for 
the Bengal Wakf Act 1934, Bombay Act for the Bombay Public Trust Act 1950, 
Kashmir Act for the Jammu and Kashmir Wakf Act 1959. 
5.2 of the Kashmir Act. 
5.3 {i)(iii) and S.3 (ii) of the Central and Kashmir Acts respectively. 
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and/or his family/'^' Section 34 of the Bengal Act, however, authorised the wakf 
Commissioner to make enquiries into the affairs of such a wakf and on finding it 
grossly mismanaged, may recommend the State Government to make the 
provisions of the Act applicable to such wakfs also for a specified period, 
applicable to wakfs other than wakfs-al-al-aulad. The Bombay Act completely 
exempted them, no matter what percentage of the income had been reserved to 
private and public use.' 
Definition of Wakfs - The definition of''wakf, given in the Central Act is the 
most exhaustive as compared with the definition of this tenns contained in the 
U.P, Kashmir, Bengal and Bombay Acts. 
According to the Central Act. "wakf' means the pennanent dedication by 
a "person professing Islam.^ ''^  The words "professing Islam are puiposely 
retained for excluding all charitable and pious endowments of other communities 
from the purview of the Act. Moreover, Section 66C of the Act makes special 
provision for the creation of wakf by a non-Muslim, provided it does not come 
into clash with any provision of Muslim Law. No such enabling provisions 
occurs in any of the Wakf Acts, particularly in the Acts of Bombay and Bengal in 
which the words "person professing Islam have been retained while defining 
"wakf'. The U.P. and Kashmir Acts do not require the dedicator to be Muslim, 
nor do they clarify as to what will happen if rival claims arise about the wakf and 
non-wakf character in case of a dedication made in favour of a public charitable 
"" S6(ii) of the Bengal Act. 
*^  S.2(l9)ofthe Bombay Act. 
' ' S.3(l) of Central Act. 
Ibid. 
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institution where the dedicator has died and is therefore unable to clarify his 
intent. 
The scope of the definition of'\vakf' in the UP Act is much curtailed by 
the definition of the tenn "beneficiary" which is confined only to the "Muslim 
Community". So a wakf by a non-Muslim in U.P. had to be exclusively for the 
benefit of the Muslim Community. This certainly goes against the spirit of Islam. 
Survey of Wakf Properties 
Exhaustive provisions regarding the Survey of wakf properties are 
contained in the Central, Kashmir and UP ActsJ' but the Bengal Act is not so 
exhaustive on the point. It only envisages the enrollment of wakfs on the 
application made by the Mutwalli or any person interested therein. The 
Commissioner of wakfs may make necessary inquiries before enrolling the 
wakf. The Bengal Act thus simply provide for the registration of wakfs and not 
for the survey as provided in the above-mentioned three enactments. The 
Bombay Act has no provision regarding sui^ vey, it only requires the trustee to 
apply for registration of the public trust.^^ In case he fails to do so. there is no 
way to trace such wakfs or trust except to bank upon the zeal of public-spirited 
persons. 
Administrative Set up - The UP and Central Acts provided for the establisliment 
of Wakf Boards to supervise the administration of wakfs in the State. The 
72 
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S.3(i)oftlieU.P. Act 
See Chapters I-II of tlie UP. Central and Chapter 2 of tlie Kashmir Acts. 
See Chapter IV of the Bengal Act. 
S.18ofthe Bombay Act. 
See Chapter 11 and 111 of Central and UP. Act respectively. 
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Bengal Act visualizes an advisory Board, headed by the coniniissioner of 
wakfs/^ The Board helps the Commissioner in discharging his administrative an 
supervisory duties^^' In Kashmir and UP, and under the Central Act, the Board is 
assisted by a full-time secretaiy who is its Chief Executive Officer without 
being its member. In Bombay, the endowments are not administered by a Board 
but by a Charity Commissioner, assisted by Joint, Deputy and Assistant-Charity 
Commissioners. In Kashmir, the Board to be established for a province is only 
of an advisory character whereas the superintendence of all wakfs in an area rests 
in a Committee of seven members to be appointed by the State Government 79 
In the Central Act, the Board consists of members nominated by the 
respective State Government. But in Bengal and U.P, it is partly through 
nomination by the State Government and partly through election. In UP there 
is also a provision for co-option of one member by the remaining members of the 
Board. ^ ^ 
While the UP Act provides for separate Wakf Boards for the Shia and 
Sunni wakfs, " the Central Acts provides that separate Boards may be established 
only if the proportion of either the income or the number of Shia wakfs in any 
state exceeds 15 per cent of the number or income of all other wakfs in the 
76 
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S.8(2) of tlie Bengal Act. 
See generally Chapter II and III of tlie Bengal Act. 
See S.17 of the UP Act, S.12(l)(2) of the Central Act, and S.20 of the Kashmir Act. 
See Chapter II of the Bombay Act. 
See Ss.7, 8 and 13 of the Kashmir Act 
S.ll of the Central Act. 
S. 11 and 8(2) of UP and Bengal Acts respectively. 
S.ll(v)oftlieUP Acts. 
Ss.lOoftheUP Act. 
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84 State. The Bengal Act empowers the State Government to appoint four Shia 
members to the Board (which consists of eleven members in all). 85 
As the Boards are expected to look after wakfs scattered througliout the 
length and breadth of a State, they possibly could not do so without the help of 
some local bodies. The Central and UP Acts contain detailed provisions for the 
establishment of area or district Wakfs Committees.^^ The Bombay Act provides 
only for the establishment of Committees to manage "every temple, mosque or 
endowment created for a public, religious or charitable purpose, which vests in, 
or the management of which vests in the Stale Govenimenf'. The Bengal Act, 
however, is silent on the point. 
Delegation of Authority 
Meetings of the Board are held after intervals of one to two months or 
even more. Thus, urgent and complicated issues are taken care of through 
delegation of authority. The mode of delegation, however, differs. 
The Central, Kashmir and UP Acts empower the Board to delegate, 
subject to such conditions as it may specify, any of its powers and/or duties to 
the chairman or any other member, or to the Secretaiy or to any Committee. 
The Bengal Act, however, is not so generous; it allows such delegation 
only to the Chainnan of the Board, and to no one else.'*'' 
84 
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88 
S9(lA)oftlie Central Act. 
S.8(2) of the Bengal Act. 
See Ss.l6 and 17 of the Central and UP Acts. 
S.56C of tlie Bombay Act. 
Ss.22, 21 and 20 of tlie Central, Kashmir and UP Acts respectively. 
S.29ofthe Bengal Act. 
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Under the Bombay Act, the State Government may delegate authority to 
the charity commissioner or any other officer.'^ " 
Assumption of Direct Management 
A very useful provision regarding the assumption of direct management of 
wakfs by the Board is contained in the Cential Act. The Act provides that the 
Board may assume direct management of a wakf for such period or periods not 
exceeding in the aggiegate five years, as may be deemed necessaiy, in the 
following cases: (i) where a vacancy in the office of the mutwalli exists but no 
suitable person is available to be appointed under the tenns of the deed of the 
wakf; or (ii) Where the right of any person to act as Mutwalli is disputed, or (iii) 
Where a Committee managing a wakf has exceeded or abused its power or has 
failed in perfonning its duties. 
There is no such parallel provision in either the Kashmir, Bengal or 
Bombay Acts. In fact the Bombay Act bars the Court from appointing a charity 
commissioner as trustee of religious trusts and prohibits the charity commissioner 
from accepting such trusts if management of religious affairs is involved.'^ ^ The 
Act also provides for the establishment of special Committees consisfing of 
persons of the same community to which the endowments puipoited to be 
directly administered by the Government belongs. These provisions were added 
to the Act through special amendment after the decision of the Supreme Court 
92 
93 
S.8 read witli Chapter Vll-A of the Bombay Act. 
S.43A read with Ss 42, 43 (2) of the Central Act. 
S.47Bof Bombay Act 
See Ss.4 and 29 of Bombay Pubhc Trust (Amendments) Acts 59 and 60 of 1954 and 
1960 respectively. 
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in the Ratti Lai case 94 
The UP Act gives the Board a veiy limited power of assuming such direct 
management. Whenever the supervision or management of a wakf is vested in 
any Committee appointed by the wakif or any competent court or authority, and 
the Committee does not. in the opinion of the Board, function properly and 
satisfactorily, it may either supersede it and appoint a fresh Committee or may 
assume direct management of the wakf The order of the Board to this effect 
must be forwarded to the Court or Munsif, or where there is no Munsif, the Court 
of Civil Judge within whose jurisdiction the said property is situated or the said 
Mutwalli resides and the court shall thereupon adopt and issue the order as if it 
were a decree made by itself in a suit.''^ Up to 1971 the Board had to refer such 
matters to the wakf tribunal. It was an anomalous situation. Because when the 
Board was itself competent to decide as to who should be the mutwalli or even to 
assume direct management, it looked strange that it was required to run to the 
Tribunal for its award, which some time took years to obtain. It was proper, 
therefore, that in 1971 amendment took away this difficulty.'^ ^ 
Decision Whether a Property is Wakf 
The Central, Kashmir and U.P. Acts give wide powers to the Board or 
Committees to collect infonnation regarding any property which they have 
reasons to believe to be wakf property. The decision of the Board or 
"•' Ratti Lai v. State of Bombay, AIR 1954 SC 388. 
"' S.63oft]ieU.P. Act. 
"* See Section 16 of tlie UP. Muslim Wakf (Amendment) Act XXVIII of 1Q71. 
'^ Ss.27 23(3) and 33 of the Central, Kashmir and UP. Acts respectively 
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Committee on this question has been made final unless revoked or modified by a 
Civil Court.'^ ^ 
The power to decide whether a property is wakf or not vests in the Wakf 
199 Commissioner in Bengal and in the Deputy or Assistant charity Commissioner 
100 in Bombay. Their decisions are subject to scrutiny by the courts of law. 
Recovery of Wakf Properties Illegally Transferred 
The Cential, U.P. and Bengal Act expressly debar Mutwallis fiom 
transferring in any way immovable wakf property over a specified period of time 
without the previous sanction of the Board.'"' In case the Mutwallis defies this 
provision the Board may send a requisition to the collector within whose 
jurisdiction the property is situated to obtain and deliver possession of the 
property to it. On receipt of such requisition, the collector is bound to pass an 
order directing the person in possession of the property to deliver the property to 
the Board within a period of 30 days from the date of the service of the order. 
Any person aggrieved by the order of the Collector may, within a period of 30 
days, prefer an appeal to the district court within whose jurisdiction the property 
is situated. The decision of the district court is final. Veiy detailed and 
exhaustive rules for the recoveiy of such properties are contained in the UP 
Muslim Wakfs (Recovery of wakf propeity) Rules, 1972. These rules make 
"* S.46Aoft!ie Bengal Act. 
' ' S.46A of the Bengal Act. 
"" S.19(I) and (1!) of the Bombay Act 
'"' Ss.36B, 49B and 54A of the Central, U.P. and Bengal Acts respectively. 
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legislation on this point. Tiieie is no such parallel provision in the Bombay Act 
and Court proceeding is the only way for recoveiy. 
There is a curious provision in the Kashmir Act which allows lease of 
agiicultural lands, orchards, ahatas, houses, shops, vacant plots, hujras, 
apartments attached to Kanqahs, takias and sarais, for a term not exceeding 20 
years without the previous sanction of the Government.'*^^ Whereas the Central, 
U.P. and Bengal Acts allow lease of agricultural wakf properties only for a 
period of three years without previous sanction of the Board, the Kashmir Act 
extends the period to 20 years, without any apparent rationale for doing so, and 
also unnecessarily drags beyond 20 years. The Bombay Act also provides, 
curiously, lease of agricultural lands for a period upto 10 years without previous 
sanction of the Charity Commissioner (Section 36). 
In the matter of recovery of wakf property under illegal occupation, 
however, the Kashmir Act appears quite bold. * It empowers the Wakf 
Committee to issue notice of eviction, which, if not complied within 45 days, the 
Committee or any officer duly authorized by the Committee may evict that 
person from, and take possession of. the wakf property and may. for that purpose, 
call upon the officer-in-charge Police Station of the area to render assistance in 
evicting that person. 
A radical and perhaps over-cautious provision in the Bombay and Kashmir 
Acts is the absolute bar against gift and sale of wakf property."*^ Sale of wakf 
'"^  S.41 (Proviso) of tlie Kashmir Act 
'"' Ss.43 and 44(2) of tlie Kashmir Act. 
104 S.4I(I) and 36 of tlie Kashmir and Bombay Acts respectively. 
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property under certain contingencies and hiba-bi-shartil-iwaz, which implies a 
return gift by the donee to the donor with a further condition that the propeity 
given as the return gift should be made Wakf with similar objects are valid under 
Muslim Law and are also recognized by the Central, UP and Bengal Acts. ' 
An important provision contained only in the Bengal Act is that the period 
of limitation for recoveiy by the Board, of the wakf propert}' transfened in 
contravention of Section 53 of the Act. shall be 12 years from the date of the 
Board's knowledge of such transfer instead of 12 years from the date of such 
transfer.""^ 
Again, Section 72(2) of the Bengal Act goes on to provide that a suit for 
the recovery of any wakf property wrongfully possessed, alienated or leased, 
"shall not be deemed to have become barred by limitation if such suit was not so 
barred before the 15th day of August, 1947." No parallel provision exists in any 
other Wakf Act. 
Removal of Mutwallis 
Among all the Acts dealing with Wakfs, the Central Act contains the most 
effective provisions regarding the removal of nmtwallis. It not only lays down 
elaborate grounds for the removal of Mutwallis, but also prescribes certain 
procedural safeguards.'"^ 
Ss.36A, 49A and 53(1) of the Central, UP and Bengal Acts respectively. 
S.54A of the Bengal Act. 
See S.43(4), 43(5) and 43(6) of the Central Act 
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Although the UP and Bengal Acts are equally elaborate in laying down 
various grounds for the removal of Mutwallis, they neither prescribe any specific 
majority by which the Board may take such decisions, nor do they lay down any 
period for which the mutwalli removed from his office may not be eligible for 
reappointment to the same office. There is also no procedure in the UP Act, as it 
exists in the Central and Bengal Acts, for obtaining possession of wakf property 
from a person which has been removed from Mutwalliship. 
The Kashmir Act has certain fantastic disqualifications on the basis of 
which a Committee of wakfs is empowered to effect his removal. Section 26 of 
the Act inter alia provides that notwithstanding anything contained in any law, 
decree, order or deed, no person shall be qualified to be appointed or to continue 
as Mutwalli if (i) he is not a Muslim, or (ii) If he is a Government servants, or 
(iii) If he habitually indulges in activities which are against Shariat; or (iv) If he 
is otherwise ill-reputed or bad charactered. 
The first two disqualifications are against the provision of Muslim Law 
which allows no bar in the way of mutwalliship of a Non-Muslim or Government 
Servant. The only condition imposed by Muslim Law is that where religious 
duties are to be discharged as part of mutwalliship, a non-Muslim carmot be 
appointed. "^  
The latter two disqualifications are too vague to afford any objective 
assessment of a person. Personal and subjective considerations are sure to crop 
up in the detennination of such cases resulting in biased and malicious decisions 
Sh. Mastan v. Balvami Reddi, AIR (IQ53) Mad.950 
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by the Committee. In ceilain cases it may be veiy difficult to establish which 
tiade is "prejudicial to or inconsistent with Sunna or Shariat". But this is 
required by the Kashmir Act to be established by a person who likes to save his 
mutwalliship in such circumstances. 
Under the Bombay Act, the Mutwalli may be removed by a Civil Court on 
the suit of the charity commissioner or two or more persons having an interest in 
the trust and having obtained the consent in writing of the charity Commissioner 
in cases "where it is alleged that there is a breach of public trust", or where 
recovery of trust property is involved, or where the direction of the Court is 
deemed necessary for the administration of any public trust."" The 
inconvenience and expense of a Civil litigation are too well known. If removal 
of an erring trustee is left to a civil suit, the trustee may well deplete the trust 
before the case is decided. In this connection, a provision in the Bengal Act goes 
to another uncalled for extreme when it says. 
A Mutwalli shall not be entitled to spend funds of the wakf estate of 
which he is mutwalli for meeting any costs, charges or expenses, incuned 
by him in any suit, appeal or application or other proceedings, for, or 
incidental to, his removal from office, or the taking disciplinaiy action 
against him.'" 
What appears to be the best course is to provide that whatever is spent by 
a Mutwalli on his defence out of Wakf income will be personally realized from 
'"" S.26 (viii) of the Kashmir Act. 
"" S.50 of the Bombay Act 
' " S.75Aoftlie Bengal Act. 
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him if the legal action brings about his removal. This may well safeguard from 
harassing litigation and may help an indigent Mutwalli to defend himself In case 
the Mutwalli loses the case in the lower court and goes in appeal to a superior 
court, he may be suspended and a Receiver appointed. But some sustenance 
allowance must be given to him out of wakif income, to be realized from him 
personally if he ultimately loses the case. 
"Contribution" and "Income" of VVakf 
Ihc adminislralive machiiieiy provided under all the Wakf Acts except 
that of Kashmir is financed by a fee or contiibution taken annually from eveiy 
wakf in the State. The Central, Bengal and UP Acts prescribe a contribution of 6 
per cent of the income of eveiy Wakf, calculated in the manner prescribed."^ It 
is 5 per cent in the case of Bombay." '^  A Wakf-al-al-aulad in Bengal pays only 2 
1/2 per cent."'* 
The Kashmir Act does not charge any contribution from Wakfs, because 
the Committee of Wakfs in an area hardly needs any contiibution as it is 
"incharge of all income of the wakf properties within its jurisdiction" and may 
freely spend it."^ The status of Mutwalli is reduced to a mere agent, who "shall 
carry out all directions which may from time to time be issued to him by the 
Committee in respect of the Wakf of which he is a Mutwalli. The Act thus 
112 
114 
11^ 
116 
Ss.46, 59(1) and 34 of the Central, Bengal and UP Acts respectively. 
S.58 of die Bombay Act. 
Proviso to S.59(l) of the Bengal Act 
S.58 of tlie Kashmir Act. 
S.24 of the Kashmir Act. 
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come into collision with the provisions of the Muslim Law on the point, and 
needs immediate amendment. 
Section 59(1) of the Bengal Act realizes a further 2 per cent contribution 
towards an Educational Fund. Suiprisingly, no parallel provision exists in any 
other Wakf Act. In computing the "net income" of a Wakf, the Central Act used 
to allow by way of deduction, revenue, cess, rates and taxes payable to the 
Government or any local authority. But when the decision of the Kerala High 
Court"^ followed by the Madras High Court,"^ rightly added to this list of 
deductions expenses actually incurred in earning the income, the Mutwallis 
started showing inflated costs. In the absence of any checking agency with the 
Wakf Boards, the statements had to be accepted. The anomaly was corrected by 
amending Section 3(g) of the Central Act."' The Act now says that net income 
means gross income. The old deductions are still recognized. 
The definition of "gross income" existing in the Bombay Act is largely 
similar to the one given in the Central Act, except that the Bombay Act does not 
allow any deduction. 
The UP and Bengal Acts still define in the same way as done by the 
Central Act before the above amendment.'^' Possible and unnecessaiy litigation 
may be avoided by a timely amendment. 
117 
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Mohd. Ibrahim Sail v. Kerala Wakf Board, AIR {1Q64) Ker p 310 
G.M, Bhaimia, Madras State Wakf Board, ML J. (I%8)4I0. 
3(g) of the Central Act after its amendment by the Wakf (Amendment) Act XXXVIII of 
1969. 
See Explanation (a) to S.58 of tlie Bombay Act 
Ss.3(6), 3(7) of the UP and Bengal Acts respectively. 
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Wakfs having incomes of less than Rs. 100 per annum are exempted from 
the payment of contiibution only by the Central Act. This is to be considered by 
others also. 
After the promulgation of land refonn law in the country, the states have 
filed annuities in cases of religious and charitable endowment including wakfs. 
This is directly paid to the Mutwalli from whom the Board demands the amount 
of contribution. Generally, a good percentage of the amount of contribution 
remains umealized. The UP Act authorizes the State Government to deduct, or 
production of a certificate to this effect by the Secretary of the Board, 
contributions payable by a wakf from the amount of annuity payable to it.'^ "^  It is 
very valuable provision which may be inserted in other Acts too. 
The Central, UP, Bengal and Bombay Acts provide that if a mutwalli 
receives the income of the wakf and refuses or fails to pay the contribution, it is 
personally realizable from him by selling any movable or immovable property 
belonging to him. 
On this point, the Bombay Act further provides that if a trustee of a public 
trust fails to pay the contribution. 
The Charity Commission may .... make an order directing the bank in 
which he or any person with whom any money belonging to the public trust are 
deposited, to pay the contiibution from such money as may be standing to the 
122 S 35 of the UP Act. 
' " Ss. 46, 34 (5) 59 and 58 of the Central, UP, Bengal and Bombay Acts respectively. See 
also S.83 of the UP Act. 
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credit of the public trust or may be in the liands of such person or may from time 
to time be recovered from or on behalf of the pubhc trust by way of deposit by 
such bank or person and such bank or persons shall be bound to obey such order. 
Every payment made pursuant to such order shall be sufficient discharge to such 
bank or person from all liability to the public trust in respect of any sum or sums 
so paid by it or him out of the moneys belonging to the public tiust so deposited 
with the bank or person. 
Any bank or person who has been ordered to make the payment may 
appeal to the State Government and the State Government may after making such 
inquiry as it thinks fit, confimi, modify or cancel such order. ^ ^^  
The Kashmir, UP and Central Acts provide that no suit shall be instituted 
against the Board in respect of any act puiported to be done by it in pursuance of 
the Act or of any rules made thereunder, until the expiration of two months next 
after notice in writing has been conveyed to the Board.'^^ 1 he provision aims at 
minimizing litigation by giving the Board an opportunity to review its action and 
by providing a "cooling period" to the mutwalli so as to check him from starting 
frivolous litigation. The Bengal and Bombay Acts do not contain such a useful 
provision. 
Proceeding Under the Land Acquisition Act, 1894 
During the course of proceedings under the Land Acquisition Act. 1894, if 
it appears to the collector before he has made an award that any propeily under 
'-"' S-59 (2) and (3) of the Bombay Act. 
12.^  See Ss.56, 36 and 75 of tlie Central, Kashmir and UP Act respectively 
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acquisition is wakf propertv', he shall stay further proceedings and serve notice of 
such acquisition on the Board to enable it to appear and plead as a pai"t>' to the 
proceeding at any time within three months from the date of receipt of such 
notice. If an order is passed by any authority under the Land Acquisition Act, 
1894, without giving the Board an opportunity to be heard, it shall, on the 
application of the Board made to such authority within one month of the Board's 
coming to know of the order, be declared void. 
Provisions on the above lines exist in the Central, Kashmir, Bengal and 
UP Acts. But not in the Bombay Act, it is submitted that these provisions are 
quite useful and deserve to be extended to wakfs and public trusts in the State of 
Maharashtra and Gujarat also. 
Bar to Compromise Suits by or against Mutwalii 
In order to curb shady dealings, the Central and UP Acts provide that no 
suit or proceeding in any court by or against the mutwalii of a wakf, relating to 
title to wakf propeity or the rights of the mutwalii shall be compromised without 
the sanction of the Board. In Bengal, however, such a suit cannot be 
compromised without the sanction of "such court and the Board."''** The Bombay 
and Kashmir Acts do not place any such bar. Suitable provision may be inserted 
in these Acts. 
'^ •^  Ss 58, 38, 74 and 67 of tlie Central, Kashmir, Bengal and UP Acts respectively. 
' " Ss. 60 and 6Q of the Central and UP Act respectively. 
'^' S.69 of the Bengal Act. 
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Central Wakf Committee 
For the purposes of advising the Central Government on matters 
concerning the working of Boards and the due administration of wakfs, the 
Central Act provides for the establishment of non-official Central Wakf Council. 
It consists of members not exceeding twenty, appointed by the Central 
Government. It is financed by the 1 per cent contribution received from wakfs 
1 9Q 
governed by the Central Act. 
No provision for the appointment of such an advisory body exists in UP, 
Kashmir, Bengal or Bombay. 
Under the Kashmir Act, wakfs are administered through Committees of 
wakfs appointed by the State Government for a specified area or an individual 
wakf. Presently, Committees have not been constituted in many areas. And 
regarding those already in existence, there is no indication as to how long they 
will continue to exist. Presumably for even so or so long as each of its member 
is not removed by the government. A very curious situation indeed and a 
repetition of the folly once cormnitted under the Religious Endowment Act, 
1863. 
Section 2 of the Act excludes Shia Wakfs from its purview for no apparent 
reason except probably misplaced fear of sectarian suspicion. No other wakf Act 
in the country does so. Now, if the intention of the Kashmir Act is to provide for 
the better administration and supervision of Muslim Wakfs." as its preamble 
says, the term "Muslim wakfs" must include both Shia and Surmi. 
129 Ss 8A and 8 B of tlie Central Act. 
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The limitation placed by S.3 (a) of the Act to confine benefit of a wakf to 
the Muslim Community alone is certainly un-lslamic. Why should a wakf having 
secular charitable objects not be covered by the Act? By not doing so, a serious 
legal consequence that follows is the possibility of such wakfs being declared as 
trusts. The Supreme Court has already done so and divested Wakf Boards to do 
anything with such wakfs.'''" This judgment brought about an amendment in the 
Wakf Act'^' and the words "established for the benefit of the Muslim 
Community" occurring in S 3(a) were replaced by the words: "Sanctioned by the 
Muslim Law". The Kashmir Act does not seem to be aware of all this! 
The word "wakf is defined by Section 3(d) of the Act to mean 
"permanent dedication of any property." Since the Act does not specify that it 
covers dedications made by Muslim alone, all endowments created by members 
of every community are covered by the Act. This certainly could never be the 
intention of the Kashmir Act. 
The Act excludes family wakfs from its purview. Since the ultimate object 
of very wakf-al-alaulad is charity, this object would be defeated if such wakfs are 
allowed to disintegrated for want of supervision. 
The provision of registration contained in the Act is too decentialized. The 
far-flung wakf committees are required to maintain a register of wakfs under their 
jurisdiction. There is no obligation or anyone to maintain a cumulative record. 
Zainyar Jung V. Director of Endowments AIR 1Q63, SC 985. 
' " Wakf (Amendment) Act XXXIV of 1964. 
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A serious defect in the Acts is its heavy rehance on Civil Courts for 
adjudication of wakf disputes. Some quasi-judicial powers may be given to the 
Board in order to minimize civil litigation. 
What requires more of our attention is the actual working of the Act that 
leaves much to be desired. If the J & K Muslim Wakf Act, 1959 "extends to the 
whole of the State of J & K and it shall come into force from the date it is 
published in the Government Gazette long ago. 
Consequently, the present position in the State is that certain wakfs are 
governed by the Act, while many important shrines and mosques are under the 
effective control of Idara-i-Auqaf Islamia, while still others are looked after by 
non-statutory individual committees or persons. However, there should be no 
obstacle in streamlining of wakf affairs. 
As a matter of policy, the Central Government has consistently left the 
administration of wakfs in the hands of non-official bodies. The Bombay Public 
Trusts Act, 1950, however, is a big departure from this consistent policy. This 
Act provides for the appointment of an official, known as the charity 
commissioner, to supervise the administration of every public trust including 
wakfs. By permitting the charity commissioner who may not be a Muslim, to 
administer wakfs, this Act has the necessary potentiality of alienating the 
sympathies and confidence of the Muslim Community. The Act suffers with 
many deficiencies that have been noticed in the preceding pages. These 
shortcomings in the Bombay Act are enough to indicate that in the interest of 
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uniformity and better adminisfration, the Central Act shall be made applicable to 
wakfs in the State of Maharashtra and Gujarat also. 
Although none of the above enactments dealing with wakf was free from 
defects, the wakfs Act 1954 had the greatest potentiality of being developed into 
a model wakf legislation for the countiy. Much before 1954, when the Wakf Act 
was enacted, there already existed Wakf Board established under the UP, Bengal, 
Bihar and Delhi Acts. Therefore it was thought desirable that these states should, 
at least for the time being, be exempted from the operation of the Central Act. 
More so, because some of its provisions, particularly those dealing with the 
Constitution of Wakf Boards, were experimental in nature. Accordingly, the 
proviso to Section (3) of the Act laid down that the Centtal Act shall not be 
extended to these States "except on the recommendation of the State Government 
concerned". It was so extended to Delhi (in 1959) and to Bihar (in 1974). 
The unsuitability of the Bombay Public Trusts Act, 1950 in regard to 
wakfs was so patent that the State Govermnent concerned should have the then 
immediately accepted the wakf Act, 1954. Otherwise the Central had every legal 
right to extend the Central Act to these State even without obtaining their prior 
approval. 
In the UP Muslim Wakf Act the only serious lacuna is an otherwise good 
piece of legislation was the provision of an amalgam of election, nomination and 
co-option as a method of constituting the Shia and Sunni Wakf Board. Election 
is not an unmixed blessing. In particular, it provided unlimited opportunities to 
the losing party to challenge the election in a court of Law. And then we are out 
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for a long journey in the twilight of judicial uncertainty. For six long years this 
was true in case of the UP Sunni Board which was sent into hibernation by the 
Lucknow Bench of the Allahabad High Court. The Writ Petition died a "natural" 
death with the demise of both the petitioner and the respondent. In the 
meantime, however, the State Government passed an (amendment) Act, XI of 
1974, in which all nominations, elections and co-options made or held before 
were cancelled ' and enabling provisions were inserted to empower the State 
Government to reconstitute the Shia and Sunni Boards within a period of one 
year.'^ "^ Fresh elections, nominations and co-option were made, but before the 
Shia and Sunni Boards could start functioning, a Writ Petition was filed 
challenging the validity of the 1974 Amendment Act on the ground that no 
goveiTUTient has an authority to cancel a duly held election. Thus, both the Shia 
and Sunni Boards could not be constituted and the Boards were under controllers 
appointed by the State Government. A similar bitter experience of holding 
elections and of facing writ petitions was once faced by the Bihar Sunni Subai 
Majlis-e-Auqaf. A special committee appointed by the Bihar government 
recommended not only the scrapping of the election system, but adoption of the 
Wakf Act, 1954 in place of the local Act.'^^ 
By and large the system of administration as envisaged under the Bengal 
Wakf Act, 1934 in having a Wakf Coimnissioner aided by an advisory Board 
appears to be best. 
"^ Section 9(i), (ii), (iii) oftlie UP Muslim Wakf (Amendnieiit) Act, XI of 1974. 
' " Section 10 of the UP Muslim Wakf (Amendment) Act, 1974. 
134 Bihar Wakf Act, 1947. 
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The doctrine of wakf is intenvoven with the entire religious Hfe and social 
economy of Muslims. Effective administration of wakfs, therefore, requires an 
intimate knowledge of tenants of Islam. 
The Wakf Act of 1954 had many shortcomings and the local Wakf Acts of 
Bengal, Kashmir, UP, Maharashtra and Gujarat should have been replaced long 
time back. 
The Bombay Public Trusts Act, 1950 was inferior in many respects, had 
many shortcomings and was unsuited to govern wakfs. 
The Jammu and Kashmir Muslim Wakfs Act, 1959 is the most poorly 
drafted piece of wakf legislation in the countiy. The legality of many of its 
provisions is also doubtful and the machineiy of administration it lays down is 
thoroughly unsatisfactoiy. Its performance had proved it to be worthless, and fit 
to be immediately replaced by the "Cential Wakf Act or a new legislation". 
The Wakf Act 1995 received the assent of the President on 22nd November, 
1995 
The Institution of Wakf is a stiiking feature of the Islamic Jurisprudence 
which originated from Islam and developed with it into a full-fledged system. It 
is unique in its nature is as much as that no contemporary social or welfare 
system has offered its exact equivalent. Men have been known to work 
comparatively well under the temptation of profit or under a system which 
combines temptation and fear. No satisfactory substitutes for fear and greed have 
yet been found. Moral exhortation or pious hopes of an altiuistic revolution in 
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human nature have disfigured and instead irrationalism, shortsightedness and 
narrow selfishness abuse have heaped upon it. Since essential nature of man has 
not changed, people unhesitatingly encroach upon wakf properties and divert the 
Wakf Capital for irreligious and uncharitable purposes. 
Had there been no such degradation or apprehended fallings and if people 
would have chosen to work under their respective religious injunctions, there 
could have been no need of such legislations and no injunctions of man made 
laws were required to protect wakf properties. 
The reason for such laws and Regulations are to prevent the supposition 
that the produce of Wakf land is used in many instances contrary to the intentions 
of the donors and whereas it is an important duty of every Government to provide 
that all such endowments be applied to the real interest and will of the grantor. 
Reasons and Objects 
The Wakf Act, 1954 was enacted to provide for better administration and 
supervision of Wakfs through State Wakf Boards. The actual working of the 
Wakf Act, 1954 brought out many deficiencies in it and as such Amendments 
were carried out in it subsequently in the years 1959, to 1964 and 1969. During 
discussion on the Wakf (Amendment) Bill, 1969, the Government assured the 
House that a Committee will be appointed to look into the working of the Wakf 
Act and for making an enquiry into he position of Wakfs at all levels. 
The report of the Wakf Enquiry was received in 1976. Based mainly on 
the recommendations of this Committee, the Wakf Amendment Bill, 1984 was 
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introduced in Parliament. Even when the Bill was being discussed in Rajya 
Sabha, strong opposition was voiced by Muslim Members of Parliament and 36 
Members of Parliament submitted specific suggestions for amendment in the Bill. 
The Bill was however, passed and became the Wakf (Amendment) Act, 1984. 
In view of the strong opposition expressed by Muslim Members of 
Parliament and also from Muslim Institutions and the following two provisions of 
the Wakf (Amendment) Act, 1984 could be enforced: 
(i) Period of limitation for filing suits for recovery of wakf property in 
adverse possession would be 30 years instead of 12 years (Sec.66G) and 
(ii) The Evacuee wakf property would be and would deem to have always 
been vested with the Wakf Board (Sec.66H). 
The main criticism of the Wakf (Amendment) Act, 1984 was that it is a 
gross interference by State in the day-to-day management of the Wakfs. Other 
criticism related to the powers given to the Wakf Commissioner which were 
considered to be overriding of the powers of the Wakf Boards in certain cases. 
There were many attempts of further amending the provisions of the Wakf 
(Amendment) Act, 1984. The provisions of the Wakf (Amendment) Act, 1984 
were examined in the light of the suggestions and objections received in to them 
by a Committee called Committee on Wakf (Amendment) Act, 1984, chaired by 
the then minister of Welfare Smt. Bajpai. 
A series of discussions with Muslim Members of Parliament, State 
Government Ministers-in-charge of Wakfs, Members of Cential Wakf Council 
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and some other eminent Muslim Personalities led to broad consensus in regard to 
various provisions of the wakf law. On the basis of a near consensus that finally 
emerged, it was decided to repeal the Wakf Act, 1954 and the Wakf 
(Amendment) Act, 1984 and all other corresponding State legislations, except the 
Dargah Khwaja Saheb Act, 1955 and to introduce a comprehensive Bill, namely, 
the Wakf Bill, 1993 for better administration and supervision of Wakfs and for 
matter connected therewith. 
Now the new Central Legislation called the Wakf Act, 1995 has been 
brought into force throughout the width and breadth of the country except the 
State of Jammu and Kashmir with effect from 1.1.1996 and it repealed all the 
wakf laws except the Dargah Khwaja Saheb Act, 1955. Barring these two 
exceptions the new Act thus governs the entire field of Wakf matters in India. 
The Wakf Act, 1995 seeks to provide, inter-alia the following features: 
a) Wakf Boards for the States and for the Union Territory of Delhi shall have 
less than 7 and not more than 13 members of which the majority will comprise 
such persons as are elected from amongst Muslim Members of the Parliament, 
Muslim Members of State Legislature, Muslim Members of the Bar Council in a 
State and Mutwallis of Wakfs having an annual income of Rs. 1 lakh or more. 
The nominated members will be from Muslim organisations of State eminence, 
recognised scholars in Muslim theology and a representative of the State 
Government, not below the rank of Deputy Secretary. In a State where there are 
Shia Wakfs but no separate Shia Wakf Board, at least one of the members shall 
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be a Shia Muslim. A smaller Wakf Board is envisaged for Union Territories 
other than Delhi. 
b) Distribution of powers between the Wakf Board and the Chief Executive 
Officer and who would be subordinate to the Wakf Board. 
c) Appointment of the Executive Officer in respect of Wakfs whose 
performance is not satisfactory and whose annual income is Rs.5 lakhs or more. 
d) To strengthen the finances of the Wakf Board, one of the measures being 
contemplated is to raise the rate of the contribution by a Wakf to the Wakf Board 
from 6 per cent of its annual to 7 per cent. 
e) Restrictions on the powers of Mutwallis in the interest of better 
management of wakf properties. 
f) Setting up of Wakf Tribunals to consider questions and disputes pertaining 
to Wakfs. 
g) Alienation of wakf properties to be made difficult. 
h) To bring uniformity in respect of Wakf administration, throughout the 
country except in Jammu and Kashmir State. 
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CHAPTER IV 
MANAGEMENT OF WAKF PROPERTIES IN WEST BENGAL 
A CASE STUDY - PRIVATE AND PUBLIC WAKFS 
A. THE BENGAL WAKF ACT, 1934, SALIENT FEATURES 
As mal-administration continued and resources of many wakfs were being 
misappropriated for personal ends by their mutwallis to the neglect of the 
institution depending on the wakfs, there was persistent demand for bringing 
forward more effective pieces of legislation and setting up of Statutory Boards of 
public spirited persons who could exercise effective control over the activities of 
the mutwallis and the way they were managing the wakf institutions. The Bengal 
Government was the first to respond to this demand and in 1934 the Bengal Wakf 
Act was enacted. 
The Bengal Wakf Act, 1934 was the provincial legislation which governed 
the entire field of wakf administration in the length and breadth of the State of 
West Bengal upto 1995. 
Though we will be dealing with the management of wakf properties in 
Bengal later, but since the Bengal Wakf Act, 1934 which exercised supervision 
over administration of wakf in the state is repealed by the Central Wakf Act, 
1995, it would be more readily appreciable if the salient features of the repealed 
act are discussed to facilitate the immediate understanding of the weaknesses and 
the shortcomings from which the Act suffered. 
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Preliminare - The Bengal Wakf Act, 1934 consisted of 96 sections divided into 
thirteen chapters aimed to providing for the proper administiation of wakf 
property in Bengal whether created before or after the commencement of the Act. 
The Act is further aimed to create a fund for the education of poor and 
meritorious students professing Islam and reading in any recognised Institution. 
In case of wakf-al-al aulad, the Act applied to the extent that wakf is not taken as 
wakf-al-alaulad if not less than seventy per cent of the available income is for the 
time being payable to the wakif or any member of his family.' 
Certain Important definitions under the Act 
Definition of Wakf 
The term wakf means a permanent dedication by a person professing Islam 
of any movable or immovable property for any purpose recognised by the Islamic 
law as pious, religious or charitable and includes a wakf by user.^ This is how 
wakf is defined in Sub-section (10) of section 6 of the Bengal 'Wakf Act'. The 
Central Wakf Act [The Wakf Act 1954, (Act 29 of 1954)] further adds ii) grants 
(including Mashrut-ul-Khidmat) for any purpose recognised by the Muslim Law 
as pious, religious or charitable, and (iii) a wakf-al-alaulad to the extent of which 
property is dedicated to any purpose recognised by the Muslim Law as pious, 
religious or charitable. The wakf-al-alaulad is differently defined in the Bengal 
Act. 
Tlie Bengal Wakf Act, 1934, 2nd Ed. 1990, Section 6(ii). 
Ibid., Sub-section (10). 
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Creation of wakf by Non-muslim - Apart from the statute, it is not necessary 
that the person constituting a wakf should be a Mushm and a Non-muslim can 
validly create a wakf.^  Mohammedan Law does not restrict "wakif to be 
Muslim only. 
Apart from the definition as given in law prevalent in Bengal, 
Mohammedan jurists have given their definitions and explain what signifies 
wakf. Wakif in its original sense means 'detention'. In fact what is given, is 
given in use or benefit or corpus, which continues to be property of the original 
owner, but he renounces his powers over it by dedication and the detention 
becomes implied ownership of God. According to Abu Hanifa the meaning of 
wakf in law is that it signifies the appropriation of any particular thing (corpus) 
in the ownership of the wakif in such a way that the appropriator's right in it is 
extinguished and the advantage of it goes to the charitable object. It is the 
detention of the corpus in the ownership while devoting or appropriating its 
profits or usufruct in charity on the poor or other good objects. A wakf 
extinguishes a right of the wakif or dedicate but ties up the corpus and transfer 
the ownership to God, in such a manner that its profits may revert or be applied. 
Any non-muslim could have also created under the Muslim a wakf, provided the 
object of the wakf would have been one which is recognised by Muslim law as 
pious, religious or charitable and his own religion treats the object in the same 
manner. However the words "professing Islam" in clause 10 of Section 6 have 
been purposely inserted for otherwise all charitable and many pious endowments 
created by other communities would have come withjn the purview of the Bengal 
Motishali v. Abdul GufFar Klian, AIR, 1956, Nagpur, p,38. 
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Wakf Act, 1934, because the puiposes for which tliey are created, are also 
regarded as charitable or pious under the Muslim Law. 
Wakf by user 
A wakf nor many requires express dedication, but if land has been used 
from time immemorial for a religious purposes, then the land becomes a wakf by 
user, although there is no evidence of any express dedication. In Mohammed 
Shah V. Fasihuddin Hussain'* it was held that where, to an original mosque, which 
is proved to be a wakf property an area is added by the mutwalli is by way of 
construction of rooms and this area is used by the public for religious purposes 
along with the old mosque, then if the area has been made into a separately 
demarcated compact unit for single purpose, namely collective and individual 
worship in the mosque, it must be regarded as one unit and treated as such. The 
whole wakf becomes dedicated wakf by user.^ Thus a wakf by user is included 
in the statutory definition of wakf under the Bengal Wakf Act, 1934. 
One Haidar Baksh, belonging originally to a Wealthy Hindu family, 
adopted islam in A.D. 1794, and remained on good terms with his Hindu brother 
Munna Lai and his descendants. In 1813 he built a mosque and an imambara, 
and planted a grove called Imam Bagh. These were in a compound containing 
residential houses in one of which Haidar Bakshsh lived. Hence forwaid the 
mosque was used for worship and the imambara for burial of tazias in accord 
^ AIR 1956 SC 713. 
' A. A. A Fyzee, outlines of Muslim Law, Fourth edition, p.285. 
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with the Shiite faith. The Privy Council held that the wakf was established, and 
Lord Uthwatt delivering the judgement of the Board said: 
There is no evidence that Haidar Bakhsh ever-executed a wakfhama and 
no direct evidence of any oral dedication by him. But if the proper inference 
from the history of the matter, the dealings with the properties, the litigation that 
has affected it and the admissions and assertions made by the respondent's 
predecessors-in-title is that Haidar Bakhsh purchased the villages in the names of 
Maikulal and Bahadur Lai on the expressed footing that they were to be an 
endowment of an existing wakf consisting of the mosque, grove and imambara, 
their Lordships do not doubt that all the requirements of the Shia Law necessary 
to the valid creation of a wakf attaching to the villages were satisfied.^ 
Infact under the Bengal Wakf Act, 1934, a wakf by user was included in 
the definition of wakf but it was not clearly maintained as to what would happen 
if such use is subsequently discontinued. Therefore it was argued that if the 
wakf by user is not in use and such use is discontinued it shall cease to be a wakf 
by user on such cesser. But according to Islamic Law it might well be claimed 
that once a wakf is established the ownership of such property is transferred to 
Allah the Almighty and as such subsequent cesser shall not affect the status of 
the wakf which is now in the ownership of Allah the Almighty. Hence, once a 
wakf; always a wakf. 
The point is well accepted that a wakf in order to be a wakf by user has to 
be estabUshed by such use in real sense of the word and it shall not be a subject 
Mazhar Husain v. Adiya Saran, AIR (1948), P C , pp.42, 43. 
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of doubt. It was held by Punjab High Court that the evidence of a stray burial 
cannot establish a wakf by user, in the absence of any clear evidence of such 
dedication. Where a large track of land is studded with a grave here and a grave 
there without fonning a cluster anywhere, the circumstantial evidence may fail to 
establish a wakf by user. 
The definition of wakf under Section 6 Sub-section 10 of the Bengal 
Wakf Act, 1934 includes in its ambit any movable property also. Therefore a 
valid wakf can be created of any movable property also. For example, cash, 
bond, shares in companies stock, debentures. Promissory Notes etc., can be 
validly dedicated as wakf. Other example could be wakf of books, grains and 
seeds etc. 
Although wakf is not obligatory on a Muslim and one who does not create 
any wakfs is in no at fault or answerable to Allah the Almighty. However wakf 
should be created with free consent. Therefore it was held by the Privy Council 
that any wakf created under coercion or undue influence is not valid.^ 
A wakf can be created by the execution of a will which is called 
Testamentary wakf . However, it will be effective only after the death of the 
wakif 
A valid wakf can be created only for a lawful object and it should be 
recognised by Muslim law as pious, religious or charitable. It was held by 
Madras High Court that object of wakf should be lawful according to Islamic 
Punjab Wakf Board, v. Paiichayat Deb, AIR 1971, Pun, p.482. 
Mirza Fider Rasul v. Yakub Baig, 1925, PC. p.101. 
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doctrine. Therefore, wakf cannot be created for any irreligious or illegal purpose 
or object, for example, maintenance of a brothel house etc.^ 
The Allahabad High Court in its judgement has held the view that delivery 
of possession is not essential to complete the dedication of wakf.^ *^  However 
Imam Mohammad and Shite Ithna Ashari law insists on delivery of possession. 
But the view of Abu Yusuf that delivery of possession is not necessary is 
followed by most of High Courts in India. 
Beneficiary 
'Beneficiary' used with reference to a wakf-al-alaulad means a wakif, any 
member of his family or descendants entitle to receive any pecuniary or other 
material benefits from such wakf.'' Definition of beneficiary under the Bengal 
Act is restricted to those of wakf-al-alaulad. The definition is much more broad 
based under the amended Wakf Act, 1954. 
Benefit 
'Benefit' does not include any benefit which a mutwalli is entitled to claim 
solely by reasons of his being such mutwalli.'^ Thus the salary of the mutwalli is 
not included in the expression of benefit. Infact, this definition does not say as to 
what is benefit but it says what is not benefit. 
' Madras Wakf Board v. Kazi Mohiuddin, 1974, MU, Vol.1, p.258. 
'° Mohd. Sabir Ali v. Tahir Ali AIR 1957, All. P.94. 
11 Supra Note 1, Section 6(1), 
'^  Ibid., Sub-section (2). 
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Mutwalli 
'Mutwalli' means any person appointed eitlier verbally or under any deed 
or instrument by which a wakf has been created or by competent authority to be 
the mutwalli of a wakf and includes a naib- mutwalli or other person appointed 
by a mutwalli to perform the duties of a mutwalli and, save as otherwise provided 
in this Act, any person or committee for the time being managing or 
administering any wakf property as such;'"* 
'''Provided that notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in any 
law, contract, custom or usage or in any deed or instrument, a person in order to 
be eligible to be appointed as a mutwalli must be a citizen of India and must fulfil 
such other qualifications as may be prescribed by the State Government by rules 
made under this Act. 
In Urdu language the word mutwalli refers to one who is on a work or one 
who keeps friendship. Whereas in Arabic language the word mutwalli is 
equivalent to "Nazir or Qayyam". But within the scope of the Act mutwalli is the 
manager, administrator, curator, superintendent, and custodian of the wakf 
property but not the owner of the wakf property. This limitation on his position 
is both legal as well as religious. According to Islamic law, he is manager and 
administrator of the wakf property but he is essentially not the owner of the wakf 
property as the ownership of the wakf property vests with Allah the Almighty 
'^  Ibid., Sub-section 6. 
''^  Proviso added by the Bengal Wakf (Amendment) Act, 1975. 
" Lughat-e-Kishori, p.434. 
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and mutwalli is merely a servant of the Almighty. This Islamic view is accepted 
by judicial pronouncement in Abdul Rahim vs. Narain Das.*^ 
According to Islamic jurisprudence the position of the mutwalli is very 
significant in the sense that he is not merely a servant or manager of the wakf to 
carry out the directions of the wakif (i.e., one who creates wakf) as enumerated 
in the wakf deed, but he has also to exercise his own discretion and take 
decisions deligently for the protection of the wakf property and proper utilisation 
of its income according to the direction of the wakif He does not wait always to 
receive orders from anybody in day to day functioning, but has to take all 
necessary steps for the proper management and safety of the wakf. He has 
control over the income of the wakf property but not over the corpus of the wakf 
. This view is also endorsed in Syed Ahmed v. Hafiz Zahid.'^ 
Islamic law and the statutory law both impose restriction on the powers of 
mutwallis and such restrictions are governed on the grounds namely, "interest of 
the wakf'. However the wakif has a free hand in this regard. Anything which is 
not in the interest of wakf, the mutwalli is prevented from doing it. Thus 
mutwallis has right to manage the wakf property but not the proprietary right 
over the wakf propeily. 
In the first instance, the wakif, i.e., the creator of wakf, has the right to 
appoint mutwallis either verbally or through the wakf deed (wakfhama) and for 
'* 1922 (50) lA 84, 
" A1R1934, (All), 732. 
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this purpose he can also appoint himself as can lay down any instructions or 
scheme for the appointment of mutwalli in order of succession or otherwise. 
Some other persons included in the expression 
It may be noticed that in the definition of mutwalli of the Bengal Act, 
certain other persons are covered and they include a naib- mutwalli, khadim, 
muzzawar, saj^ a danashin and amin. However it should not be presumed that 
such expansion of the expression is advantageous to mutwalli, on the other hand, 
it enlarges the scope of the powers of the statutory authorities under the Act to 
hold all such persons responsible and accountable. 
Naib - Mutwalli 
Naib- mutwalli is an assistant to mutwalli and is appointed by the 
mutwalli to help him in discharging his functions, for example, collection of rents 
etc. Thus a naib is working only as an agent of the mutwalli and he does not 
assume complete office of the mutwalli. It was held by Calcutta High Court that 
in the absence of any special instructions in the wakf deed, the office of a 
mutwalli is neither heritable or transferable. Therefore the mutwalli has no 
power in such a case to transfer his office to naib - mutwalli. 
Any person, or committee as mutwalli 
The definition of mutwalli is elaborated under Bengal Wakf Act, 1934, to 
include any person or committee for the time being managing or administering 
any wakf or wakf property. 
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'Net available Income" of a wakf means the income as determined, from 
time to time, in the manner prescribed by the State Government. 
Person interested in a wakf means a person who is entitled to receive any 
pecuniary or other benefit from the wakf and includes a person who has right to 
ownership or to perform any religious rite in a mosque, Idgah, imambarah, 
dargah, maqbara or other religious institution coimected with the wakf or to 
participate in any religious or charitable ministrations under the wakf.'^ 
The purpose of the expression "person interested in a wakf is to expand 
the definition of'beneficiary' in the Bengal wakf Act, 1934. In order to include a 
person who has a pecuniary right to worship or perform any religious rite in any 
Mosque, Idgah, Imambara, dargah, Khangah, Maqbara, graveyard or any 
religious or charitable institution under the wakf. The term 'beneficiary' is 
confined to persons or objects for whose benefit a wakf is created, whereas a 
person who has a right to worship or perform religious rite in the aforementioned 
places is a "person interested in a wakf' and he is entitled to receive benefit from 
such wakfs in the widest connotation and, therefore, has a right to sue against 
misuse or misappropriation of any wakf property including Mosques, Dargah, 
etc. Similarly a wakif or a descendant of a wakif and a mutwalli is also included 
in this expression. 
'Stranger to a wakf means a person other than a person interested within the 
meaning of clause (8). 
" Supra Note 1, 1934, Section 6(7). 
" Ibid., Sub-section (8). 
20 Ibid., Sub-section 9. 
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'Wakf-al-alaulad' means a wakf under which not less than seventy-five 
per cent of the net available income is for the time being payable to the wakif for 
himself or any member of his family or descendants.^' Wakf-al-alaulad is that 
unique feature of Islamic law where a property is dedicated as wakf for the 
welfare of wakif s own family or his children or children of his children. It is 
called wakf-al-alaulad or wakf for progeny. 
Infact in India the leading case on the subject of wakf is related to the 
wakf-al-alaulad, namely, Abdul Fatah Mohammad Ishaq v. Rossamoy Dhur 
Chowdhury which came before the Privy Council in the year 1894. 
Incidentally the judgement delivered by their lordship holding wakf-al-alaulad as 
invalid was practically undone by the passing of the Mussalman Wakf Validating 
Act, 1913 and wakf-al-alaulad was legally recognised as enforceable on par with 
the Islamic law on the subject. 
A Wakf is a permanent benefaction for the welfare of humanity. The 
wakif is free to bestow the usufruct, but not he property upon whomsoever he 
chooses and in whatever maimer he likes, only it must endure for ever. If he 
bestows the usufruct in the first instance upon those whose maintenance is 
obligatory to him, or if he gives it to his descendants so long as they exist to 
prevent their falling into indigence, it is a pious act -more pious, according to the 
Prophet, than giving to the general body of the poor. However in order to impart 
permanency to the wakf which is an essential ingredient of a valid wakf, it is 
usually mentioned by the wakif that if the wakif s descendants fail or are not 
21 Ibid., Sub-section (ii). 
'^  1894(22)1 A p.76. 
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available in the long run, the wakf must go to the poor. Therefore, the inclusion 
of the poor at the end of the ladder of the descendants of the wakif is not 
intended to make the wakf charitable but to render permanency to the wakf which 
is an essential ingredient of a valid wakf. 
Although according to Islamic law, wakf-al-alaulad is valid and 
enforceable, it is often claimed to have been misused to deprive the daughter of 
their shares by tying down the property with the male descendants only. This is 
the other aspect of the matter which cannot be simply overlooked for the 
instrument of wakf-al-alaulad is sometimes, being used by industrialists and 
landlords to escape the principles of Islamic law of inheritance. 
Wakf Deed 
"Wakf deed" means any deed or instrument by which a wakf has been 
created and included any valid subsequent deed or instrument by which any of 
the term of the original dedication have been varied. 
Survey of Wakfs 
For the purpose of making a survey of wakf properties existing at the date 
of the commencement of this act the State Government may by notification, bring 
Chapter IV into force on such date as may be specified in the notification, and 
thereupon, notwithstanding anything contained in this Act, the State Government 
may appoint persons, either by name or by their official designation, to perform 
23 Supra Note I, Sub-section (12). 
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the duties imposed and exercise the powers conferred by that chapter on the 
commissioner and the Board. 
The cost of survey under Sub-section (1) shall be paid to the State 
Government from the Wakf Fund when that fund is formed under Section 61. 
Section 2 of the Bengal Wakf Act, 1934 empowered the State Government 
to bring into force provisions of Chapter IV relating to enrolment of wakfs, and 
making a survey of the wakf properties. Chapter IV of the Act was brought into 
force on 15"^  December, 1934.^'' 
The Section empowers the State Government to appoint any person by 
name to perform the duties conferred on the Commissioner by Chapter IV. This 
means that any person who may be an officer of the State or may not be so could 
be appointed. The appointment of a person by name means that appointment is 
personal and any person so appointed and holding the office will be entitled to 
perform the duties of the Commissioner for the purposes of the Chapter IV of the 
act. A decision made by such a person will be regarded as a decision by the 
Coiimiissioner himself. The decision also have the finality as like that of the 
Commissioner's, which states that any decision regarding the question whether 
a wakf is a wakf or a wakf-al-alaulad could be made by a person appointed under 
this Section shall be deemed to have been made by the Commissioner. 
^* Vide Notification No.2580, Misc., dated 14.12.1934 published in Calcutta Gazette, 
dated 20.12.1934, Part I, p.1960. 
" Supra Note 1, 1934, Section 46-A. 
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Constitution of Board and Appointment of Commissioner 
Sections 7 to 15 of Chapter II relate to the establishment and Constitution 
of Board, term of office of members, their removal and filling up of vacancies. 
Sections 16-22 of the same chapter deal with the appointment of Commissioner 
of wakf. 
Establishment of Board of wakfs - The State Government shall as soon as 
possible after the commencement of this act establish a Board to be called "the 
Board of wakfs" and such Board shall be a body corporate and have perpetual 
succession and a common seal, and shall by the said name sue and be sued. 
Constitutional Validity of the Wakf Board 
The basic question relating to the validity of the powers of the wakf Board 
to control and supervise wakf administration, regulate the powers of mutwallis in 
so far as it relates to manage the wakf properties under various Sections of the 
Act was challenged as unconstitutional.^^ It was contended that such wide 
powers of the Wakf Board are violative of the fundamental rights of the 
mutwallis or any person to manage their own affairs in matters of religion 
guaranteed under Article 26(b) of the Constitution of India which states thus, 
"Article 26" subject to public order, morality and health, every religious 
denomination or any sanction thereof shall have the right". 
^' Ibid., Section 7. 
" Usman Ali Khan vs. Faezullah, AIR 1959, MP, p.377. 
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(b) to manage its own affairs in matter of religion 
But the court rejected the argument and said that "In view of the general 
scheme and purpose of the Act, it is futile to contend that the question regarding 
wakf, in so far as it relates to the properties comprised there in and the right of 
mutwalli or any person to manage the same property falls under Article 26(b) of 
the Constitution. It falls under Article 26{df^ of the Constitution and as such is 
subject to the law made by the Parliament. The legislative competence of the 
Parliament therefore to make the aforesaid, cannot be questioned. There is 
nothing to impugned sections which deprive the religious denomination namely 
Muslim, of their right of administration or administering properties owned and 
acquired by it". 
Constitution of the Board 
For the first three years, after the establishment of the Board under Section 
7, the Board consisted of the Conmiissioner as President and the following 
members, namely: 
a) Five members to be appointed by the State Government of whom only one 
shall be a Shia and only one shall be a mutwalli. 
b) Two members to be elected, in the manner prescribed by the State 
Government, by the West Bengal Legislative Assembly from among the 
Members of the^^ Assembly. 
28 
29 
The Constitution of India, Art.26(d). 
The word was substituted for tlie word "Council" by para 3 and schedule IV to the 
Government of India (Adaptation of Indian Laws) Order, 1937. 
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c) Three shia members to be appointed by the State Govermnent. 
Provided that the members referred to in clause (c) shall be members of 
the Board solely in respect of wakfs created by a Shia. 
2. After the said period of three years the Board shall consist of the 
Commissioner as President and the following members, namely: 
^°A) five members to be appointed by the State Government of whom one shall 
be a shia and two shall be mutwallis; 
^ ' B ) three members to be elected by the West Bengal Legislative Assembly 
from among the members of the Assembly in accordance with the system 
of proportional representation by means of the single transferable vote, in 
the maimer prescribed by the State Government; 
^^(C) omitted 
(D) Three shia members to be appointed by the State Government: Of whom 
one shall be of the Dawoodi Bohra Community. 
Provided that the members referred to in clause (d) shall be members of 
the Board solely in respect of wakfs created by a shia. 
3. If by such date as the State Government may fix, any electoral body 
referred to in Sub-section (1) or Sub-section (2) fails to elect a person to be a 
30 Substituted by 'The Bengal Wakf (Amendment) Act, 1973. 
Ibid. 
^^  Omitted by the Bengal Wakf (Amendment) Act 1973. 
^^  Added by the Bengal Wakf (Amendment) Act, 1973. 
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member of the Board, the State Government shall appoint a suitable person in his 
place and any person so appointed shall be deemed to be a member as if he had 
been duly elected by such body. 
By omitting clause (c) which provided for one elected members by the 
mutwallis of enrolled wakfs and increasing the number of nominated members, 
the Board virtually is now completely under the control of the State Government. 
Members of Board to be Muslim 
Every member of the Board shall be a person professing Islam. Thus a 
person is disqualified for the membership of the Board if he is not a Muslim.^'' 
Terms of Office 
1. Every member of the Board shall hold office for a term of five years. 
Provided that the term of office of a member of the Board referred to in 
Sub-section (1) of Section 8 shall be three years.^^ 
A member of the Board, notwithstanding the expiration of his term of 
office, shall continue to hold office until the vacancy caused by the expiration of 
the said term has been filled. ^^ 
A person ceasing to be a member by reason of the expiration of his term 
of office, shall, if otherwise qualified, be eligible for re-appointment or re-
election. 
34 
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Supra Note 1, Section 10(1). 
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If any mutwalli as such appointed, or any member of the West Bengal 
Legislative Assembly as such elected, to be a member of the Board ceases to be a 
mutwalli or a member of the West Bengal Legislative Assembly as the case may 
be, the State Govenmient shall by notification in the Official Gazette, declare his 
place to be vacant. 
Provided that a elected member of the Board whose place is declared 
vacant under this Sub-section shall continue as a member of the Board until his 
successor is elected.^^ 
Appointments and Elections to be notified in the Official Gazette 
The names of the members of the Board shall be published by the State 
Govenmient in the Official Gazette/^ 
Disqualification for continuing as, a member of the Board 
The State Government may by notification in the Official Gazette, remove 
any member of the Board if he -
a) refuses to act or becomes incapable of acting as a member of the Board; 
b) is declared insolvent 
c) has been or is convicted of any such offence or has been or is subjected by 
a Criminal Court to any such order as in the opinion of the State 
Government, implies that he is unfit to continue to be a member of the 
Board. 
38 Ibid., Sub-section (4). 
Supra Note 3, Section 11. 
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d) without excuse sufficient in the opinion of the State Government, is absent 
without he consent of the Board from more than three consecutive 
meetings of the Board/° 
The State Government may fix a period during which any person so 
removed shall not be eligible for reappointment or re-election.'*' 
Resignation of Members 
A member of the Board may resign his office by giving notice in writing 
to the State Government; and, on such resignation being accepted, shall be 
deemed to have vacated his office."*^  
Casual Vacancies 
When the place of an appointed or elected member of the Board is 
declared vacant under Sub-section 4 of Section 10 or becomes vacant by his 
removal, resignation or death, a new member shall be appointed or elected as the 
case may be in the maimer provided in Section 8, and shall hold office so long as 
the member whose place he fills would have been entitled to hold office if such 
vacancy had not occurred: 
Provided that no act of the Board, or of its officers, shall be deemed to be 
invalid by reason only that the number of members of the Board at the time of the 
performance of such act was less than the number provided in Section 8/^ 
40 
41 
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Ibid, Section 12(1). 
Ibid., Sub-section 12(2). 
Supra Note 1, Section 13 
Ibid., Section 14. 
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President of Meetings of the Board 
The Commissioner, or in his absence a member elected by the members 
present at a meeting of the Board, shall preside at every meeting of the Board, 
and shall have a second or casting vote in all cases of equality of votes/'* 
The presence of atleast three members shall be necessary to form a 
quorum at a meeting of the Board.''^ 
The commissioner of walifs 
The Commissioner of wakfs shall be a person professing Islam, and shall 
be appointed by the State Government by notification, in the official gazette (for 
such period, not exceeding five years from the date of appointment, as may be 
notified in the notification, and shall be eligible for re-appointment).'*^ 
"*'Appointment of Deputy Commissioner 
The State Govermnent may, by notification in the official gazette, appoint, 
for such period not exceeding five years from the date of appointment, as may be 
specified in the notification, a person professing Islam to be the Deputy 
ConMnissioner of wakfs and may, from time to time, by like notification, extend, 
the period of appointment of the Deputy Commissioner/^ 
44 
45 
46 
47 
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Supra Note I, Section 15(1). 
Ibid., Sub-section (2). 
Supra Note I, Section 16. 
Supra Note 33. 
Supra Note 46 Section 16A(1). 
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Save as otherwise provided in this Act, the Deputy Commissioner shall 
exercise, perform and discharge such powers, functions and duties of the 
Commissioner as may be delegated to him by the Commissioner under Section 
16B/^ 
Delegation of Powers, etc., by the Commissioner to the Deputy 
Commissioner 
Subject to the other provisions of this act and to such rules as may be 
made in this behalf by the State Government, the commissioner may, by order in 
writing, delegate any of his powers, functions of duties under this Act to the 
Deputy Commissioner, and in respect of the powers, functions or duties so 
delegated to the Deputy Commissioner references in this Act to the 
Commissioner shall be deemed to include references to the Deputy 
Commissioner.^^ 
The Commissioner to be a whole time Officer 
The Commissioner or the Deputy Commissioner during his term of office, 
shall not hold any other salaried post or the office of a mutwalli, and, subject to 
any exception permitted by the State Government, shall devote his whole time 
and attention to his duties under this Act.^ ^ 
49 
50 
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Ibid., Sub-section (2). 
Supra Note 47. 
Supra Note 49, Section 16B. 
Supra Note 1, Section 17. 
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^^Remunerations of the Commissioner and Deputy Commissioner 
The Commissioner and the Deputy Commissioner shall receive such 
monthly salary as may be fixed by the State Government. 
Provided that if an officer in the service of the State Government is 
appointed Commissioner or Deputy Commissioner he may receive such 
allowances in addition to the monthly salary as the State Government may fix, 
and all contributions towards his leave salary and pension required to be paid by 
him or for him under the conditions of his service under the State Government 
regulating his transfer to foreign service shall be payable out of the wakf Fund/"* 
The State Government may, after consulting with Board, grant leave of 
absence to the Commissioner or the Deputy Commissioner or depute the 
Commissioner or the Deputy Commissioner to other duties for such period as it 
thinks fit.^^ 
The allowance (if any) to be paid to the Commissioner or the Deputy 
Commissioner while absent on leave or deputation shall be such amount as may 
be fixed by the State Government.^^ 
Acting Commissioner 
Whenever the Commissioner is granted leave of absence or is deputed to 
other duties, the Deputy Commissioner, or if there is no Deputy Commissioner or 
53 
M 
55 
56 
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Supra Note 30. 
Supra Ncfte 1, Section 18. 
Ibid, Section 19(1). 
Ibid., Sub-section (2). 
New Section 20 has been substituted by the Bengal Wakf (Amendment) Act, 1973 
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if the Deputy Commissioner also is granted leave of absence or is deputed to 
other duties, a person professing Islam appointed by the State Government in this 
behalf shall act as the Commissioner until the Commissioner, or the Deputy 
C O 
Commissioner, as the case may be, resumes his duties. 
The salary of the person appointed under Sub-section (1) to act as the 
Commissioner shall be fixed by the State Govenmient. 
Removal of the Commissioner 
If at any time it appears to the State Government that the Commissioner^ *^ 
(or the Deputy Commissioner) has shown himself to be unsuitable for his office 
or has been guilty of misconduct or neglect which renders his removal expedient, 
it may, by notification in the official gazette, declare that the Commissioner or 
the Deputy Commissioner as the case may be, shall cease to hold such office. 
Commissioner to be a Corporation sole 
The Commissioner shall be a Corporation sole by the name of "the 
Commissioner of wakfs" and shall have perceptual succession and an official seal 
and shall by the said name sue and be sued. 
Officers and servants 
By Section 23 the Board of wakfs has been invested with the power of 
determining the number, designation and grades of the officers and servants of 
58 
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Ibid., Section 20(1). 
Ibid., Sub-section (2). 
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Supra Note 1, Section 21. 
Ibid., Section 22. 
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the Board. But the Board cannot exercise the power without the previous 
sanction of the State Government. Section 24 vests the power of appointing, 
promoting, granting leave, suspending or dismissing any officer or servant of the 
Board in the Commissioner of wakf except in cases of persons drawing monthly 
salary exceeding Rs. 100. In the later cases approval of the Board is necessary. 
The interpretation of the words "may from time to time" must be made in 
the context in which they have been used in S.23 of the Bengal Wakf Act, 1934 
namely that the determinations to be made by the Board subject to a condition 
precedent namely the previous sanction of the State Government. 
The words "previous sanction" in S.23 of the act make it plain that the 
grant of the State Government's sanction is mandatory statutory requirement, and 
that without such sanction, the number, designations and grades of officers and 
servants could not be determined, by the Board of wakfs. The previous sanction 
of the State Government is a condition precedent to the creation of a new post 
with a fresh designation, and also to an appointment to the post. The requirement 
of the sanction is mandatory and not merely directory so as to be ignored or 
overlooked or so as to make non-compliance with the requirement a mere 
irregularity which may be cured by ratification. 
Section 24 of the Act empowers the Commissioner to make appointment 
and grant promotion to officers and servants to the Board. But such 
appointments and promotion can only be made with regard to post which is 
legally in existence. If a post is not in existence in the eye of law, a promotion to 
such a post by Commissioner must be held to be invalid. The power conferred 
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upon the Commissioner by Section 24 of the Act does not by any means enable 
him to grant promotion to posts, which have not been duly created according to 
the mandatory statutory requirements.^ "^ 
OfHce of the Commissioner and the Board 
The office of the Commissioner and the Board shall be situated in 
Calcutta.^ "* 
Traveling allowance 
There shall be paid to the Commissioner, the Deputy Commissioner, 
members, officers and servants of the Board allowances for attendance at 
meetings of the Board and for journeys undertaken in the discharge of their 
duties under this act at such reasonable rates as may, from time to time, be 
allowed by the Board with the previous sanction of the State Govemment.^^ 
Chapter III prescribes the powers and functions of the Board and the 
Commissioner. 
General Power and Duties 
Subject to the provisions of the Act and of the rules made by the State 
Government thereunder: 
63 
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1) the functions of the Commissioner shall include: 
a) investigating' (and determining) the nature and extent of wakfs and wakf 
property^ 'causing whenever necessary, a survey of the wakf property and 
calling from time to time for accounts, returns and information from 
mutwallis, 
b) ensuring that the income and other property of wakfs are applied to the 
objects and for the purpose and for the benefit of any class of persons for 
which such wakfs are created or intended. 
c) Giving directions for the proper administration of wakfs; 
d) Keepmg in his custody the particulars and all other information relating to 
every wakf. 
e) Generally, doing all such acts as may be necessary for the due control, 
maintenance and administration of wakfs; 
f) Creation of an educational fund for the education of poor and meritorious 
boys and girls professing Islam reading in schools, colleges and vocational 
mstitutions recognised by the State Govenunent. 
2. The functions of the Board shall include: 
i) m the absence of any dkections by the wakif or any lawful authority, 
declaring what proportion of the income or other property of the wakf 
shall be allocated to any particular object of the wakf; 
66 
67 
68 
These words were inserted by Section 2 of tlie Bengal wakf (Amendment) Act, 1936, 
(Ben. Act IV of 1936). 
These words have been inserted in sub-clause (1) of Section 27 of the Bengal Wakf 
(Amendment) Act, 1973. 
Supra Note 1, Section 27(a to f) 
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ii) declaring in what manner any surplus income of a wakf shall be utilised; 
iii) constituting committees, where necessary, for the administration of wakfs; 
iv) exercising and performing such other powers and duties as are expressly 
conferred or imposed on the Board by or under this Act; 
v) generally, advising the Comnussioner in the exercise and performance of 
his powers and duties under this Act. 
Provided that no declaration under sub-clause (1) or sub-clause(ll) shall 
be made without giving the parties affected an opportunity of being heard.^^ 
The Commissioner and the Board to carry out purposes of wakfs but may 
revise inoperative provisions 
The Commissioner, the Deputy Commissioner and the Board in exercismg 
their powers under this Act in respect of any wakf shall act in conformity with 
the directions of the wakif, the purposes of wakf and any usage or custom of the 
wakf sanctioned by the Islamic law^° and in general with the provisions of 
Mohammedan law relating to wakf. 
Provided that in furtherance of the objects of the wakf or in the interest of 
the beneficiaries the Board may revise any provision in the wakf deed which has 
become inoperative or impossible of execution owing to efflux of time or 
changed condition so, however, that no such revision shall be made without 
giving the parties affected an opportunity of being heard. 
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Commissioner to perform function authorised by the Board 
The Board may, from time to time authorize the Commissioner to exercise 
and perform, subject to the control of the Board, any of the powers and duties 
conferred or imposed on the Board by or under this Act. 
The Board of wakfs has been generally entrusted with the duty of 
controlling and supervising the administration of all wakf properties. Section 27 
deals with the respective functions of the Commissioners and the Board. These 
functions are however to be exercised subject to other provisions of the Act and 
the Rules made by the Government. Section 28 provides that in carrying out the 
functions of administration of wakfs the Commissioner and the Board shall act in 
conformity with the directions of the wakif The Board however may revise any 
provisions in the wakf deed if the same has become inoperative or impossible of 
execution. This means if in a wakf deed the wakif makes a condition that a 
certain amount of the income shall be spent for maintaining a particular 
Madrasah, so long as the Madiasah exists the Board cannot change the condition. 
But if by lapse of time the Madrasah cease to exist the Board in that case may 
direct the money to be spent for education for muslim boys for such religious 
purposes. 
In Section 27 a new Sub-section (f) provides for creation of an Education 
Fund. 
^ Ibid., Section 29. 
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Section 29 empowers the Board to delegate any of powers and duties 
imposed on the Board. Use of the power conferred mider Section 29 was made 
by the Board by a resolution dated 24"' April 1936 delegated subject to the 
control and approval of the Board the powers and duties conferred on it, 
including the power to appoint a temporary mutwalli under Section 40 of the Act. 
Section 46A which came into force on 20"^  Februaiy 1936 gives the 
Conmiissioner judicial power to decide whether a property is a wakf property or 
not or whether a wakf is wakf-al-alaulad or not. Section 27 of the Central Wakf 
Act as amended in 1984 gives somewhat similar power of decision to the Board 
constituted under the Act. The clauses b, c, d and e of 27(1) are necessarily 
administrative powers of the Commissioner, clause (e) of Sub-section (1) of 
Section 27 gives very wide and restricted powers subject of course to the 
provisions of the Act and the Rules made under the Act, but naturally in doing 
such acts as may be necessary for the due control etc. If interests of parties are 
affected it is the duty of the Commissioner to serve notice on such parties to 
avoid future complications. 
Exercise of powers through Commissioners of Divisions and Collectors 
Subject to any rules made by the State Government in this behalf, the 
Commissioner, with the approval of the Board, may exercise all or any of the 
powers conferred on him by this Act through the Commissioners of the Divisions 
or the Collectors of the districts in which the wakf property concerned is situated 
or through any other person whom he may appoint for such purpose and may 
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from time to lime delegate any ofliis poweis to such Commissioners, collectors 
or other persons as aforcsj'.id and may a! any time levuke sucli delegation. 
llie Comi'M! sioiier may at any lime consult tlie Bof^ id in regfird to any 
matter connected with the dischaige of his finictious mider this Act. 
App',!':^ "<?0!»s for i^'quiiy or audi* o! accounis 
In the cas.' of a wakfal-nlaulad a beneficiary or any peison entitled under 
the wai'vf deed to receive pecuniary or other material benefits either on his own 
account ci OJI hehalf of a religious or charitable institution and in tlie case of any 
other wakf, any |""i.coii inieiestcd may wvke an aj pMc .^l'on to the Commissioner 
supported by an pllV.iavil to inslitule an inqi'tiy relating to iJie administiaUon of a 
waM or for th/i eramin-ition and audit cf tlie accounts of vvakf, and the 
Conmiissioner, on receipt of such arplic?«'cn and tire pr^.rciibed fee, and on 
being satisfied from facts setforth in the affidavit tiiat there are reasonable 
grounds for believirrg that the affairs o( tlie wakf are being mismanaged, shall 
take such action thereon v he think.s fit; 
Piovided that an application for the examination and audit of accounts 
shall not be made hi ies])ect of accounts re'"*i'g to a peiiod more thaji tlnee years 
prior to the date of such application.^^ 
" Supra Note I, Section 30. 
^^  Ibid., Section 3 ! . 
'^ Supia Note I, Section il. 
2.1.^ 
76 Power to summon witnesses and compel the Production of Documents 
For the purposes of any inquiry under this Act the Commissioner or any 
person authorised by him in this behalf shall have the power to summon and 
enforce the attendance of witnesses including the parties interested and to compel 
the production of documents by the same means, and so far as may be, in the 
same manner as is provided in the case of a Civil Court under the Code of Civil 
procedure, 1908. 
Protection of wakf-al-alaulad if mismanaged 
If after an inquiry under Section 32 the Commissioner is of opinion that 
the affairs on any wakf-al-alaulad have been mismanaged to such an extent as to 
make it desirable for the protection of the wakf property or in the interest of 
beneficiaries that wakf should be subjected to greater control and supervision, he 
may recommend to the State Government that such wakf shall for a specified 
period be subject to the provisions of this act which are applicable to wakfs other 
than wakf-al-alaulad7^ 
After considering any recommendation of the Commissioner under Sub-
section (1), the State Government may, if it thinks fit by notification in the 
official gazette, direct that for such period as may be specified therein the 
provisions of this Act which are applicable to wakfs other than wakf-al-alaulad 
shall so far as possible apply to the wakf to which the recommendation relates 
'* Ibid., Section 33. 
" Supra Note 1, Section 34(1). 
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and thereupon, notwithstanding anything contained in this Act, these provision 
shall apply accordingly/^ 
Information required by tlie Board 
The Commissioner shall be bound to comply, as far as possible, with any 
request made by the Board for the supply of any information or the production of 
any document relating to a wakf or for the summoning of any witness whose 
attendance may be required. 
Provided that in the case of a wakf-al-alaulad the information or document 
or the attendance of the witness is required for the due performance of any duty 
of the Board under this act in relation to such wakf-al-alaulad7^ 
Bar to requisition of information or document from a stranger to the wakf 
Notwithstanding anything contained in this Act the Commissioner shall 
have no power to require any information or documents in respect of a wakf from 
SO 
any stranger to the wakf. 
Power of mutwalli to apply for directions 
Any mutwalli may apply by petition to the Commissioner for the opinion, 
advice or direction of the Commissioner on any question affecting the 
management or administration of the wakf property and the Commissioner shall 
give his opinion, advice or direction, as the case may be thereon: 
'^ Ibid., Sub-section 2. 
^' Supra Note 1, Section 35. 
80 Ibid., Section 36. 
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Provided that the Commissioner, if he camiot suitably dispose of the 
question may refer the mutwalH to the court of the District Judge having local 
jurisdiction over the place where the wakf property at any part thereof is situated 
or to any other court empowered in this behalf by the State Government and if 
the mutwalli thereafter applies by petition to such court, the Court shall give its 
opinion, advice or direction in the manner provided in Sub-section 2 and 3. 
The Commissioner on receiving a petition under Sub-section (1) may 
either give his opinion, advice or direction thereon forthwith, or fix a date for the 
hearing of the petition, and may direct a copy thereof, together with notice of the 
date so fixed, to be served on such of the person interested in the wakf, or to be 
published for information, in such manner as he thinks fit.^ ^ 
On any date fixed under Sub-section (2) or any subsequent date to which 
the hearing may be adjourned the Commissioner, before giving any opinion, 
advice or direction, shall afford a reasonable opportunity of being heard to all 
persons appearing in connection with the petition. 
Every mutwalli acting upon or in accordance with the opinion, advice or 
direction given by the Commissioner or the Court, as the case may be shall be 
deemed, so far as his own responsibility is concerned, to have discharged his 
duties as a mutwalli in the matter in respect of which the petition was made. 
" Supra Note 1, Section 37(1). 
'^  Ibid., Sub-section (2). 
' ' Ibid., Sub-Section (3). 
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Provided that nothing herein contained shall indemnify any mutwalli for 
any act done in accordance with such opinion, advice or direction if such 
mutwalli has been guilty of any fraud or willful concealment or misrepresentation 
in obtaining such opinion, advice or direction. 
Creation of Reserve Fund 
For the purpose of making provisions for the payment of rent and of 
revenue, cess, rates and taxes due to the Goverrmient or to any local authority, 
for the discharge of the expenses of repairs of the wakf property and for the 
preservation of the wakf property the Board may direct the creation and 
maintenance, in such manner as it may think fit, of a reserve fund from the 
mcome of a wakf other than a wakf-al-alaulad. 
The Commissioner may, for the purposes referred to in Sub-section (1) at 
the request of the majority of the beneficiaries of a wakf-al-alaulad, direct the 
creation and maintenance, in such manner as he may think fit, of a reserve fund 
from the income of such wakf.^ ^ 
Power to pay dues in case of default by mutwalli 
Where a mutwalli refuses to pay or does not pay any revenue, cess, rates 
and taxes due to the government or any local authority, the Commissioner may 
discharge the dues from the wakf fund and then proceed to recover the same from 
^ Ibid., Sub-section (4). 
" Supra Note 1, Section 38(1). 
'* Ibid., Sub-section (2). 
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the wakf property and may also recover damages at twelve and a half per cent of 
the due from the mutwalli.^^ 
Any sum of money due under Sub-section (1) shall be recoverable as a 
public demand. 
Powers to appoint a mutwaUi in certain cases 
In the case of any wakf of which there is no mutwalli or where the 
mutwalli is not available, ^[or the mutwalli appointed under any deed or 
instrument is not a citizen of India] or the mutwalli is in the opinion of the Board, 
not capable of acting a such or where there appears to the Board to be an 
impediment to the appointment of a mutwalli the Board, may appoint for such 
period as it thinks fit a person, to act as mutwalli. 
^'[Provided that where the mutwalli appointed under any deed or 
instrument is not a citizen of India, the Board may appoint his nominee if any, to 
act as mutwalli] 
This Section empowers the Board (as also the Commissioner by virtue of 
delegated power) to appoint a mutwalli of a wakf in five cases, firstly where 
there is no mutwalli or where the mutwalli is not available or where the Board is 
of the opinion that the mutwalli is not capable or where there is an impediment to 
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the appointment of a mutwalli or where the mutwalli is not a citizen of India. 
Unless these five conditions and contingent circumstances are prevalent the 
Board or the Commissioner can not act. Secondly the appointment of a mutwalli 
is for a period only i.e., temporary. If already there is a mutwalli there carmot be 
an ad-interim mutwalli. Thirdly such appointment is no longer subject to an 
order of a competent Court. 
The substituted Section has enlarged the power of the Board by adding the 
three more contingencies for the application of the Section namely non-
availability, citizenship and incapability of the mutwalli. 
Appointment of Official mutwalli 
Section 41 of the Bengal Wakf Act, 1934 empowers the Board to appoint 
^^[one or more official mutwalli on such terms and conditions as the State 
Government may prescribe]. 
Any intending wakif may, with the pennission of the Commissioner and 
subject to such conditions as to remunerations and other matters as the 
Commissioner may fix, appoint an official mutwalli as the mutwalli of his wakf, 
and such official mutwalli shall thereafter accept the office. 
This Section does not define the function or the duties of the Official 
mutwalli. As a matter of fact there was one Official mutwalli in West Bengal 
appointed by the Board. He mainly functioned as mutwalli for such wakf estates 
'•' Substitute by the Bengal Wakf (Amendment) Act 1975. 
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which have no mutwalh. His position is somewhat that of an official trustee or 
an official receiver. 
Inspection of records and grant of copies 
The Board was empowered to grant inspection and copies of proceedings 
or records on payment of fees. Mention of Section 76 of the Indian Evidence Act 
in Sub-section (1) of Section 42 is obviously meant for making the such copies 
admissible in evidence.^'' 
Extension of time for performance of Act 
The Commissioner may from time to time, extend the time which any act 
is required or ordered to be done by or under this act. 
Provided that the Board may from time to time, extent the time for the 
doing of any act which is to required or ordered to be done by the Board.^^ 
^^Application of Section 36 of Act XVIII of 1879 to touts in Office of the 
Commissioner 
The provisions of Section 36 of the Legal Practitioners Act, 1879, shall 
subject to the provisions of this Section, be applicable, so far as may be, to the 
framing and publication of a list of touts, to the exclusion of touts included in the 
^ Supra Note 1, Section 42 
" Ibid., Section 43. 
96 Section 43 A was inserted by Section 10 of the Bengal Touts Act 1942, Bengal Act V of 
1942. 
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list from the precincts of the office of the Commissioner and to the arrest, 
detention, trial and punishment of such touts.^^ 
The Coirmiissioner shall for the purposes of the said Section 36, be 
deemed to be a Civil Court and an authority referred to in Sub-section (1) of that 
Section.^* 
For the purposes of this Section "tout" has the same meaning as in Section 
3 of the Legal Practitioner Act, 1879.^ 
Chapter IV of the Bengal Wakf Act deals with the provisions for the 
emolment and registration of the wakf. 
Section 44 deals with the enrohnent and registration of wakfs. Emolment 
of a wakf implies a decision that a property is a wakf. But a decision under 46A 
is a final decision. This means that a decision under Section 44 is an 
administrative decision, whereas decision under Section 46A is quasi-judicial and 
a final decision. 
Section 57 of the Act state that if a mutwalli fails to apply for emolment 
or omits to do acts which are obligatory, he shall be punishable up to one 
thousand rupees. 
An emolment of a wakf under Section 44 of the Bengal Wakf Act, 1934, 
may imply a decision that the property is wakf property and an order of 
" Supra Note 1, Section 43A(1). 
" Ibid., Sub-section (2). 
Ibid., Sub-section (3). 
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enrolment would be made accordingly. No suit lies for setting aside the order, 
but the decision is liable to be revoked or modified by the civil Court. 
Wakf Account 
Sections 48 to 51 of Chapter V of the Bengal Wakf Act, 1934 deals with 
the provisions for wakf Account. Before the fifteenth day of July next following 
the date on which the application referred to in Section 44 has been made and 
thereafter before the fifteenth day of July in every year, every mutwalli of a wakf 
other than a wakf-al-alaulad shall prepare and furnish to the Commissioner a full 
and true statement of accounts, in such form and language and containing such 
particulars as may be prescribed by the Board of all moneys received or 
expended by the mutwalli on behalf of the wakf during the period of twelve 
months ending on the thirty-first day of March or on the last day of Bengali year, 
or as the case may be, during the portion of the said period during which the 
provisions of this Act have been applicable to the wakf.'°° 
The accounts of wakfs submitted to the Commissioner under Section 48 
shall be audited and examined annually or at such intervals as the Board may 
determine by an auditor appointed by the Board. 
[Provided that the accounts of wakfs of which the annual income 
exceeds five thousand rupees shall be audited by auditors appointed by the State 
Government]. 
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The cost of the audit of the accounts of a wakf shall be paid from the wakf 
fund, '"^[and the cost of audit of the accounts of a wakf by auditors appointed by 
the State Government shall be paid by the Estate concerned].'°'' 
By introducing audit by auditors appointed by the State Government, 
possibility of state interference has been increased. 
Statements of wakf-al-alaulad 
th 
Before the 15 day of July next following the day on which the 
application referred under Section 44 has been made and thereafter before the 
15"' day of July every year, every mutwalli of a wakf-al-alaulad prepare and 
fiimish to the Commissioner a true statement in respect of the period of the 
twelve months ending on the 3 T' day of March or on the last day of Bengali year, 
or as the case may be, in respect of that portion of the said period during which 
the provisions of the act have been applicable to the wakf.'*^  
If the Commissioner has reason to doubt the accuracy of the statement 
submitted under Sub-section (1) he may after examining the statement call for the 
explanation of any person in regard to such statement and shall pass such orders 
on such statement as he thinks fit. 
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Transfer of wakf Property 
Chapter VII of the Bengal Wakf Act, 1934 relate to the provisions for 
Transfer of wakf property. 
Bar to transfer immovable property of wakf 
Except as provided in Sub-section (2), no transfer or agreement of 
transfer of any immovable property of a wakf by way of sale, mortgage or 
exchange or by way of lease or tenancy of any kind shall be made without the 
previous sanction of the Board and any such transfer or agreement for such 
transfer, if effected without the prior sanction of the Board, shall be void and the 
Board shall, while according such sanction, satisfy itself that such transfer or 
agreement for transfer is for legal necessity.'''^ 
Where such transfer or agreement for transfer is made under an express 
power conferred by the wakf deed, the previous sanction of the Board shall not 
be necessary, but a notice of the proposed transfer in such form and containing 
such particulars as may be prescribed by the Board shall be sent by the mutwalli 
to the Commissioner one month before the transfer is made.'* '^^  
If a mutwalli or a member of a committee constitute for the administration 
of a wakf or a person interested in a wakf or any other person contravenes the 
provisions of Sub-section (1) either as a transferor or as a transferee or as a party 
'"^  Substituted by West Bengal Act XXXI of 1985, Vide Calcutta Gazette, Extra 9"" Jan, 
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1986. 
Supra Note 1, Section 53(1). 
Ibid., Sub-section 53(2). 
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to an agreement for transfer, he shall be punishable with imprisomnent for a term 
which may extend to six months, or with fine which may extend to five thousand 
rupees, or with both."^ 
Notwithstanding anything contained in the code of Criminal Procedure, 
1973, for fme imposed under Sub-section (3), when realised, shall be credited to 
the wakf Fund.'" 
Enquiry into certain transfer 
The Board may enquire into any case of transfer made before the 
commencement of the Bengal Wakf (Amendment) Act, 1975, by a mutwalli of 
any immovable property of a wakf by way of lease or tenancy of any kind, where 
previous sanction to such transfer either of the Commissioner or of the Board 
was not necessary, if it appears to the Board that there are prima facie reasons for 
believing that such transfer was not bonafide. 
Provided that no such enquiry shall be made in respect of a transfer made 
under an express power conferred by the wakf deed.''^ 
If after such enquiry the Board finds that such transfer was not bonafide, it 
shall make an order to that effect and thereupon the transfer shall, 
notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in any other law for the time 
"° Ibid., Sub-section (3). 
' " Ibid., Sub-section (4). 
"^ Supra Note 91. 
' '^  Supra Note 1, Section 53A (1). 
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being in force or in any contract, deed or instmment, stand cancelled as from the 
date on which such transfer was made or puiported to have been made. 
Provided that subject to such cancellation nothing in this Sub-section shall 
be deemed to affect any rights which the transferor or the transferee may 
otherwise have against each other.'''* 
In case of cancellation of transfer under Sub-section (2), the Board may, 
by order, direct the transferee or any other person in actual possession of the 
wakf property to deliver possession of the said property to the Board or to any 
officer thereof duly authorised by the Board in this behalf or to any person or 
committee appointed by the Board and such order of the Board shall be deemed 
to be a decree of a Civil Court and shall be executed by the competent Civil 
Court as if it had passed the decree. 
Provided that the mutwalli may, after such cancellation of the lease or 
tenancy, as the case may be, be permitted by the Board to grant fresh lease or 
tenancy on such terms and conditions as may be settled by the Board.'' 
If after such enquiry finds that the transfer was bonafide, it shall make an 
order to that effect and thereupon the consequences ensuing from such transfer 
shall remain undisturbed, if otherwise valid. "^ 
The procedure to be followed in such enquiry shall be such as may be 
prescribed by the State Government by rules made under this Act. 
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Provided that 
a) no order shall be made in an enquiry under this Section except after 
giving the transfer and the transferee an opportunity of being heard, 
b) in conducting such inquiry the Board shall have all the powers of a civil 
Court for the purposes of taking evidence, administering oaths, enforcing 
the attendance of witnesses and compelling the production of documents 
and shall be deemed to be a Civil Court within the meaning of Section 
346 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973.''^ 
Any person aggrieved by the order of the Board under Sub-section (2) or 
Sub-section (3) may prefer an appeal within sixty days from the date of the order 
before such officer of the State Government and in such manner as may be 
prescribed by the State Government by rules made under this Act, and the 
decision of such officer, on such appeal shall be final and shall not be questioned 
1 I Q 
m any Court of law. 
In this section a transfer shall be deemed to be not bonafide if it is found 
to have been made against the interest of the wakf estate by reason of the 
consideration of such transfer having been settled at a value less than tlie maiket 
value prevailing at the time of such transfer by more than twenty per cent."^ 
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Board's Power to grant sanction to transfer 
A mutwalli may apply to the Board for its sanction referred to in Section 
53 to transfer any immovable property of a wakf, and the Board may, after 
making such inquiry and giving notice to such persons in such manner as it thinks 
fit and hearing them if they desire to be heard, accord the sanction applied for on 
such terms and conditions as it may, in its discretion impose: 
Provided that no such sanction shall be accorded unless it is supported by 
a majority of not less than two-thirds of the members of the Board present and 
when the Board has been superseded by both the administrator and the 
Commissioner.'^^ 
Recovery of wakf property transferred in contravention of Section 53. 
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in any other law for 
the time being in force, if any immovable property of a wakf entered as such in 
the register of wakfs maintained under Section 45 is transferred after the 
conmiencement of the Bengal Wakf (Amendment) Act , 1973, without the 
previous sanction of the Board in contravention of the provision of Section 53, 
the Board may, on the application of any person interested in the wakf or of its 
own motion, after holding an inquiry in such manner as may be prescribed, make 
an order against the person in possession of such property directing him to 
deliver possession of such property to the Board, and send the order for 
execution to the collector within whose jurisdiction such property is situated. 
'^ " Supra Note 1, Section 54. 
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Provided that no order shall be made under this Sub-section -
a) except after giving the transferor and the transferee, and any other person 
in possession of such property, an opportunity of being heard; or 
b) after more than twelve years from the date of the Board's knowledge of the 
transfer. 
As soon as may be after an order is made under Sub-section (1), the Board 
shall cause a copy of the order to be served on every person referred to in clause 
(a) of the proviso that Sub-section in such manner as may be prescribed.'^^ 
On receipt of an order under Sub-section (I) the collector shall issue a 
notice requiring the person against whom the order has been made to deliver the 
property to which the order relate to the Board within a period of thirty days 
from the date of the service of the notice. 
Every notice issued under Sub-section (3) shall be served -
a) by giving or tendering the notice or by sending it by registered post to the 
person for whom it is intended, or b) if such person cannot be found,, by 
affixing the notice on some conspicuous part of his late known place of 
abode or business, or by giving or tendering the notice to some adult male 
member or servant of his family or by causing it to be affixed on some 
conspicuous part of the property to which it relates; 
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Provided that where the person on whom the notice is to be served is a 
minor service upon his guardian shall be deemed to be service upon the minor.''^ '* 
Any person aggrieved by an order of the Board under Sub-section (1) may 
prefer an appeal within sixty days from the date of service of a copy of the order 
under Sub-section 2.'^ 
The provisions of Sub-section 58A shall apply Mutatis mutandis to an 
appeal under Sub-section (5).' 126 
Where an order made under Sub-section (1) has not been complied with 
and the time for appealing against such order has expired without an appeal 
having been preferred or the appeal, if any, preferred within that time has been 
dismissed, the collector shall obtain possession of the property in respect of 
which the order has been made, using such force, if any, as may be necessary for 
the purpose and deliver it to the Board. 
The Board shall deal with any property of which it has recovered 
possession under this Section in such manner as may be prescribed. 
Mutwallis 
Sections 55, 56, 57, 58 and 58A of the Bengal Wakf Act 1934, deal with 
obligations of the mutwalli as regards wakf property an provides for penalties 
)24 
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and removal of mutwalli in cases he fails to comply with the obligations. By the 
Amendment Act of 1973 the penalty of fine has been increased from five 
hundred to one thousand rupees. In Sub-section 2 imprisoimient or fine or both 
have been provided for and under Sub-section 3 the fines imposed if realised 
shall be credited to the wakf Fund. Section 58 provides for the conditions for the 
removal of a mutwalli. Under the old Section 58 a mutwalli could be removed 
by way of a suit under Sub-section (1) of Section 3 on the ground that he has 
been fined more than once under Section 57. In the amended Section 58 the 
power of removal has been given to the majority decision of the Board after 
giving the mutwalli a hearing. By Sub-section (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) and (h) of 
Section 58 conditions of such removal have been added further. Conviction of an 
offence of criminal breach of trust or an offence involving moral turpitude or 
insolvency, and unsound mind, migration from India, ceasing to be a citizen of 
India, responsible for illegal transfer or misappropriation of wakf property are 
now gourds for which a mutwalli may be removed. Sub-section 2 of Section 58 
which is a new addition which empowers the Board to direct a mutwalli to 
deliver possession of the wakf property to the Board or to any officer authorised 
by the Board. It fiirther says that the order of the Board shall be deemed to be a 
decree of a civil Court and shall be executed by the competent Civil Court as if it 
had passed the decree. The new Section 58A makes a provision for appeal 
against the order of the Board made under Sub-section (I) of Section 58. 
Finance 
Sub-section (1) of Section 59 has been amended. Annual contribution by 
the mutwalli has been raised from 5 per cent to 6 per cent of the net available 
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income of the estate. The difference in rate as regards wakf-al-alaulad has been 
removed and it has been further provided that wakf estates having an annual 
income of five thousand rupees and above shall in addition to such contribution, 
contribute at the rate of 2 per cent per armum towards the educational fund. 
Wakf Fund 
All money received by the Board or the Commissioner for the purposes of 
this Act and all other moneys realised under this Act form a fund to be called the 
•wakfFund;^^'' 
The '^"[State Government] may make rules regulating the payments of 
monies into the wakf fund, the investment by the Board of monies received into 
that flind and the custody and disbursement of such monies. '^*' 
The Wakf fund shall, subject to the provisions of Sub-section (2) be under 
the control of the Board. 
Application of Wakf fund 
The wakf fund shall be applied to -
a) payment to the State Goverrunent of cost of wakf properties under Section 
2. 
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131 
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The words "the crown" were originally substituted for the words "The government" by 
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"State" was substituted for the word "Provincial" by paragraph 40 of the Adaptation of 
Laws Order, 1950 
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b) Repayment of any loan incurred under Section 60 and payment of the 
interest thereon, 
c) Payment of cost of audit of the wakf fund, 
d) Payment of the salary and allowances of the Commissioner, the Deputy 
Commissioner and or any person appointed under Section 20 to act as 
Commissioner. 
e) payment of traveling allowances to the commissioner; and the deputy 
corrmiissioner, members, officers and servants of the board under section 
26, 
f) payment of the cost of the establishment employed by the Board; and 
g) Payment of all expenses incurred by the Commissioner and Board in the 
performance of the duties imposed, and the exercise of the powers 
conferred, by this act.'" 
If any balance remains after meeting the expenditure referred to in Sub-
section (1), the Board may use any portion of such balance for the preservation 
and protection of wakf property,'^'' and for granting financial aid for constructing 
or repairing mosques; or for such other purposes as it may deem fit. 
Account of Wakf Fund 
The Board shall keep such accounts of the receipts and disbursements of 
the wakf Fund as the State Government may prescribe and shall submit the same 
for examination from time to time by auditors. 
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Audit of accounts of wakf fund 
The accounts of the wakf fund shall be audited and examined annually by 
such auditor as may be appointed by the State Government. 
The auditor may, by written notice, require the production before him of 
any documents, or require the attendance before him of any person responsible 
for the preparation of the account, to enable the auditor to obtain such 
information as he may consider necessary for the proper conduct of his audit.'^* 
After completing the audit, the auditor shall submit a report to the State 
Government. 
Provided that the auditor may submit an interim report at any time if he 
thinks fit.'^^ 
The report of the auditor shall among other things specify all cases of 
irregular, illegal or improper expenditure or of failure to recover monies or other 
property due or of loss or waste of money or other property caused by neglect or 
misconduct and any other matter which the auditor considers it necessary to 
report. The report shall also contain the name of any person who, in the opinion 
of the auditor, is responsible for such expenditure of failure and the auditor shall 
in every case certify the amount of such expenditure or loss as due from such 
140 
person. 
' " Ibid., Section 64(1). 
'^' Ibid., Sub-section (2). 
"^ Ibid,, Sub-section (3). 
'*' Ibid., Sub-section (4). 
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The cost of audit shall be paid from the Wakf Fund. 
State Government to pass orders on Auditor's Report 
The State Government shall examine the auditor's report and may call for 
the explanation of any person in regard to any matter therein, and shall pass such 
orders on the report as it thinks fit.''*^ 
Sums certified due recoverable as public demands 
Every sum certified to be due from any person by an auditor in his report 
under Section 64 unless such certificate is modified or cancelled by the State 
Government by an order made under Section 65 and every sum due on a 
modified certificate shall be paid by such person within sixty days after the 
service of a demand for the same issued by the State Government.''*^ 
If such payment is not made in accordance with the provisions of Sub-
section (1) the sum payable shall be recoverable as a public demand.''*'* 
Judicial proceedings 
Chapter X containing Sections 67 to 75 A, provide for judicial proceedings 
and lays down that notwithstanding anything contained in the code of Civil 
Procedure, 1908, the State Government, may make rules for the procedure to be 
"" Ibid., Sub-section (5). 
'^ ^ Supra Note 1, Section 65. 
'•*' Ibid, Section 66(1). 
'** Ibid., Sub-section (2). 
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followed in all suits or proceedings relating to any wakf or to any wakf property 
and not involving any claim by or against a stranger to the wakf.'''^ 
'''^ Bar to Compromise of Suit or Proceeding witliout Sanction of Court 
Section 69 of the Bengal Wakf Act, 1934 lays down that no suit or 
proceeding by or against a mutwalli as such in any Court shall be compromised 
without the sanction of such Court and the Board. 
Notice of suits etc., to be given to ttie Commissioner 
In every suit or proceeding in respect of any wakf property or of a 
mutwalli as such except a suit or proceeding for the recovery of rent by or on 
behalf of the mutwalli the Court shall issue notice to the Commissioner at the 
cost of the party instituting such suit or proceeding.' 
Before any wakf property is notified for sale in execution of a decree. 
notice shall be given by the Court to the Commissioner 148 
Before any wakf property is notified for sale for the recovery of any 
revenue, cess rates or taxes due to the government or to local authority notice 
shall be given to the Commissioner by the Court, collector or other person under 
whose order the sale is notified.''*'^  
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In the absence of a notice under Sub-section (1) any decree or order 
passed in the suit or proceeding shall be declared void, if the Commissioner 
within one month of his coming to know of such suit or proceeding, applies to 
the Court in this behalf'^" 
hi the absence of a notice under Sub-section (2) or Sub-section (3) the sale 
shall be declared void, if the Commissioner, within one month of his coming to 
know of the sale, applies in this behalf to the Court, or other authority under 
whose order the sale was held.'^' 
Section 71 empowers the Commissioner to intervene in a suit and be 
added party in any suit or proceeding in respect of a wakf property. Even in 
cases where the parties do not admit a property to be a wakf property, the 
Commissioner of wakfs may pray for intervention by an application if he is 
satisfied that the suit is in respect of wakf or wakf property. 
Section 72 empowers the Commissioner to institute suit or proceeding 
against a stranger or any other person for recovery of any wakf property. The 
words "any other person" in this Section obviously caimot include the mutwalli 
as well because mutwalli has been specifically mentioned in the Section. By the 
Bengal Wakf (Amendment) Act, 1973, Old Section 72 has been made Sub-
section (1) of the Section and a new Sub-section (2) has been added to save 
limitation in suit or proceeding other than money suit. The difference in scope of 
the words 'any other person' used in Sections 71 and 72 are to be noted. 
150 Ibid., Sub-section (4). 
'•' Ibid., Sub-section (5). 
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By Section 73 effect of Section 14 of the Religious Endowment Act and 
Section 92 of the Code of Civil Procedure as to the necessity of obtaining of 
consent of the Advocate General has been removed and individuals can now 
institute suits with the consent in writing of the Commissioner. The addition at 
the end of Sub-section (2) makes it explicit that in wakf matters consent of the 
Commissioner would be sufficient for institution of the suit. 
Proceedings under the Land Acquisition Act, 1894 
If, in the course of proceedings under the Land Acquisition Act, 1894, it 
appears to the collector before an award is made that any property under 
acquisition is wakf property a notice of such acquisition shall be served by the 
collector or on the Conmiissioner and further proceedings shall be staged to 
enable the Commissioner to appear and plead as a party to the proceedings at any 
time within three months from the date of the receipt of such notice'" where the 
Commissioner has reason to believe that any property under acquisition is wakf 
property he may at anytime before an award is made appear and plead as a party 
to the proceedings.'^^ 
When the Commissioner has appeared under the provisions of Sub-section 
(1) or Sub-section (2) no order shall be passed under Section 31 or 32 of the 
Land Acquisition Act; 1894, without giving an opportunity to the Commissioner 
to be heard.'^ "^ 
Supra Note 1, Section 74(1). 
' " Ibid., Sub-section (2). 
"^ Ibid., Sub-section (3). 
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Costs in suits or proceedings 
Section 75 of the Bengal Wakf Act, 1934 lays down that all costs and 
expenses incurred by the Commissioner in connection with any suit or 
proceedings in respect of any wakf or wakf property to which the Commissioner 
is a party and all costs decreed against the Commissioner by the Court shall be 
payable out of the funds of such wakf. 
Provided that the Commissioner may, if he thinks fit meet such costs and 
expenses from the wakf fund and thereafter recover the same from the funds of 
the wakf concerned.'^^ 
New Section 75A was added in the Bengal Wakf Act, 1934 to prevent 
mutwalli from spending funds of the wakf estate for meeting costs in suit, 
proceeding etc. for or incidental to his removal from office.'^ '^  
Power of State Government to supersede the Board 
If, in the opinion of the State Government, the Board -
a) has shown its incompetence to perform, or has unreasonably made default 
in the performance of, the duties or exercise of the functions imposed on it 
by or under this Act or by any change law, or 
b) has exceeded or abused its powers, the State Government may by an order 
to be published in the official gazette stating the reason thereof, supersede 
' " Supra Note 1, Section 75. 
"* This section has been added by the West Bengal Act XIV of 1973. 
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the Board for such period, not exceeding, the maximum period, of two 
years, as may be specified in the order. 
Provided that the State Government shall, before taking any action under 
this Sub-section, give the Boaid an opportunity of making any representation 
against the proposed order.'^^ 
The State Government may, by order to be published in the official 
gazette, subject to the maximum period of two years mentioned in Sub-section 
(1) extend or modify the period of suppression if it considers it necessary to do 
SO. 
Consequences of suppression 
'^^Section 96 of the Bengal Act, 1934 lays down that when an order of 
suppression has been passed under Section 95 then with effect from the date of 
order -
a) the Commissioner shall cease to be President of the Board and all 
members of the Board shall vacate their offices as such members; 
b) all the powers, duties and functions which, under the provisions of this 
Act, or any mle made thereunder, may be exercised, discharged or 
performed by such person to be called the administrator, as may be 
appointed by the State Government in this behalf'^^ 
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The State Government shall fix the remuneration of the administrator and 
may direct that such remuneration may be paid from the Wakf Fund.'^' 
The Administrator shall be a person professing Islam and the 
Commissioner shall function under the guidance and instruction of the 
administrator. 
All properties vested in the Board shall vest in the State Goverrmient 
during the period of suppression.'^^ 
The State Govenunent may, by order to be published in the official 
gazette, re-establish the Board.'^ '^  
On the expiry of the period of suppression, the administrator shall cease to 
exercise his functions.'^^ 
By these added Sections power and autonomy of the Board was further 
reduced. The Board had to act according to the directions of the State 
Government and the State Government had the power to supersede the Board and 
appoint an administrator. There is no provision for appeal against the order 
which was obviously arbitrary as the decision would be on subjective satisfaction 
of the State Government. It was really difficult to fmd a reason for such drastic 
requirements as suppression considering the overwhelmingly nominated 
character of the Board. These amendments as well as the amendments made 
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in 1973 may be suspected of being motivated, particularly as powers of the Civil 
Court have been baned directly or indirectly. 
The Bengal Act, 1934 was surely great improvement over the Mussalman 
Wakf Act, 1923, but the Central Wakf Act, 1954 was modified by the Wakf 
Amendment Act, 1964 was far superior to it. 
Comparative Study of Bengal Wakf Act 1934 with the Central Wakf Act, 
1954 
The basic difference between the Bengal Wakf Act, 1934 and Central 
Wakf Act, 1954 was the principle adopted for the Constitution of the State 
Board. Under the Bengal Act, some members of the Board were appointed by 
the State Government and some were elected and the commissioner of Wakf was 
the President of the Board. Under the Central Act, the entire body was 
nominated by the State Government and the members elected a chairman from 
amongst themselves. While the principle of election was one of the fundamental 
principles of a democratic set up, experience had shown that with a limited 
number of electors in a small circle and specially where economic interests were 
involved really desirable persons hesitated to seek election and it often resulted in 
the formation of a closed and or inefficient body. A body of enlightened and 
public spirited men nominated by the Government was more likely to have been 
effective than a body elected. 
The commissioner of Wakf under the Bengal Act was a whole-time paid 
officer. While this may have helped in better functioning of the office of the 
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Board, it rendered the Boards as a wliole veiy weak. The commissioner 
dominated over the affairs of the Board so that the other members lost initiative 
and even interest. Under the Central Act, there was a wholetime Secretary who 
was of the same caliber as commissioner of Wakf in Bengal and he was the Chief 
Executive Officer of the Board, but in addition there were men of public standing 
who could have advised the Secretary, and, if necessary, offered him guidance 
and leadership. 
The functions of the Boards under the Bengal Act were not so 
comprehensive as that under Section 15 of the Wakf Act, 1954. In particular the 
Bengal Act gave no power to the Board to settle schemes of management of 
Wakfs or to remove mutwallis, under Section 58 of the Bengal Act, mutwallis 
could have been removed by Civil Courts, while under the Cential Act, they 
could have been removed by the Board if they were twice punished under 
Section 41 or criminal breach of trust or other offence involving moral turpitude 
as also on grounds of insolvency, gross abuse of mismanagement or physical 
inability or if they failed to pay contributions to the Boaid for two successive 
years without a reasonable cause. 
The Bengal Act prescribed enrolment of Wakfs and required the 
commissioner to maintain a Register of Wakfs. Until the Central Act, there were 
no provisions for conducting a detailed survey of wakf properties in the State. 
Such surveys in other States had brought to light thousands of wakf properties 
which were hidden from the public view. Their enrolment would have enhanced 
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the income of the Board and may had led to better administration as well as 
utilisation of funds for public puiposes. 
The Bengal Act conferred powers in respect of proper utilization of 
surplus income of a Wakf and certain powers of Cypress application. The 
Central Act gave greater powers in regard to the latter. 
The Central Act in contiast to the Bengal Act included as Wakfs grants 
made by rulers for muslim charitable and religious institutions and dedications 
made by non-muslims in favour of such institutions. 
Definition of beneficiary under the Bengal Act was restricted to those of 
wakf-al-alaulad. The Definitions was much more broad based under the 
amended Wakf Act, 1954. 
If the Bengal Board had any savings, it was not permitted to spend it at its 
discretion on useful activities. The Central Wakf Act, authorised it to augment 
the Wakf fund by receiving donations and to utilize its own savings. Finance 
was no doubt important in taking up constiuctive activities but it was the attitude 
that mattered more. If the Board were to take up such activities, philanthropic 
persons would come forward to extend financial assistance. 
Under the Central Act, many Boards had set up sub-Committees of 
members for specific purposes like administration, finance, public works and 
judicial functions. They were able to give greater thought and attention to 
matters which came up before the Board and it was not necessary for the Board 
to make long and continued sittings. Fonnation of such Committees was not 
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contemplated by the Bengal Act. Then again. Boards under the Central Wakf 
Act, was able to secure co-operation of public spirited men of various Distiicts in 
the State and to set up district Wakf Committees. 
Section 37 of the Bengal Act, authorised a mutwalli to apply to 
commissioner for opinion, advice or direction. The Central Act gave powers to 
the Board to give directions to Mutwallis. 
Under the Bengal Act the Mutwalli was required to submit annual return 
to the Board but it was not obligatory for him to maintain regular accounts as 
provided in the Central Act. 
Recovery of contribution from Mutwallis in Bengal was done under the 
Bengal Public Demands Recovery, Act, 1913, which required payment of 
advalorem court fees. Under the Central Act, the arrears of contributions were 
collected as arrears of land revenue without payment of fees. 
Under Section 73(2) of the Bengal Act, person had to obtain for filing 
civil suits the consent of the commissioner. Under the Central Wakf Act, consent 
of the Board alone was adequate. 
B. WAKF BOARD ESTABLISHED UNDER BENGAL WAKF ACT, 
1934 - A REVIEW 
Wakf Boards established under Bengal Wakf Act, 1934 to be established 
in the State of Bengal in 1934. The Bengal Wakf Act, 1934, provides that the 
Superintendence of all Wakfs in the State shall exercise its powers in such a way 
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as to ensure that the Wakfs under its superintendence are properly maintained, 
controlled and administered and the income thereof is duly applied to the object 
for which there Wakfs are created. 
Prior to the fonnation of Boards, malversation of Mutwallis could not be 
prevented either by requiring them to file annual returns of income and 
expenditure by securing the removal of dishonest mutwallis. The formations of 
Wakf Boards was intended to have stricter control over Mutwallis, to remove 
dishonest and erring ones and also assume direct control of Wakfs in certain 
cases. The Boards prior permission has been made necessary whenever a 
Mutwalli wants to sell, mortgage or exchange wakf property, or intends to give it 
on lease for a period exceeding a specified limit. The Board was expected to 
examine the armual budget of every Wakf and to keep a strict check on accounts 
through annual audits. The Wakf Act, 1934 seeked to give proper representation 
on Boards to all those who may be interested in the sound working of Boards: 
Shias, Sunnis, Mutwallis, Ulema and members of Legislative Assembly. This 
non-official composition of Wakf Board were intended to win gieater confidence 
of the community. Now, how far these expectations have been fulfilled in actual 
practice is something that is examined herein below. 
Constitution of Wakf Boards 
The State of West Bengal had a Wakf Board constituted under the local 
Bengal Wakf Act, 1934. Wakf Board were constituted partly through 
nominations and partly through elections. The commissioner of Wakfs acted as 
Chairman and the Boards status was mainly advisory in nature. 
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The ratio between nominated and elected members were 7:4 in Bengal. 
Working of Wakf Boards 
Audit of Accounts - Apart from maintaining proper records of every Wakf, their 
general supervision and approval of their annual budgets, one of the important 
functions of the Board was the audit of accounts submitted by Mutwallis'^^ and 
the WAKF FUND was also sadly the most neglected aspect of Wakf 
administration. There has not been any audit of the wakf fund for more than a 
decade. The last audit done by the Examiner of Local Accounts, West Bengal, 
was in respect of Wakf Fund for the year 1978-79 to 1980-81. From the audit 
notes of the Wakf Fund for 1978-79 - 1980-81 it reveals that certain vital records 
and documents, namely previous audit notes from 1952-53 to 1974-75, register of 
Wakfs, Mutation register were not placed before the audit. In this regard there 
was a direction that those should be placed before the next audit, but, after this 
no audit was done. Recently in the year 1997 audit of Wakf Fund for the year 
1982-83 till 1994-95 were taken up. Section 44 of the Bengal Wakf Act, 1934 
makes mandatory audit of Wakf Fund annually by an Auditor appointed by the 
State Government. Wakf Fund is made up of all moneys received by the Board 
or the commissioner for the purpose of the Act and all other moneys realised 
under the Act. hence, audit of this fund was very important. 
The following table clearly shows the scant attention paid by the Boards 
to audit Wakf accounts submitted by Mutwallis. 
166 Supra Note 1, Section 27. 
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Name of Board Total No. of Wakfs Average No. of Wakfs whose 
Registered Accounts were Annually 
Audited During Ten Years 
West Bengal Wakf Board 7,386 59.3 
Wakf Boards had to watch that the Mutwallis fulfil the object of Wakfs by 
spending the income in accordance with the wakif s wishes. If the Board fail in 
discharge to this fundamental duty, they fail to justify their existence. The plea 
of paucity of funds generally taken by the Boards to justify their slackness was 
wholly unacceptable. Financial difficulty was not such an insurmountable 
obstacle that auditing should be sacrificed at its altar. 
The miserably low number of Wakfs that are audited by the Boards during 
the past ten years is evident from the table given above.'^^ 
Superintendence, Control and Administration of Wakf Properties by West 
Bengal Board of Wakfs 
On 1.9.1995 the Hon'ble Chief Minister of West Bengal ordered the then 
Judicial Secretary to enquire into the complaints received regarding functioning 
of the Wakf Board and submit a report to the Govenmient within a month. In 
pursuance of that order, the then Judicial Secretary called for a report from the 
Commissioner of Wakfs in respect of the allegations by 22.9.1995. Within less 
than a week after that the then Judicial Secretary was elevated to the Bench of the 
"•^  Tlie table has been prepared witli tlie help of figures given iii the Review of Wakf 
Administration for last ten years cited above. The Review is published annually by the 
Wakf Section Government of India. 
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High Court at Calcutta as a Judge. New Judicial Secretary, Mr P K Sengupta, 
assumed charge on 8.12.1995. Meanwhile, the Wakf Commissioner had 
submitted a report.'^^ 
In the year 1995, there was no Wakf Board in existence. The Bengal Wakf 
Act, 1934 required the State Government as soon as possible after the 
commencement of the Act, to establish a Board to be called "the Board of 
Wakfs".'^^ Such Board shall be a body corporate having perpetual succession 
and a common seal and such Board shall sue and be sued by the said name. 
A Board of Wakf was accordingly constituted by the State Government. 
As the term of the office of the members of the 1st Board established U/s 8 was 3 
years,'^° and the term of office of the members subsequently appointed or elected 
was of 5 years, names of the members of the Board appointed or elected from 
time to time to fill up vacancies in the Board were notified by the notifications 
issued by the Govermnent from time to time. The names of the following 
persons were notified as members of the last Board: 
1. Shri Mahaboob Zahedi 
2. Shri Mirza Nasir Ali 
3. Shri Hammimul Hoda 
4. Begum Marium Wali 
5. Shri Syed Maswoodul Hussain, M P 
168 
169 
170 
171 
Wakf Commissioner report under letter Vide No. 7619 dated 27.9.1995 
Supra Note 1, Section 7. 
Ibid., Section 8. 
Vide Notification No.22446 J - dated 3.9.90 (Corp. 112 in file no.J-5-W-38/83). 
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6. Shri Nazmul Haque 
7. Shri Sish Mohammad 
8. Shri Touab AH 
9. Shri Nazem AH Mirza 
10. Shri Nawab Zami Mirza 
11. Shri Yousuf Bahai Pate! 
Subsequently, Shri Mehaboob Zahedi tendered his resignation from the 
membership of the Board stating that it was not possible for him to continue on 
the Wakf Board after taking oath as Minister-in-charge of Wakf , which was 
forwarded to the Judicial Department by the then Wakf Commissioner. The 
resignation of Shri Mehaboob Zahedi was accepted by the then Judicial 
Secretary.'^'* 
The aforesaid notification had been preceded by the notification 
No.lOOOl-JF dated 9.7.1985 by which the following persons were appointed as 
members of the Board: 
1. Shri Nazir Ahmed 
2. Shri Sish Mohammad 
3. Sri Mahaboob Zahedi, ML A. 
4. Shri Hammimul Hoda 
5. Shri Mirza Nasir AH 
173 
174 
Vide his DO letter No.54/M/D=DO/91 dated 1.7.91 addressed to die Commissioner of 
Wakf, West Bengal. 
Vide letter No.5227 dated 29.7.1991. 
w.e.f 1.7.1991. 
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6. Shri Md Nizamuddin, MLA 
7. Shri Abdul Hasnat Khan, MLA 
8. Shii Md Rainzan Ali, MLA 
9. Shri Syed Nawab Zami Mirza 
10. Shri Nazim Ali Mirza 
11. Shri Nazmuddin Abdur Quadir Katibgiwala 
The term of office of the members appointed'^^ was of 5 years. The 
Board itself was dissolved with immediate effect and Md. Samiduddin, Deputy 
Commissioner of Wakfs, West Bengal, who was also in charge of the 
Commissioner of Wakfs, West Bengal, was asked to look after the Wakfs matter 
of the State until further order. The State Government till 1995 did not re-
establish the Board.'^^ 
It may be mentioned here that Section 95 of the Act gives power to the 
State Government to supersede the Board on the grounds stated in clause (a) of 
Sub-Section (1) of Section 95 and in accordance with the procedure prescribed in 
Sub-Section (1) and Sub-section (2) of Section 95. In this case, the Board was 
dissolved, and not superseded. It further appears that the provisions of Sub-
Sections (1) and (2) of Section 95 of the Act were not also complied with. 
Section 96 of the Act lays down the consequences of the suppression of the 
Board. On suppression of the Board, all powers, duties and functions under the 
provisions of the Act or any rule made thereunder are to be exercised, or 
'''' Supra Note 172. 
'^ * Vide Notification No. 16452-J dated 6.9.19Q5. 
' " (Reported) The Bengal Wakf Act, 1934, Section 96(5). 
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performed by the Administrator to be appointed by the State Government. Till 
December 1995, no Administrator was appointed. As a result there was a void in 
the administration of Wakfs in the State. The Wakf Commissioner cannot take 
the place of a superseded Board. He can perfonn only such duties and exercise 
such powers as have been delegated to him. Moreover, there was no Wakf 
Commissioner and the Deputy Commissioner of Wakfs Md. Samiduddin was 
looking after the Wakf matters. This state of affairs has, there can be no gain-
saying, adversely affected the administration of the office of the Wakf 
Commissioner and also administration and management of the Wakfs in the 
State. 
From the record it appears that most of the Wakf properties in question 
were not being properly maintained and utilised economically for want of fund. 
Income from the properties was too meagre to provide sufficient financial 
resources for maintenance, let alone development or improvement for making 
them profitable or more income- yielding. Main reasons for such sorry state of 
affairs were occupation of the properties by tenants at very low or nominal rent, 
which too was not paid regularly, or by trespassers or unauthorised persons, and 
lack of supervision and control over the properties by Mutwallis. On the other 
hand, the properties, having enormous economic potentiality, are very lucrative 
to the promoters and real estate dealers, because of steep rise in the price of land 
coupled with increasing demand for scarce land. Some of these properties are 
prime land in elite or important commercial areas in the city of Calcutta. The 
Mutwallis of these properties do not have the required skill, experience and 
expertise for managing and dealing with these properties. It was hardly possible 
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for the Wakf Commissioner and the Wakf Board, with their the then set up and 
resources, to ensure effective supervision of the properties and control over the 
MutwalUs. 
The MutwalUs approached the Wakf Board for sanction of proposals for 
sale or lease of properties for the ostensible purpose of developing the properties 
with finance provided by lessees/developers on certain terms and conditions. The 
Wakf Board set up a Sub-Committee consisting of a few of the members of the 
Board for consideration of such proposal and apparently on the recommendations 
of that Sub-Committee the Board sanctioned such proposals for transfer by way 
of sale or lease or creation of tenancy. 
From the records of the Wakf Commissioner, it appears that there are 
more than 160 cases of lease and a few cases of sale of different Wakf properties 
by the Mutwallis witli the sanction of the Board. A good many number of Wakf 
Estates are involved in protracted litigations. 
From the records of the Wakf Commissioner, it appears that the proposals 
for transfer by way of lease came from the concerned Mutwallis for the 
ostensible purpose of development and improvement of the properties to make 
them economically viable and the actual transactions were effected after the 
Wakf Board gave their approval. Section 53(1) of the Act empowers the Board to 
sanction transfer of Wakf property and transfer of immovable property, as 
envisaged in Section 53(1) of the Act, includes transfer by way of lease or 
tenancy of any kind. Strictly speaking, it cannot be said that the transfers by way 
of lease, or the concerned Wakf properties were illegal, but, at the same time it 
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appears that transactions were not discreet in most cases. While giving power to 
the Wakf Board to sanction transfer of Wakf property. Section 53(1) of the Act 
enjoins that, before giving sanction, the Board shall satisfy itself tliat such 
transfer or agreement for transfer is for legal necessity. Again Section 54 of the 
Act requires the Board to make such enquiries and give such notice to such 
persons and in such manner as it thinks fit and hear them if they desire to be 
heard before according such sanction. It would have been judicious and proper 
for the Board to make discreet enquiry into each case before according sanction. 
True it is, there was a Sub-Committee consisting of a few members of the Board 
and on the recommendation of that Sub-Coirmiittee the Board accorded 
sanctions, but nothing was found to show that the Sub-Committee also held 
discreet enquiries to satisfy itself that the proposal of leases and the terms and 
conditions thereof were for legal necessity or were economically beneficial to the 
concerned Wakfs. 
In most of the cases there was no open invitation of offers or quotations 
from persons interested. There was no public advertisement calling for offers to 
take lease and develop the properties. In a number of cases it was noticed that 
there was discretion by the Wakf Board or the Wakf Cormnissioner that the offer 
to lease out property should be published in newspaper in atleast 3 languages 
namely, Bengali, English, Hindi or Urdu, but, this direction was honoured by 
non-compliance and nothing to show that there was ever any such advertisement 
or that offers for taking leases of the properties for the purposes of development 
came in response to any advertisement or open invitation by the concerned 
Mutwalis or the Wakf Board. It appears that everything was done in a closed 
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circuit. All these facts have exposed the dealings to charges of nepotism, 
corruption, mal-practices etc. 
The terms and conditions of the lease, as it would appear from the report 
of the Wakf Commission'^^, cannot be said to be economically advantageous to 
the Wakf Estates. Had there been scope for competitive bids in response to open 
advertisement inviting offers, the Wakf Board would have got reasonable 
opportunity to compare the bids coming from the competitive bidders in order to 
accept the offers most beneficial to the Wakfs. In course of enquiry, it appeared 
that the properties of the Wakfs were suffering from lack of supervision and 
proper management. In a number of cases, Mutwallis appeared to be 
encumbering the Wakf properties by sale or granting lease or creating tenancy 
without taking care of the interest of the Wakfs. Such acts are also creating 
unnecessary litigations involving the Wakf Estates. One of the glaring examples 
is Zohara Begum Wakf Estate which has valuable land at Tollygunge Circular 
Road. The Mutwalli is Jamal Firoze Alam. A large portion of the property is 
under illegal possession of the trespassers. There were clandestine transactions 
relating to this property. In this case, however, it appears that the Wakf Board 
intervened and cancelled sanctions for transfer of property by lease or otherwise 
earlier given. 
The agreements for lease and the deeds of lease were found to have not 
been vetted by any lawyer or legal expert on behalf of the Mutwallis or the 
178 Supra Note 168. 
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Board. The terms and conditions in some of the deeds examined were found to be 
more advantageous to the lessees. 
The Wakf properties in his State are very large in number and they are 
scattered throughout the State. The properties situated in Calcutta and its 
neighbouring areas are very valuable. For effective and proper management of 
the Wakf properties in the interest of the Wakf estates there should be sufficient 
and effective machinery for physical inspection and verification of the Wakf 
properties in general and the properties situated in Calcutta and its neighbouring 
areas in particular. For the Office of the Wakf Board or the Wakf Commissioner, 
it is not possible to prevent abuse of the Wakf properties or illegal possession of 
the properties by trespassers. The involvement of the Mutwallis in such abuse or 
illegal possession of Wakf properties cannot at all be ruled out. The problem was 
further compounded by the absence of Wakf Board and the Wakf Commissioner. 
For ensuring proper management of the Wakfs and efficient functioning of the 
office of the Wakf Commissioner what was needed was re-establishment of the 
Wakf Board or appointment of an Administrator. 
In course of enquiry another veiy disturbing fact came to notice. There has 
not been any audit of the Wakf fund for more than a decade. It was reported to 
that the last audit done by the Examiner of Local Accounts, West Bengal, was in 
respect of Wakf Fund for the years 1978-79 to 1980-81. A copy of the Audit 
notes of the Wakf fund for 1978-79 to 1980-81 was obtained. It appears from 
page 30 of the Audit report that certain vital records and documents, namely, 
previous audit notes from 1952-53 to 1974-75, register of Wakfs, Mutation 
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register, etc., were not placed before the audit. In this regard there was a 
direction that those should be placed before the next audit, but, after this no audit 
was done. Section 44 of the Wakf Act makes mandatory audit of Wakf fund 
aimually by an Auditor appointed by the State Government. Wakf fund is made 
up of all moneys received by the Board or the Commissioner for the purpose of 
the Act and all other moneys realised under the Act. Hence, audit of this fund 
was very important. 
It is true that in most of the cases of lease of property in Calcutta, donation 
for Muslim Girls' Hostel, apart from premium and rent, was received, but, it 
appears that there was never any complaint from any parties regarding such 
donation. This matter of donation was agitated before the High Court in Civil 
Order No.9242(W) of 1992 and in that case Hon'ble Mrs Justice Ruma Pal also 
observed in her judgement dated 20.1.95 that there was not one instance of any 
of the purchasers making any complaint regarding the donation said to have been 
made by them. She further observed that the mere taking of donations by the 
Board did not negate the existence of legal necessity. It was learnt during the 
enquiry that the donations so received had been kept in fixed deposits in Bank 
keeping the same ear-marked exclusively for the Muslim Girls' Hostels and that 
the total amount of such deposit was more than Rs.90 lacs, the interest accrued 
on which is utilised for the maintenance and up-keep of the hostels 
As regards the allegation regarding instructor of the Muslim Girls' Hostel 
in Calcutta, it appears from the enquiry that Smt. Tariquabari, daugliter of Shri 
Hammimul Hoda, who had been on the Wakf Board as a member since 1980 till 
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its dissolution in September, 1995, was appointed as Officer-in-Charge of the 
Technical Institute located in the building of Girls' Hostel at 41, Dilkusha Street, 
Calcutta - 16. She is said to be a B.A. This Institute is said to be imparting 
instructions in Typewriting, Stenography and Computer to Muslim Girls' 
students on payment by such students. 
The Superintendent of this Girls' Hostel is Smt Shila Naser, daughter of 
Shri Asadur Rahman, who was a member of the last Wakf Board. Prior to that, 
he was a Commissioner, Wakfs, for about six consecutive years. The report of 
Wakf Commissioner shows that the office Superintendent of the Office of the 
Wakf Commissioner is Shri Sanwar Rahaman, and not Sanwar Hossain. The 
office Records show that, during the tenure of 20 years of service of Shri 
Rahaman, no notice or letter was issued to him asking him to show cause for any 
act or conduct or omission. There is also nothing on the available record to 
substantiate the allegation that he is a near relation to the said Shri Asadur 
Rahaman. 
Declaration of Property as Wakf 
One of the important function of the Commissioner of Wakfs'''^ is decided 
whether a property is wakf or not. He was given wide powers to collect 
information regarding any property which he has reason to believe to be wakf 
property. His decision was final unless revoked or modified by the competent 
Court. A large number of wakf properties are trespassed upon by illegal 
occupants and their is a great tendency of trespassers to prolong their illegal 
" ' Supra Note 1, Section 46A. 
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possession of Wakf properties in Bengal. The Commissioner of Wakf has 
miserably failed to curb such Wakf properties to be trespassed upon by anyone 
and to claim a valid title and lawful possession over those properties. 
Inadequate and Incompetent Staff 
Wakf Board should make frequent and thorough inspections to prevent the 
malversation of Wakf properties. But the Bengal Wakf Board had inadequate 
field staff and so could not fully translate it into practice. The office staff of the 
Board are far from being efficient. The Wakf Section, Government of India 
recognized the gravity of this problem and issued some guidelines for all the 
Boards in the country but the Board of Wakf in Bengal did nothing in pursuance 
of the above suggestion. 
Boards becoming Cess Pools of Corruption 
The affairs of the Bengal Wakf Board relates to financial irregularities and 
large scale corruption. Hundred of old files were kept pending for the past 
several years, no care was taken to recruit efficient hands in the office, the 
appointments were made arbitrarily without calling for application. The accounts 
of the Wakf Fund has not been audited for more than a decade and when at last 
audit was done in 1997, the auditors pointed out that several vouchers were 
missing, that the ledgers were not posted properly, that the demand and collection 
registers were not upto date and that there was no check over expenditure. 
The Accountant General of West Bengal has unearthed a Rs. 16 crore scam 
in the State Wakf Board. The scam came to light during an audit by the 
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Accountant General's office on the Board, the first such audit in 10 years. 
Auditing officials believe they have touched only the tip of the iceberg. 
"The Board's accounts were available only till 1984-85. Details of only 
126 of 7,386 Wakf properties enrolled with the Board have been looked into. 
The actual scam may run into several bundled crores. 
The recent scam report deals mainly with losses incurred during transfer 
of Wakf properties. 
Auditors conducted a sample check of 24 vacant City plots (transferred 
between 1989-90 and 1995-96) on the basis of the State Valuation Chart. It 
revealed that nearly Rs. 1,496,87 lakhs had been lost on the transfers. 
The properties were badly undervalued. If 24 properties have revealed the 
loss of nearly 15 crore, the actual quantum is bound to be much more. 
Though there are 7,386 Wakf properties enrolled with the Board, the 
Board could provide auditors only a list of 126 properties disposed off between 
1985 and 1986. 
There are no records on how many properties have actually been 
transferred. There are three other aspects to the recent financial scam uncovered 
in the Accountant General's report. 
Under the Wakf Act, Mutwallis are supposed to contribute a percentage of 
their net annual income to the Wakf Board. 
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Although all records were not available the audit found that against 
Rs.45.03 lakhs due to the Board, only Rs.4.71 lakhs had been received. This 
caused a loss of over Rs.40 lakhs. 
Also, because of unsatisfactoiy collection of dues by the Board, the State 
Government had to provide it with Rs. 198.62 lakhs to meet its expenditure. 
The Wakf Board did not receive sale proceeds and premium from 11 
transferred properties, amounting to Rs.28.06 lakhs. Besides, it could have 
earned an additional interest of Rs.4.61 lakhs on accumulated funds if it had 
invested gainfully instead of keeping in Savings Bank account. 
The Audit report concludes by saying "inspite of spending Government 
funds of Rs. 1,98,262 lakhs, the administration of the Board, including 
maintenance of accounts and all vital records relating to enrolment and transfer 
of Wakf properties, were in complete disarray as of July 1996. The Wakf Board 
failed in discharging statutory functions and responsibilities for about one-and-
halfdecades.""^^ 
"The Accountant General(Audit) 1 of the State Goverrunent, in its 
"Confidential" report on a review of the activities of the State Wakf Board as of 
March 1996, revealed that the nature of 21 Wakf properties exchanged with other 
properties during the period from 1986-87 to 1995-96 were not recorded. 
In fact, the legal necessity which wananted the exchange was also not-
recorded. The report categorically states: "There was no record to show whether 
180 See Tlie Telegraph (English Daily) Calcutta, 25tli August, 1996. 
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there had been any monetary transaction in the deal. The fairness of the deal 
could not, therefore, be ensured in Audit. 
The Accountant General (Audit) I, had clearly stated in his report a year 
ago: "Special attention is drawn to the fact that irregularities observed in audit 
are the culmination of disregard, inaction and lapses by the Board in complying 
with its suggestion repeatedly made .... to curb the lacunae and deficiencies and 
to set the system of managing the Wakfs in right order." '^' 
The Board did not initiate any positive action to evaluate the total loss, 
even after the matter was discussed with the administrator." 
"The State Accountant General (Audit) 1, in its review of the activities of 
the Wakf Board till March 1996, has observed that the Board, while dealing with 
its finance and accounts, has failed to abide by the Wakf Fund Accounts Rules, 
framed under notification number 2926, dated August 23, 1938 (published in the 
Calcutta Gazette of 1938). In a Confidential report (No.DA/1971), it has stated 
that mismanagement in the Board occured because rules for maintenance of 
accounts and records for proper administiation of Wakf funds and properties 
were not observed. 
That the state has been slow in ending mismanagement in the Wakf Board 
can be discerned from the fact that it has not paid heed to the observations of 
state examiner of local accounts Sujata Gupta in a detailed report on the 
181 The Asian Age (English Daily), Calcutta, 22nd September 1997. 
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"deficiencies in maintenance of accounts, records, registers by the State Wakf 
Boaid" that was pubhshed a year ago. It states, "under Section 65 of the Bengal 
Wakf Act, 1934, the State Government is required to examine the audit reports 
and call for explanation from any person with regard to any matter therein and 
pass such orders as it thinks fit. But neither the Board nor the Government had 
considered any of the reports on the accounts of the Wakf Board issued so far 
and taken any rectifactory action in respect of irregularities and deficiencies 
brought out in audit". 
The report also mentions that the Board had not been maintaining the vital 
records necessary for documentation of particular on movable properties, 
realisable due, position of establishments. It was also alleged that the Board was 
not paying any regard to the repeated comments in audit, highlighting the 
deficiencies, regarding maintenance of documents. 
Financial crisis in Wakf Boards: Contribution in Arrears and not Adequate 
The machinery provided under the Bengal Wakf Activities, 1934 to 
supervise the administration of Wakfs is financed by a fee or contribution of 6 
per cent realised from every Wakf. The Activities further provided that Wakf 
Estates having an annual income of five thousand rupees and above shall in 
addition to such contribution, contribute at the rate of 2 per cent per annum 
towards the education fund. 
''^ The Asian Age (English Daily), Calcutta, 21st September, 1997. 
"^ Supra Note 1, Section 59. 
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The Wakf Act, 1934 empowers on refusal or not payment of such 
contribution by Mutwalli to be recoverable as a public demand. But, despite 
these provisions, huge amounts of arrears have piled up duiing recent years. 
In short, even an incomplete estimate indicates that more than Rs. 40 lakhs 
are yet to be recovered by the Boards from Mutwallis. This calls for some urgent 
corrective measures. 
In addition to the short realization of contribution, its low rate (6 per cent) 
was another reason of financial difficulties of Wakf Boards. 
The Heavy expenses on Litigation also puts the greatest and constraint 
drain on the financial resources of Wakf Boards. 
Conclusion 
Many hopes were raised when the Bengal Wakf Act, 1934 elevated the 
Wakf Board from being mere instiiiments of administrative supervision to the 
level of creative agencies for educational, social and economic development of 
the community. However, the functioning of Wakf Board was far from 
satisfactory. It had shown itself to be administratively inefficient, financially 
weak and virtually cesspools of corruption and nepotism. Its consistent failure to 
play any significant role in the socio-economic resurrection of the community 
proved that it has failed in justifying the confidence reposed in it by the 
community. This called for a replacement of the outmoded set up by a new, 
vigorous and effective system. 
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For effective administration, the units of administration must be 
manageable. The managements of Wakfs by the Bengal Wakf Board left most to 
be desired. 
Indeed, the present socio-economic and educational morass in which the 
community is stuck up, requires that instead of squabbling over the niceties of 
Muslim law and theology, we should take practical steps to raise the community 
out of the abyss in which it has fallen. 
The huge arrears of contribution lying umealised at present should not be 
written off 
The Board has miserably failed to pay adequate attention to the 
development of Wakf properties under their direct management. 
For a sound Wakf administration, it was essential that details of Wakfs in 
the State should have been known to the Government and the public through an 
all-Bengal Survey of Wakf properties. Such a survey, however, was not favoured 
by the British Government, assuming that it "would in many cases be keenly 
resented, and the object of which would almost certainly be misunderstood". 
This explains why no provision for survey of Wakfs existed either in the 
Mussalman Wakf Act, 1923 or in the local Wakf Acts of Delhi and Bihar. The 
intelligentsia always supported the idea of such surveys' and Muslim general 
"'* Proceedings of the Legislative Department, April 19 Nos.58-60, 
" ' For example, Sir Abdur Rahim in his foreword to P R Ganapathi Iyer's Hindu and 
Muhammedan Endowments, Madras, 1985, emphasized the need of an all-India Survey 
of religious and charitable endowments. 
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opinion at last founded acceptance in the Bengal Wakf Act, 1934 which provided 
for survey on a small scale. Even the sui"vey provisions in the Bengal Wakf Act, 
1934 was partially implemented and the survey remains incomplete. It can be 
pointed that, presently, the number of registered Wakfs was 7,386 while the 
number of umegistered wakfs stood at about 8,614 in West Bengal'^''. Pursuant 
to this provisions in the Act, the Coimnissioner of Wakfs did not take any steps 
for carrying out a comprehensive survey of Wakfs in Bengal. It is felt that the 
number of wakfs still remains untiaced. During those days the lands belonging to 
these Wakfs had little value, but rapid development and industrialization have 
enhanced their value immensely. Encroachment of such Wakf properties is 
rampant. As no special attention was paid to unearth such Wakf properties, so 
appropriate action even could not be taken yet for their restoration and 
utilization. No attention were paid to some historical buildings, being Wakfs but 
as because they were looked after by the Archaeological Department. Similarly, 
it may have greatly helped the cause of a Wakf if a survey of Wakfs under illegal 
encroachment by private individual or by Government departments were also 
conducted. The Wakf Board had no definite information on this. 
The survey of work in Bengal should have been taken up in right earnest. 
Thus, presently many of the Wakf properties are not registered with the Board of 
Bengal and are openly misappropriated. Immediate action is required to be 
taken. 
Figures were made available by tlie Wakf Section, Government of West Bengal. 
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Problems relating to Wakfs-AI-Alaulad and their Administration in Bengal 
No other branch of Muslim law has been the subject of so sustained a 
controversy as Wakf-al-alaulad. Since 1894 the Privy Council has regarded it as a 
concealed means of aggrandizement of a family", which not only infringes upon 
the sacred rule against perpetuity, but in which the provision for charity is so 
illusory that the poor "are not entitled to receive a rupee till after the total 
extinction of a family; possibly not for hundreds of years, possibly not until the 
property had vanished away under the washing agencies of litigation or 
malfeasance or misfortune.'^^ 
These defects prompted Fyzee to say "Speaking for myself, and in the 
light of actual experience it is unfortunate that the opinion of Lord Hobhouse in 
Abul Fata's case did not prevail in India, although it is contrary to the law laid 
down by the ancient authorities. 
The supporters of Wakf-al-alaulad, on the other hand, contend (a) that 
Wakf-al-alaulad helps many families to survive the vicissitudes of fortune and its 
dissolution could have a serious impact upon real estate, resulting in grave 
financial difficulties and complications, (b) that the concept of charity in Islam is 
very wide and includes the activities of giving property to one's own descendants 
also; and (c) that the family wakfs were expressly recommended by the Prophet 
and adopted by his followers. 
Abul Fata v. Russonioy (1894) 221 A, See also similar recent judgement of tlie Privy 
Council in Razika Binti v. Sharifa Binti Mohammad, A C (1964) 15. 
" ' A.A.A Fyzee, Outlines of Muhammadan Law, Oxford, (3rd Ed.), 1964, p.267. 
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Speaking about the law of wakfs-al-alaulad in Aden, Kenya and Zanzibar, 
Professor Anderson considers it unfortunate that the judges in these countries 
should feel themselves bound by the Privy Council's decision in Abul Fata's case 
despite the fact it has been recognised by all competent persons as "a wholly 
mistaken interpretation of the Islamic Law.'^^ Similar are the view of J. 
Hamilton of Kenya who says: "A study of the question shows that while the 
Mohammadan Law, uninfluenced from outside sources, permitted perpetuities 
and the erection of Wakfs for family aggiandizement solely, the influence of 
English Judges and of the Privy Council has gradually encroached on this 
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position. 
The legislature in Aden, Kenya and Zanzibar had to pass special law'^' to 
validate family Wakfs, as was done in India through the Mussalman Wakf 
Validating Act, 1913. 
In India, it seems the institution of wakf-al-alaulad gained its present 
importance not so much through support of religious sanctions, as for its ability 
to protect the family's wealth from misappropriation in the hands of squandering 
descendants. Sir Syed Ahmed Khan even looked at Wakf-al-alaulad as a means 
to restore and maintain the crumbling economic standards of the Indian Muslims. 
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N D Anderson "Islamic Law in Africa: Problems of Today and Tomorrow" in Changing 
Law in Developing Countries, edited by Anderson, London, 1963, p. 177. 
Hamilton, J; in Talibu bin Mwijaka v. Executors of Siwa Haji (1907), 21 ALR 33. 
See the following enactment vahdating family wakfs Aden. The Muhammadan Wakf 
Ordinance, 1939, Kenya: Tlie Commissioner's Ordinance, 1951, Zanzibar. The Wakf 
Validating (Amendment) Decree of 1951. 
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Administration of Wakf-Al-Alaulad in Bengal 
Until 1995 the administration of Wakfs in Bengal was governed by the 
Bengal Wakf Act, 1934. 
Under the Bengal Wakf Act, 1934, a Wakf treated as Wakf-al-alaulad if 
75 per cent or more of its income was for the wakif himself or for the members 
of his family. The Act contained special provisions for the supervision of the 
Wakf-al-alualad. Section 32 pennitted a beneficiary to request the Wakf 
Conunissioner to make an inquiry into the administration of such a Wakf and to 
get its account audited. After inquiry, if the commissioner had found that the 
allegations of mismanagement were true, he may had recommended to the State 
Government to allow all the provisions of the Act to be applied to such a 
Wakf. Section 38(2) empowered the commissioner to create, at the request of 
a majority of the beneficiaries, a "resei've fund" from the income of such a Wakf 
for the maintenance, expansion and repair of the wakf property. The Act also 
made it obligatory on the part of the mutwalli of a wakf-al-alaulad to furnish 
annually a statement of income and expenditure to the Commissioner.'^^ The 
Wakf Board took 2 per cent from the net available income of such Wakfs as 
administrative charges. 
The Bengal Act contained no provision for the submission of budgets of 
family Wakfs. Section 38 of the Bengal Act, however entitled a beneficiary or 
any other person who was entitled under the Wakf Deed to receive pecuniary or 
' " Supra Note 1,S.34. 
" ' ibid,, S.52. 
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other material benefits either on his own account or on behalf of a religious or 
charitable institution, to apply to the Commissioner to order the audit of accounts 
of a wakf-al-alaulad. After satisfying himself of the responsibility of the request, 
the Commissioner could have take action. Section 34 provides for the protection 
of wakf-al-alaulad. 
From the discussion it will have become clear that the administrative 
policy in regard to wakf-al-alaulad in Bengal was hardly satisfactory. Neither 
was there any uniform pattern of their survey nor were their adequate 
administrative checks on such Wakfs. These Wakfs cannot be neglected or 
brushed aside as being merely the objects of interest of a few beneficiaries. 
There is a need that some more effective administrative policy has to be evolved 
and followed throughout the State. 
A very large number of wakfs-al-alaulad in Bengal were comprised of 
agricultural lands. After Independence, the State of West Bengal decided to 
abolish the Zamindari, Jagirdari Systems and to introduce land reform. In the 
wake of these reformatory measures, Wakfs lost their agricultural lands except 
what was in personal cultivation of the mutwallis. The tenants became full 
proprietors on payment of prescribed amounts to State Govei-nments. In case of 
Wakf, generally the Mutwallis were not directly cultivating the lands and had 
given those to tenants on rent. After acquiring these lands the State Government 
fixed annuity for the religious and charitable Wakfs, but paid only compensation 
bonds in the case of wakfs-al-alaulad. 
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Thus, wakfs-al-alaulad were deprived of their agiicultural landholdings 
and the payment of compensation marked their end. 
To-day, wakfs-al-alaulad are faced with many problems. There is no 
effective administrative supervision over them. The callous indifference of 
beneficiaries of Mutwallis towards the maintenance and improvement of wakf 
properties has thrown them into a pitiable condition. What has really 
discouraged the Muslims to create family Wakfs is the growing awareness of the 
disadvantages of tying up propeity in perpetuity, where succeeding generations 
obtain successively smaller fractions of the income, part of which is often 
squandered in vexatious and frivolous litigation, and duly "absorbed" by 
unscrupulous lawyers.'^ "* 
The adverse effects of Estate Duty, Income Tax, Land Reforms and other 
Laws on wakf-al-alaulad are crippling the institution. The lack of sympathy of 
the State Government for the attempts to get these Wakfs exempted from the 
operation of aforesaid Acts, amply shows that there is no real hope for the 
survival of this institution. 
Originally, wakfs-al-alaulad were created for gaining Sawab (religious 
recompense) with the passage of time, however, this institution became a handy 
instrument for the preservation of large estates from the wasting hands of 
squandering descendants and sometimes even to circumvent the fragmentation of 
properties by the operation of the laws of inheritance. 
194 Supra Note 188. 
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Mismanagement by Mutwallis 
There are many ways in which Mutwallis mismanage or misappropriate 
wakf properties in Bengal; incorrect accounts of income, fabrication of bogus 
vouchers for amounts not spent, donations, subscriptions or nazaranas not 
accounted for; illegal alienation of wakf properties, handsome "pugrees" 
extracted from the tenants, rents at high rates realized from the tenants but 
receipts for lower amounts issued and the balance pocketed as blackmoney, 
compensation bonds for abolition of Zamindari, Jagirdari or Inam prepared in 
their own names and sold by them for personal benefit and so on. 
The Wakf Act of 1934 placed many checks on Mutwallis to prevent them 
from misappropriating Wakf funds and properties. For example, a Mutwalli was 
required to let the wakf property and its account under his supervision be 
inspected by the Board staff''^ ^ to funiish reports returns and other documents to 
the Board,''^ *" to obey directions given by the Board'*^^  and to let Wakf accounts 
be audited by the Board Staff 
A mutwalli is debarred from making compromise in any suit or proceeding 
in respect of any wakf property without the Board's approval.'^ A mutwalli is 
liable to be removed from his office in certain cases^"" and a penalty can also be 
imposed on him for his lapses.^"' In short, the Mutwallis have been put under 
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Supra Note l ,S.27(l)(a). 
Ibid, S.57(l)(b) and (c). 
Ibid., Sub-section (l)(c). 
Supra Note 1, S.48. 
Ibid., S.69. 
Ibid., S.58. 
ibid., S.7. 
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strict supervision of the Boards and the Courts of Law. But very often these 
statutory checks proved inadequate. 
The Bengal Wakf Act, 1934, also provided for the imposition of fines on 
an erring Mutwalli. It is, however, to be noted that the Bengal Act gave the 
power of imposing fines to the courts of law, acting upon a complaint made by 
the Board. Thus, in every case of default by a Mutwalli, the Board had to knock 
at the doors of the Court of law where the process of complaints, counter 
complaints and explanations generally consume much time and money. This is 
why more often than not. Board prefened not to make use of the penal 
provisions. 
The Board of Wakfs in Bengal failed to have the Mutwallis educated to 
realize that they are holding a sacred trust and that they must exhibit a high 
standard of rectitude. This could have been achieved by issuing booklets and 
folders containmg instructive material by the Board. The Boards in Bengal failed 
to organize annual conferences of mutwallis of important Wakfs where the 
participants may have discussed their difficulties and may have been given advice 
and guidance. 
Adverse effect of Rent Control Laws 
The serious tiouble with the low rents fixed of wakf properties is that this 
cannot be suitably enhanced because of Rent Control Laws, so that where they 
have been let out on nominal rents by Mutwallis, the Board may be able to revise 
the rent at market rate. 
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Mosques under Archaeological Department 
Many mosques of historical importance are under the possession or 
supervision of the Archaeological Department. In West Bengal there are 13 such 
mosques of historical importance that are under supervision of the 
Archaeological Department. While generally this in itself is not objectionable, 
the restrictions placed by the Department on offering regular or even occasional 
prayers in these mosques is generally resented by Muslims. 
It is submitted that whatever the historical importance of mosques, they 
are primarily the places of worship. It seems unreasonable to preserve mosques 
as mere show pieces to satisfy the curiosity of tourists or future generations at the 
cost of the basic purpose for which they exist. The role of Archaeological 
Department must be limited to the repair and upkeep of the mosques without 
interfering with the offering of prayers. Such an arrangement exists in case of 
Jama Masjid, Delhi. 
Encroachment on Grave Yards 
This is one of the most serious problems facing Wakf administration in the 
State of Bengal to-day. There are encroachments on graveyards which lie in the 
hearts of Calcutta and at different districts in large number where burial is no 
more allowed by Municipal authorities. 
^'^ The figure is obtained from the office of the Board of Wakf in Bengal who gathered it 
from the Department of Archaeology, Government of India. 
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In order to tackle this problem effectively, it is necessary that provision 
shall be made in the relevant Acts for the eviction of persons who unauthorizedly 
occupy or encroach on wakf properties. 
In Bengal, a number of mosques. Graveyards and Khankas are under 
illegal occupation and are inter alia being used as either houses, schools, play-
grounds clubs, shops. Dispensary, Khatals, and hotel. The Board of Wakfs in 
Bengal could not get these mosques. Graveyards and Khankhas vacated. The 
Board failed to take any legal action to get them vacated. 
The State Government even did not extend any help to resolve the 
difficulty by evicting the trespassers and handing over the possession of 
mosques, graveyards and Khankhas to the Board. But in the prevailing 
conditions this is ciying for the moon. 
Iron girders, bricks, doors and other materials of old and dilapidated 
mosques, graveyards and Khankhas are being carried away by unauthorised 
persons. 
Where there are deserted mosques, whether in good condition or 
dilapidated or whether what remains of them is only the sites on which they 
existed, they must be protected at all costs. 
Despite the history of statutory provisions of the last 20 years the Wakfs 
continue to be veiy different in different areas and actual practices of the Wakf 
differ very much between community and sects of Islam. Despite codification 
there is no unification in practice and Courts often have to decide on the 
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particular Wakfs. Besides it cannot be said that statutory provisions have 
prevented the wakf properties being sold or lost or used for personal 
aggrandisement of wakf properties in Bengal by the mutwallis in connivance with 
the Board. The partition of India, particularly of the State of Bengal also created 
many serious problems in the matter of administration of Wakfs. The recent 
Central Act, 1995 will also not solve the problems as such. It is no doubt that 
statute only cannot help the Wakfs unless the people of the locality or the people 
connected with the Wakfs generally take up the initiative in working of the Wakf 
for the benefit of the people or for the purpose the Wakf was created. 
Public and Private Walifs in West Bengal - A Case Study 
The records of the following wakf estate are delved in order to make a 
thorough enquiry into the state of affairs of these Wakfs. The affairs of the 
Board was far from satisfactory and it reveals a clear idea that the Board of 
wakfs in Bengal was administratively inefficient, was incontrol and 
superintendence and was virtually the cess pools of corruption and nepotism. 
Public Wakfs 
Ref: MISC. CASE NO.60/60 (E.C.NO.9665)^''^ 
Re: Lease of 1 bigha 6 cottah 1 Chittack 8 Sq. ft. at premises No.48, 
Jhowtala Road, Calcutta. 
In the Development Sub-Committee's meeting ^'^ the above matter was 
recommended to advertise the matter in the Statesman, Ananda Bazar Patrika, 
"^•^  Miscellaneous Care File No.60/60 relating to (Enrolment Case File No.9665) in the 
Office of the record Section of tlie Board of Wakf, West Bengal. 
2M The Development Sub-Committee meeting held on July 15th, 1989. 
.^ 18 
Dainik Vishwamitra and in Azad Hind along with 10% of the offer by Bank 
Draft within 15 days. 
Earlier Jb. Ahmed Ali, said to be the tenant in respect of the said premises 
requested to take the matter of proposal before the Board, but it was filed as the 
Mutwalli was directed to advertise the lease matter. 
Subsequently, Sri K. Dhariwal made proposal for lease in the following 
maimer: 
i) Lease 99 years 
ii) Premium Rs. 15 lakhs 
iii) Rent Rs.5,000 per month. 
One Jb. Abdus Samad for self and on behalf of 22 others made proposal 
for development of the said premises. The proposal was forwarded by the 
Mutwalli. 
It appears from the office records that nothing was heard from the 
Mutwalli regarding advertisement matter. Hence, order was passed to place the 
matter before the Development Sub-Cormnittee when the Mutwalli was asked to 
remain present.^"^ 
In the Development Sub-Committee's meeting,^ ° '^ the following decision 
was taken: 
^°- Tlie order dated 05-6-1989 passed by the Board of Wakf, West Bengal. 
"^* Supra Note 204 held on June 17tli, 1989. 
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i) Directed Jb. Abdus Samad and others to submit detailed scheme of 
development for further consideration, 
ii) The proposal Shri Dhariwal will be considered on receiving detailed 
scheme from Janab Abdus Samad. 
iii) Janab Ahmed Ali was directed to submit detailed scheme of development 
for further consideration. 
Janab Abdus Samad for self and on behalf of the members of the Co-
operative Society submitted fresh proposal for development^^^ in the following 
marmer 
i) Rent Rs.20,000/-per month. 
ii) Two Flats having area of 1000 Sq. ft. each will be handed over to the 
Mutwalli. 
iii) 250 sq. ft. super built area shall be handed over for starting of a charitable 
dispensary in the memory of the wakif and Rs.20,000/- will be donated to 
the said Dispensary; 
iv) the remaining constructed area will be enjoyed by the Co-Operative 
Society on the basis of perpetual lease. 
Alternatively he made the following proposal: 
i) 10000 sq. ft. super built area will be handed over to the Board of Wakfs. 
ii) Remaining portion will be enjoyed by the said Society. 
207 The fresh proposal for development was submitted on August 3rd, 1989. 
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The whole matter was placed before the Development Sub-Committee and 
when the Sub-Committee again directed the Mutwalli do advertise the same in 
English, Bengali and Urdu Newspapers.^ "*^ 
Janab Ahmed Ali submitted fresh development proposal.^°^ 
The Mutwalli informed that she being widow could not advertise the lease 
matter. She however, forwarded three offers of (1) Nagen Haider, (ii) Shri 
Tarun Kanti Dhar, (iii) M/s D S Developers with a request to take immediate 
action for Board's approval. 
Shri K. Dhariwal and Associates made another proposal for development 
of the premises in question.^" 
The matter was placed before the Development Sub-Committee when the 
Mutwalli Musst. Noorjahan Begum appeared with Janab M Hossain and 
submitted a petition. 
Sub-Committee again directed the Mutwalli to advertise the matter. 
Again the above offerors made proposal for lease referring the 
Advertisement. 
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The fresh proposal was placed before the Development Sub-Committee on September 
15, 1989. 
The fresh development proposal was placed on September 1, 1989. 
hiformation was made on April 14, 1990 through letter. 
Proposal dated 23.4.1990 in respect of premises No.48, Jhowtolla Road, Calcutta. 
Ibid., placed befofe Development. Sub-Coinmittee on June 19, 1990. 
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The offerors were directed to submit quotation in respect of lease of the 
said premises for 75 years with option for a further period of 24 years along with 
20% earnest money by Bank Draft within 15 days. 
The matter was placed before the Development Sub-Committee when the 
terms of above quotation was confinned.^''' 
Janab Abdus Samad requested to let him know certain information as 
stated in the petition^''^ but he did not submit quotation as asked for. He was 
intimated that the required information cannot be given.^'^ 
In the meeting of the Development Sub-Committee^'^' the offers of Shri K. 
Dhariwal and Janab Ahmed Ali were sent back considering that the said offers 
will be considered after disposal of the pending writ application filed by said 
Janab Abdul Samad in the Hon'ble High Court, Calcutta. Ultimately the matter 
was placed before the Development Sub-Committee.'^'^ In the said writ 
application His Lordship the Hon'ble Mr Justice Umesh Chandra Banerjee did 
not grant any extension for the period for submitting offer by the writ applicant 
Jaban Abdus Samad. 
The Development Sub-Committee opened the offers under sealed cover 
received from Janab Ahmed Ali and Shri K.. Dhariwal. Janab Ali submitted 
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Matter was placed on July 27, 1Q90. 
Letter of request addressed to the Commissioner of Wakf dated July 30, 1990. 
Letter of Intimation from the Chairman of the Development Sub-Committee dated 
August 27, 1990. 
Development Sub-Committee meeting held on September 4, 1990. 
The matter was placed before the Development Sub-Committee on September 15, 1990. 
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development proposal with Bank draft of Rs.2,00,000/- being 20% earnest money 
out of total sum of Rs.26,00,000/-. 
The Sub-Committee after due consideration recommended to accept the 
proposal of Shri Dhariwal with lease rent of Rs. 10,000/- only. The lease was 
confirmed by the Board of Wakfs.^'^ 
Ref: MISC. CASE NO.142/62 (E.C. N 0 . 1 3 6 5 f 
Re: Zohra Begum Wakf Estate, Calcutta. 
In the Board's meeting lease was sanctioned in respect of about 5 
bighas 10 Cottahs of land at premises No.32A, Tollygunge Circular Road, 
Calcutta and in respect of 2 bighas, 10 Cottahs of land under Khaitan No. 1667, J 
L No.9 of Mouza Punishabapur, Parganas, Behala Municipality to Mrs Pushpa 
Chowdhury of 4, Clyde Row, Calcutta 700 022 on the following tenns: 
i) lease period 50 years with an option of 25 years; 
ii) Premium Rs.6,500/- per Cottah to be deposited in the Wakf Fund before 
Execution of the lease agreement; 
iii) rent Rs.2,050/- per month with effect from the date of execution of the 
lease agreement subject to enhancement of the rate of 10% every 5 years 
etc. 
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Lease was confirmed on September 29, 1990. 
Miscellaneous Case File No. 142/62 relating to (Enrolment Case No. 1365) in tiie Office 
of the record section of the Board of Wakf, West Bengal. 
Board meeting held on March 29, 1983. 
?<2^ 
Subsequently in the Board's meeting^^' the said lease was cancelled as the 
Mutwalli Firoze Aiam suppressed the fact that he already entered into an 
Agreement with the proposed lease taking Rs.3,00,000/- beyond the knowledge 
of the Board. 
Be it mentioned that the total area of the land that Tollygunge Circular 
Road is 37 Bighas which is under illegal possession of the tiespassers. It is 
further reported that the Mutwalli Janab Firoze Alam is still taking advance from 
many persons showing previous sanction which has been cancelled by the Wakf 
Board. 
Ref: Misc. Case No.62/62 (E.C. No. 1349)^ ^^  
Re: Moju Bibi Wakf Estate, Calcutta. 
In the Board's resolution^^^ leased of premises No. 17/1, 17/1 A, 17/IB and 
17/lC, Ballygunge Circular Road along with a portion of premises No. 16, 
Ballygunge Circular Road was gianted in favour of Sunit Kumar Ghosh as per 
recommendation of the Sub-Committee^ '^* on the following terms and conditions. 
i) Lease 51 years with an option of 25 years; 
ii) Premium Rs.3,00,000/- shall be deposited in the Wakf Fund before 
execution of the Lease Agreement. 
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Ibid., October Q, 1985. 
Miscellaneous Case File No.62/62 relating to (Enrolment Case No. 1349) in the Office of 
tlie record section of the Board of Wakfs of Bengal. 
Board's resolution dated 29.3.1983. 
Recommendation of the Development Sub-Committee dated 23.3.1983. 
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iii) Rent Rs. 1,200/- per month payable with effect from the date of Execution 
of the Lease Agreement subject to enhancement of 10% in every 10 years. 
iv) The lease shall be executed after settlement of all the pending court cases 
mutually with the parties concerned. 
It appears from the letter of the Mutwalli^^^ that the said lease has not 
been acted upon. 
Ref: E.C. No.2060^^^ 
Re: Moulvi Elahabad Wakf Estate, Calcutta. 
Park Circus School Authority made a proposal^^' for taking lease of 
premises No.36, Dargah Road, Calcutta, which was forwarded by the then 
Mutwalli Dr Wajih on the same day to the Board Office for taking necessary 
action. 
As per Board's resolution^^^ the said premises was leased out to Park 
Circus High School in the following tenns and conditions:-
As it was found that such transfer by way of lease will be benefited in the 
interest of the wakf estate as well as for the sake of education:-
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Letter of the Mutwalli dated 26.03.1987 addressed to the Commissioner of Wakf. 
Enrolment Case No.2060, See File lying in the Office of the record section of the Board 
of Wakf, West Bengal. 
Proposal to tlie Commissioner of Wakf, West Bengal, dated 7.3.1983, 
Board's resolution dated 25.4.1983. 
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i) Lease period 99 yeais 
ii) Premium Rs. 12,500/-
iii) Rent Rs.400/- per month subject to enhancement of 5% of every five 
years, 
iv) 50% aiTears rent will be paid before Execution of the lease deed and 
balance by installments of Rs.400/- per month, 
v) The Lessee shall bear owner and occupier taxes and shall pay arrears taxes 
also. 
Ref: Misc. Case No.235/41 (E.C. No.5450)^ '^' 
Re: Hasan All Wakf Estate, Calcutta. 
The then official Mutwalli A.N.M. Ashraf, now deceased was the 
Mutwalli of the aforesaid wakf estate, he by a petition made a proposal for 
lease or sale of the wakf property being l/4th share of premises no.3, Ram 
Shankar Roy Lane, Calcutta, which was under occupation of one tenant fetching 
Rs.09/- only as rent per month. He further informed that the remaining 3/4 share 
belonged to S.M.A. Haque, hence be proposed to transfer l/4th share to said Sri. 
S.M.A. Haque. The matter was inquired by an Auditor of the office, it transpires 
from his enquiry report that one Moti Gomes was the tenant in respect of said 
l/4th share after his death his family members were occupying the same paying 
^ '^ Miscellaneous Case File No.235/41 relating to (Enrolment Case File No.5450) in the 
Office of the record section of the Board of Wakf, West Bengal. 
"" Petition addressed to the Commissioner of Wakf W.B. dated 27.2.1980, 
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Rs.09/- only per month to the Rent Contiol office. The said premises consists of 
3 small rooms with kitchen, urinal inside. The condition of the premises was not 
good. Subsequently in the Board's meeting^"" the proposal of Janab S.M.A. 
Haque for sale of portion of premises no.3, Ram Shankar Roy Lane, the enquiry 
report and view of official Mutwalli was considered but in as much as the area of 
land was not available from the proposal and the enquiry report matter was 
deferred and direction was given to obtain the area of land. Then the official 
Mutwalli informed that the total area of land is 2 Cottah 5 Chittack and 40 
sq.ft. In the Board's meeting, l/4th share of premises no.3, Ram Shankar Roy 
Lane was resolved to be transferred by way of sale subject to such enhancement 
of the fmancial terms as may be agieed to on negotiation by Janab Md. 
Nizammudin, M.L.A and Janab Hamimul Hoda, both the members of the Board 
with proposed purchaser. Ultimately in the Board's meeting^ '^* the proposed 
purchaser Janab S.M.A. Haque by his letter^^^ intimated his inability to appear 
for negotiation in accordance with the Board resolution.^''^ His letter was 
considered and Board resolved and accorded sanction for sale of the share in 
question to Janab S.M.A. Haque of a price of Rs. 10,000/-. 
231 
2.?2 
233 
234 
235 
236 
Board meeting was held on 14-7-1981. 
Letter of Information addressed to the Commissioner of Wakf, West Bengal dated 
14.8.1981. 
Board's meeting and resolution dated 19.8.1981. 
Ibid., dated 17.11.1981. 
Letter dated 1.9.1981 addressed to Commissioner of Wakf, West Bengal. 
Supra note 233. 
.•^ 27 
Ref: Misc. Case No.403/41 (E.C. No.287)^^' 
Re: Haji Munshi Munawar Ahmed Wakf Estate, Calcutta. 
It appears from the resolution of the Board's meeting that an order was 
passed by the Hon'ble Mr. Justice B.C. Basak of the Calcutta High Court 
which was communicated by Shri D.C. Dutta and Co., Solicitor.^''^ The matter 
was related to the proposal of Abdul Hamid Mandal and Musst. Rabeya Khatun, 
Mutwallis under E.C. No.287A and 287 for grant of lease of premises no.3. 
Grant Street, Calcutta. Hence, it was resolved that as desired by the Hon'ble 
High Court the Mutwallis will be called for a hearing by the Board in its next 
meeting. 
The matter was considered in the Board's meeting. '^*' In the said 
meeting^''^ lease of premises No.3, Grant Street was granted in favour of M/s 
Meghdoot Enterprises of 135, Biplabi Rash Bihari Basu Road, Calcutta 700 001 
in the following terms and conditions: 
i) Lease period 75 years for construction of building from 1st floor onwards 
in accordance with all the building rules of the Corporation of Calcutta 
and for leasing out the same by the lessee. 
lii 
238 
239 
241 
242 
Miscellaneous Case File No.403/41 relating to Enrolment Case File No,287 in the Office 
of the record section of the Board of Wakf, West Bengal. 
Board's meeting and resolution dated 9.8.1980. 
Order dated 6.8.1980 passed in tlie matter of Abdul Hamid Mondal v. Tlie State of West 
Bengal and Others, Calcutta High Court. 
Letter dated 8.8.1980 of Communication addressed to the Commissioner of Wakf, West 
Bengal. 
Board's meeting held on 30-9-1981. 
Ibid. 
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ii) Premium Rs.3,00,000/-
iii) Rent Rs. 1.25P per sq.ft. 
iv) The lessee shall give the ground floor vacated on terms and condition 
negotiated by him with the present occupiers and demolish the same for 
the purpose of construction of building provided that the ground floor 
shall be handed over to the wakf estate for the re-allotment of the present 
occupiers. 
v) The lessee shall be entitled to transfer tenancy in favour of co-operative. 
As no deed was executed by the Mutwallis concerned the said Lessee-
filed a suit in the year 1986 against the mutwallis and others for specific 
performance of the Agreement to grant lease of the said wakf property in favour 
of the plaintiff. In the meantime Mustt. Rabeya Khatun the Mutwalli under E.C. 
No.287A died. Hence the Lawyer of the Lessee by a Letter^ ''^  wanted to know 
the name of the Mutwalli appointed in place of said Rabeya Khatun to enable 
them to make necessary application before the Court for adequate reliefs. The 
matter is still pending. 
In the Board's meeting^ "*^  the lease has been cancelled on the groimds that 
since 12 years have aheady been passed and the deed of lease has not yet been 
executed and also the work of construction has not yet been started and since in 
the meantime the present market price has been reached the sky the interest 
and/or benefit of the wakf estate has been jeopardised as the said resolution of 
the Board has not been acted upon until now. The Board directed to the parties 
^'*^ Advocates Letter dated 25.04.1986 to the Commissicner of Wakf, West Bengal. 
^** Board's meeting dated 18.1.1995. 
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concerned accordingly and thus the said resolution of the Board has been 
communicated to the concerning parties. 245 
Ref: Misc. Case No.362/39 (E.G. Ncie)^ ^*^ 
Re: Lease of wakf property measuring 4 Cottah 6 Chittacks more or less at 
premises No.lO/A, Bright Street, Calcutta under the wakf estate of 
Sabujan Bibi. 
The ad-interim Mutwalli Musst. Ahmadi Begum by a petition applied 
for development of the said premises on a long term lease for a period of 99 years 
at a rental of Rs.5,000/- per year with increment of 5% after every 10 years. The 
lessee shall pay a premium of Rs. 1,00,000/- she added. 
She further reported that the said premises consists of one storeyed 
building under several tenants yielding a monthly rent of Rs.315/- approximately. 
In order to increase the income of the wakf estate the proposed development is 
necessary. In the connection she added that she talked with (1) Mr. Md. Ali 
Anwar of 17 Elliot Road, Calcutta (ii) Jb. Sk. Shah Jamal of 1/1, Cham 
Khansama Lane, Calcutta and (iii) Md. Mokaddas Ahmed of 70/E, Tiljala Road, 
Calcutta. 
The matter was placed in the meeting of the Development Sub-
Committee'^ '*^ wherein the Sub-Committee recommended to sanction lease in 
245 
246 
247 
248 
Letter of Communication by the Board vide office memo No.2425-26 dated 29.03.1995. 
Miscellaneous Case file No.362/39 relating to Enrolment Case file No. 16 in tlie office of 
the record section of the Board of Wakf, West Bengal. 
Petition for development dated 5.8.94 addressed to the Commissioner of Wakfs, West 
Bengal 
Meeting of Development Sub-Committee was held on 26.6.95. 
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favour of said developers for 75 years with option for a further period of 24 years 
at yearly rent of Rs. 5,000/- with increment of 5% after every 10 years and a 
premium of Rs. 1,00,000/- to be paid immediately. The developers were 
voluntarily agreed to donate Rs. l,50,000/-for Muslim Girls Hostel. Out of the 
said donation, Rs. 1,00,000/- be paid at the time of taking approval letter for lease 
and the remaining Rs.50,000/- be paid after sanction of plan. 
Be it mentioned that this is a public wakf estate. There is wakfnama 
executed by Sabujan Bibi. It has been provided in the said wakfnama that no 
Mutwalli is entitled to transfer wakf property but in order to increase the income 
of wakf estate the property can be transfened with permission of the District 
Judge and in that case the profitable property is to be purchased which would be 
treated as wakf propeity. 
Ref: Misc. Case No.17/75 (E.C. No. 14015).^ ^" 
Re: Lease of l/7th Undivided sliare land measuring about 14 Cottahs at 
premises no.8/1/2, Loudon street, Calcutta. 
The Mutwalli Janab Haji Mahboob Kasim made a proposal for lease^^' of 
the above premises for 75 years on the grounds that the monthly income of 
Rs.960/- of the wakf estate is not sufficient for maintenance of the Mosque, 
Madrasah and for grant of scholarship to the students and religious works. He 
249 
250 
251 
Wakftiama dated 10.2.1909 executed by Sabujan Bibi. 
Miscellaneous Case file No, 17/7.'^  relating to Enrolment case file No. 14015 in the office 
of the record Section of the Board of Wakf, West Bengal. 
Vide letter dated 21.5.83 addressed to the Coinniissioner of Wakf, West Bengal. 
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added that the rent will be Rs.l500/- per month with increment of 10% after 
every 10 years and premium will be Rs.75,000/-. He did not mention any name 
of the lessee. 
The matter was placed before the Development-Sub-Conmiittee and also 
the Board when Board directed the Mutwalli to advertise the lease matter in 
different newspapers in Bengali, English and Hindi inviting quotations to be 
submitted directly to the Commissioner of Wakfs. Thereafter long gap this office 
received an offer from Mr. Kamal Jain on behalf of Modem Investment Traders 
(P) Ltd^" for lease with a premium of Rs. 10,00,000/- and rent or Rs.2,000/- per 
month. The Mutwalli was directed to comment on the said proposal. 254 
The Mutwalli replied^^^ intimating that Mr R.L. Gaggar, Solicitor and 
advocate for one of his clients is interested to take lease of the premises in 
question for 99 years with premium of Rs. 11,00,000/- at a monthly rent of 
Rs.3,000/- with 10% increment every 10 years. Hence, he requested to accord 
sanction of lease in favour of said Mr. R L Gaggar as the offer made by Mr R.L. 
Gaggar is fair and beneficial to the wakf estate. 
One Mrs. Raushan Ara for A.R. Construction of 6, North Range, Calcutta 
700 017 filed an offer^ ^^  in the following manner: 
252 
253 
254 
255 
Board's meeting held on 12.11.1986. 
Letter of offer for lease dated 15.3.91 addressed to Commissioner of Wakfs, West 
Bengal. 
Letterof Commissioner of Wakf, W.B. dated 10.10.91 addressed to the Mutwalli. 
Reply of the Mutwalli dated 6.2.92 addressed to the Commissioner of Wakf, West 
Bengal. 
Offer through Letter dated 28.1.92 to the Commissioner of Wakf, West Bengal. 
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Premium Rs. 15,00,000/-
Rent Rs. 1,00,000/-
Then the matter was placed before the Development Sub-Committee^^^ 
asking all the above offerors and Mutwalli to appear. 
The matter was deferred as the Mutwalli was absent. It was again 
placed before the said Sub-Committee wherein the Sub-Committee recommended 
to sanction lease in the following terms in favour of Mr R.L. Gaggar, Solicitor's 
client, Dilip Singh Mehta and his Associates Company. 
i) Lease period 75 years 
ii) 
iii) 
iv) 
Option 
Premium 
Rent 
Donation 
24 years 
Rs.l 1,00,000/-
Rs.3,000/- per month with increment of 
Rs. 10% every 10 years 
Rs.3,00,000/-
Be it mentioned that Mrs. Raushan Ara was not interested to take lease as 
per her letter and Mr. Kamal Jain was absent. 
There is Deed of Trust in respect of tins Public wakf estate executed by 
Siddique Jamal and others. Nothing has been mentioned therein as to transfer 
of wakf property. 
237 
25X 
Z59 
260 
The Development Sub-Comniittee's meeting held on 27.5.92. 
Ibid, held on 12.7.93. 
Supra note 256. 
Deed of Trust dated 11.12.1920 in respect of tliis Public Trust. 
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Private Wakfs 
Ref: Misc. Case No.70/65 (E.C. No. 1040)^ '^ ' 
Re: Miinshi Abdur Rauf Wakf Estate Premises No.41 & 42 Collin Street, 
Calcutta. 
From the office Records it appear that the aforesaid premises was given to 
Aftab Alam for development of the entire two premises by demolishing the old 
structm^es according to Calcutta Mmiicipal Corporation's specification. The 
interesting point of Agreement is that Janab Alam offered to finance the entire 
project himself settling the existing tenants at the groundfloor and seeking no 
reimbursement from the Wakf Estate. The matter was okayed in the 
Development Sub-Committee's meeting without any premium bemg paid to 
the wakf estate which was subsequently confirmed in the Board's meeting and 
the draft deed of Agreement between the official Mutwalli and Aftab Alam was 
approved^^ by the then Commissioner of Wakfs, Janab Asadur Rahman. 
Accordingly, a four storeyed new building has been constructed at the aforesaid 
premises according to the Calcutta Municipal Corporation's Plan. It appears 
from the official records and the infonnation provided by the official Mutwalli 
that there have been Six flats i.e., two flats in each floor right from Fnst floor to 
Third Floor constructed save ground floor where the old tenant have been 
rehabilitated. Details of which are as follows: 
261 
262 
263 
2M 
Miscellaneous Case file No.70/65 relating to Enrolmatt file No. 1040 in the office of the 
record section of the Board of Wakf, West Bengal. 
Developments Sub-Coinmittees meeting held on 16.04.1988. 
Wakfs Board's meeting held on 28.4.1988. 
Deed of Agreement approved on 31.3.89 by the Commissioner of Wakf, W.B. 
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SI. 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
Name 
Shamimul Huda (Brother of 
Janab Hamimul Hoda, Ex 
Member Board of Wakfs)^" 
Mahtab Alam 
Aquiqul Hoda 
(Son of Janab Hamimul 
Hoda, Ex Member Board of 
Wakfs)^ ^^ 
Floor 
1st 
1st 
2nd 
Description 
EAST 
WEST 
EAST 
Total Area 
Approx. 
600 
500 
600 
Amount of Rent 
Paid Per month 
Rs.240 
Rs.200 
Rs.240 
Tahaquiqul Hoda (Son of 
Janab Hamimul Huda, Ex 
Member Board of Wakfs) 
2nd WEST 500 
267 
Rs.200 
5 
6 
7 
8 
AltafAlam(SonofAftab 
Nurul Ahad 
Aquiqul Hoda (Son of Janab 
Hamimul Hoda, Ex Member 
Board of Wakfs)^ **^  
Mahtab Alam 
3rd 
3rd 
4th 
4th 
WEST 
EAST 
EAST (half 
of the roof) 
(West half 
portion of 
the roof) 
500 
500 
600 
Rs.200 
Rs.240 
Rs.25 
Rs.25 
One showroom on the ground floor attached to old gate was given to Mr 
Aquiqul Hoda, son of Janab Hamimul Hoda, ex-member of Board of Wakfs on 
265 
266 
267 
268 
269 
As reported by Official Mutwalli 
Ibid 
Ibid. 
Ibid. 
Ibid 
.1,35 
the newly constructed area at a monthly rent of Rs.50/- per month plus 
Rs.20,000/- as Donation to the Muslim Girls' Hostel. 
Further in the meeting of the Tenancy Sub-Committee dated 21-09-93 it 
was recommended that the Tenancy of the said 3 persons namely (1) Shamimul 
Hoda, (2) Aquiqul Hoda and (3) Taaquiqul Hoda shall not be evicted on the 
ground of personal requirements which appears not to be in conformity with the 
West Bengal Premises and Tenancy Act, 1956. 
Further Board authorised the official Mutwalli to give sub-tenancy right to 
any new tenant of tiie aforesaid Wakf premises in the application as made by 
them to the official Mutwalli within two years from 28-11-1991. It also appears 
to be violative of the West Bengal premises Tenancy Act, 1956. 
Ref: Misc, Case No,50/70 (E.C. No.1511 & 1511B),^ '" 
Re: 26/1, Market Street, Calcutta. 
It appears from the recommendation of the Tenancy Sub-Committee^'' 
that tenancy has been approved in favour of Mrs. Mushtari Begum alleged to be 
the wife of Janab Hamimul Hoda, Ex-Board member in respect of a room 
measuring 170 sq.ft. at premises no.26/1. Market Street, Calcutta at a monthly 
rent of Rs.60/- only which was confirmed by the Board.^ '^  
270 
271 
272 
Miscellaneous Case file No,50/70 relating to Enrolment Case file No.1511 & 151 IB in 
the office of the record Section of the Board of Wakfs, West Bengal). 
Tenancy Sub-Committee's recommendaticwi dated 21.9.93 addressed to the 
Commissioner of Wakf, West Bengal dated 21.9.93. 
Tenancy confirmed by the Board on 21.9.93 
3,16 
Ref: E.C. No.1040.^ '^  
Re: PreuHses No.9A & 9B Lower Range, Calcutta. 
It appears that in the meeting of the Tenancy Sub-Committee '^* tenancy in 
respect of one flat (Western portion) on the second floor at 9A and B, Lower 
Range, Calcutta was given in favour of Mrs. A. Anju Zarina, Janab M. Saif Ali 
and MIS. Najma Begum as alleged to be the relatives of official Mutwalli in place 
of M/s Hanuman Spring Works and M.L. Jalan and Co., at a mondily rental of 
Rs.175/- only and donation of Rs. 10,000/- for Muslim Girls' Hostel. The 
Tenancy was confirmed in the Board's meeting. '^^  
Ref: E.C. No.8302.^ '^  
Re: Mysore Family Fatefaa Fond wakf estate, Kalighat, Calcutta. 
Most of the properties under the said Wakf Estate have illegally been sold 
out by the Secretary of the Committee of the Wakf Estate. Many cases are 
pending in the Alipore Judges Court and High Court, Calcutta involving the said 
properties. 
Many offers^^ were received from R K Chowdhuiy Nucon, Muhammad 
Hossain Shah, Kartick Das, Anil Burman Saha, Muhammad Kasim and 
273 
274 
273 
27« 
277 
Enrolment Case file No. 1040 in the office of the record Section of the Board of Wakf, 
West Bengal. 
Meeting of Tenancy Sub-Committee heU on 13.10.1993. 
Board's meeting held on 18.10,93, 
Enrobnent Case file No. 8302 in the office of the reconi Section of the Board of Wakf, 
West Bengal. 
Offers for lease sere sait to the Secretary of the Cwnmittee of Wakf Estates on 
18.8.1989, 5.10,1988, 11-10.1991, 4.4.1990, 18,11.1991, 16.7.1990 and 22.11.1991 
respectively. 
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Muhammad Wasi Ahmed Shah respectively for taking lease of premises 
No.51/1 A, Satish Mukherjee Road, Calcutta. All the above offers were sent to 
Muhammad Hossain Shah, the then Secretary of the Committee for his comments 
along with direction to select one from them and infonn this Office accordingly. 
In the Board's meeting,^ ^** it considered the proposal received from Muliaimnad 
Hossain Shah, Secretary under his letter.^ ^^ Board after due consideration and 
thorough discussion accepted the proposal of S L Manpuria & Associates of 29, 
Shakespeare Sarani, Calcutta for lease of vacant available land appertaining to 
Mysore Family Faheha Fund Wakf Estate for 75 years with an option for further 
period of 24 years with the following terms and conditions: 
i) Premium @ Rs.90,000/- per Cottah only for the available land. 
ii) Rent @ Rs.6,000/- only per month with enhancement of 10% in the 
following year. 
The said lessees agreed to donate a sum of Rs.22,00,000/- (Rupees twenty 
two lakhs) only for Muslim Girls' Hostel. Board directed to deposit a sum of 
Rs.5,00,000/- (Rupees five lakhs) only as an advance premium money and the 
balance on the date of approval of Draft Deed of lease. 
It was further resolved that the Developer will look after the tombs, 
monuments etc., of the family standing on the said premises. Further Board 
" ' Board's meetingheld on 21.11.1992. 
^^ Letter dated 20 12.1991 addressed to the Commissioner of Wakf, West Bengal. 
*^° Advance premium money was directed to be deposited on 24.12.1991. 
1.18 
directed to register the lease within 1-1/2 years from the date of advance 
premium paid. 
It appears from this office records that the said lease has not been acted 
upon as per order of the Hon'ble High Court, Calcutta. 
Ref: Misc. Case No.40/74 (E.C No.4540).^ *^ 
Re: Lease of 6 Cottahs 3 Chittacks of land. Out of 30 Cottahs at premises 
NoJ3, Shakespeare Sarani, Calcutta under the wakf estate of Shahjadi 
Begum. 
The Office of the Board of Wakf, West Bengal, received a petition^ '^ from 
the Mutwalli Anis Fatma Begum stating that the said Wakf Estate consists 30 
Cottahs of land. In about 7 Cottahs of land on the North-Eastem portion of the 
said premises a two storeyed building has been constructed according to plan 
sanctioned by Calcutta Municipal Corporation. The said construction has been 
made by Swastik Project Private Limited in terms of an Agreement of Lease^ '^' 
approved by the Board of Wakfs. 
In terms of the said Agreeraent^ ^^ a construction was to be made on 16 
Cottahs of land at the said premises. But one Farooque Hyder and another filed a 
2(1 
2S2 
113 
2S4 
2«5 
Board directed to register the lease by 23.6.1993. 
Miscellaneous casefile no.49/74 relating to enrolment case file no.4540 in the office of 
the record section of the Board of Wakfs, West Bengal. 
Petition of the Mutwalli Vide DE No.3539 dated 23.5.95 addressed to the Commissioner 
ofWakf, West Bengal. 
Agreement of Lease between the Mutwalli and Swastik Project Private Limited dated 
30.1.1991. 
Ibid. 
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suit claiming their Mutwalliship of the said Wakf Estate and obtained order of 
injunction restraining construction at the same premises. However, the order of 
injunction was uUimately vacated by the Learned Trial Judge at City Civil Court 
at Calcutta. Appeal was preferred by Farooque Hyder and another and as such 
starting the Construction on 16 Cottahs of land was delayed. 
Long ago some Parekh Brothers took lease of 6 Cottahs 3 Chittacks of 
land on South Eastern portion of the said premises. Litigation started regarding 
said lease and eviction of Parekh Brothers and they are pending for several years. 
Parekh Brothers were not paying anything to the wakf on account of rent 
etc. In such circumstances, Swastik Project Private Limited intervene and 
rescued the wakf by purchasing the leasehold right of said Parekh Brothers in 6 
Cottahs 3 Chittacks of land. 
Swastik Private Limited approached the Mutwalli with a request to grant a 
fresh lease in place and instead of the disputed lease of Parekh Brothers in spite 
of the said 6 Cottahs 3 Chittacks of land in South Eastern portion of premises 
No.33, Shakespeare Sarani together with the right to the lessee to have the plan 
sanctioned by the Calcutta Municipal Corporation by utilising the total FAR 
available in respect of the entire premises No.33, Shakespeare Sarani, Calcutta 
for construction of the proposed building in or upon the said plots of land 
measuring 22 Cottahs 3 Chittacks on coverage of the said premises. Details and 
particulars thereof have been described in the draft Agreement filed with the 
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petition.^^ All the tenants paying nominal rent are required to be evicted which 
said Swastik Project Private Limited has agreed to do at their own cost and 
agreed to prepare a plan for construction and to have the same sanctioned at their 
own cost and to construct multi-storeyed building at its own cost in terms and 
conditions enumerated in the proposed draft Agreement of lease. The petitioner 
further submitted that although in the Deed of Wakf there is expressed power 
authorising the Mutwalli to let out, lease out etc., but she wants that the Board of 
wakfs, shall consider the matter for the benefit of the Wakf Estate and grant 
sanction for entering into an Agreement of lease and also to execute Deed of 
Lease in presence of the said Agreement. Hence, requested before the Board to 
approve draft Agreement of Lease filed with her petition,^*' 
The matter was placed before the Development Sub-Committee^^^ wherein 
sub-committee recommended to sanction lease of the property in question for a 
period of 75 years with option for 24 years at a monthly rent as mentioned in the 
draft Deed of Agreement to lease.^ *^ The lessee voluntarily agreed to donate 
R.2,00,000/- for Muslim Girls' Hostel. Sub-Committee requested the 
Commissioner to approve the Draft Deed of Lease enclosed with the Petition^^ 
of the MutwaUi. The said Deed was lying in the Learned Commissioner table for 
approval. 
"* Supra Note 284. 
Ibid. 
^* Develqjment Sub-Committee's meeting held cm 26.6.1995. 
^" Supra Note 284. 
"^ Ibid. 
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Ref: Misc. Case No. 10/62 (E.C. No.731-C)^'' 
Re: Afaomed Baksh Wakf Estate^ Calcutta 
It appears from the resolution of the Board's meeting^^ that the sanctions 
of sale of premises No.76, Braun Feld Row was accorded as per recommendation 
of tiie Sub-Committee in favour of Shri C J Sin^ at a consideration of 
Rs.21,001/-. 
Reft Misc. Case No.32/36 (Pt.lll) (E.C No-1151)^ 
Re: Prince K K Bahadur Wakf Estate, Calcutta. 
In the Board's meeting"^^ the proposal of transfer by way of sale of wakf 
properties inter-alia under premises No. 120, 120/1, Karl Marx Sarani, Calcutta 
700 023 at the rate of Rs. 1,000/- (Rupees one thousand) per Cottah was 
considered. It was noted that all the premises under reference were under Thika 
Tenancy with nominal monthly rent and that arrear rents and corporation taxes 
accumulated due to unwillingness of the tenants to pay rents. These reasons the 
grant of sanction to the proposed sale was considered to be in the best interest of 
the wakf estate except that the proposed price was found a bit on the low side. 
Hence, sanction was accorded to transfer by way of sale of tiie premises under 
reference at a price not below Rs. 1,500/- per Cottah and that the provision for 
advertising the sale was waived in this case because none except the tenants 
concerned could be interested in purchasing the Thika Tenancy Land. 
291 
292 
293 
294 
Miscellaneous Case file NO. 10/62 relating to tlie Enrolment Case file No.731-C in the 
OflBce of the record Secti<»i of the Board of Wakf, West Bragal. 
Board's meeting held on 16.6.1982. 
Miscellaneous Case file No.32/36 (Pt-111) relating to Enrolment Case File No.ll51 in 
the Office of the record Section of the Board of Wakf, West Bengal. 
Meeting of the Boarti held on 19.8.1981. 
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CHAP1ER V 
JUDICIAL INTERPRETATION OF CALCUTTA HIGH COURT 
AND LOWER COURTS OF WEST BENGAL 
A. THE EXERCISE OF PRIVATE JUDGMENT 
The exercise of private judgment, consecrated by the Prophet and adhered 
to strictly by his immediate descendants, had induced the development of a 
liberal spirit among the Fatimides, and this had its legitimate influence on the 
minds of Abu Hanifa. The value which he and his early disciples attached to the 
exercise of Kiyas is proved by a series of passages given in the Fatawai-Alamgiri. 
The followers of Abu Hanifa are styled Ahl-ur-raiwaT Kiyas (people of judgment 
and reason). 
Ibn Khaldun, one of the greatest critical scholars and jurists among the 
Mussulmans, speaks thus of the latitude given to reason on analytical judgment 
by the followers of the several Sunni schools. "The science of jurisprudence 
forms two systems, that of the followers of private judgment and analogy (Ahl-
ur-raiwa'l Kiyas), who were native of Irak, and that of the followers of tradition, 
who were natives of Hijaz. As the people of Irak possessed but few traditions, 
they had recourse to analogical deductions and attained great proficiency therein, 
for which reason they are called the followers of private judgment; the Imam Abu 
Hanifa, who was their chief, had acquired a perfect knowledge of this system and 
taught it to his disciples. The people of Hijaz had for Imam, Malik Ibn Ans and 
then Ash-Shafei. Some time after, a portion of the learned men disapproved of 
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analogical deductions, and rejected that mode of proceeding, these were the 
Zahiris or literalists (followers of Abu Daud Sulaiman), and they laid it down as 
a principle that all points of all should be taken from the Nusus (text of the Koran 
and traditions) and the Ijmaa (Universal concordance of the ancient Imams)". 
The early Hanafi jurists declared in-explicit tenns the necessity for the 
exercise of private judgment in the exposition of the law and the administration 
of justice. And in this they approached closely the doctrines of the Usuli Shiahs. 
Razi-ud-Din Nishapuri has declared in his Muhit, "If the concurrent 
opinion of the companions be not found in any case which their contemporaries 
may have agreed upon, the Kazi must be guided by the latter. Should there be a 
difference of opinion between the contemporaries, let the Kazi compare their 
arguments and adopt the judgment he deems preferable. If, however, none of the 
authorities referred to be forthcoming and the Kazi be a person capable of 
analogical deduction (Ijtihad), he may consider in his own mind what is 
consonant with the principles of right and justice and applying the result with a 
pure intention to the facts and circumstances of the case, let him pass judgment 
accordingly". Abu Bakr Ibn Masud al-Kashani has stated in the Badaia, "Where 
there is neither express statement of the law nor concurrence of opinions for the 
guidance of the Kazi, if he be capable of legal disquisition and have formed a 
decisive judgment in the case, he should carry such judgment into effect by his 
sentence although other scientific lawyers may differ in opinion from him, for 
that which upon deliberate investigation appears to be right and just is accepted 
as such in the sight of God". And again, a third passage may be quoted to the 
.^4 
same effect from the last mentioned work: "If in any case the Kazi be perplexed 
by opposite proofs, let him reflect upon the case and detennine as he shall judge 
right, or for greater certainty let him consult other able lawyers; and if they 
differ, after weighing the arguments, let him decide as appears jusf\' These 
dicta furnish the amplest reply to the absurd attacks which have often been 
leveled against Islam, that it does not contain within it any elasticity or the germs 
of development, for its laws are stereotyped and cramped. 
Unfortunately, the conception which has obtained a hold on the Sunni 
world, that Ijtihad or authoritative exposition of law by analogical deductions or 
the exercise of judgment, ceased in the third century of the Hegira, has exercised 
a most pernicious effect on the progress and advancement of the Mahummedan 
Communities governed by the Sunni doctrines. The modem Sunnis recognise 
three degrees of Ijtihad.^ The jurists of the first order are supposed to have 
possessed a total independence in the exposition of the law. They constituted, as 
it were, a connecting link between the law and their own disciples, who had no 
right to question their exposition of the Koran, the Suimat and the Ijmaa, even 
when apparently variance with those elements or sources of jurisprudence. The 
Mujtahids of this high degree flourished in the first three centuries of the Hegira, 
and as they fixed the law upon certain defined lines the exercise of private 
judgment soon ceased to be acknowledged.^ Some later doctors. az-Zahiri and 
Fatawai Alamgiri, III, p.583. 
The word Ijtiliad signifies in its most common acceptation, die striving to accomplish a 
thing, the making a great effort; but in speal<ing of a jurist it denotes tlie bringing into 
operation the whole capacity of forming a private judgment relative to a legal 
proposition. 
D'ohsson, I, p.7. 
Fatawai Kazi Khan, 1, p. 13. 
.^ 4? 
as-Suyuti, for instance, claimed the right, but pubHc having commenced to run in 
a channel made for it by authority rejected the claim advanced by them. 
Henceforth there is a complete subjugation of private judgment to blind 
precedent. 
Those Mujtahids, who had anived at the second degree of Ijtihad, 
possessed the authority of solving questions not provided for by the authors of 
the chief sects, and were the immediate disciples of the acknowledged Mujtahids 
of the first class, who, in some instances, allowed their pupils to follow and teach 
opinions contrary to their own doctrines and occasionally even adopted their 
views. 
Those who had attained the third degree of Ijtihad were empowered to 
pronounce decisions upon their own proper authority, in all cases not provided 
for by the founders of the sects or their disciples. Their decisions were, however, 
to be founded upon a comparison of the Koran, the Surmat, and the Ijmaa, taken 
conjointly with the opinions of the Mujtahids of the first and second classes, and 
they were not authorised to controvert their published doctrines either respecting 
the elements of the law or the principle derived therefrom. The Mujtahids of the 
third class were required to possess a perfect knowledge of all the branches of 
jurisprudence according to the doctrines of all the schools, and this class 
comprises a large number of doctors of greater or less celebrity, some of whom 
were raised to the rank during their lifetime, but the greater portion after their 
decease. 
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As a title the term Mujtahid has long since fallen into disuse amongst the 
Sunnis. 
The present stationaiy condition of the Mahommedan nations as compared 
with their rapid progress in the early centuries of Islam, is due principally to this 
conception regarding Ijtihad, and the general view that a person, who has not 
attained to that factitious eminence or empirical stage of juridical knowledge 
possessed by the Mujtahids of the first three centuries, can only construe 
principles with the help of precedents without the power of striking out new 
paths. ^  
B. PROGRESS IN LEGAL CONCEPTIONS 
In spite of these obstacles and limitations, the legal conceptions have 
steadily advanced, and old conslructions have been abandoned in favour of view 
more in accord with the progress of social conditions. This statement is clearly 
supported by the frequent preference of the doctrines of the "modems", as also 
the liberty which is accorded to the Mussalman Judge to draw from the dicta of 
the Imams and jurists his own conclusion most consistent with the requirements 
of justice, the changed circumstances of the times or the conditions of society, or 
follow the doctrine most in accord with the above considerations. 
In In4ia, the l^egjslature h^s preserved intact the Laws of Mussulmans in 
all matters relating \o inheritance and dispositions of propeity. Excepting the 
special statutes which are of general application and which are properly speaking 
The Spirit of Islam, pp.284-289. 
Ml 
municipal laws, there is no lex loci in this country. In India, the law is, in the 
main, personal. This not only adds to the difficulty of legislation, but 
considerably enhances the risk of failure in the administiation of justice. In the 
case of the Mahommedan Law especially, clothed as it is for the most part in the 
garb of an unfamiliar language, it is often extremely difficult to ascertain and 
apply its principles. And it is apparently on this account that often a certain 
reluctance is evinced to give effect to the rules of the Mussulman Law; and 
English Law and sometimes even Hindu Law were invoked either to cut down or 
to explain away the meaning of the Mahommedan Law.^ These indirect 
endeavours to repeal the laws of the Mussulmans seem to be in direct conflict 
with the spirit of British legislation. 
The British Government at the commencement of its ascendancy in this 
country assured to the inhabitants of India by a solemn Act of Parliament the full 
enjoyment of their laws and customs. One of the objects of that Act,^ as stated in 
the preamble, was "that the inhabitants should be maintained and protected in the 
enjoyment of all their ancient laws, usages, rights and privileges". Had the 
question been resintegra, it would have been fairly open to contention, whether it 
was ever the intention of the Legislature to make any change in the personal laws 
of the inhabitants of this country, of whatever race or creed. Regard, however, 
being had to the decision in the case of Musleah v. Musleah^ and other cases it 
would appear that the tendency of the Courts has been to restrict the operation of 
the personal laws, in the main, to Hindus and Mahommedans. The provisions of 
See the case of Moosabliai v. Yacoobliai, [1904] I.L., 29, Bom., pp.267, 276. 
21 Geo. I l l , Cap 71. 
Fulton's Rep., p.420. 
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21 Geo.Ill, Cap.71, S.17, have been re-enunciated in later statutes and are now 
substantially embodied in Act XII of 1887, and "constitute one of the most 
important guarantees given to the people of India by the British rule". The 
attempt to restrict the operative effect of section 17 to "succession and 
inheritance", is as distinctly opposed to the wording of the section itself as to the 
entire course of decision and the intention of the Legislatm-e. The world 
"dealing", in fact would include dispositions. Besides, the Legislature has 
declared in express tenns, that when there is no special enactment governing any 
particular question, the Courts of Justice should be guided by rules of equity and 
good conscience, and two well-known Judges of the High Court of Calcutta, 
STEER and LEVINGE, JJ., have held that it is in conformity with equity and 
good conscience, that, as between Mahommedens, all questions relating to 
dispositions of propeity should be governed by the Mahommedan Law. In 
Zohorooddeen Sirdar v. Baharoollah Sirdar'" those learned Judges expressed 
themselves in the following tenns:-
"It is contended by the pleaders for the plaintiff, special respondent, that 
the Mahommedan Law is not applicable to contract of the nature before the 
Court; that according to section 15, Regulation IV of 1793, it is only on questions 
of inheritance, maniage, and caste that the Court is called upon to decide in 
conformity to the Mahommedan Law, and that the present matter before the 
Court, not being of the nature above expressed, is to be decided by the ordinary 
rules of equity and good conscience. In answer to this it may be remarked that 
Mr Justice Maliinood in Mazliar Ali v. Biidli Siiig [1884] I.L. 7 All., p.302. 
1864, Gap Number W.R., p. 187. 
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the Courts of this countiy have invariably applied in practice, the Mahommedan 
Law to a variety of cases other than those coming under the denomination of 
inheritance, marriage, caste, and even if immemorial and recognized practice did 
not legalize the action of the Courts, it cannot be said that when this court 
administers to Mohonunedaii their own law, they do otherwise than administer 
justice according to equity and good conscience." 
A similar contention was raised in the case of Yusuf Ali v. the Collector 
of Tippera/' but the Leaned Judges (GARTH, C.J. and MACDONELL, J) 
decided the question before them on the basis of the Mahommedan Law. 
It has been emphatically recognized by the Bombay High Court that the 
Mahommedan Law should be applied in the construction of deeds dealing with 
property executed by Mahommedans, whatever may be the language in which the 
disposition is made. ^ The provisions of the charter of the Supreme court is that 
in the cases of Mohammadans, their inheritance and succession to lands, rents 
and goods, and all matters of contract and dealing between party and party, shall 
be determined by the laws and usages of the Mohammadans; and when one of the 
parties shall be a Mohairmiadan by the laws and usages of the defendant. But 
that does not mean that whenever the defendant in a suit is an European British 
subject, no law but the law of England shall be applied to ascertain the validity of 
any past transactions which may be brought under consideration in the suit. Its 
only effect, is this, when a dealing takes place between two parties of whom one 
" [1882]1.L. 9Cal., p.138. 
'^  Gangabhai v. Tliavar MuUa 1863 I. Bom. H.C.R. p.71 Per Sausse, C.J. See also 
Fatima Bibi v. Tlie Advocate General 1881 I L. 6 Bom p.42 Per West J. 
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only is Mohammadan and a suit is brought in respect of that transaction, the 
dispute between these parties is to be decided according to the law of the 
defendant. 
In Moonshee Buzloor Ruheen v. Shumsoon-nissa Begum,''' the Judicial 
Committee of the Privy Council dealing with certain remarks of the Judges of the 
Sudder Court of Calcutta, refusing to follow the Mohommedan Law in that case, 
made the following observations:-
"Their Lordships most emphatically dissent from that conclusion. It is, in 
their opinion, opposed to the whole policy of the law in British India, and 
particularly to the enactment already referred to (Reg. IV of 1793, Sec. 15), which 
directs, that in suits regarding marriage and caste, and all religious usages and 
institutions, the Mahommedan Laws with respect to Mohammedans, and the 
Hindu Laws with regard to Hindus are to be considered as the general rules, by 
which Judges are to form their decisions; and they can conceive nothing more 
likely to give just alarm to tlie Mahommedan community than to learn by a 
judicial decision that their law, is to be over-ridden upon a question, which so 
materially concerns their domestic relations." 
The basis of the Islamic law, as understood all over the world, is four-fold: 
Koran, Sunna, Ijma, Qiyas. But it is unnecessary, and sometimes even improper 
and misleading, to go to the original sources themselves. The law has been 
studied, analysed, codified, and commented upon for fourteen centuries, and each 
country and each Madhhab (school or sub-school) has its own appropriate and 
[1867] 11 Moo. l.A.,p.551. 
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authoritative texts. Under these circumstances it is undesirable for the present-
day courts to put tlieir own construction on the Koran and hadith where the 
opinions of text-writers are clear and definite. 
As to the Koran, the 'Courts should not speculate on the mode in which 
the text quoted from The Koran .... is to be reconciled with the law as laid down 
in the Hedaya and by the author of the passage quoted from Baillie's Imameea. It 
would be wrong for the Courts on a point of this kind to put their own 
construction on the Koran in opposition to the express ruling of commentators of 
such great antiquity and high authority. 
Similarly, as to the precepts of the Prophet, the Privy Council has held that 
new rules must not now be deduced by the Courts. The Locus Classicus on the 
subject is the judgment of Sir Arthur Wilson to be found in Baker Ali v. Anjuman 
Ara.^ '* It is a matter of some interest, however, that in Abul Fata v. Russomoy, 
by holding that family wakfs were void, their Lordships departed from the 
principles of the Mohammadan law of wakf, misapplied a rule of English law to 
the Muslim institution of wakf, and overruled a long line of Muslim jurists, both 
modem like Mr Justice Ameer Ali'^ and ancient, too numerous to mention. 
Poetic justice was, however, done when they themselves were overruled by an 
Act of the Indian Legislatuie.'^' 
A difficulty, however, does arise when the judge is faced with a conflict of 
opinion among jurists of authority. Here we have the most fruitful source of 
14 
15 
16 
1903, 30 I.A. pp.94, 111-12. 
1894, 22 lA p.76, Particularly pp.85-9. 
Mussulman Wakf (Validating) Act, 1913. 
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error and both Abdur Rahjim"^ and Tyabji'** have shown why the law has 
sometimes not been conectly appreciated in Indian Courts. Abdur Rahim deals 
with the so called 'Complexity, Uncertainty and Artificiality' of the Islamic legal 
system. Tyabji shows how the exposition of Islamic Law in India suffers from 
unfamiliarity with the language of the texts and the social condition when they 
cam to be written, and the unwarranted assumption that the texts are confused, 
inconsistent or inaccurately expressed. 
It is, however, impossible to deny that differences of opinion among the 
authorities are to be found on a number of questions. This is not in the least 
surprising if only two of the numerous factors favouring such divergencies are 
considered, apart altogether from discrepancies in the transmission of texts, 
imperfect recessions and inaccurate renderings. 
The two factors are age and provenance. Three of the most authoritative 
texts in India are the Hedaya, the Fatawa Alamgiri and the Sharai al-lslam. The 
first two are paramount authorities in Hanafi Law, the Sharai is the leading Ithna 
'Ashari Shiite text'. The Hedaya was translated by Hamilton''^ and is 
continuously cited by the Bench and the bar. Baillie's Digest, Vol.1, is based on 
the Fatawa Alamgiri, and Vol.11 on the Sharai al-lslam.^^ Bailie's renderings are 
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considered by Competent Critics to be more successful than Hamilton's. 
'^  Muliammadan Jurisprudence pp.39-41. 
" 3rded., Sec.II C, 4tlied. Sec.l5. 
" Translated C. Hamilton, 4 Volumes, 1791, 2nd ed. in one volume by S.G. Gray, London, 
1870. 
^^  Neil B.E. Baillie, Digest of Mohammedan Law, Vol.1, 1st ed. 1865, 2nd ed. 1875, Vol.11, 
1869. 
'^ Abdur Rahim, Mohammadan Jurisprudence, p.42. 
"iS^ 
Considered chronologically, the Hedaya (strictly, hidaya) comes first. The 
author was Burhan al-din Marghinani who died in A.H. 593/A.D. 1197. He lived 
and wrote in Marghinan, a small town in the district of Farghana, in Russian 
Turkestan, to the east of Bukhara. The Hedaya was a commentary by the author 
himself on a smaller work of his own, the Bidaya. The Hedaya and its author 
have achieved worldwide reknown.^^ 
Next comes the Sharai al-islam, the leading text of Ithana 'Ashari Shiite 
law'. It was written by Najm al-din al-Hilli who died in A.H.677/A.D. 1277. He 
lived mostly in Hilla, a small town in the district of Baghdad.^ "* 
And lastly, the Fatawa Alamgiri. ; It is a collection of fatwas, or the 
replies of jurisconsults to the questions addressed to them, composed by Shaykh 
Nizam Burhanpuri and four others under the orders of the Fmperor Aurangzeb 
'Alamgii during the eleventh century Hijri/Seventeenth Century A.D. The scene 
of their labours was, therefore, Delhi or the neighbouring districts.^'' 
It is hardly necessary to dilate upon the variations in economic conditions, 
social life and cultural values during these three-periods in such widely divergent 
lands. And if in addition it is remembered that printing was unknown, that 
copyists naturally made errors, that the law was expounded all over the world, 
and that not every cadi could be a finished scholar of Arabic - a language whose 
giammatical complexities and idiomatic subtleties are both bewildering and 
22 
23 
Aglinidea, 180 (12), Encyclopedia of islam, Vol.111, p.279. 
Ibid, p.194. 
^^ Ibid., p. 186 (22). 
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fascinating - tiie surprising thing is. not that there are differences, but that they 
are on such comparatively minor points. The four Imams and their disciples cast 
the law in an Iron mould and gave it a stable pattern, and the labours of the later 
jurists remind one of the ancient stoiy of old wine in new jars. 
When the ancient authorities differ in their opinions what is the duty of 
the Kazi? The earlier texts laid down precisely what his duties were. In 
modem times the word Kazi has been rendered 'magistrate' by Hamilton, but in 
Muhammaden Law there is no distinction between civil or criminal law. In 
British system, the Kazi means the Civil Court,^^ and therefore it is for the judge 
to decide for himself which opinion he will follow and why. 
Earlier decision seem to lay down that in the case of Hanafi law, where 
the two disciples. Cadi Abu Yusuf and Imam Mohammad al-Shaybani differed 
from their Master, the Great Imam (al-a'zam) Abu Hanifa, the opinions of the 
disciples prevailed. There are also cases which go to show that under certain 
circumstances the opinion of one or other of the disciples is to prevail, ^^  but the 
correct view is that when Muslim jurists of authority have expressed dissenting 
opinions on the same question, the courts, presided over by the Kazi (a Civil 
Court judge), have authority to adopt that view which, the presiding officer is of 
opinion, is, in the particular circumstances, most in accordance with justice. 
2? 
26 
27 
28 
The Hedaga, Chapter XX, Hamilton 2nd ed. pp.334-52. 
The spelling Kazi is hidian. Cadi being usual in Plain English. 
Tyabji ... 15 (Communication). Faiz Badruddin, Muslim Law 4th ed. Bombay, 1969. 
Wilson Ronald K. Anglo-Mohainmadan Law, 6th ed., London, J930, §15 
Supra Note 26. 
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In the case of the Shiite Law, Sulaiman and Mukherji J J had previously 
held that the Sharai-al-Islam is the leading authority and also that where there are 
two opinions on a point of Mohammadan Law, the Court should accept only that 
opinion which is in consonance with justice, equity and good conscience. 
While the question of divergent authorities is being discussed, it must never be 
overlooked that we are only discussing a case which is not covered by modem 
authority. A judge in an Indian or Pakistani Court, it is hardly necessary to insist, 
cannot decide in opposition to a decision of the Privy Council, the Supreme 
Court, or to a series of decisions of the High Court which he represents, or to 
which he is subordinate, in such cases the doctrine of precedent applies."*" 
Judicial discretion vested in the Court can only be exercised where the 
authorities of the same school differ amongst themselves; the Court is not entitled 
on the score of social justice to adopt a rule taken from another school of Islamic 
law. This course is for the legislature in a modem state and not for the 
judiciary.' 
Judicial Interpretations of Calcutta High Court and Lower Courts of West 
Bengal 
Commissioner of VVakfs v. Mohammed Mohsin (1953) 58 Cal. W.N. p.252. 
In this case it was decided neither a minor, nor a guardian on behalf of the 
minor, can make a wakf, and such a wakf, even if purposed to be made is void. 
^' Aziz Bano v. Mohammad Ibrahim (1925), All.8, pp.823, 848. 
'° Supra Note 27, S.I6. 
'^ Ruston F., Maliki Law, London, 1961, p.274. 
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Kulsom Bibee v. Golam Hosseiii (1905) 10 C.VV.N. p.449. 
It was at one time thouglit that nothing but land and immovable property 
could be dedicated by way of wakf, and the Calcutta High Court decided in 1905 
that wakf of shares in a joint stock company was not valid, but this decision was 
subjected to severe criticism and can no longer be regarded as laying down the 
coiTect rule?^ 
Mohammad Hashim v. Iffat Ara (1947) 2 C.W.N. p.l6. 
Once it is clear that there is a bonafide intention on the part of the wakif to 
create a wakf, and divest himself completely of the property, there is a good wakf 
which will not be allowed to fail. A valid wakf may thus be constituted: i) where 
the objects are not specified at all. or (ii) where the objects fail as being 
impracticable, or (iii) where the objects are partly valid and partly not valid. In 
cases (i) and (ii), the Cypress doctrine may be applied. 
Hazera Khatoon and Ors. v. Abdul Latif, 75 C.W.N., p.ll4. 
This decision is important not only for understanding the nature and 
character of a wakf and the position of the mutwalli but is also important for 
understanding the nature and character of a suit by a mutwalli. The following 
observation of P.N. Mukherjee, J., in the case may be considered: 
"It must be remembered that a mutwalli, as such has no right of interest in 
the wakf properties and the same do not vest in him but vest in God Almighty. 
32 Ameer Ali Mohammedan Law, 4tli ed., Vol.1, p.247. 
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From this point of view, the claim to the office, involving as it does, in the 
present case, a claim to the possession of the same, would be sufficient for 
maintaining the suit without a prayer for possession or recovery of possession of 
the connected properties." 
"The prayer for declaration of right to the office along with the prayer for 
injunction restraining the defendant from interfering with his occupation of the 
same or exercise of rights thereunder amounts in essence to a claim for recovery 
of the office itself and as such the instant suit must be held to be maintainable." 
Hafiz Mohammed Fateh Nasib v. Haji Abdur Rub, AIR 1954 Cal. p. 101; 57 
C.W.N., P.820. 
In this case, it has been decided that interests claimed by the plaintiff as a 
mutwalli cannot be valued at the same figures as his interest as full owner. There 
is no objective standaid for detennining the market value of the wakf properties. 
Therefore the valuation put by the plaintiff in the plaint should be accepted as 
correct. 
MD. Ishaq v. MD. Amin, AIR 1948 Cal. p.312. 
In this earlier case it was held that the plaintiff was undoubtedly suing as 
mutwalli and he wanted to recover possession of properties admitted by the 
defendant to be wakf properties, solely in that capacity. The mutwalli is not the 
owner and can be called upon to value his suit in accordance with his estimate of 
what the value of his right as mutwalli of the properties would amount. The 
principle behind the above decisions is that mutwalli not being full owner and the 
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property claimed being wakf property stood on a different footing than that when 
a person claimed secular propeity as plaintiff. 
However in a recent decision reported in 1987(1) Calcutta High Court 
Notes Page 30, Hon'ble Mr. Justice N.K. Mitra has taken a different view in the 
matter and has held that Court has jurisdiction to value the suit in case, the value 
given by the plaintiff is absurd, illogical. 
Khawaja Salimullah v. Abdul Khair, (1909) 37 C.W.N, p.263-268 and AIR 
1978Cal. p.l33. 
If any person appointed as mutwalli dies or refused to act or the office of 
mutwalli otherwise becomes vacant and there is no provision in the deed 
regarding succession, a new mutwalli may be appointed by the founder of wakf if 
he is alive or by his executor, if any, or if there be no executor the mutwalli 
acting at the time may appoint a successor on his death bed. If no such 
appointment is made, the Court may appoint a mutwalli but the Court shall not 
disregard the directions of the founder unless exigencies required such disregard 
and shall not appoint a stianger so long as there is any qualified member in the 
family, but may appoint another who is not a lineal descendant if the Court thinks 
that such appointment would be for the manifest benefit of the endowment. 
Siddique Ahmed v. Syed Ahmed, 49 C.VV.N. P.311. 
It was held that founder mutwalli may be removed by the Court on the 
ground of misconduct and the founder has no power after the wakf is completed 
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to remove a mutwalli unless he has expressly reserved to such power in the deed 
of wakf. 
Khawaja SalimuUa v. Abdul Khair (1909) 37 C.W.N, pp.263, 277-279. 
A mutwalli has no power to transfer his office to another unless such a 
power is expressly conferred on him. He may, however, appoint a deputy to 
assist him in his management. 
Md. Abdul Gani v. Mst. Kulsan, 1945 49 C.W.N, p.273. 
The Calcutta High Court has, however, held that jurisdiction is a question 
of procedure which is not governed by Mohammedan Law but by the Code of 
Civil Procedure. The Hon'ble Court has observed that if a subordinate judge has 
the jurisdiction to entertain a matter relating to a wakf any exercise of that 
jurisdiction is valid. 
Namdar MoIIa v. Abdan Gharami, 89 C.W.N. p.Sll. 
It has been held that non-compliance, with statutory provisions is not a 
ground for declaiing the wakf as invalid or void. 
Kawsar Alam Mutwalli Penda v. State of West Bengal, AIR 1962, Cal. p.468; 
66 C.W.N, p.651. 
It has been held that "A wakf not exclusively for charitable and religious 
purpose would not come under exemption contemplated in S.6(l)(i) of West 
Bengal Estates Acquisition Act." 
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AIR 1982 Cal. p.288 (296) 86 C.W.N, p.434 (DB). 
Power given to the Commissioner of Wakfs under the Bengal Wakf Act, 
Section 27(1 )(a) & (b) requires investigation and determination of the nature and 
extent of the wakf property. The power should be exercised in a quasi-judicial 
manner. 
Commissioner of Wakfs v. Hazrat Syed Shad Mutaqshid Ali Al Quadir & 
Others, 59 C.W.N, p.436. 
Reversing the judgment of Sinha J., in Hazrat Syed Shah Mustaqshid Ali 
Al Quadir v. Commissioner of Wakfs (AIR 1954 Cal. p.436) Chakraborty C.J., 
has held that commissioner had the power to appoint Mutwalli under section 40 
where there was dispute between rival claimants. 
SK Abdur Rahman Mutwalli v. Commissioner of Wakfs, 68 C.W.N. P.509. 
It has been held that appointment of the 11 men Committee of 
Management by the Coimnissioner of Wakfs cannot be said to be in accordance 
with the provisions of the Act and the Rules made thereunder. The point really is 
that if any other arrangement could be made in accordance with the terms of the 
wakf deed or wishes of the wakif it would not be proper for the Board to make its 
own appointment. 
The Conmiissioner of Wakfs v. Asrabul Aiam Shami, AIR 1975 Cal. p.l62. 
It has been held that office of the mutwalli held jointly will pass to the 
survivor, if there is no direction, express or implied in the wakf deed and there is 
no evidence of custom supporting the usage to the contrary. 
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The Commissioner of VValifs v. Ayesha Bibim, AIR 1966 Cal. p.68. 
It has been held that a notice under Section 70 of the Bengal Wakf Act is 
mandatory, but if the Commissioner is a paity to the suit notice will not be 
necessary. 
Muzaffar Ahmed v. Indra Kumar Das, 77 CLJ, AIR 1944 Cal. p.40. 
It was held that the word (a suit or proceeding) in sub-section (1) of 
section 70 means that it would not apply to an appeal. Similar view was 
expressed in 43 CWN p.816 Commissioner of Wakfs v. Mahmuda Bibi but the 
Supreme Court in Ayesha Bibi v. Wakf Commissioner, AIR 1970 SC p.289 (at 
page 291) does not seem to approve of the decision and opined that it requires 
careful consideration. Hidayatulla C.J. in this case upholds the contention of 
Calcutta High Court in Benoj Kumar v. Ahmed Ali, 46 CWN p.339, AIR 1942 
Cal. p.467 where in it has been held that a notice is necessary to be served on the 
Commissioner in a suit in respect of wakf property. 
Extent; Commissioner of Wakfs v. Narasingh Chandra Daw & Co., 43 
CWN p.415 - AIR 1939 Cal. p.648. 
It was decided that the Bengal Wakf Act, 1934 had no application outside 
the province of Bengal. That as the Bengal Act has no application in the 
Province of Assam, the Commissioner of Wakf West Bengal could not exercise 
or claim any of the rights of the Commissioner in respect to such properties. 
However, so far as the status of the Commissioner is concerned it is conferred by 
the Act, to operate even outside the Province. Therefore, the Commissioner can 
M^l 
take steps, to safeguaid the interest of the wakf estates in those states or 
provinces. 
Syed Murad Ali v. Syed Ahsan Ali, 79 CWN p.893 
It has been held that in order to be a MutwalH according to Section 6(b) a 
person must be either (I) a person appointed either verbally or under a deed or 
instrument by which the wakf is created or (ii) a person appointed by a 
competent authority to be a Mutwalli or (iii) any person or Committee for the 
time being managing or administering the wakf property. 
Mohiuddin Ahmed v. Sufia Khatun, 44 CWN p.974. 
It has been held by Calcutta High Court that if the ultimate gift to charity 
be postponed till after the extinction of the family, wakf would be valid. The 
ultimate gift must be for a religious, pious, charitable purpose. 
Badaryzahan Bibl v. Dabiruddin Ahmed, 47 CWN p.381 
It has been held that the salary of the Mutwalli is an expenditure 
coimected with the management of wakf estate and when the "Mutwallis" are to 
be members of his family, the amount cannot be taken to be benefit intended 
accrue merely to their advantage for the purpose of determining whether the wakf 
is al-alaulad within the definition thereof. In that view of the matter that Court 
decided that condition prescribed by clause 11 of Section 6 of the Bengal Wakf 
Act, 1934 have not been fulfilled, and the estate has been correctly recorded as 
wakf. 
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Akhtar Mira v. Commissioner of VVakfs, 75 CVVN p.969. 
Section 24 of the Bengal Wakf Act. 1934 empowers the Commissioner to 
make an appointment and giant promotion to officers and servants of the Board. 
But such appointments and promotion can only be made with regard to posts 
which is legally in existence. If a post is not in existence in the eye of law, a 
promotion to such a post by the Commissioner must be held to be invalid. The 
power conferred upon the Commissioner by Section 24 of the Act does not by 
any means enable him to grant promotion to posts, which have not been duly 
created according to the mandatory statutory requirement. 
Zeaul Haque v. Mahmudul Haque, AIR 1954 Cal. p.l49 - 58 CWN p.266 
It has been held that "The Words' all such acts" in Section 27(1 )(e) of the 
Bengal Wakf Act, 1934, however wide it may be cannot certainly be inteipreted 
in such a way as to defeat the express provision of Section 28 of the said Act. 
Section 28 of the Act enjoins upon the Coimnissioner and the Board the statutory 
duty of confirming to the directions of the Wakif in exercising their powers under 
the Act, where there is nothing to show that the appointment of a managing 
mutwalli is authorised by the wakf-nama, the Commissioner of Wakfs cannot 
select one of the joint mutwallis to be the managing mutwalli to the exclusion of 
others (practice of appointing managing mutwalli being wrong in law, cannot be 
upheld). 
Commissioner of Wakfs v. Saheb Zada, 48 CWN p. 157 
It was held by Calcutta High Court that in giving a decision the 
commissioner acts in a quasi-judicial capacity. 
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43 CWN p. 15 
It was held that persons who are interested in wakfs can bring a suit for 
preventing a sale of the wakf estate. 
Mohammed Ayub v. Amir Khan and Others, 43 CWN p.ll8 
It has been held that under the Mohammedan Law a wakf in respect of 
'Musha' i.e., any undivided property is valid. The exception which is recognised 
by Abu Yusuf to the above Rule is that the dedication of an undivided property 
for its use as a mosque or a burial ground is prohibited. Therefore where there is 
a wakf of undivided share person holding shares which are not made wakf in a 
property are naturally interested persons and may claim a notice if a decision is 
likely to affect their interests. 
Commissioner of Wakfs v. Hazrat Syed Shah Mustarshid Ali-AI-Quadri & 
Others, 59 CWN p.436 
The Appeal Court presided over by Chief Justice Chakravarty in reversing 
the judgment of Sinha J., (AIR 1954, Calcutta p.436) has given some important 
decisions as regards powers and duties to be exercised under Section 40 of the 
Act. 
Firstly, it has been decided that "the Board of Wakf is concerned not with 
mere existence of a rightful mutwalli but with the occupation by him of the office 
and even where a dejure mutwalli exists but it is not known, who he is or, 
although known, he is not forthcoming to take up the duties of the office, there is 
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no mutwalli from the Board's point of view. Where different persons are putting 
foi-ward claims to the mutwalliship of a wakf, and it can not be said that the 
claims of all but one aie plainly unfounded or probably not bonafide, there is and 
an impediment within the meaning of section 40 of the Bengal Wakf Act." 
Secondly, it has been decided that "when the power to appoint temporary 
Mutwalli under section 40 of the Bengal Wakf Act is delegated in general terms, 
the whole of power, including the preliminary function of forming an opinion is 
delegated. The function of the Board in this respect is a composite function, but 
the part concerned with the formation of an opinion and the part concerned with 
the making of an actual appointment are not so mutually exclusive, one being a 
duty and the other being a power, that unless the words of delegation mention 
formation of an opinion specially or at least the word "duty" the first part of the 
functions carmot pass to the delegates. 
Thirdly, it has been decided that "the occurrence of the words "from time 
to time" in Section 29 of the Bengal Wakf Act, does not entail the consequence 
that Board can delegate its functions only by making separate order in respect of 
each individual wakf when occasion arises and that no general delegation can be 
made". 
The substituted section has enlarged the power of the Board by adding the 
three more contingencies for the application of the section namely non-
availability, citizenship and incapability of the Mutwalli. 
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Commissioner of VVakfs v. Sahebzada Muhammed Jahangir Shall, 48 CWN 
p.l57 
In this case it has been held that under the Bengal Wakf Act, a decision of 
the Commissioner and an "order made under the Act", stand on different 
footings, a civil suit being barred only in respect of the latter. 
Badaryzalian Bibi v. Dabiruddin Ahmed 47 CWN p.381 and Sahibzada Hafiz 
Syed V. The Commissioner of VVakfs, 51 CWN p.267. 
A decision of the Commissioner can be revoked or modified either 
through a decision in a regular suit in the Civil Court or by an ancillary 
declaration by the Court in a judicial proceedings in which the Cormnissioner's 
decision is incidentally in question. A decision by the Commissioner as to the 
character of a wakf may be revoked or modified by the High Court by way of an 
originating summons taken out tin the original side of the High Court. 
Wahib Box Sardar v. Hanif Sardar, 52 CWN p.lO. 
It has been held by Calcutta High Court that the approval of a tiansfer of a 
wakf property by Commissioner of Wakfs without making any enquiry is not 
proper and valid. 
Unreported decision in original side Civil Appeal No.223 of 1976 dated 
17th September, 1986 by A.N. Sen and Basak J.J., holds that the power of the 
Board under Section 53 as regards according sanction cannot be usurped by the 
Court. 
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Commissioner of Wakfs v. Gagan Chandra Das, 42 CWN p.616 and AIR 
1939 Cal. p.20. 
Section 71 empowers the Commissioner to intervene in a suit and be 
added party in any suit or proceeding in respect of a wakf property. Even in cases 
where the parties do not admit a property to be a wakf property, the 
Commissioner of Wakfs may pray for intervention by an application if he is 
satisfied that the suit is in respect of wakf or wakfs property. The Commissioner 
may also intervene where his own decision is under a challenge. It has been held 
in this case as follows: there can be no doubt that this right to intervene and carry 
on the litigation is a substantive right and not a mere matter of procedure. 
AIR 1978 Cal. p. 133. 
Mutwalli has no ownership right or estate in the wakf property. He holds 
the property as a manager for fulfilling the purpose of wakf. Mutwalli cannot 
alienate property without the permission of Court which has general power of 
controlling the actions of mutwalli. Unless authorized by custom, office of 
mutwalli is not heritable. 
Wakf is a two-fold transfer simultaneously made - (1) Transfer of the 
usufruct in favour of the beneficiary or objects of the wakf; and (2) transfer of a 
substance in reality a renunciation of the substance metaphorically spoken of as a 
transfer of substance to God. 
Ownership in property is wholly renunciated or vested in the God and the 
beneficiaries derive benefit only of the usufruct. 
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CHAPTER VI 
THE ROLE OF AUTHORITIES UNDER CENTRAL WAKF ACT 
The important authorities connected with wakf administration under the 
Central Wakf Act 1995 are (i) The Central government, (ii) The State 
Government, (iii) Central Wakf Council, (iv) Wakf Boards, (v) Chief Executive 
Officer, (vi) Mutwallis and (vii) Tribunal. These authorities are involved in 
active participation in the administration of wakfs. An effort has been made here 
to examine the working of these authorities. 
Central Government's Applicability of the Act 
The Wakf Act, 1995 states that the Act shall come in to force in a State on 
such date as the Central Govenunent may, by notification in the official Gazette, 
appoint, and different dates may be appointed for different areas within a State. 
However, the Central Govemment has exercised its power under this section and 
issued the notification in the Gazette of India (extraordinary) dated 27th 
December 1995 as under:-
S.0.1007(E) - In exercise of the powers conferred by sub-section (3) of 
Section 1 of the Wakf Act, 1995 (43 of 1995), the Central Govemment hereby 
appoints the 1st day of January, 1996, as the date on which the said Act shall 
come into force". 
The Wakf Act, 1995 - Section I, Sub-section (3). 
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Thus the new Act has now come into force w.e.f. 1-1-96 througliout the 
country except the State of Jammu and Kashmir.^  Further, by virtue of Section 2, 
nothing in this Act applies to Dargah Khwaja Saheb, Ajmer, to which the Dargah 
Khawaja Saheb Act, 1995 apphes. 
Power of Central Government to make Rules 
Under the Wakf Act, 1995, the Central Government may, by notification 
in the official Gazette, make rules to carry out the purposes of Chapter III, the 
Central Wakf Council/' 
In particular, and without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing 
power, such rules may provide, for all or any of the following matters, namely: 
(a) the term of office of, the procedure to be followed in the discharge of their 
functions by, and the manner of flhng casual vacancies among, the 
members of the Council. 
(b) Control over and application of the Central Wakf Funds. 
(c) the form and manner in which accounts of the Council may be 
maintained.'* 
Every rule made by the Central Government under this Chapter III, the 
Central Wakf Council shall be laid, as soon as may be after it is made, before 
^ Ibid. (Sub-section 2). 
^ Supra Note 1, Section 12, Sub-section (1). 
Ibid. Sub-section (2) (a-c). 
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each House of Parliament, while it is in session for a total period of thirty days, 
which may be comprised in one session or in two or more successive sessions, 
and if, before the expiry of the session immediately following the session or the 
successive sessions aforesaid, both Houses agree in making any modification in 
the rule or both Houses agree that the rule should not be made, the rule shall 
thereafter have effect only in such modified form or be of no effect, as the case 
may be; so, however, that any such modification or annulment shall be without 
prejudice to the validity of anything previously done under that rule. 
Establishment and Constitution of Central Wakf Council 
For the purpose of advising it, on matters concerning the working of 
Boaids and the due administration of wakfs, the Central Government may, by 
notification in the official Gazette, establish a Council to called the Central Wakf 
Council.^ 
Wakf Fund by Common Wakf Boards and Rules 
Under tlie Act, the Central Government is competent to constitute a 
conmion Wakf Board for more than one state under certain specified conditions, 
the wakf fund of such coimnon Wakf Board, if constituted, shall be under the 
control of such common Wakf Board subject to any rules made by the Central 
Government.^ 
Ibid., Sub-section (3). 
* Ibid, Section 9, Sub-section (1). 
^ Ibid., Section 77, Sub-section (3). 
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Power to regulate secular activities of Wakf 
The Wakf Act, 1995 empowers the Central Government to regulate 
secular activities of any wakf and for this purpose it can lay down general 
principles and policies of wakf administration in so far as they relate to secular 
activities of the wakfs. The Central Government is also empowered to coordinate 
the functions of the Central Wakf Council and the Wakf Board relating to secular 
activities. For this puipose, the Central Govenmient can call for any such 
periodic or the reports from any Board and may issue suitable directives. The 
Board has to comply with such directions of the Central Government. For the 
purpose of this section, secular activities include social, economic, educational, 
and other welfare activities.^ 
Constitution of Common Wakf Boards - In the field of wakf administration a 
peculiar problem emerged related to the situation which was created at the time 
of partition of the countiy and in the wake of mass migration of Muslims from 
the border States of Punjab, Rajasthan, Bihar and Bengal, etc. The population of 
Muslims undergone a drastic changes with the division of certain States also the 
Muslim population in the newly constituted States dwindled down, and 
particularly in the States of Punjab, Haryana and Hunachal Pradesh several 
thousands of wakfs fetching huge income were lefl behind without proper 
number of mutwallis to look after their management. This situation was regarded 
as Chinese puzzle with solution difficult to fmd. Again the division of Assam 
into States of Assam, Meghalaya, Arunachal Pradesh, Mizoram and Nagaland 
Ibid., Section 96, Sub-Section (la-c) and (2). 
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resulted adding to the problem of wakf administration due to the fact that in 
certain emerging States the Muslim population reduced to such an extent that it 
was almost undesirable and infeasible to constitute a Wakf Board. Either the 
wakf properties were negligible in number or the number of mutwallis was 
insufficient. Therefore the only way to tackle this situation was to constitute a 
conunon Wakf Board for two or more such States as may be considered feasible 
by the Central Government. The Constitution of inter-State Wakf Board is not 
objectionable constitutionally also in view of the fact that 'wakf is appearing as 
item No.44 of the List I read with item 28 of List III of the Seventh Schedule. 
The proposal to constitute inter-State Wakf Board was not objected to by 
the State Government of Orissa, Punjab, Haryana, Gujarat, Rajasthan, Madhya 
Pradesh, Bihar, Delhi and Maharashtra."^  
It is against this background that the Central Government was empowered 
to constitute a common Wakf Board on account of smallness of the Muslim 
population in two or more states or the slender resources of wakfs in such State 
and the disproportion between the number of wakfs/wakf income and the Muslim 
population in such states. 
The composition of such common Wakf Board shall be same as is 
mentioned under Sub-Section 7 of Section 14 of the Act relating to Wakf Board 
in the Union Territories. Such common Wakf Board would be constituted after 
consultation with each of the concerned State and shall include, atleast one 
Final Report of the Inquiry Committee, p.92. 
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representative of each of the concenied State, but all powers vested in the State 
Government under any deed of wakf or any provision of Law for the time being 
in force relating to wakfs shall stand transferred to and vested tlie Central 
Govenmient and, thereupon, references in such deed of wakfs or law to the State 
Governments, shall be construed as references to the Central Government. 
Therefore, other provisions of the Wakf Act would apply accordingly.'" 
Power to Remove Difficulties 
The Central Government is empowered to remove the difficulty, if any, 
arising in giving effect to the provisions of this Act and for this purpose the 
Central Government can issue any order, inconsistent with the provisions of this 
Act to remove the difficulty. However, no such order shall be made after the 
expiry of the period of two years from the date of commencement of this Act. 
Every such order of the Central Government is required to be laid down, as soon 
as may be after it is made, before each House of Parliament." 
State Government 
Appointment of Survey Commissioner, etc. 
The State Government may by notification in the official Gazette, appoint 
for the State a Survey Commissioner of Wakfs for the purpose of making a 
survey of wakfs existing in the State at the date of coimnencement of this Act in 
Supra Note 1, 1995, Section 106 (Sub-Section 1-4), 
Ibid., Section 113. 
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order to prepare and submit a report to the State Government in this regard. 
Depending upon the exigency of the work, the State Govermnent may appoint as 
many Additional or Assistant Survey Commissioners, as may be necessary for 
the work of survey. However, all the additional or Assistant Survey 
Commissioners would work under tlie general supervision of the Survey 
Commissioner of Wakfs. 
The Survey Commissioner of the wakf has to submit his report to the State 
Government fiimishing the detailed information regarding the number of wakfs, 
showing the Shia Wakf and Sunni Wakfs separately: the nature and object of 
each wakf; the Gross-income, Land, Revenue, cesses, rates, taxes payable by 
each wakf, expenses and other remuneration of the mutwalli of each wakf, etc.^ ^ 
The survey commissioner has been vested with certain powers of a Civil 
Court under Code of Civil Procedure for making enquiry. For this purpose, he 
shall have the powers to summon and examine any witness, require the discovery 
and production of any document, requisition any public record from any Court or 
office; issue commission for the examination of witness or accounts.''' 
If during the course of enquiry any dispute arises as to whether a 
particular wakf is a Shia wakf or Sunnit wakf and if there are clear indications in 
the Wakf Deed as to its nature, such dispute shall be settled on the basis of such 
wakf deed.'^ 
'^  Ibid., Section 4, Sub-Section (1 & 2). 
" Ibid., Sub-Section (3a-f). 
'^  Ibid., Sub-Seaion (4). 
" Ibid., Sub-Section (5). 
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The State Government may direct second or subsequent survey of wakfs 
which would be governed by the same procedure.'^ However restriction is 
imposed on such second or subsequent survey'^  that until the expiry of a period 
of twenty years from tlie date on which the report relating to hnmediately 
previous survey was received such second or subsequent survey should not be 
made.'* 
State Government to Forward Wakf List to Wakf Board 
The State Government forwards a copy of the report of Survey received by 
it from the Survey Commissioner of Wakf to the Wakf Board.'^ 
Notification to establish Wakf Board 
With effect from such date as the State Government may, by notification 
in the official Gazette, appoint in this behalf, is empowered to establish a Board 
of Wakfs under such name as may be specified in the notification. 
If the Shia Wakfs in any State constitute in number more tlian fifteen per 
cent of all the wakfs in the State or if the income of the properties of the Shia 
Wakfs in the State constitute more than fifteen per cent of the total income of 
properties of all the wakfs in the State, the State Government may, by notification 
in the official Gazette, is further empowered to establish a Board of Wakfs each 
16 
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for Sunni Wakfs and for Shia Wakfs under such names as may be specified in the 
notificahon. 
Constitution and Appointment of Members of Wakf Board 
In the Wakf Act 1995, the composition of Wakf Board is drastically 
changed and now it consists of both elected and nominated members who are to 
be appointed by the State Govermnent by notification in the official Gazette. 
Removal of Chairperson of Wakf Board 
The State Government may, by notification in the Official Gazette is 
empowered to remove the chairperson of the Board of any member thereof if he 
is or becomes subject to any disqualifications specified in Section 16 of the Wakf 
Act, 1995 or refuses to act or is incapable of acting or acts in a manner which the 
State Government considers to be prejudicial to the interest of the Wakfs. But 
before taking such action it is necessary for the State Government to hear any 
explanation that the chairperson or the member may offer. However such 
decision should not be based on frivolous or weak grounds and there should be a 
cogent nexus between the alleged ground and the purposed action of removal. 
Failure to attend three consecutive meetings without sufficient cause is also a 
ground for removal. Lastly, if the chaiiperson is removed from his office, under 
this section 20 of the Act, then be ceases to be a member of the Board^ "* also and 
'^ Ibid., Sub-Section (2). 
^^  Ibid, Section 14. 
^^  Ibid., Section 20 Sub-Section (la-c) and (2). 
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for this reason he is included in the definition of 'member' under section 3(h) of 
the Act. 
Filling of Vacancies 
When the seat of a member becomes vacant by his removal, resignation, 
death or otherwise, a new member shall be appointed to his place by the State 
Government and such member shall hold office so long as the member whose 
place he fills would have been entitled to hold office, if such vacancy had not 
occurred. '^' 
Assumption of Direct Management of certain Wakf 
The Wakf Act, 1995 confers power on the Wakf Board to assume direct 
management of certain Wakf in case where no suitable person available to be 
appointed as mutwalli thereof or where the Board is satisfied that fiUmg up of 
such vacancy of the mutwaUi is prejudicial to the interest of the wakf. But before 
so deciding the Board has to record in writing the reasons for such decision. 
Further the Board has to notify in the Official Gazette its decision to assume 
direct management. The period of such direct management shall not exceed five 
years in aggregate as may be specified in the notification. 
The State Government is empowered in this regard to call the for the 
records of any case, either on its own motion or application from any person 
interested in the wakf The State Government may examine such records to 
^^  Ibid, Section 21. 
" Ibid., Section 65 Sub-Section (1). 
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satisfy itself as to the legality, conectriess or propriety of the notification issued 
by Wakf Board for assuming direct management. The decision of the State 
Govenmient thereon shall be final and be published the same manner, in the 
Official Gazette as is laid down in Sub-Section (1) of Section 65.^^ 
The Wakf Board is required to send a detailed report after the close of 
every financial year to the State Government and such report shall contain 
information about the income of the Wakf, steps taken by the Board to improve 
the management and income of the Wakf and also the reasons as to why it has 
not been possible to handover the management back to the mutwalli or any 
Committee of management during the year under report. The State Government 
has to examine such report of the Board and pass such order as it may think fit 
and the Board is obliged to comply with such orders of the Board. 
Appointment of and Removal of Mutwalli 
The Wakf Act, 1995 confers power on the State Government to appoint or 
remove mutwalli of such wakf in respect of which the Wakf Board does not have 
such power because of the order or decree of the Court or due to any scheme of 
management or any direction contained in the Wakf Deed. Therefore it is laid 
down that, whenever a wakf deed, scheme of management or decree or order of a 
Court provides that the Court or any authority "other than the Wakf Board" may 
appoint or remove a mutwalli, or settle or modify scheme of management or 
otherwise exercise superintendence over the Wakf, then notwithstanding any 
26 Ibid., Sub-Section (2). 
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such order or direction, such powers shall be exercisable by the State 
Government. 
However the Standing Committee on Labour and Welfare (1994-95) 
observed that this provision "give unlimited powers to the State Government and 
the Wakf Board are denied any power. The members where of the view that the 
Wakf Board should also have a say in the appointment and removal of the 
Mutwalli". Therefore in view of the recommendation of the Standing 
Coiimiittee the following proviso has been added to Section 66 which nms as 
follows, "provided that where a Board has been established, the State 
Government shall consult the Board before exercising such powers".^ * 
Rules to be made for spending Wakf Fund 
The Wakf Act, 1995 also requires that all such moneys received towards 
the Wakf fimd shall be deposited and accounted for under a separate sub-head. 
Under Sub-Section 4 of Section 77 various expenses have been described which 
can be met out of the wakf fund. But such wakf fund shall be under the control 
of the Board subject to any rules made by tlie State Government. 
Auditors to be appointed by tbe State Government and Audit of Accounts of 
Wakf Board 
The accounts of the Board shall be audited and examined annually by 
such auditor as may be appointed by tlie State Government.^ 
27 
2t 
Eighth Report of the Standing Committee on Labour and Welfare (1994-95), p.9. 
Supra Note I, Section 62. 
^ Ibid., Section 7 Sub-Section (3). 
^^  Ibid., Section 80 Sub-Section (1). 
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Examination of Auditor's Report - The State Government is empowered to pass 
its order on auditor's report relating to the Wakf Board. '^ 
Constitution of Tribunal 
The State Government is empowered to constitute as many Tribunals as it 
thinks necessary for the determination of any dispute, question or other matter 
relating to a wakf or wakf property imder this Wakf Act, 1995. Every such 
Tribunal shall consist of only one person who shall be a member of the State 
judicial service holding a rank not below the rank of a District, Sessions or Civil 
Judge, Class I. The appointment of such Tribunal may be made either by name 
or by designation and the local limits and jurisdiction of each of such Tribunal 
shall be specified. 
If an application relating to wakf which falls within the Territorial limits 
of the jurisdiction of two or more Tribunals, in that case such application rajty be 
made to such Tribunal within whose jurisdiction the applicant actually resides or 
carries on business of works for gains and other Tribunal having similar 
jurisdiction shall not entertain such application. However the State Government 
is of opinion that it is expedient in the interest of the wakf, wakf property or any 
other person interested in the wakf, then it may transfer such application to any 
other Tribunal having jurisdictions. 
'^ Ibid, Sections!. 
^^  Ibid., Section 83 (Sub-Section 1 and 4). 
^^  Ibid., (Sub-Section 2 and 3). 
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Direction to the Wekf Board 
The Wakf Act, 1995 empowered the State Government to issue such 
general or special directions, from time to time, to the Wakf Board as it thinks fit 
and the Wakf Board is bound to comply with such directions of the State 
Government. However, such directions of the State Govenmient are subject to 
any directions issued by the Central Govenmient. 
Annual Report regarding Wakf Administration in the State to be laid before 
the Legislature 
As soon as may be after the close of financial year, the State Govenunent 
shall cause a general report on the working and administration of the State Wakf 
Board and the Administration of Wakfs in the State during that year to be 
prepared and laid before each House of the State Legislature where it consists of 
two Houses, or where such legislative consists of one House, before that House, 
and every such report shall be in such from and shall contain such matter as may 
be provided by regulations.^'' 
Suppression of Wakf Board^' 
This is a very crucial section which empowers the State Government to 
supersede the Wakf Board and take over die entire administration from the Wakf 
Board and pass it on to any person or persons as it thinks proper. Since the 
^ Ibid., Section 98. 
-^ Ibid., Section 99. 
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action of the State Government under the Section, in effect, is resulting in 
removing the statutorily constituted Board before the completion of its statutory 
period of five years, such drastic action can be taken on the following ground, 
namely: 
a) that the Wakf Board is unable to perfonn, or 
b) has persistently made default in the performance of the duty imposed on it 
by or under tliis Act, or 
c) has exceeded or abused its powers, or 
d) has willfully and without sufficient cause failed to comply with any 
directions issued by the Central Govenmient under Section 96, or by the 
State Government under Section 97, or 
e) if the State Government is satisfied on consideration of any annual report 
that the Board's continuance is likely to be injurious to the interest of the 
Wakfs in the State. 
Thus on the above grounds the State Government may supersede the Wakf 
Board by notification in the Official Gazette for a period not exceeding six 
months. But before the issue of such notification, the State Government shall 
give a reasonable time to the Board to show cause as to why it should not be 
superseded and explanation or objection submitted by the Board shall be taken 
into consideration. 
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On suppression of the Board by the Government, all the functions of the 
Wakf Board shall now be discharged by the person appointed by the Government 
in this behalf and all properties vested in the Board shall during the period of 
such suppression vest in the State Government. The State Govermnent is also 
empowered to extend the period of suppression or reconstitute a new Board in 
accordance with the manner provided in Section 14 of the Act. 
It is pertinent hereto refer to an important judgement of the Supreme 
Court of India interpreting the scope of the State Government's power to 
supersede Wakf Board under Section 64 of the Wakf Act, 1954. Since the same 
section is incorporated and renumbered as Section 97 in the Wakf Act, 1995 the 
judgement of the Supreme Couit^^ becomes relevant. Thus, "It has been alleged 
in the Writ Petition that soon after the change of the Government, fabrication of 
charges and the grounds for suppression of the Board and removal of the 
chairman started on extraneous and political consideration ... on the basis of 
these facts, it was contended that on some pretext or the other, baseless 
allegations were made and undue interference was caused by the respondent 
Government in day to day affairs of the Board. In about a period of fifteen years, 
the Board has been superseded twelve times on one plea or the other and it has 
not been given adequate and proper opportunity to put its own House in order so 
as to efficiently manage, and administer the functioning of more than 2000 
Wakfs in the State of Bihar." 1 hen the Supreme Court examined and interpret 
the scope of this provision to supersede Wakf Board and said thus; "on plain 
'* Bihar State Sunni Wakf Board v. State of Bihar, Civil Writ Jurisdiction Code No.6642 
of 1940 dated 21-0-1991. 
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reading of the said provision, it would be obvious that the opinion of the State 
Government to supersede the Board is not a subjective opinion. It has to be 
based on objective findings and for the reasons to be recorded in writing. The 
persistent defauU in the performance of the duty imposed on it cannot be 
gathered by a solitary instance of irregularity or illegality". 
Similarly in an another case the Kerala High Court examined the true 
scope of this provision and the expression used therein such as "persistent 
default" and "excess or abuse of powers". Thus the Kerala High Court in one 
case^^ held that "one or two isolated cases of failure to act will not amount to 
persistent defauh within the meaning of the section.... Even a single act of 
disobedience of the direction may, added to certain continuing circmnstances 
depending upon the gravity of matter, indicate persistence on the part of the 
defaulter." 
Reorganisation of Wakf Board*^ ^ 
Section 102 of the Wakf Act, 1995 corresponds to Section 66-A of the old 
Wakf Act, 1954. Section 66-A was incorporated in the Central Wakf Act, 1954 
pursuant to the State Reorganisation Act of 1956. As the prevailing notion in 
regard to the reorganisation of States at that time was that the State 
Reorganisation Act of 1956 was the last word in the matter of reorganisation of 
State and no further State reorganisation was envisaged, perhaps this line of 
thoughts governed the Phraseology of Section 66A. Whereas, infact, this Act 
" Kerala Wakf Board and Another v. The State of Kerala. AIR 1984, Kerala, p.57. 
" Supra Note 1, Section 102. 
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was the beginning of a series of reorganisation of State which process is being 
continued and, therefore, it would not be correct to tag the application of Section 
66-A (now Section 102) to Uie States Reorganisation Act of 1956. This lacuna 
was not corrected even when several Acts were passed later concerning 
reorganisation of States. 
Instead of confming action following reorganisation of the States, in 
respect of Wakf Boards to Section 66-A of the Central Wakf Act, 1954 by 
suitably amending the said section, action was taken for the continued application 
of the Central Wakf Act, to the Kutch area under Section 75 of the Bombay 
Reorganisation Act of 1960 instead of the Inter-State Corporation Act of 1957. 
Similar action was taken when the erstwhile Punjab State was reorganised. The 
State Wakf Board in Punjab was reorganised. The State Wakf Board in Punjab 
was treated as an Inter-State Corporation, whereas all such actions, consequent 
upon the reorganisation of any State should be taken as provided for under 
Section 66-A and 66-B which are self-contained and fully meet the special 
requirements of trifurcation or bifurcation of the Wakf Board, as the case may be. 
In actual practice, it is noticed that when there is specific provision 
adequate enough to meet any such contingency under the Wakf Act itself, it 
would not be advisable to take shelter under another enactment which does not 
fully meet all the requirements of the division of assets and liabilities and the 
distribution of the State etc., of the Boards affected by such reorganisation of the 
Wakf Boards. 
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Therefore to meet any future contingency of reorganisation of States, the 
word "under the State Reorganisation Act, 1956" have been deleted from Section 
102 of the Wakf Act, 1995, and this Section 102 would be sufficient to meet all 
requirements relating to division of assets and liabilities and the tiansfer of re-
employment of the employees and other matter incidental thereto. 
Establishment of Wakf Board for part of State 
Where on account of the territorial change brought about by any law 
providing for the reorganisation of any State, this Act is as from the date on 
which that law comes into force applicable only to any part or parts of a State but 
has not been brought into force in the remaining part thereof, then 
notwithstanding anything contained in this Act, it shall be lawful for the 
Govenmient of the State to establish one or more Boards for such part or parts in 
which this Act is in force and in such a case any reference in this Act to the word 
"State" in relation of a Board shall be construed as a reference to that part of the 
State for which the Board is established. 
Where any such Board has been established and it appears to the 
Government of the State that a Board should be established for the whole of the 
State, the State Govermnent may, by order notified in tlie Official Gazette 
dissolve the Board established for the part of the State or reconstitute and 
reorganise, such Board or establish a new Board for the whole of the State and 
thereupon, the assets rights and liabilities of the Board for the part of the State 
39 Ibid., Section 103 (Sub-Sectioii 1). 
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shall vest in and be the assets, rights and liabilities of the reconstituted Board or 
the new Board, as the case may be.''° 
Power to make Rules 
Under Section 109 of the Act, the State Government is empowered to 
make rules for carrying out the purposes of the Act. However, in respect of 
Chapter III of the Act, which deals with the Central Wakf Council, only the 
Central Government is the appropriate Government to make rules in respect of 
Chapter III. A detailed list of the matters with reference to various sections of 
the Act has been given under Section 109 in respect of which the State 
Government has to make rules. However, it is a general principle of law that the 
rules made under any Act should not be repugnant or contradictory to the main 
purpose of the Act, otlierwise it is liable to be declared as ultravires. Rule 106 of 
the Electricity Rules 1922 made under Section 37 of the Electricity Act, 1910 
was held"*^  as umeasonable and repugnant to general principles of Law and as 
such ultravires and invalid. Similarly Rule 47 and 58 framed under Section 16 of 
the Hyderabad Endowment Regulations 1358 Hijris were held"*^  repugnant to the 
purpose of the Act and the order of the Minister issued under said rule, was 
quashed on the ground that the Rule should be consistent with the Regulation. 
In number of cases, the parameters are laid down within which rule 
making body can make rules. I hus the Executive authority cannot clothe itself 
^ Ibid., (Sub-Section 2). 
"*' In Eng Hcx;k v. Emperor, AIR 1934 Rangoon p. 178. 
"^  Narayan Pershad v. State of Hyderabad, AIR 1955 Hyd. p.82. 
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with powers under the guise of the power to frame rules which the statute itself 
did not give. Similarly Rules cannot take away what is given by an Act. The 
Legislature is competent to make a valid Act and therefore the validity of such an 
Act cannot be made depend upon what some sub-ordinate authority choose to do 
or not to do. However, where there is ambiguity in the language used by the 
Legislature, or where more than one construction is possible then the rules 
framed under the Act may help the Court to come to the right conclusion as to the 
construction to be placed upon a particular provision of the Law. Thus the rules 
under Section 109 to give effect to the provisions of the Wakf Act, 1995, have to 
be in accordance and within the scope of the above parameters determined by the 
Courts. 
Laying of Rules before the Legislature 
The Wakf Board in order to exercise powers vested with it under various 
Sections of the Act, is empowered to make regulations with the previous sanction 
of the State Government. Various matters in respect of which the Wakf Board is 
empowered to make regulations are enumerated under Section 110, and various 
sections under which such regulations are required to be framed are also enlisted. 
The general parameters as laid down in respect of the rules are also applicable to 
such regulations and in order to be valid the regulations have to be reasonable. 
Every rule framed by the State Government under Section 109 and every 
regulation framed by the Wakf Board under Section 110 has to be laid before the 
State legislature and have to be published in the Official Gazette. 
Supra Note 1, 1995, Section 111. 
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Central Wakf Council 
Constitution of Central Wakf Council and its purpose 
The Central Wakf Council owes its origin to the Kazmi Bill of 1952 
which proposed the Central Board of Muslim wakf, to be an elected body and the 
Central Public Trust Council to be a wholly nominated one, neither was meant 
only to advise the Central Government, Thus Central Wakf Council originated 
from the Central Public Trust Council as recommended by the Kazmi Bill 1952. 
The provision for the Central Wakf Council was incorporated in the year 1964 by 
amending the Wakf Act, 1954, for tlie piupose of advising tlie Central 
Government concerning the working of the Boards and the due administration of 
wakfs. A new Chapter II-A inserted which contained Sections 8-A to 8-D. 
According to Section 8(a), the Central Wakf Council consisted of the Union 
Minister in-charge of wakfs as its chairman along with other twenty members 
appointed by the Central Government. The qualifications of the members were 
not prescribed. The Wakf Bill, 1993 retained the same pattern of composition, 
however, the Standing Committee on Labour and Welfare (1994-95) 
recommended''^  a more comprehensive composition representatives from 
different categories based on knowledge, experience and expertise relating to 
wakf matters. The Wakf Act, 1995, based on this recommendation, incorporated 
Section 9. Now the Central Wakf Council consists of the Union Minister in-
charge of wakf matters as its Chairman and other twenty members are appointed 
by the Central Government who include three persons to represent Muslim 
44 Supra Note 27, p.3. 
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Organisations of All-India character, four persons of national eminence of whom 
two shall be administrative and financial experts, the members of Parliament of 
whom two should be from the House of people and one from the Council of 
States, three chairpersons of Wakf Boards by rotation, two persons who have 
been Judges of the Supreme Court or a High Court, one advocate of national 
eminence, one person to represent mutwallis of wakf having a gross aimual 
income of not less than five lakhs of rupees, and three persons who are eminent 
scholars in Muslim Law. 
Finances of the Council and Audit of Accounts 
The Central Wakf Council is financed by the contributions from the Wakf 
Boards which is equivalent to one per cent of the aggregate of the net annual 
income of the wakfs in respect of which contribution is payable under Sub-
Section (1) of Section 72 of the Wakf Act, 1995. If any Wakf Board has remitted 
or condoned under Sub-Section (2) of Section 72, whole of the contribution for 
any wakf registered with it, then such remission shall not be taken into account 
for the purpose of calculating one per cent of the Wakf Board to the Wakf 
Council. In this Section the word "payable" is significantly used which means 
that for the purpose of calculation of one per cent contribution by the Wakf 
Board to the Central Wakf Comicil, it is not necessary that Wakf Board should 
actually received the contribution for the wakfs registered with it as some may be 
defaulter. Therefore one per cent is to be calculated on the basis of the 
contribution 'payable' to the Wakf Board under Section 72(1) and not necessarily 
paid by the wakfs. 
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In addition to one per cent contribution from the Wakf Boards, all other 
moneys received by the Council as donations, benefaction and grants from a fund 
which is called Central Wakf Fund. The Central Government is empowered to 
make rules for the purposes of prescribing the maimer in which the accounts shall 
be audited, procedure for discharging of their functions, filing of vacancies 
among the members of the Council. 
Evaluation of the role of the Central Wakf Council 
The Joint Select Committee on the Kazmi Bill, 1952 expressed its opinion 
that "the constitution of a non-official body at the central level for the purpose of 
coordinating wakf administiation is to be considered only as an alternative to the 
empowering of the Cential Government with powers of coordination through 
general directives. When once the responsibility for coordination is vested with 
the Central Government, the establishment of a non-official body becomes, 
superfluous. Such a body cannot obviously, under such circumstances, be 
clothed with specific powers and functions without at the sametime impinging 
upon the powers of the Central Government. No wonder that the Tamil Nadu 
wakf Board has described the preSent Central wakf Council" as a fifth-wheel to 
the coach. The Mysore Wakf Board has considered the council as superfluous 
body with no specific functions and duties assigned under the Act... The U.P. 
Suimi Central Board of wakfs too has however significantly cautioned that if the 
powers of the council aie enlarged, a conflict of jurisdiction is likely to arisen 
between the council and the Cential Government and the State Government."^ 
45 Final Report of the Wakf Inquiry Committee, 1976, pp.3 & 14, 
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The Wakf Inquiry Committee, too, expressed its opinion on similar lines 
and even questioned the payment of one percent contribution by the Wakf Board 
to the Council. Ihus, the committee said, "under no circumstances wakfs in this 
country which are liable to pay contribution under section 46 of the Central Wakf 
Act, 1954 (now section 72 of the Wakf Act, 1995), be made hable to pay 1% of 
their net income for the maintenance of the Central Wakf Council as it exists at 
present/^ 
Examined from the point of view of services rendered by the Central 
Wakf Council to tlie concerned wakfs in consideration of the payment of 
contribution by the latter, it was argued that a vast discrepancy exists in the 
actual amount to be paid by the wakfs with large income and others with little 
income although the percentage remained the same. And then there is no 
difference in the matter of services rendered by the Central Wakf Council to 
those big and small wakfs. Such situation was even challenged as being violative 
of Article 14 of the Constitution."*^ Wherein tlie Division Bench of the Kerala 
High Court justifying the levying of uniform license fee i.e., one per cent to all 
and the latitude and flexibility permitted to the legislature. Thus, the Kerala 
High Court observed. "The inequalities alleged because of some wakfs having to 
pay more out of their net income (meaning profits and gains) proportionately 
than others, it appears to us arise from circumstances which are fortuitous. 
Alleged inequalities arising from the nature of enjoyment of properties or even 
"* Ibid. 
*^ In Kerala wakf Board v. Abdul Sattar Haji Moosa Sait ILR 1974, Vol.2, Kerala, p 316. 
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the nature of the properties owned by a wakf cannot be made a ground for 
supporting the contention that an important such as a fee at a unifonn rate on the 
gross income of the wakfs taking into account the services rendered to each wakf 
is violative of article 14 of the Constitution as we are not able to discern any 
clear hostile discrimination or the singling out of any class of wakfs for special or 
peculiar treatment. The discrimination, if any, as stated already, seems to arise 
out of fortuitous circumstances". Thus the High Court rejected the allegation of 
discrimination in the matter of unifonn contiibution of one per cent by all the 
wakfs. 
Further the nexus between the fee levied and the services rendered by 
Wakf Board and similar institutions has also been emphasized in the decision of 
the Supreme Court.''^ 
Positive Contribution of the Council 
However the positive role played by the Central Wakf Council during 
recent years in the matter of granting loans to various wakfs and Wakf Board for 
the execution of the several developmental projects on tlie wakf lands and wakf 
properties cannot be ignored, fhe aiumal reports of the functioning of the 
Central Wakf Council for the last few years are quite indicative of the enormous 
and invaluable contribution of the Central Wakf Council to the development of 
the wakf properties in the country. 
In the Commissioner, Hindu Religious Endowments, Madras vs Lakshmindar Thirtha 
Swamiarof Shri Shriur Mutt, AIR 1962 S C p. 1733. 
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Wakf Boards 
Section 13 is an enabling section which confers powers on the State 
Government to establish a Board of wakf with effect from such date as may be 
appointed by the State Government by notification in the Official Gazette. The 
State Government is also competent to constitute separate Wakf Board each for 
Sunni wakfs and Shiah wakfs, provided number of the Shia wakfs in any state is 
more than fifteen per cent of all the wakfs in the State or the income of the 
properties of Shia wakfs in the State is more than fifteen per cent of the total 
income of properties of all the wakfs in tlie State. The name of such Boards can 
also be specified by the State Government in the Official Gazette. 
By virtue of its establishment under the Art, the Wakf Board becomes a 
body corporate having perpetual succession and a common seal with powers to 
acquire and hold property and to transfer any such property subject to such 
conditions and restrictions as may be prescribed and shall by the said name sue 
and be sued. 
Constitutional validity of the WaldT Board 
The basic question relating to the validity of the powers of the Wakf 
Board to control and supervise wakf administration, regulate the powers of 
mutwallis in so far as it relates to manage the wakf properties under various 
sections of the Act was challenged as unconstitutional.''^  It was contended that 
such wide powers of the Wakf Board are violative of the fundamental rights of 
49 In Usman Ali Khan v. FaezuUah AIR 1959, MP p.377. 
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the mutwallis or any person to manage their own affairs in matter of rehgion 
guaranteed under article 26 (b) of tlie Constitution of India which states thus; 
Article 26 "Subject to public order, morality and health, every religious 
denomination or any section fliereof shall have the right;-
(b) to manage its own affairs in matter of religion" But the Court rejected the 
argument and said that "In view of the general scheme and purpose of the Act, it 
is futile to contend that the question regarding wakf, in so far as it relates to the 
properties comprised therein and the right of mutwalli or any person to manage 
the same property fall under Article 26(b) of the Constitution. It falls under 
Article 26{d)^ ^ of the Constitution and as such is subject to the law made by the 
Parliament. The Legislative competence of the Parliament therefore to make the 
aforesaid, carmot be questioned. There is nothing in the impugned sections 
which deprive the religious denomination, namely Muslims, of their right of 
administration or administering properties owned and acquired by it". 
Wakf Boards Powers, Duties^  etc. 
Publication of wakf List 
The report forwarded to the Board under Sub-Section (1) of section 5 is 
examined by the Wakf Board and publi^ed in the Official Gazette in the form of 
a list of wakf mentioning the Suimi or Shia wakfs. '^ If no suit is instituted in the 
wakf Tribunal regarding any property mentioned in the list of wakfs, within a 
'** Art.26(d) of the Cwistitution "to administer such property in accordance with law". 
' ' Supra Note 1, section 5 (Sub-Section 2). 
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period of one year, no such suit can be filed in the Tribunal and lists of wakfs 
becomes final. 
Payment of Contribution to Central Wakf Council 
Every Board shall pay from its Wakf Fund annually to the Council such 
contribution as is equivalent to one per cent, of Ae aggregate of the net armual 
income of the wakfs in respect of which contribution is payable imder sub-
section (I) or Section 72.^ ^ 
Con^)osition of Walcf Board 
Before discussing the composition of Wakf Board, it appears pertinent to 
examine the crucial question which has long been debated in India as to whether 
the wakf administration should be entrusted to one-man administration in the 
form of Charity Commission as obtained in Maharashtiti and Gujarat or ^ould it 
be given to a Wakf Board consisting of a chairman and several other members 
and clothe it with all powers supervisory and administrative, as is done under the 
Wakf Act, or again should it be a dyarchial system with separation of powers 
between a Wakf Commissioner (or a Chief Executive Officer as he is called 
under the Wakf Act, 1995) with all administrative powers and the Wakf Board 
with supervisory powers, as obtained in West Bengal. 
It may be noted that during the Muslim Rule in India, only one officer 
known as Sadrus-Sodur was in-charge of the supervision of wakfs both at Central 
and Provincial level. 
52 Ibid., Section 10 Sub-Sectioo (1). 
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In the erstwhile state of Hyderabad the wakf adtninistration was looked 
after by a full-fledged Government Depaitinent, known as Mahkuma-e-Umoor-e-
Mazhabi i.e.. Ecclesiastical Department. The department was essentially secular 
in character as both Muslim wakfs and Hindu Endowments were managed by this 
department. 
The Hindu Endowment Commission Report 
The one-man Administration was supported by the Hindu Religious 
Endowments Commission Report, which can be referred to herewith advantage, 
thus: "Complaints have no doubt also been levelled against One-Man-
administration, the general criticism being that he is apt to carry out the orders or 
wishes of the Minister-in-charge on the other hand, the Commissioners of 
Madras and Gujarat have asserted emphatically before us that there has been no 
case of interference by Government-Opinion on the relative merits of the two 
systems will no doubt vary. We have considered very carefully the pros and cons 
of the two systems. We do not wish to minimize the possibility of a single 
officer being over-awed or influenced by a powerful Minister who requires to act 
in accordance with his wishes. At the sametime we cannot also overlook the 
same possibility occurting in the case of a President and Members of a Board. 
After a careful balancing of the considerations, pros and cons, we have arrived at 
a conclusion that the Executive administration of temples by a single officer will 
be much more expeditious and efficient than administration by a body of persons 
or Boards of Commissioners". 
Tlie Report of tlie Hindu Endowments Commissioner, pp. 124-25. 
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Recommendations of the Wakf Inquiry Committee 
The Wakf Inquiry Committee appointed by the Central Government in 
1976 has also considered this question and examined the suggestion given by the 
Amendments Committee of the Central Wakf Council, thus: 
"While with its right hand the committee has given vast and crucial 
important powers to the Executive Officers, such as the removal, suspension and 
dismissal of mutwallis and committees of Management, framing of schemes and 
much more of reporting to the State Goveniment on his own, whenever the Board 
takes a decision not in confonnity with any of the provisions of the Act, with its 
left hand, the Committee has in effect nullified the exercise of all these powers 
by the Executive Officer by stipulating that the Executive Officer shall be under 
the administrative conhol of the Board. It does not need much emphasis to 
hammer home the point, that any officer who is under the administrative confrol 
of the Board will not have the necessaiy prestige or will not be able to muster up 
sufficient independence to perform all these important statutory duties.... Hence, 
it is necessary that in the sphere of statutory duties and responsibilities entrusted 
to him under the Act, the officer should be kept outside the conttol of the Board 
and made accountable to the State Government. The key for achieving this goal 
is the proper and thorough separation of functions of general, superintendence 
from those relating to administtation, inspection, auditing, etc." 
Thus the Wakf Inquiiy Coimiiittee recommended for the appointtnent of, 
what it called, Wakf Commissioner and a non-official Board with essential 
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separation of powers between them on the basis of the key words 
'superintendence' and 'Administiation'. Thus the Committee was optimistic that 
"Wakf Board can still continue to dischaige an effective and useful role in the 
overall superintendence of wakf particularly laying down policies, acting as 
watch-dog and recommending to the State Government for providing necessary 
facilities for the taking up of wakf administration. Further more, the presence of 
non-official members of the Board will act as check against any possibility of the 
State Ministers overacting the wakf Commissioner and forcing the latter to act 
according to their will and pleasure". 
The present scheme provided under the Wakf Act, 1995, appears to have 
incorporated the recommendations of both the Wakf Inquiry Committee, 1976 
(Vide, Section 32) and the Amendments Committee of the Central Wakf Council 
(Vide Section 25 and 26). However, the separation of powers between those 
relating to 'Superintendence' and 'Administration' has not been clearly carried 
out by the Act of 1995 to the desirable extent. 
The Composition of tlie Wakf Board 
The Wakf Board consists of 
Chairperson - Whenever the Wakf Board is constituted or reconstituted, one 
chairperson is elected by the members of the Wakf Board from among 
themselves who are present at a meeting convened for this purpose. '^* 
Supra Note 1, Section 14 (Sub-Section 8). 
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Appointment of Members by Election 
Under Section 14(l)(b), one and not more than two members as the State 
Government may think fit, shall be elected from each of the following electoral 
collages: 
(i) Muslim members of Parliament from the State, or as the case may be, the 
Union Tenitory of Delhi; 
(ii) Muslim members of the State Legislature; 
(iii) Muslim members of the Bar Council of the State; and 
(iv) Mutwallis of the wakfs having an annual income of not less than rupees 
one lakh. 
The number of members elected under the clause may vary from four to 
eight. 
The System of Election 
Election of the member specified in Clause (b) of Sub-section (I) of 
Section 14 shall be held in accordance with the system of proportional 
representation by means of a single transferable vote, in such manner as may be 
prescribed by the State Government. However, if the number of Muslim 
Members of Parliament, the State Legislature or the State Bar Council, as the 
case may be, is only one, then such Muslim Member shall be declared elected on 
the Board, provided further, where there is no such Muslim Member from any of 
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the above categories, then Ex-MusHin Members of these categories shall 
constitute the electoral college. Inclusion of ex-Muslim Member of Parliament 
or Member of Legislative Assembly, is made as per the recommendations of the 
Standing Committee 1994-95. However, where the State Government is 
satisfied, for reason to be recorded, that it is not reasonably practicable to 
constitute an electoral college for any of the above mentioned categories, then the 
State Government may nominate such persons as the members of the Board as it 
deems fit.^ ^ Further it is provided that the number of elected members of the 
Board except as provided under sub-section 3, shall at all times be more than the 
number of nominated members.^^ This Sub-Section 4 has been added as per the 
recommendations of the Standing Committee on Labour and Welfare 1994-95.^^ 
Appointment of Members by Nomination 
In addition to the elected members, the Wakf Board also consists of 
members who shall be appointed by the State Government by nomination. 
Therefore, under sub section (1) of section 14, the members are nominated from 
the following categories: 
Clause (c): One and not more than two members to be nominated representing 
eminent Muslim organization. 
(d) One and not more than two members to be nominated from recognized 
scholars in Islamic Theology. 
Ibid., (Sub-section 3). 
Ibid., (Sub-section 4). 
''^  Supra Note 27, p.5. 
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(e) An officer of the State Government not below the rank of a Deputy 
Secretaiy. 
Thus all the number of member to be nominated by the State Government 
may vary from 3 to 5 and, therefore, the total number of the members of the 
Wakf Board, both from the elected and nominated categories put together may 
vary from 7 to 13. However in the case of Union Territory other than Delhi, the 
Board shall consist of not less than three and not more than five members to be 
appointed by Central GoveiTunent from among the categories mentioned in sub-
section (1). 
Where there are Shia wakfs but no separate Shia Wakf Board exists, then 
atleast one of the members from the categories listed in sub section (1) shall be a 
Shia Muslim.^^ Similarly, there shall be atleast one mutwalli as the member of 
the Board. 
It is pertinent to mention here that as far as the appointment of members 
through election is concerned, the inherent danger in this system for the religious 
institutions cannot be ignored. It is a matter of common observation that even for 
the election of the managing committee of certain mosque, from among the 
members of the congregation, various religious groups are converted into hostile 
compartments and unhealthy, sometimes, unfortunate confrontation during the 
time of prayers tarnished the sanctity of the sacred place. Therefore when the 
elections are conducted for a more important position of a member in the state of 
'" Supra Note 1, Section 14 (Sub-Section 5) 
40.'! 
Wakf Board there is every possibility that the contestants of each of the electoral 
college would make it a prestigious issue to win the elections by spending lot of 
money. Once they are elected by incurring huge expenditure then the 
temptations to get the expenditure reimbursed during the tenure of their 
membership cannot be ruled out. Apart from this, the Wakf board too, have to 
incur lot of expenditure on account of the conduct of election as was observed in 
the case of election of a single mutwalli in the West Bengal Wakf Board which 
had to spend twenty to thirty thousands of rupees in the early 1970s and 
therefore, the West Bengal Wakf Act was amended in the year 1973 to replace 
the system of election of mutwalli by providing for nomination by the State 
Government. 
The Amendment Committee appointed by the Central Wakf Council had 
also suggested the inclusion of the members of the Registered Medical 
Association, the Institute of Engineering, Teachers Association and the Senate or 
Court of the Universities of the State, apart from the member of the Bar Council 
in the Wakf Board. 
Term of Office' ^  
The term of office of the member of the Wakf Board is fixed as five years. 
The purpose of fixing a long tenn of five years is to provide sufficient 
opportunity to the Wakf Board to plan and implement various policies and 
developmental schemes for improving the efficiency of its functioning and 
bringing about an overall improvement in the supei'vision and protection of 
''' Ibid., Section 15. 
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Wakf properties. All this requires time. Therefore, it is always desirable not to 
disturb the Wakf Board by frequent constitution and reconstitution. Even 
Supreme Court of India expressed its opinion in similar terms in the case which 
came before it from the Bihar Wakf Board^ '*' The Punjab High Court^' has held 
that the computation of five years shall start from the date of nomination by the 
Govenmient. 
Disqualification of Members 
The Act specifies certain grounds that render a member disqualified for 
being appointed or for continuing as a member of the Board. Thus a person is 
disqualified for the membership of the Board if he is not a Muslim or has not 
attained the age of twenty-one year, or he is of unsound mind or an undischarged 
insolvent, or he has been convicted of an offence involving moral turpitude.^^ 
However in the Wakf Act, 1995, it is added that if such conviction has 
been reversed or he has been granted full pardon in respect of such offence, then 
he is not disqualified. This addition does not appear to be well founded for the 
grant of full pardon by itself is indicative of his guilt and when in particular the 
offence relates to moral turpitude it should render him disqualified to hold a 
prestigious office of trust and honour in a body which controls religious 
institutions also. 
*"' Civil writ case No.6642 of IQQO dated 21 Q 1991. 
*' In Haji Anwar Ahmed Khan v. The Punjab Wakf Board AIR 1980 Punjab, Haryana, 
p.306. 
""^  Supra Note 1, Section 16 (Clauses "a"-"d") 
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However, it is essential that the disqualification is seriously proved against 
the member and it should not be labeled on frivolous or faint giounds. Nor 
should it be imposed by stretch of imagination or bias. There should be 
necessary nexus between the guilt and the proposed action of removal. It was 
pointed out in a case*"^  by Andhra Pradesh High Court that mere discourteous 
behaviour of a member towards the Chairman is not sufficient to hold the view 
that the continuance of the member would be prejudicial to the interest of wakfs. 
Further, before removing the member on such grounds, he should be furnished 
with the record against him and an opportunity of explanation should be given. 
Establishing Committees for supervision of wakfs 
The Board may, whenever it considers necessary, establish either 
generally or for a particular purpose or for any specified area or areas committees 
for the supervision of wakfs.' 
The constitution, functions and duties and the tenn of office of such 
committees shall be detennined from time to time by the Board. '^  
Provided that it shall not be necessaiy for the members of such 
committees to be members of the Board. 
Appointment of Officers/Employees of Wakf Board 
The board shall have the assistance of such number of officers and other 
employees as may be necessary for the efficient performance of its functions 
Akhtar Hussain v. State of Aiidlira Pradesh, AIR 1964 AP P. 244. 
Supra Note I, Section 18 (Sub-section 1). 
Ibid., (Sub-section 2). 
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under Wakf Act 1995, details thereof shall be detennined by the Board in 
Consultation with the State Government/'^' 
Delegation of Powers to Secretary etc. 
The Board may by a general or special order in writing, delegate to the 
chairperson, any other member, the Secretaiy or any other officer or servant of 
the Board or any area committee, subject to such conditions and limitations as 
may be specified in the said order, such of its powers and duties under this Act, 
as it may deem necessary/'^ 
Issue of Records and Inspection thereof 
The Board may allow inspection of its proceedings or other records in its 
custody and issue copies of the same on payment of such fees and subject to such 
conditions as may be prescribed/'^ 
Powers and functions of Wakf Board 
The Wakf Act, 1995 confers powers on the Wakf Board to administer, 
control, supervise the Wakf, and to regulate the powers of mutwalli in so far as it 
relates to manage the Wakf properties/'^ The Madhya Pradesh High Court in a 
case examined the basic and crucial question as to whether Wakf Board has any 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
Ibid., Section 24 (Sub-section 1). 
Ibid., Section 27. 
Ibid., Section 30 (Sub-section I). 
Ibid., Section 32 (Sub-section 1). 
Supra Note 49. 
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right to interfere with tlie riglit of mutwalh, or for that matter, any person to 
manage their own affairs in matters of rehgion as guaranteed to him under clause 
(b) of Article 26 of the Constitution. Hence the validity of such powers of the 
Board were challenged as unconstitutional being violative of Article 26(b). But 
the court upheld the constitution validity of such powers of the Wakf Board on 
the ground that such right of mutwalli is governed not by clause (b) of Article 26, 
but by clause (d) of Article 26 which states that such mutwalli or persons shall 
have right to administer such propeity in accordance with law. 
Scope of Powers 
The powers of Wakf Board are conferred subject to the condition that the 
Board shall act in confonnity with the directions of the Wakf, the purpose of the 
wakf. Further, the Standing Committee recommended that the powers of the 
Wakf Board shall also be made subject to such usage and custom as are 
sanctioned by the "School of Muslim Law to which Wakf belongs". The Wakf 
Act, 1954, as amended in 1964 contained the words "such usage or custom of the 
Wakf sanctioned by Muslim Law". The members of the Standing Committee 
opined that wakfs belonging to various categories of Muslim Schools of thought 
need to be protected in accordance with the relevant usage and custom. Thus the 
recommendation is incorporated in the proviso to Sub-section (1) of Section 32, 
of the Wakf Act, 1995 adding the word "School of Muslim Law" in place of only 
"Muslim Law". The Wakf Inquiiy committee 1976 has also recommended that 
such inclusion of School of Muslim Law would enlarge the ambit of application 
408 
not only of Sunni Law but also customs and usages of the sects such as Chishtia, 
Quadaria, Bhoru and Mehdavis/' 
Schemes of Management for Wakf 
The Wakf Board is also empowered to settle schemes of management for a 
Wakf.'" However a proviso is added to this clause which states that no such 
settlement shall be made without giving the parties affected on opportunity of 
having heard. The Mysore High Couit^^ has laid down that it is imperative on 
the part of the Wakf Board to have heard "Parties affected" before settling any 
scheme of management of mosque. The fact that these petitioners were duly 
elected trustees was well within the knowledge of the Wakf Board. It was, 
therefore, their duty to have heard them in accordance with the act. Further 
under Section 69 of the Act, the Wakf Board may frame such scheme for the 
administration of a Wakf either on its own motion or on the application of not 
less than five persons interested in the concerned Wakf and such scheme shall be 
subject to other conditions as are stipulated under Section 69 of the Act. 
However any person aggrieved by such settlement of scheme of management of a 
Wakf may institute a suit in a Tribunal for setting aside such settlement or 
directive.^ "* 
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Incorporation of Doctrine of Cypress in tlie Wakf Act 
Usually ambiguity, indefiniteness and impossibility of achieving object 
are vitiating elements in any legal transaction. However in the case of Charitable 
gift it is desirable that such gift shall not fail on account of ambiguity or 
indefiniteness or impossibility and the same may be utilized on purpose similar to 
the original object. Therefore the doctrine of Cypres was incorporated in the 
Wakf Act, 1954 by bringing about an amendment in the year 1964. Thus the 
Wakf Act, 1995, too retained the provision under section 32 (2) (e) (iii), which 
says that in any case where any object of Wakf has ceased to exist or has become 
incapable of achievement, then so much of the income of the wakfs as was 
previously applied to that object shall be applied to any other object which shall 
'be similar or nearly similar' to the original object. This rule has sanction by the 
Muslim law also. Tayabji quoted with the authority of Fatawai Kazi Khan^^ and 
Raddul Mukhtar ' that when a purpose of a Wakf fails because the object has 
ceased to exist or has become incapable of achievement then it is lawful to apply 
the income of the Wakf property to other object nearest in its nature to the 
original purpose i.e., Jins-l-Q a' r b". For example if a Wakf is created for the 
maintenance of a particular orphanage and if that orphanage ceases to exist then 
the income of the Wakf can as well be used for another orphanage or 
maintenance of deserted children. However in view of the very low literary level 
among Muslims, it is added in the Wakf Act, 1995 that where any object of Wakf 
7? 
76 
Tvabji Raiz Badruddin Muslim Law, 4"" Edii., Bom. 1969, Vol.111, p.398. 
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has ceased to exist or has become incapable of achievement then such of the 
income which was previously applied can be used "for the benefit of the poor or 
for the purpose of promotion of knowledge and learning in the Muslim 
community". 
it is further laid down that for the purpose of this clause the powers of the 
Wakf Board shall be exercised in the case of Sunni Wakf, by the Surmi members 
of the Board only and similarly in the case of Shia Wakf, by the Shia members of 
the Board only. For this puipose the Wakf Board can also co-opt such other 
Muslims, being Sunnies or Shias, as the Board thinks fit, to be temporary 
members of the Wakf Board for exercising its powers under this clause. The 
Wakf Act, 1995 contains provision which confers detailed powers on the Board 
in relation to wakfs which have ceased to exist. 
Power to Sanction Transfer of Immovable Property of Wakf 
The Wakf Act, 1995 imposed stricter condition on the transfer of any 
78 
immovable Wakf property by way of gift, sale, mortgage or exchange or for 
lending the property on lease without prior sanction of the Board. Clause (j) of 
Sub-section (2) of Section 32 provides the procedure for granting such sanction 
by the Board and it requires that "no such sanction shall be given unless atleast 
two-thirds of the members of the Board vote in favour of such transaction". 
Obviously, obtaining the consent two thirds of the members of the Wakf Board is 
'''' Supra Note 1, Section 31, Sub-section 3. 
'* Ibid., Section 51. 
Ibid., Section 56. 
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not always easy. However the Wakf Inquiry committee, 1976, has suggested for 
consent by two thirds of the members of the Board "present" and vote in favour 
of such transactions. But in Wakf Act, 1995, the word "present" is not to be 
found. 
Developmental project on Wakf land and its Origin 
The question of developing Urban Wakf land through commercial 
utilization for the benefit of the Wakf which offer attractive potential has long 
been debated in India. The Central Wakf Council has constituted a Committee 
for the development of Wakf properties and the Central Government have 
sanctioned financial grant to the Central Wakf Council in order to enable that 
body to grant loans to suitable Wakf institutions through the State Wakf Boards 
for the implementation of economically and commercially viable development 
schemes. But unfortunately whenever any developmental scheme was proposed 
for implementation the concerned mutwallis posed resistance to such schemes 
and raised legal and other objections relating to Shariat. The Central Wakf 
Council, the Amendment Committee, The Cential and State Governments and the 
one-man commission all have emphatically suggested to give powers to the Wakf 
Board for ensurijig implementation of such developmental schemes and projects. 
The Wakf Inquiiy Committee*^" recommended, thus "we agree with the 
suggestion that the State Wakf Board should have powers to take over 
underdeveloped urban properties for development where the co-operation of 
mutwallis is not forthcoming and to hand them over after developing them and 
'" SiipraNote9, PP.58-5Q. 
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after realizing the amount actually spent on development". The Wakf Inquiry 
Committee had reproduced the proposed draft of section 22-F prepared by the 
one-man Commission and the same was incorporated in the Wakf (Amendment) 
Act, 1984 as Section 15-A. This section gave a very detailed scheme which was 
incorporated in 14 Sub-sections of Section 15-A. However this Act of 1984 was 
never brought into force. Therefore now the Wakf Act, 1995 again incorporated 
the scheme for development of Wakf Land and conferred on the state Wakf 
Board effective powers to take over temporary possession of such Wakf 
properties, implement the scheme and hand them over to the concerned mutwalli 
after development. However under the Act, the scheme is simplified and 
mcorporated. 
Statutory Provisions Relating to Development of Wakf Land 
The statutory provisions under Sub-section 4 to 6 of Section 32 relating to 
development of Wakf Land conferred potential powers on the State Wakf Board 
and thus stated that where the Board is satisfied that any Wakf land offers a 
feasible potential for development as a shopping centre, market, housing flats and 
the like, it may serve upon the mutwalli a notice in the prescribed manner 
inviting his decision, objections or suggestions. If the Wakf Board, on receipt of 
the reply from the mutwalli, is satisfied that either the mutwalli is not willing or 
is not capable of executing the development scheme, then the Wakf Board, with 
the prior approval of the Govermnent, may take over the Wakf property, clear it 
Supra Note 1, Section 32 (Sub-section 4 to 6). 
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of any building or structure there on which in the opinion of the Wakf Board is 
necessary for execution of the vvakfs. The necessary finance can be obtained 
either from the Wakf Fund of the Wakf Board, or it may be raised on the scrutiny 
of the concerned Wakf properties. During the period of execution of the 
development scheme, the Wakf Board is empowered to take over the entire Wakf 
properties in its control and manage the same till the completion of the 
development project. However it is incumbent on the Wakf Board to pay to the 
concerned mutwalli an average annual net income calculated on the basis of the 
annual net income of the preceding three years of the concerned Wakf, during the 
entire period of execution of developmental scheme. After completion of the 
developmental scheme the Wakf Board has to handover the entire Wakf property, 
along with the newly developed property, back to the mutwallis. The Wakf 
Board is entitled to recover the entire expenditure incurred on the developmental 
project along with the interest thereon, from the income of the concerned Wakf 
property including the newly developed property, before handing over the Wakf 
property to the concerned mutwalli. 
Approval of the Budget and Auditing of Accounts etc. 
The Wakf Board is empowered to scrutinize and approve the budget 
submitted by the mutwalli.**^ Every mutwalli is required to prepare a detailed 
estimated budget in the prescribed manner and submit the same to the Board for 
approval. " Further mutwalli is also required to submit annual accounts to the 
'^  Ibid., Section 32 (Sub-section 2(f)). 
'^  Ibid., Section 44. 
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Board.'* The Wakf Board has to examine the auditor's report and pass such 
order as it thinks fit. 
Appointment and Removal of Mutnalli 
The Act empowers the Wakf Board to appoint mutwalli of a Wakf under 
conditions prescribed in Section 63 and, similarly, remove a mutwaUi in 
accordance with the provisions as laid down under section 64 of the Act.^'' The 
Shariat also permits removal of a dishonest mutwalli from the willayat. 
Recovery of Lost properties 
Clause (b) of Sub-section (2) of section32 requires Wakf Board to take 
measures for the recovery of the lost properties of any Wakf. However the basic 
question was well debated as to whether Wakf Board has jurisdiction to make 
measure for the recovery of the lost properties of any Wakf. It was usually 
argued that the very purpose of constituting a Wakf Board is to supervise and 
control the Wakf properties for the purpose of protection of the existing Wakf 
properties. Therefore it follows that the scope of functions of Wakf Board 
should be confined only to the existing Wakf properties which has become 
extinct. Following the same view the clause (h) was deleted from the Wakf 
(Amendment) Act, 1984 which was not enforced. However under the Wakf Act, 
1995 this power is retained. Therefore, now the Wakf Board is empowered to 
take measure for the recoveiy of the lost properties of Wakf and endeavor to 
restore the benefits to the beneficiaries to the possible extent. 
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Powers of Boards to appoint Executive Officer 
The Wakf Board is empowered to appoint an executive officer in respect 
of any Wakf which has a gross annual income of not less than five lakhs of 
rupees, if in its opinion it is necessary to do so in the interest of the Wakf 
concerned. Necessary supporting staff can also be appointed by the Board. 
However it is necessaiy that such Executive Officer should be a Muslim. He has 
to discharge such duties as pertain only to the administration of the properties of 
the Wakf and should function under the direction, control and supervision of the 
Wakf Board. The Executive Officer is specially prevented from interfering in 
any religious duties or any usage or custom of the Wakf sanctioned by the 
go 
Muslim law. The salaries and allowances of the Executive Officer and his 
supporting staff are fixed by the Wakf Board having regard to the income of the 
concerned Wakf and the extent and nature of the duties of the Executive 
Officer.**^  The salaries and allowances are paid by the Wakf Board from the 
Wakf Fund. However if the Wakf generates additional income as a result of 
appointment of the Executive Officer, the Board may claim reimbursement of 
amounts spend on the salaries and allowances from the fund of the Wakf 
concerned. The Wakf Board may suspend, remove or dismiss the Executive 
Officer or a member of his staff after giving them an opportunity or being 
heard.^' In that case, the Executive Officer or any other member of his staff, as 
ST Ibid Section 38, (Sub-section 1). 
Ibid, (Sub-section 2). 
Ibid (Sub-section 4). 
Ibid (Sub-section 5). 
Ibid (Sub-section 6). 
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the case may be, appeal to the 1 ribunal. against the order of the Wakf Board. 
The Tribunal after hearing, may confinn, modify or reverse the order of the 
board.''^ 
Powers of the Board in respect of Wakf which have ceased to exist 
Section 39 of the Wakf Act, 1995 incorporates the Doctrine of Cypress, as 
already discussed under sub-clause (iii) of clause (e) of Sub-section (2) of 
section32 of the Act which deals with the functions of the Wakf Board. The 
difference between section32 and section39 is that under Section 32 the Wakf 
Board has been conferred with the power of utilization of the income of the Wakf 
which has ceased to exist on any other object nearly similar to the original object 
or for the benefit of the poor or for the promotion of knowledge and learning in 
the Muslim community, whereas Section39 describes the procedure to be 
followed for such utilization and also provides for an action through the fribunal 
for the recovery of such Wakf Property from any unauthorized possession. 
Thus under section 39, the Wakf Board, if is satisfied that the objects or 
any part thereof, of a wakf have ceased to exist, shall cause an inquiry to be 
conducted by the Chief Executive Officer in the prescribed manner. After 
receiving his report, the Board shall pass an order specifying the property and 
funds of such wakf and directing the way in which it may be utilised for the 
renovation of any wakf propeity or where there is no need for such renovation, 
utilisation on the purposes similar or nearby similar to the original object in 
92 Ibid (Sub-section 7). 
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accordance with Doctrine of Cypress as specified under sub-clause (iii) of Clause 
(e) of Sub-section (2) of section 32 of the Act. 
Similarly if the Board has reason to believe that any building or other 
place which was being used for religious puipose or institution or for charity has 
ceased to be used for that purpose, it may make an application to Tribunal for an 
order directing the recovery of possession of such building or other place. The 
Tribunal after making such inquiry as it thinks fit may pass an order for the 
recovery of such property and its utilisation thereof in accordance with the 
Doctrine of Cypress. ^ 
Decision if a property is wakf property 
This was a very crucial question which came up before the Rajasthan High 
Court^ as to whether the Survey Conmiissioner as appointed under the Section 4 
of the Wakf Act while making survey of the Wakf properties is empowered to 
decide the question whether a property is wakf property or not? The high Court 
of Rajasthan held that the jurisdiction of the Survey Commissioner is confined 
only to the wakfs which are existing in the State and whether such wakf is a Shia 
wakf or a Sunni wakf . But he cannot decide the basic question or dispute if one 
arises, as to whether a particular property is wakf property or not. But this view 
of the Rajasthan High Court was reversed by the Supreme Court in appeal from 
the same case^' and it was held, thus "It will be clear that the word's for the 
" Ibid., Section 39 (Sub-section 4). 
'•' Radlia Kishan v. Rajastlian Board of Muslim Wakf, AIR, 1967, Raj. p.l. 
' ' Supra Note 94, AIR 1979, SC, p.289. 
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purpose of making a survey of wakf properties is a key to the construction of the 
section. The ordinaiy meaning of the word "Survey" as given in the Random 
House Dictionary of English Language, is 'to take a general or comprehensive 
view of or appraise, a situation". If the commissioner of wakfs has the power to 
make a survey, it is but implicit that in the exercise of such power he should 
enquire whether a wakf exists. The making of such an enquiry is a necessary 
concomitant of the power to survey. The High Court was clearly in error". Now, 
if there is any dispute with regards to properties to whether it is a wakf property 
or not, or whether it is a Shia wakf or a Sunni wakf, the Wakf Board, the 
mutwalli or any person interested therein may institute a suit in a Tribunal for the 
decision of the question. 
However the Wakf Board was given a power under section27 of the Wakf 
Act, 1954, to collect information regarding any property which it has reason to 
believe to be wakf property and if any question arises whether a particular 
property is wakf property or not, or whether a wakf is a Sunni wakf or a Shia 
wakf, and decide the question by itself after making such inquiry as it may deem 
fit. In 1984, an amendment was proposed to the old section27 of the wakf Act, 
1954, and it was provided that question whether a property is a wakf or not, 
should be referred by the Board to the Tribunal whose decision thereon shall be 
final. But the Standing Committee of the Labour and Welfare recommended that 
the power should be given to the Wakf Board itself to collect infonnation and 
decide the question and any party aggrieved may go in appeal to the Tribunal 
against the decision of the Wakf Board and the decision of the Tribunal shall be 
final. Therefore the old provision as contained under section 27 of the wakf Act, 
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1954 is retained under Section 40 of the Wakf Act, 1995, and it is, therefore, 
provided that the Wakf Board itself may decide the question which shall be final, 
unless revoked or modified by the Tribunal. 
Wakf Property Registered Under Other Acts 
Sub-section (3) of Section 40 of the Wakf Act, 1995 has further widened 
the jurisdiction of the Wakf Board in relation to such properties in respect of 
which the Board has any reason to believe that any property if any trust or 
society registered under the Indian Trusts Act, 1882 or under the Societies 
Registration Act, 1860, or under any other Act, is wakf property, then the Wakf 
Board may notwithstanding anything contained in such acts, call upon the trust or 
society either to register such property under the Wakf Act as wakf property or 
show cause why it should not be registered as wakf property. The Wakf Board 
after making such inquiry as it may deem fit, and after giving notice to the 
authority by whom the trust or society had been registered, may pass as it may 
think fit and such order of the Board shall be final, unless revoked or modified by 
a Tribunal. 
Power to cause registration of wakf and to amend register 
Although every mutwalli is required to apply for registration of wakf 
under his administration,^^ The Wakf Board, on its own accord may, direct a 
mutwalli to apply for registration of a wakf to supply any information regarding 
wakf. Section 41 imposes a duty on the mutwalli to comply the direction of the 
96 Supra Note 1, Section 36. 
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Board which he is obhged to cany out under Section 50 (a) of the Act also. This 
section also empowers the Wakf Board itself to cause the wakf to be registered or 
may at any time amend the register of wakf. 
To pass orders on Auditors Report 
The Wakf Board is empowered to examine the report submitted by the 
auditor or and to call for the explanation of any person in regard to any matter 
mentioned in the report and pass to such orders as it may think fit under the 
circumstances including orders for the recovery of any amount certified by the 
auditor as recoverable under Sub-section (2) of Section 47 of the Act. 
The concerned mutwallis or any other person aggrieved by such orders of 
the Wakf Board may go in appeal to the Tribunal within a period of thirty days 
from the date of receipt of such orders by him. However no such application can 
be entertained by the Tribunal unless the amount certified by the auditors under 
Sub-section (2) of section 47 has first been deposited in the Tribunal, and, 
therefore, the Tribunal has no power to stay the operation of the order made by 
the Board in this regard. Nevertheless the Tribunal after taking such evidence as 
it may think necessary, may confirm or modify the order of the Wakf Board or 
remit the amount so certified either in whole or in part, since the amount certified 
by the auditor is already deposited in Tribunal. The Tribunal may also make 
such order as to costs as it may think appropriate in the circumstances of the 
case. The orders of the Tribunal shall be final. 
Ibid, Section 48 
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Sanction for Alienation of VVakf Property 
The Statement of Reasons and objects relating to the Wakf Act, 1995, 
inter alia, has mentioned that the purpose of the Act is to make alienation of the 
wakf property more difficult and, therefore, under section 52, it lays down that 
notwithstanding anything contained in the wakf deed, any gift, sale, exchange or 
mortgage of any iiranovable wakf property shall be void unless effected with the 
prior permission of the Wakf Board. However no mosque, dargah or Khangah 
can be sold, mortgaged or exchanged except in accordance with any law for the 
time being in force. This requirement is added on the recommendations of the 
Standing Committee on Labour and welfare. The Wakf Board may accord 
sanctions only with atleast two-thirds of the members of the Board vote in favour 
of such transaction.^ *^ It may be noted here that obtaining consent of two-third 
members of the Board would be practically very difficult. 
Therefore the Wakf Inquiry committee has suggested that the consent of 
two-third members present at the Board meeting may be obtained. However in 
the provision under section 32 of the wakf Act, 1995, the word "present" is 
missing. The sanction of the Board is further subject to condition that such 
transaction is necessary or beneficial to the wakf, and it is consistent with the 
objects of the wakf and further that the consideration thereof is reasonable and 
adequate. However the Wakf Board has to follow certain procedure before 
granting sanction and it has to publish the details of the tiansaction in the official 
gazettee for inviting objections and suggestions from the interested persons for 
'* Section 32 Sub-section 2(J) 
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the consideration by the Wakf Board. Further, such sale sliould be effected by 
public auction and should be subject to confinnation by the Wakf Board. 
However, the Wakf Tribunal, on application from the aggrieved mutwalli or 
other person may pennit such sale to be made otherwise than by public auction 
for reasons to be recorded by it. The amount so received shall be utilised or 
invested by the mutwalli subject to the approval by the Wakf Board. Against the 
decision of the Wakf Board, the mutwalli or any other person can go in appeal to 
the Tribunal within ninety days from the date of communication of such decision 
to him. 
Recommendations of the Wakf Inquiry Committee 
The reason as to why such restrictions are imposed on gift, sale, exchange 
or mortgage of immovable wakf property is quite satisfactory in view of the 
malpractices committed by the mutwalli in effecting such transactions. The 
Wakf Inquiry Committee too, has remarked, thus "during all our tours of the 
'states, all sections of Muslim community have represented to us hundreds of 
instances of illegal alienation and transfer of wakf property by the mutwallis and 
with their connivance and equally large number of unauthorised occupation by 
squatters. Closed giaveyards situated in urban areas have been the main targets 
of such clandestine transactions. We are therefore convinced that the malady has 
reached a stage where some drastic action is required. Unless and until 
immediate measures are taken, we fear that the situation may go out of control 
and it would be too late to save the remaining wakf properties." Thus section 
99 Supra Note 9, p.26. 
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51 laid clown such cutnbersoriie procedure iti order to etisuie alienation of wakf 
property only in the interest of the wakf and its beneficiaries. 
Recovery of wakf property illegally transferred 
In case of any Transfer of Property in contravention to the provision of 
Section 51, the Wakf Board is empowered to recover such property, under the 
provisions of section 52, and send a requisition to the concerned collector to 
obtain and deliver the possession of the wakf property to it. The Collector after 
duly following the procedure, laid down under Section 52 of the Act shall obtain 
possession of the property in respect of which the order has been passed and 
deliver it to the board. Any person aggrieved by the decision of the Collector 
may go in appeal to the Tribunal within a period of thirty days and the decision 
of the Tribimal thereon shall be final. 
Similar restriction is also imposed on mutwalli to purchase any property 
on behalf of wakf without the permission of the Wakf Board as required under 
Section 53. 
Restriction to Grant Lease 
Under Section 56 of the Wakf Act, 1995, a total restriction is imposed on 
the power to grant lease or sub-lease of a wakf property for a period exceeding 
three years and any such lease, if granted, shall be void and of no effect and 
anything contained in the wakf deed or insti ument of wakf or in any other law for 
the time being in force relating to such period of lease exceeding three years is 
totally ignored and made inapplicable. Any lease for a period exceeding one year 
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can be granted subject to the previous sanction of the Wakf Board. Therefore in 
effect, a lease for a period of less than one year does not require any sanction 
from the Wakf Board while it is so required for a period between one year to 
three years. A lease for a period exceeding three years cannot be granted even 
with the sanction of the Wakf Board as the Board does not have any power to 
sanction such lease. However the Wakf Board is empowered to sanction renewal 
of any lease or sub-lease including a lease for a period of three years, subject to 
such terms and conditions as it may direct. 
Corresponding provision relating to restriction on lease of wakf property 
was also incorporated under section 36-F of the wakf (Amendment) Act, 1984 
which was not brought into force. 
It may, further, be noted that in the matter of granting lease for a period 
exceeding three years, even the direction of the wakif, if any, is also ignored and 
it does not appear to be appropriate particularly when such lease for a period 
exceeding three years may be necessary for well reputed tenants like Banks, 
Public Corporations, Government Offices or other Conmiercial concerns who 
would like to furnish or suitably modify such premises on their own expense and 
therefore would prefer a lease on a long term basis. If a total ban is imposed on 
lease beyond three years which may be renewed only on fresh terms and 
conditions as directed by the Wakf Board such potential tenants would not be 
attracted to take any such wakf property on lease and therefore such a restriction 
does not appear to be in the interest of the wakf. 
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Payment dues on Behalf of Defaulting Mutwallis 
The act empowers the Wakf Board to pay dues on behalf of the mutwalli 
in case of default by such mutwalli. The Board may discharge such dues from 
the Wakf Fund and may recover the amount so paid from the wakf property and 
may also recover damages not exceeding twelve and a half percent of the amount 
so paid.'°° 
Wakf Board is further empowered under the Act to direct the creation of 
reserve fund for payment of revenue cess, taxes etc., or for repair or preservation 
of the wakf property'"' and extension of time by the Wakf Board within which 
any act is required to be done by the mutwalli.'"^ 
Section 58 to 60 of the wakf Act, 1995 exactly conespond to Sections 38 
to 40 of the Old Wakf Act, 1954. 
Power to appoint Mutwalli in certain cases 
When there is a vacancy in the office of the mutwallis of a wakf and there 
is no one to be appointed under the tenns of the deed of the wakf, or where the 
right of any person to act as mutwalli is disputed, the Board may appoint any 
person to act as mutwalli for such period and on such conditions as it may think 
fit.'«^ 
100 Supra Note 2, Section 58 (Sub-section 1). 
"" Ibid, Section 59 
'"- Ibid, Section 60. 
Ibid, Section 63. 
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Removal of Mutwalli 
Section 64 of the Wakf Act, 1995 deals with the removal of mutwalli and 
corresponds to Section 43 of the old Wakf Act, 1954. However under Section 64 
certain new grounds have been added on the recommendations of the Wakf 
Inquiry Committee 1976, on the basis of which a mutwalli could be removed by 
the Wakf Board. 
When a Mutwalli can be removed 
a. Under clause (a) of Section 64, a mutwalli can be removed if he is 
convicted more than once under Section 61 of the Wakf Act, 1995. 
b. If he is convicted of any offence of criminal breach of trust or any other 
offence involving moral turpitude. Under the wakf Act, 1995 it is further 
added that if such conviction has not been reversed or he has not been 
granted full pardon in respect of such offence, he would be liable to be 
removed. In other words, if his conviction is reversed he is granted full 
pardon, the mutwalli cannot be removed. 
c. Unsoundness of mind or suffering of any other mental or physical defect 
or infirmity is also a ground of removal of mutwalli as he would be 
practically unable to perform his duties for the maintenance and protection 
of wakf property. 
d. If he is undischarged insolvent. An insolvent is one who is not able to pay 
his debts. Since insolvency may tempt or compel a mutwalli to mis-
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appropriate the wakf property, such person is disqualified to be appointed 
or to continue as inutwalH. 
e. If he is proved to be addicted to drinking liquor or other spirituous 
preparations or is addicted to the taking of any narcotic drugs. 
Consumption of liquor and other spirituous preparation is prohibited by 
Islamic Law. However under this clause mere consumption of liquor once 
or twice may not, probably, be sufficient to remove the mutwalli as it is 
necessary to prove that he is "addicted" to such drinking liquor or taking 
other spirituous preparation or narcotic drugs and he is dependent on such 
things as a habit. 
f If he is employed as a paid legal practitioner on behalf of or against the 
wakf, he is liable to be removed because of his inherent interest in the 
wakf. 
g. If he has failed to maintain or submit regular accounts for two consecutive 
years without any reasonable excuse under Sub-section (2) of Section 46, 
the mutwalli is required to submit the statement of accounts before first 
May in respect of the year ending on 3 T' March each year. 
h. If he is interested, directly or indirectly in any lease or contract or other 
work being done for the wakf 
i. If he continuously neglects his duties or commits any misfeasance, 
malfeasance or misapplication of funds or breach of trust relating to wakf 
property. In this clause also isolated case of neglect of duties would not 
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liable muhvalli to be removed unless he is neglecting his duties 
continuously. 
j . If he willfully and persistently disobeys the lawful order of the Central 
Government, State Goveiimient or the Wakf Board made under the 
provision of the act or under any rule or order made thereunder. While 
the Wakf Board as the key agency to implement the Wakf Act is 
empowered to issue orders and directions to the mutwalli under various 
sections of the Act, the Central Government and the State Government are 
also empowered to regulate secular activities of wakfs and issue directions 
under Section 96 and 97 of the Act respectively. 
k. If he misappropriates or fraudulently deals with the wakf property. 
Powers of Removal are Limited 
It must be noted that the Wakf Board is empowered to remove mutwalli 
on the grounds mentioned under Section 64 and such powers are limited only to 
such grounds as are enumerated under Section 64 and the Board should make out 
the case within the ambit and scope of the Section. The Madras High Court has 
held that'°'* the Wakf Board is vested with power to remove a mutwalli on 
certain limited grounds. If those grounds are not made out, the Board will, of 
course, have no jurisdiction to remove a mutwalli. However it is for the Board, 
in the first instance, to consider, whether there are grounds made out for removal. 
The allegation of the respondent that the petitioner committed breach of trust and 
104 Mohd. Mohideen v. State Wakf Board AIR , 1Q63, Mad. P. 132. 
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divested the wakf properties to his private use, priina-facie will attract the 
Board's jurisdiction to enquire into the whole allegation. 
Personal Rights not affected 
As per the provisions of Sub-section (2) of Section 64, the removal of the 
mutwalli would not affect his personal rights either as a beneficiary or as a 
Sajjadanashin. Where a Sajjadanashin is also working as manager then he can be 
removed from managership under Section 64 and allowed to continue as 
Sajjadanashin unless it is proved that his continuance as Sajjadanashin is 
prejudicial to the interest of the wakf. 
Inquiry is necessary 
Under Sub-section (3) of Section 64 it is mandatory for the Wakf Board to 
hold an inquiry into the allegations against the mutwalli before taking any action 
against him. It is also a legal requirement that the inquiry must be held in a free 
and fair manner applying principles of natural justice. The mutwalli shall have 
the right of being heard and to cross examine the witness against him. He should 
first be given charge sheet and an opportunity to offer his explanation. Before 
removing a mutwalli an enquiry has to be made and that hearing has to be fair 
hearing in other words such inquiiy should be real and not illusory nor a 
colourable attempt at fulfilling a legal compulsion. 
It was held by Kamataka High Court'^ '^  that Section 43 (Now Section 64 
under the wakf Act, 1995) which deals with the removal of a mutwalli and which 
105 Usnian SaJiib v. Kamataka Board of wakf 1Q81 (1), Kar. L J, p.247. 
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directs that a mutwalli cannot be removed without an inquiry and decision by the 
majority of the Board is mandatory. Therefore the order of suspension passed 
against the petitioner in contravention to such provision is liable to be quashed. 
Majority decision is essential 
Under Sub-section (3) of Section 64, it is further laid down that the 
decision to remove a mutwalli should be taken by a majority of not less than two-
thirds of the members of the Board. It may be noted that under Sub-section (4) 
of Section 43 of the Wakf Act, 1954, such decision was required to be taken by a 
majority of not less than three-fourth of the members of the Board which is now 
changed to two-third under the Wakf Act, 1995. 
Appeal to the Wakf Tribunal 
Any mutwalli aggrieved by an order of the Wakf Board under this clauses 
© to (j) of Sub-section (b) of Section 64 may go in appeal to the Tribunal within 
one month from the date of the receipt of such order and the decision of Tribunal 
thereon shall be final. 
Mutwalli can be suspended 
Under the provisions of the old wakf Act, 1954, a mutwalli could have 
been removed under Section 43 after due enquiry, but there was no specific 
provision enabling the Wakf Board to suspend the mutwalli. The wakf Act, 1995 
under Sub-section (5) of Section 64 has now provided that where any inquiry is 
proposed under Sub-section (3) against any mutwalli and the Board is of the 
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opinion that it is necessary so to do in the interest of the wakf, by an order may 
suspend such mutwalli until the conclusion of the inquiry. Although the period 
of such suspension shall not exceed ten days but the same can be continued 
beyond ten days only after giving the mutwalli a reasonable opportunity of being 
heard against the proposed action. 
Appointment of Receiver 
Where any appeal is preferred by the mutwalli to the Tribunal under Sub-
section (4) of Section 64, the Board may make an application to the Tribunal for 
the appointment of a receiver to manage the wakf during pendency of the appeal. 
The Tribunal in case of such application has to appoint a suitable person as 
receiver to manage the wakf and ensure that the customary or religious rights of 
the mutwalli and of the wakf are safeguarded. 
Delivery of Possession may be ordered 
Where a mutwalli has been removed from his office, the Wakf Board may 
by order direct the mutwalli to deliver possession of the wakf property to the 
Board or any officer authorised in this regard or to any person or committee 
appointed to act as the mutwalli of the wakf property. Further under Section 68 
of the Act, the mutwalli is under obligation to handover the complete charge of 
the wakf property along with - Book of Accounts and other relevant documents 
including cash, if any. In case he refuses or fails to do so then the Magistrate 
concerned may, after giving him a notice, order to comply with the orders and 
deliver the possession of the wakf property. Failure of the mutwalli to comply 
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with the orders of the N4agistrate could attract punishment of imprisonment for a 
term which may extend to six months or with fine upto eight thousand rupees or 
with both under Sub-section (3) of Section 68 of the Wakf Act, 1995. 
Recommendations of the Wakf Inquiry Committee 
The Wakf Inquiry Committee, 1976 has recommended drastic changes in 
the statutory provisions relating to the removal of mutwalli as contained under 
section 43 of the old Wakf Act, 1954. The committee had noticed and pointed 
out that Section 43 of the old act does not provide effective powers to the Wakf 
Board to remove mutwalli and obtain possession of wakf property from the 
removed mutwalli. Therefore the committee had recommended to provide for 
compelling the deliveiy of possession and appointment of receiver during the 
pendency of appeal to the Tribunal by the aggrieved mutwalli. It had also 
recommended for the suspension of the mutwalli pending inquiiy against him. 
The committee also pointed out. thus, "we have noticed that almost all the 
mutwalli removed by the Board manoeuvre to continue in possession of the 
wakfs under their charge and illegally utilise them because of the wakfs in 
prolonging litigation pertaining thereto. Under such circumstances the dismissed 
mutwallis are better placed than the Wakf Boards with their meagre financial 
resources. It is also in the interests of wakf themselves that once a mutwalli is 
removed he shall be disposed and should not be allowed to continue 
mismanagement of the wakf. We therefore recommend on the lines of Section 72 
of the Bihar Hindu Religious Endowments act for compulsoiy appointment of a 
receiver by the Tribunal during pendency of an appeal by the dismissed 
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mutwalli.'^'' Thus the Wakf Inquiiy Committee proposed a draft section which 
was incorporated in the wakf (Amendment) Act, 1984, but it was never brought 
into force. Now the Wakf Act, 1995 has incorporated almost all the 
recommendations of this committee under Section 64. 
However it may further be noted that with regard to the conflict of 
statutory provisions with those of Islamic jurisprudence, the Wakf Inquiry 
Committee'°^ has mentioned in quite unmistakable term, thus "The further fact 
that the Islamic Juristic Institution of wakf attaches great relevance to religious 
and pious aspects, rather than the legal and secular ones, is obvious from the 
following observations contained in "Fath-ul-Kadir", If the mutwalli is 
trustworthy and has not been proved to be guilty of any fault, he cannot be 
removed even by the Sultan (King). When a mutwalli has been lawfully 
appointed by the Kazi and subsequent there to the Sultan appoints another, the 
former appointment still takes effect. "The foregoing authoritative quotes prove 
that religious considerations are of greater significance than secular ones both in 
the matter of appointment and removal of mutwalli. Hence our anxiety for 
broader powers of removal of Civil Authority has perforce to be circumscribed 
by the rules of Fiqa and Shariat on the Subject". 
Supervision and Supersession of Committee of Management by the Board 
The purpose of Section 67 is to confer supervisory powers on the Wakf 
Board in relation to such wakfs which are managed by a committee appointed by 
106 Supra Note 9, p.77. 
"" Ibid. p.76. 
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the wakfs, under section 3(1) the definition of mutwalli also includes in its scope 
any committee or Corporation appointed to manage the wakf and therefore such 
committee would be under supei"vision of the Board. Under this Section such 
committee is required to function under the direction, control and supervision of 
the Board and abide by such directions of the Board. In respect to any scheme 
made by the committee for the management of the wakf, the Wakf Board is 
empowered to modify such scheme if the Board is satisfied that such scheme 
made by the committee is inconsistent with any provisions of the Act or of any 
rule made thereunder or with the directions of the wakf and therefore the Wakf 
Board can modify such scheme to bring it in conformity with the directions of 
the wakf or of the provision of this Act or any rule made thereunder. The Wakf 
Board is also empowered to supersede such committee if it is satisfied that such 
committee is not functioning properly; or that it is being mismanaged or it is 
necessary to do so in the interest of the wakf But before doing so the Board has 
to give a notice setting forth the reasons for the proposed supersession and 
calling upon the committee to show cause within such time not being less than 
one month as may be specified in the notice, as to why action shall not be taken 
and every such order shall be published in the prescribed manner. On such 
publication the order of the Board shall be final and binding on the mutwalli and 
all persons having any interest in the wakf. However any person aggrieved by 
the order of the Wakf Board may, within sixty days from the date of the order, 
appeal to the Tribunal. However the Tribunal does not have any power to 
suspend the operation of the order by the Board during pendency of such appeal. 
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The Wakf Board also has to remove any members of such committee 
instead of superseding the whole committee. The removal of the member of this 
conmiittee is also governed by the same procedure and the Board is required to 
give notice providing reasonable opportunity to the member to show cause 
against the proposed action and he also has the power of appeal to the Tribunal 
against the proposed action and he also has the power of appeal to the Tribunal 
whose action modifying, reversing or confinning such order of the Board shall be 
final. 
Power of Board to frame scheme of administration of wakf 
Section 69 of the Act confers wide powers on Wakf Board to frame any 
scheme for administration of any wakf on the basis of its own motion or on the 
application of not less than five persons interested in the wakf. The justification 
of framing of the scheme for administration of wakfs is the "necessary" or 
"desirability" of such scheme for "proper administration of the wakf'. However 
it is incumbent on part of the Board to settle such scheme of management only 
after giving the party to be affected an opportunity of being heard as is required 
under clause (d) of Section 32 of the Act. 
Further while framing such scheme the Board has to consult the concerned 
mutwalli and such scheme may also provide the removal of the mutwalli, 
provided that where any hereditary mutwalli is likely to be removed then the 
proposed scheme should provide for appointment of such hereditary mutwallis as 
one of the members of the committee appointed for the purpose of proper 
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administration.""* Eveiy such order is required to be published in the prescribed 
manner and it shall be final and binding on the mutwalli and all other persons 
interested in the wakf on publication of such order.'^^ However any person 
aggrieved by the order may, within sixty days fiom the date of order, prefer an 
appeal to the Tribunal. Again the Tribunal may revise, modify or confirm the 
order of the Board and such order of the Tribunal becomes final but the Tribunal 
has no power to stay the operation of the order made under this section. The 
Board is also empowered to appoint any suitable person to perform all or any of 
the function of the mutwalli pending finalisation of the scheme. The manner of 
consultation with the mutwalli and the publication of such framing of the scheme 
has to be carried out in accordance with the rules that can be made under Section 
109 of the Act. 
Power to conduct inquiry and the procedure thereof 
Under Section 70 of the Act, any person interested in a wakf may make an 
application to the Wakf Board supported by an affidavit to institute an inquiry 
relating to the administration of the wakf. If the Board is satisfied that the wakf is 
being mismanaged, it shall take such action as it thinks fit. Further, under 
Section 71, the Board, either on its own motion or application received under 
Section 73, may hold an inquiry in such manner as may be provided or authorise 
any person to hold inquiry into any matter relating to a wakf and take such action 
as it thinks fit. For this puipose, the Board or any authorised person shall have 
the same powers as are vested with a civil court under the code of Civil 
'*'* Supra Note 1, Section 69 (Sub-section 2). 
"^ Ibid., (Sub-section 3). 
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Procedure for the puipose of enforcing attendance of witnesses and compelling 
production of documents. 
The Standing committee on Labour and Welfare (1994-95) in its report"^ 
recorded that the "Members were critical about the number of frivolous 
complaints being received by the Wakf Board. They were of the view that there 
should be some safeguard against such complaints for the smooth functioning of 
the Board. In order to have a check on frivolous complaints being lodged in 
various Wakf Boards, the committee desire that the complainants should be asked 
to deposit certain cost of inquiiy with the Board along with their complaints. 
The committee are, therefore, of the view that suitable provisions to this effect 
should be made in the rules under the Act". Since the recommendation of the 
Standing Committee is based on factual analysis, it deserve, to be incorporated in 
the rules to be made under this section. 
Power to borrow money 
For the purpose of giving effect to the provisions of this act, the Board 
may, with the previous sanction of the State Government, borrow such sum of 
money and on such tenns and conditions as the State Government may 
determine.'" 
Supra Note 27, p.9. 
Supra Note 1, Section 75 (Sub-section 1). 
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Spending of Wakf Fund 
Section 77 of the Wakf Act, 1995 correspond, to Section 48 of the Wakf 
Act, 1954 but differs in certain respects. It specifies various components that 
constitute a fund to be called "Wakf Fund" and lays down that all moneys 
received or realised by the Board under this Act and all other moneys received by 
way of donations, benefications, or grants by the Board shall form a fund to be 
called "Wakf Fund". 
It may further be noted that under the Old Wakf Act, 1954, the 
expenditure towards the cost of audit of accounts of any wakf was to be paid out 
of the Wakf Fund under Sub-section (3) of Section 33 of the Wakf Act, 1954, 
therefore such expenditure was allowed under clause (b) of Sub-section (3) of 
Section 48 of the Old Wakf Act, 1954. But under the provisions of the New 
Wakf Act, 1995 the cost of the audit of any wakf is now to be met out of the 
funds of that wakf and it is not to be paid out of wakf fund of the wakf Board. 
But such expenditure of audit of accounts of any wakf is still in clause (b) of 
Sub-section (4) of Section 77 of the Wakf Act, 1995 to be met out of the wakf 
fund under this section. Such inclusion obviously appears to have crept 
inadvertently. 
Budget and Audit of accounts of the Wakf Board 
The provisions contained under Sections 78 to 82 of the Act deals with the 
preparation of budget of the Board, submission and audit of accounts of the 
Board, Government orders on such report of the auditor and also, the procedure 
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for recovery of dues from the Wakf Board. Similar provisions relating to 
submission of budget etc., by the wakf to the Wakf Board are incoiporated under 
Section 44 to 49 of this A£t. The only difference underlying these sections is that 
the budget, its preparations, audit of accounts etc., of the wakfs are required to be 
submitted by the wakfs to the Wakf Board under Section 44 to 47 while the same 
relating to Wakf Board is to be submitted by the Wakf Board to the Government 
under Section 78 to 80. In both the cases, dues are recovered as arrears of land 
revenue under Sections 49 and 82 pertaining to the wakfs and the Wakf Board 
respectively. 
Institution of proceedings for appointment of Receiver 
Section 86 of the Act deals with such order or decree of a Civil Court 
which has been passed for the sale of any immovable property which is a wakf 
property, or to transfer any immovable wakf property made by the mutwalli, or to 
recover any such property or to restore possession of such property to the 
mutwalli, then the Wakf Board can institute a suit in the civil court requesting it 
to appoint a receiver of such property and direct such receiver to pay from time 
to time to the plaintiff, out of the income of the property such amount as the 
court may consider necessary for further prosecution of the suit. 
No suit against Wakf Board without two months notice 
No suit can be instituted against the Wakf Board in respect of any act 
purporting to be done by it in pursuance of this Act or any rules made thereunder, 
unless a written notice is delivered or left at the office of the Wakf Board two 
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months in advance. Such notice should specify the name, description, place of 
residence, the cause of action and the relief sought for by the plaintiff, and the 
plaint shall also contain a statement that such notice has been so delivered or 
left."^ The Madras High Court"'' had clarified that this Section is in general 
terms and it covers all suits questioning the validity of any action of the Board. 
The Section imposes a statutory and unqualified obligation upon the courts to 
dismiss a suit for non-compliance with its provisions. 
Wakf Board to be a party in any suit or proceeding 
In any suit or proceeding in respect of a wakf or any wakf property the 
Board may appear and plead as a party to the suit or proceeding. 
Power to sanction compromise by or against mutwalti 
This is a very useful provision incoiporated under the Act to prevent any 
compromise of a suit or proceedings with the connivance of the mutwalli with 
regard to the title or rights of the mutwalli relating to a wakf property. It, 
therefore, requires that no suit or legal proceedings shall be compromised without 
the sanction of the Wakf Board relating to the title of the wakf property or any 
right of the mutwalli over such wakf property. 
112 
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Ibid, Section 89. 
Madras State Wakf Board v. Jamal Mohammed, 1966 (2), MLJ. p. 103. 
Supra Note 1, Section 92. 
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Wakf Board to apply to Tribunal for directing the mutwalli to pay money for 
performance of pious religious or charitable act 
Section 94 of the Act lays down that where a mutwalli is under obligation 
to perform any act recognised by Muslim law as pious, religious or charitable and 
the mutwalli fails to do so, then the Wakf Board may apply to the Tribunal for an 
order directing the mutwalli to pay to the Board or to any other person authorised 
by the Board such amount as may be necessary for the performance of such 
act. In respect of any other duties of the mutwalli willfully fails to discharge 
his duties then the Board or any person interested in wakf may apply to the 
Tribunal and the Tribunal may pass such order as it thinks fit."^ 
Members of the Wakf Board to be public servant 
The act provides protection to the officers of the Wakf Board, Survey 
Conunissioner and every other person duly appointed to discharge any duties 
under this act or any rule or order made thereunder by declaring that they shall be 
deemed to be Public Servant within the meaning of Section 21 of the Indian 
Penal Code. Similarly every mutwalli of a wakf, every member of the Managing 
committee, every Executive Officer and every other person holding office in a 
wakf is deemed to be a 'Public Servant'."^ 
The Wakf Inquiry Committee, 1976 made important observation in this 
regard, thus "Section 111 of the Andhra Pradesh Hindu Religious Endowments 
' " Ibid, Section 94 (Sub-section 1). 
"* Ibid. Sub-section 2. 
"^ Ibid. Section 10] (Sub-section I & 2). 
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Act of 1966 goes much further (in this regard). Under the aforesaid Section of 
the Andhra Pradesh Act, any trustee or any member of the Board of trustee, the 
Executive Officer or any office holder or servant of a charitable or religious 
institutions shall be deemed to be public servants within the meaning of Section 
21 of the Indian Penal Code. This provision incorporated in the Andhra Pradesh 
Act on the specific recommendations of the select committee which considered 
the Andhra Pradesh Bill, as the committee was anxious that the Prevention of 
Corruption Act should be made applicable to every trustee and all members of 
Trust or to officers employed by the trustees and also the Executive Officer 
appointed by the Endowment Commissioner. In the control of the deep seated 
corruption rampant in the management of wakfs, we consider that the Prevention 
of Corruption Act should be made applicable to mutwallis as well. We feel that 
persons managing the property vested in God should be no less liable than public 
servants and trustees for acts of corruption. We therefore consider that over and 
above the provision of surcharge recommended by us earlier in our report 
mutwallis and other office holders and employees of wakf, should be deemed to 
be Public Servant within the meaning of Section 21 of the Indian Penal Code in 
order that Prevention of Corruption Act may be made applicable to them which 
l i s . 
would facilitate speedier investigation and penal action against them." Thus it 
may be seen that the Sub-section 2 of Section 101 of the Wakf Act 1995 is 
exactly based on the draft Section 66 of the Old wakf (Amendment) Act, 1984. 
Supra Note 9, p.90. 
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Power to require copies of documents 
The Act empowers the Board or the Chief Executive Officer to require 
any person having the custody of any record, register, report or other documents 
relating to a wakf or any immovable property, which is wakf property, to furnish, 
subject to the payment of necessary costs, copies of, or extracts from any such 
records, register, report or document and every person to whom such a 
requisition is made, shall furnish, as soon as may be practicable, to the Board or 
Chief Executive Officer, copies or extracts from the required record, register, 
report or other document."'^ 
Restoration of Evacuee's VValif Property 
The problem of evacuee's wakf property owes its origin to the 
circumstances created immediately after the Partition of the country in August, 
1947 when hundreds of thousands of people migrated from India to Pakistan 
leaving behind them enormous properties both movable and immovable, some of 
them being wakf properties. Mutwallis of such wakf properties had also 
migrated and there was no proper record or information regarding such 
properties. Since the evacuees could not make any arrangements for the 
protection of their properties behind them, many of such properties were taken 
over by the unauthorised occupants and this uncertain situation necessitated 
passing of the Administration of Evacuee Property Act, 1950 and Section 11 of 
this Act contained special provisions with respect to evacuee properties. 
119 Supra Note 1, Section 105. 
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According to this Section, where any evacuee property which vested in the 
custodian was the trust propeity for a public purpose of a religious or charitable 
nature, the Central Government could appoint a new trustee, by general or 
special order, in place of evacuee trustee. It further provided that such evacuee 
property shall remain vested in custodian only till such time as the new trustees 
were so appointed. Due to this anangement a substantial number of wakf 
properties were restored which otherwise could have been lost. But a great deal 
of difficulty was faced in respect of the properties for which no written 
instruments, documents or wakfnamas were available to prove and claim such 
properties as wakf properties. In paiticular, graveyards in isolated places and 
other unprotected premises like mosques, madarsas etc., were converted by the 
trespasser into their own dwellings. 
It is against this background that the Old Wakf Act, 1954 was amended to 
incorporate a special provision relating to such evacuee wakf property under 
Section 66-H of the wakf (Amendment) Act, 1984. Although this amended act of 
1984 was not brought into force. Section 66-G and Section 66-H were the only 
two sections which were enforced. Now the contents of Section 66-H are 
incorporated under Section 108 of the Wakf Act 1995. This Section, inter-alia, 
authorises the Wakf Board to assume direct management of such evacuee wakf 
property and such wakf property would be vested in the Wakf Board in the same 
manner and effect as in a trustee of such property for the purpose of Sub-section 
(I) of Section 11 of the Administiation of Evacuee Property Act, 1950. 
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Powers to make Regulations 
Section 110 empowers the Board with previous sanction of the State 
Government to make regulations generally for carrying out the purposes of the 
Act ° and particularly for any of the matters mentioned in clauses (a) to (1).'^ ^ 
All regulations made by the Board should be published in the Official Gazette 
and the regulations shall be effective from the date of such publication. 
Chief Executive Officer - Power, Duties etc.. Appointment, Term of Office 
and Other conditions of service 
Under Section 23 of the wakf Act. 1995, the Chief Executive Officer is 
appointed by the State Government by notification in Official Gazette. He is 
appointed by the State Government in consultation with the Wakf Board. The 
Office of the Chief Executive Officer is the special feature of the Wakf Act, 1995 
and it owes its origin to the recommendations of the Wakf Inquiry Committee, 
1976. Infact it was recommended by the Wakf Inquiry Committee to appoint, 
what is called, a wakf commissioner and a non-official Wakf Board with the 
separation of powers between them and demarcate functions on the basis of the 
keyword "superintendence" and Administration. The proposed "wakf 
Commissioner' is designated as Chief Executive Officer under Wakf Act, 1995. 
The necessary qualifications of the Chief Executive Officer are not prescribed 
under the Act and the same may be prescribed under the rules to be prepared by 
™ Ibid, Section 110 (Sub-section 1). 
'"' Ibid (Sub-section 2). 
122 Ibid, (Sub-section 3) 
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the State Goveniinent. However the Act Inys down tliaf the Chief nxeciilive 
Officer shall be a Muslim and he shall be ex-officio Secretary of the Wakf Board 
and as such would work under the administrative control of the Board. The 
Wakf Inquiry Coimnittee had emphatically recommended that the Chief 
Executive Officer (Wakf Commissioner) shall not be placed under the 
administrative control of the Board as it v\ as apprehended that such subordination 
would effect the prestige of his keeping in view the vast administrative functions 
of Chief Executive Officer has to discharge for the protection of the wakf 
properties and exercise his control over the mutwallis for the same puipose. 
Powers and Duties 
As mentioned earlier, the Chief Executive Officer has to function subject 
to the provisions of the Wakf Act, 1995 and the direction of the Wakf Board. 
Thus the Chief Executive Officer is placed under the administiative control of the 
Wakf Board. However the Wakf Board, while giving such direction, has to act 
in conformity with the directions by the wakif as specified in the wakf deed 
(wakfnama), purpose of the wakf and such usage and customs of wakfs as are 
sanctioned by the School of Muslim Law to which the wakf belongs. This 
provision is added on the basis of the recommendation of the Standing 
Coimnittee on Labour and Welfare which expressed its opinion that interests of 
wakfs belonging to various categories of Muslim Schools of thought need to be 
protected in accordance with the relevant usages and customs of such schools. 
Hence it is incorporated under Section 25(2) of the Wakf Act, 1995. 
' " Ibid, Section 23, Sub-section (3). 
' " Ibid, Section 25, Sub-section (2). 
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Subject to the above conditions the Chief Executive Officer's functions 
and duties include investigation of the nature and extent of wakf and wakf 
properties, inspection of lands accounts, deeds, documents and also take such 
steps as are necessary for the control, maintenance and supervision of wakfs. In 
addition to this, the Chief Executive Officer, shall also exercise such other 
powers as may be delegated to him under the Act. 
While the Chief Executive Officer has to work under the direction of the 
Wakf Board, he is empowered to refrain from implementing any resolution of the 
Wakf Board if he considers that such resolution: 
a) has not been passed in accordance with the law or, 
b) is in excess of, or is an abuse of the powers conferred on the Board by or 
under the act or by any other law, or 
c) if implemented is likely to cause financial loss to the Wakf Board or to the 
concerned wakfs generally or lead to a riot or breach of peace or cause 
danger to human life, health or safety or is not beneficial to the Board or 
to any wakf or 
d) is not beneficial to the Board or to any wakf or wakfs in general on the 
above reasons, the Chief Executive Officer may place such resolutions of 
the Wakf Board for its reconsideration and if such order or resolution is 
not confinned by a majority of votes of the members present, then the 
Chief Executive Officer has to refer the matter to the State Government 
12? Ibid., Sub-section (3). 
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along with his objections to the order or resolution and the decision of the 
State Government shall be final.'^ '^ However, it may be noted that in the 
wakf (Amendment) Act 1984 similar provision existed under Section 21-D 
with a glowing difference that the Chief Executive Officer, on the grounds 
mentioned under clauses (a) to (d) of Section 21-D above could directly 
submit such order or resolution of the Board to the State Government 
along with his objections and the decision of the State Govenmient shall 
be fmal. But in the Wakf Act 1995, the Chief Executive Officer is 
required to place such order or resolution before tlie Wakf Board for its 
reconsideration and if the Board reconfirmed such order or resolution with 
a 'majority' of votes of the members of the Board present in the meeting, 
then the Chief Executive Officer is obliged to implement such order or 
resolution of the Board. It is only in the case where the Board fails to 
reconfirm its order with the majority of votes that the Chief Executive 
Officer has to place it before the State Govermnent for its decision. 
It may be noted that originally the proposed wakf Bill contained the word 
"Unanimity" among the members of the Board at the stage of reconsideration. 
But the Standing Committee felt that such provision gives overriding power to 
the Chief Executive Officer as the condition of "unanimity" makes the Board a 
pawn in the hands of the Chief Executive Officer. Thus the Standing Committee 
recommended substitution of the word 'Unanimity' with the words "simple 
majority". 
Ibid, Section 26 (a-d). 
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Chief Executive Officer to exercise powers through collectors 
Under Section 28 of the Wakf Act. 1995, the Chief Executive Officer is 
required to exercise all or any of his powers conferred on him by this Act through 
the Commissioner of Division or the collector of the concerned district. As 
originally proposed by the wakf Bill, this section empowered the Chief Executive 
Officer "to delegate all or any of his powers to Commissioner of the Division or 
the Collector of the Concerned district. However the Standing Committee noted 
that the Chief Executive Officer relatively is a junior officer and as such he can 
neither exercise his powers through his seniors i.e.. Commissioners, collectors, 
nor delegate to them. Therefore the Standing Committee'^^ recommended 
redrafting the whole Section making the exercise of the powers of Chief 
Executive Officer through rules and regulations and with the prior approval of 
the Board. Thus the recommendation is incorporated under Section 28 of the 
Wakf Act, 1995. 
Powers of the Chief Executive Officer to inspect records, register in Public 
Office 
This is an important feature of the Wakf Act, 1995 which confers powers 
on the Chief Executive Officer or any other officer of the Board duly authorised 
by him to inspect in any public office any record, register or other document 
relating to a wakf or movable or immovable properties which are wakf properties 
or are claimed to be wakf properties. Such inspection is subject, however to such 
conditions and restrictions as may be prescribed and subject to payment of such 
127 Supra Note 27, p.6. 
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fees as may be leviable under any law for the time being in force. Such 
conditions and restrictions may be prescribed by the State Government under 
clause (vi) of Sub-section (2) of Section 109 of the Act. Similar provision 
existed in the wakf (Amendment) Act, 1984 and under Section 22-B as per the 
recommendation of the Wakf Inquiiy Committee, 1926 which is now 
incorporated under Section 29 of the Wakf Act, 1995. Similar provision was also 
found under Section 99 of the Tamil Nadu Hindu Endowment Act, 1959. 
Powers of the Chief Executive Officer to examine mutwallis negligence and 
failure 
Section 33 of the act empowers the Chief Executive Officer to inspect any 
movable or inmiovable wakf property, with the prior approval of Board, in order 
to find out whether, by reason of any failure or negligence on the part of a 
mutwalli in the peifonnance of his executive or administrative duties, any loss or 
damage has been caused to any wakf propeity. For this purpose the Chief 
Executive Officer or any other person authorised by him can inspect all funds, 
correspondence, places, accounts and other documents relating to such wakf To 
facilitate such inspection, all the concerned officers, employees, mutwalli and 
every person connected with the administration of the wakf are required to 
extend all such facilities and assistance as may be necessary.'^^ 
If during such inspection it appears that the concerned mutwalli or any 
other person or employee has misappropriated, misapplied or fraudulently 
retained any money or other wakf property, or had incurred irregular or 
Supra Note 1, Section 33, (Sub-sectioii 2). 
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unauthorised expenditure, then the Chief Executive Officer may, after giving him 
a notice in the prescribed manner and after considering his explanations make an 
order requiring such person to make the payment of tlie amount so detennined 
and to restore the said wakf property within such time as may be specified in the 
notice. However such mutvvalli or any other person aggrieved by the order of 
the Chief Executive Officer, may within a period of 30 days from the date of 
receipt of such order, appeal to the wakf Tribunal. However, no such appeal 
shall be entertained by the Tribunal unless the appellant first deposit with the 
Chief Executive Officer the amount detennined by the Chief Executive Officer as 
payable by the mutwalli or any other person, as the case may be. Provided 
further that the Tribunal shall have no power to grant any stay of proceeding or 
operation of the order made by the Chief Executive Officer.'''" However the 
Tribunal is empowered, after taking such evidence as it may think fit, to confinn, 
reverse or modify the order made by the Chief Executive Officer'^' and may 
make such order as to costs as it may think appropriate.'''^ Such order of the 
Tribunal shall be final.'''^ 
Chief Executive Officer to prepare Budget of Wakfs under Direct 
Management 
Under Section 45, the preparation of Budget in respect of the wakfs under 
the direct management of the Wakf Board is entrusted to the Chief Executive 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
Ibid., (Sub-section 3). 
Ibid., (Sub-section 4). 
Supra Note 120 
Supra Note, 130 (Sub-section 5). 
Ibid. (Sub-section 6). 
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Officer who is also obliged to comply with the similar statutory requirements 
under the Act. However he is authorised to charge administrative charges not 
exceeding ten per cent of the gross income of the concerned wakf under the 
direct management of the Wakf Board. Such charges are payable to the Wakf 
Board."' 
Powers of the Chief Executive Officer to remove Encroachment 
The provisions of Section 54 and 55 incoiporate the procedure for the 
removal of encroachment for the Wakf property. Section 54 lays down that 
whenever the Chief Executive Officer on his own motion or on receiving any 
complaint in this regard that there has been encroachment on any land, building 
space or other property which is a Wakf property or has been registered as Wakf 
property, he shall serve a notice upon the encroacher calling his explanation, 
before the date specified in the notice, as to why he should not be required to 
remove encroachment from the Wakf propeity. Copy of the notice should also 
be given to the concerned mutwalli. After receiving objections, if any, the Chief 
Executive Officer is satisfied that the property in question is a Wakf property and 
there has been an encroachment on it, he may, by an order require the encroacher 
to remove such encroachment and deliver the possession of the Wakf property to 
the concerned mutwalli. Any person aggrieved by such order of the Chief 
Executive Officer may institute a suit in the Wakf Tribunal to establish his right, 
title or interest in the Wakf property. However no such suit shall be instituted by 
Supra Note I, Section 45 Sub-Section 7. 
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a person who has been let into possession of such Wakf propeity by the mutwalH 
of the Wakf or by any other person authorised by the mutwaUi in this behalf. 
Enforcement of Orders through Magistrate 
Section 55 provides for the procedure for the enforcement of the order 
made by the Chief Executive Officer under Section 54 and lays that where any 
person ordered under Sub-Section 3 of Section 54 to remove any encroachment 
omits or fails to remove such encroachment from the Wakf property then the 
Chief Executive Officer may apply to the concerned sub-divisional Magistrate 
for evicting such encroachment. On receiving such application from the Chief 
Executive Officer, the Magistrate has to make an order directing the encroacher 
to remove encroachment from the Wakf property and deliver the possession to 
the concerned mutwalli. In case of default of compliance with the order of the 
Magistrate to handover possession of the Wakf property, the Magistrate shall 
evict the encroacher and for this puipose he can take such police assistance as 
may be necessary. 
Powers of the Chief Executive Officer to direct Banlis, Persons to make 
Payment 
This is a new and a crucial provision incorporated under Section 73 of the 
Wakf act, 1995. By virtue of this Section the Chief Executive Officer has been 
empowered to recover contiibution leviable under Section 77 from such of the 
banks or other persons with whom any money belonging to a Wakf is deposited. 
Thus in case of delay, refusal or non-payment of annual contiibution payable by 
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the Wakfs to the Wakf Board, the Chief Executive Officer, notwithstanding 
anything contained in any other law for the time being in force, or if he is 
satisfied that it is necessary so to do, may make order directing any bank in 
which, or any person with whom any money belonging to such Wakf is 
deposited, to pay the contribution leviable under Section 72, out of such money 
as may be standing to the credit of the Wakf in such bank or may be deposited 
with such person. On receipt of such order the bank or the other person, as the 
case may be, shall comply with such orders. However the bank or such other 
person may make appeal within thirty days from the date of receipt of such order, 
to the Tribunal and the decision of the Tribunal shall be final thereon. In case the 
bank or the other person so ordered by the Chief Executive Officer or in the case 
of appeal, by the Tribunal, fails without any reasonable excuse to comply with 
the order, shall be punishable with fine which may extent to eight thousand 
rupees, or with imprisormient for a temi which may extend to six months or with 
both. 
Thus this an important executive power conferred by the new act on the 
Chief Executive Officer which would contribute to strengthen the finances of the 
Wakf Board in a more effective and prompt manner. This section conesponds to 
Section 46-A of the Wakf (Amendment) Act, 1986 and similar provision is also 
found under Section 59 of the Bombay Public Trust Act, 1950. 
Deduction of Contribution from Perpetual Annuity 
In order to ensure recover^' of contribution payable under Section 72 of 
the Wakf Board, on the lines of Section 73, under Section 74 also the Chief 
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Executive Officer is empowered to direct any authority empowered to disburse 
any perpetual annuity payable to any Wakf under any law relating to Abolition of 
Zamindari etc., to pay to the Cliief Executive Officer any amount payable by 
such Wakfs as it contiibution under Section 72 out of such perpetual annuity 
payable to the Wakf under Abolition of Zamindari Laws. Any such receipt of 
contribution out of peipetual annuity shall operate, to the extent of the amount so 
remitted, as a full discharge of the liability of such authority with regard to the 
payment of the perpetual aimuity. 
Mutwallis Powers, Duties, etc. 
Duty to apply for registration of Wakfs 
Section 36 of the Wakf Act 1995, provides for the registration of a Wakf 
at the office of the Wakf Board and the maimer in which an application for 
registration of Wakf is to be made. It requires that the application for legistiation 
shall be made by the concerned mutwalli, provided that such application may be 
made by the wakif himself, or his descendants or a beneficiary of the Wakf or 
even by any Muslim belonging to the Sect to which the Wakf belong. 
Mode of Application 
Every application for registration has to be made in the prescribed form 
and manner and shall furnish all the relevant infonnation regarding the 
description of Wakf piopeilies for necessaiy identification; gross annual income, 
land revenue, cess, rates and taxes payable annually, estimate of annual 
expenditure in the realization of the income of the Wakf properties; salary and 
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allowances of the mutwallis, other expenses on purely religious purposes or 
charitable purposes etc. Every application for registration of Wakf shall also 
accompany a copy of the Wakf deed, if no such deed is available then the 
particulars regarding the origin, nature and objects of the Wakfs. every 
application is to be signed by the applicant in the manner provided in the code of 
Civil Procedure, 1908 for the puiposes of signing and verification of pleading.'^^ 
Enquiries by the Board 
On receipt of the application for registration the Board may make such 
enquiries as it thinks fit for the purposes of verifying the genuineness and validity 
of the application and correctness of the particulars. If the application is made by 
any person other than the person administering the Wakf property, then the Wakf 
Board, before registering the Wakf, shall give notice of application to the person 
administering the Wakf properties and shall hear him if he desires to be heard. 
Time Limit for Registration 
The Wakf Act, also prescribes the time limit for making an application for 
registration of wakf and lays down that in the case of Wakfs created before the 
commencement of this Act, application for registration shall be made within three 
months from the date of commencement of the Act. In the case of Wakf created 
after the commencement of Act, such application shall be made within three 
months from the date of the creation of such Wakf. However, on the 
recommendation of the Standing Committee on Labour and Welfare (1994-95), a 
"^ Supra Note 1, Section 36 (Sub-Sections 2 to 5). 
''"' Ibid.,(Sub-Sections 6 and 7). 
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proviso is added to provide (hat where there is tio Wakf lioard existing in a State 
at the time of creation of Wakf. such application will be made within three 
months from the date of the establishment of Wakf Board.'" 
Change in Management to be Notified 
This Section enables the Wakf Board to obtain upto date infonnation 
about the Wakf which is already registered with it. It, therefore, requires that in 
the case of any change in the management of Wakf due to the death or retirement 
or removal of the Mutwalli, the incoming Mutwalli shall immediately notify the 
change to the Board. This infonnation may also be given by any other person 
since the outgoing Mutwalli would be out of the administrative control of the 
Board, the incoming Mutwalli, who is subject to such control by the Board, is 
required to furnish the relevant infonnation regarding the change. However, any 
other change in the particulars mentioned under Section 36, has to be brouglu to 
the notice of the Wakf Board by concerned Mutwalli within three months from 
the occuiTence of such change. 
Preparation and Submission of Budget of Wakf 
As per the provisions of Section 44 of the Wakf Act, 1995, every Mutwalli 
is under the obligation to prepare a budget in the prescribed manner and form in 
respect of the financial year next ensuing, showing the estimated receipts and 
expenditure during that financial year. This proposed budget has to be submitted 
by every Mutwalli to the Wakf Board at least ninety days before the beginning of 
' " Ibid.,(Sub-Section 8) 
" ' Supra Note 1, Section 42 (Sub-Section 2). 
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the financial year. This budget shall make provision for canying out the objects 
of the Wakf, maintenance and presei-vation of the wakf property and the 
discharge of all liabilities in commitments binding on the Wakf under the 
provisions of this Act or any other Law for the time being in force.''''^ 
The Wakf Board is obliged to examine, scrutinise and approve the budget 
submitted by the Mutwalli'*' and while doing so it may give such directions as it 
may deem fit for making alterations omissions or additions in the budget, subject 
however to condition that such directions shall be consistent with the object of 
the Wakf and the provisions of the Act."'" 
Further, the Mutwalli may make any modification in the budget if it is 
necessary during the course of the financial year in respect of receipts or 
distribution of the amounts to be expended in different heads of accounts, and he 
may submit to the Wakf Board a supplementary budget and in that case the Wakf 
Board shall have same powers to scrutinise and approve it. 
Submission of Accounts of VVakfs 
Under Section 46 of the Wakf Act, 1995, every Mutwalli is required to 
submit a full and true statement of accounts in the prescribed fonn and manner 
and this statement and shall contain such particulars as may be provided by the 
regulations by the Board of all moneys received and expended by the Mutwalli 
during the period of twelve months ending on 31 st day of March each year. Such 
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statements of accounts shall be submitted before the 1st day of May every year. 
However the date on which the annual accounts are to be closed may be varied at 
the discretion of the Board. 
Duties of Mutwalli 
Under Islamic Law of Wakfs, Mutwalli acquires a very peculiar and 
significant position with certain amount of discretionary powers which he is 
expected to exercise diligently in the interest of Wakf and wakf property. He is 
manager and custodian of the wakf propeity and has to discharge his duties 
according to the directions of the wakif as enumerated in the Wakf Deed. 
However he is also authorised to take decision and use his own discretion if it 
becomes inevitable in order to save the wakf property from being affected. 
However statutory law in India has imposed certain duties coupled with 
limitations irrespective of the directives of the wakif Therefore in several 
sections of the Wakf Act the words like "Notwithstanding anything contained in 
the Wakf Deed..." are found which confine the jurisdiction of functions by the 
Mutwalli and he is rendered subject to the approval of the Wakf Board. On this 
ground a good amount of controversy has developed between the Mutwalli vis-a-
vis Wakf Board and this situation led to multiple and frequent litigation. 
Under Section 50 of the Wakf Act, 1995, a Mutwalli is charged with 
certain duties and he is required to cairy out the directions of the Board in 
accordance with the provisions of the Act or any rule or order made there under. 
He is also obliged to furnish such returns and supply such information as may 
from time to time be required by the Wakf Board in accordance with the Act. He 
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is also required to allow the inspection of wakf properties, accounts or records or 
deeds and documents etc., and to discharge all public dues. Lastly by a general 
coverage he is also required to do any other act which he is lawfully required to 
do by or under this Act. 
In addition to the above, Mutwalli is prevented from making alienation of 
wakf property by way of gift, sale or exchange or mortgage except according to 
the procedure laid down under Section 51 Restriction is also imposed under 
Section 56, on his power to giant lease of wakf property for a period exceeding 
three years. He cannot spend any money belonging to Wakf for self-defence 
according to Section 62 and he is also prevented from lending or borrowing 
moneys without sanction of the Wakf Board as laid down under Section 76. Any 
violation of his duties would entail serious penalties and attract Section 61 which 
deals with punishments. The Wakf Inquiry Committee, 1976 had strongly 
recommended for presenting a punishment of imprisonment for a term which 
may extend to six months or fine upto Rupees Five thousands or with both. The 
Wakf Inquiry Committee was of the view that meagre amount of penalty of 
Rupees One Thousand would not deter a Mutwalli to violate the statutory 
obligations unless he is made subject to mandatory imprisonment. This 
observation was based on the fact that mutwalli with huge income from their 
wakf properties would not hesitate to pay the penalty of Rupees One Thousand, 
as was laid down under the Wakf Act. 1954, that too in the event of the Wakf 
Board detecting such violations. The Wakf Act, 1995, therefore, has now 
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incorporated the punishment of imprisonment upto six months and a fine upto 
Rupees fifteen thousand.''*'' 
Alienation of Wakf Property without Sanction of Board to be Void 
Section 51 of the Wakf Act, 1995 aims at prevention of transfer of any 
wakf property without prior sanction of the Board. This is a statutoiy sanction to 
a transfer which under the Muhammadan Law required sanction of Court on 
proof of legal necessity and better interest of the wakf propeity.''''* 
Restrictions on tlie powers to Grant Lease of VValif Property 
Section 56 of the Wakf Act. 1995 imposes restrictions on lease or sub-
lease for any period exceeding tlu e^e years; any such case would be as per the 
Section void and of no effect. 
Mutwalli entitled to pay certain cost from tlie Income of Wakf Property 
Every mutwalli may pay from the income of the wakf property any 
expenses properly incurred by him for the purp4)se of enabling him to furnish any 
particulars, documents or copies under Section 36 or any accounts under Section 
46 or any infonnation or documents required by the Board or for the purpose of 
enabling him to carry out the directions of the Board.''*^ 
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Penalties of MufHalli 
Section 61 relating to penalties that can be imposed on mutwalli, 
corresponds to Section 41 of the Old Wakf Act, 1954. However, in the Wakf 
Act, 1995 a new Sub-Section (2) is added to section 61 which provides for 
imposition of fme upto Rupees Fifteen Thousand and imprisomnent which may 
extend to Six months. 
If a mutwalli fails to comply with his duties as are enlisted under Clauses 
(a) to (h) of Sub-Section (1) of Section 61. he may be punishable with fme which 
may extend to Eight Thousand rupees. But in case where he omits or fails to 
apply for registration of his Wakf with a view to conceal the existence of the 
Wakf, or he fails to furnish any statement, return or infonnation or knowingly 
supply false, misleading, untrue of incorrect material particulars, then he is 
punishable with fme upto Rupees Fifteen Thousand or imprisonment which may 
extend to six months. Thus the severe punishment of imprisomnent is provided 
for more serious offences enumerated under Sub-Section (2) of Section 61. 
Similar provision was incorporated under Sub-Section (1-A) of Section 41 of the 
Wakf (Amendment) Act, 1984 but was not enforced. 
Mutwalli not to spend Wakf Money for Self Defence 
No mutwalli shall spend any money out of the funds of the Wakf, of 
which he is the mutwalli, for meeting any costs, charges, or expenses which are 
or may be, incurred by him, in relation to any suit, appeal or any other 
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proceeding for, or incidental to, his removal from office or for taking any 
disciplinary action against himself ^ "^^ 
Vacancy in the Office of Mutwalli 
Section 63 empowers Wakf Board, the appointment of temporary mutwalli 
in case of vacancy in the office of the mutwalli of a Wakf, or where there is no 
one to be appointed under tenns of Wakf Deed or where there is dispute. It was 
held by Madhya Pradesh High Court''*^ that where a Board decides to hold 
enquiry regarding disputed mutwalliship and appoints an interim Committee for 
management, such appointment is valid. 
Duty of Mutwalli to deliver Possession of Records, etc. 
Section 68 of the Act is a new and a very crucial Section which provides 
for the punishment of imprisonment to the mutwalli who has been removed from 
his office under this Act, if he fails or omits to handover the possession of all the 
records, accounts and all properties including cash within one month to the 
successor mutwalli or Committee. However, the procedure requires that the 
successor mutwalli or any member of the successor Committee may apply to the 
First class Magistrate, within whose jurisdiction such wakf property is situated, 
along with the copy of order of his appointment. The Magistrate after giving the 
removed Mutwalli a notice, may make an order directing the removed mutwalli 
to deliver possession of all the wakf properties along with the records, accounts 
Ibid., Section 62. 
Nawab Usman Ali Khan v. Choudliry Faezulla, AIR 1959 MP p.377 (380). 
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and cash, if any.''**' In case the removed mutwalli still fails to comply with the 
direction of the Magistiate then he is liable to be punished with imprisonment 
which may extend to six months or with fine upto Rupees eight thousand or with 
both.'''^ Further the Magistrate can also authorise the successor mutwalli to take 
charge of the possession of the wakf property etc., and also take such police 
assistance as may be necessaiy for the purpose. *^ ° Further no order of 
appointment of the successor mutwalli can be called in question in the 
proceedings before the Magistrate under this Section. The purpose of such a 
provision is to ensure prompt delivery of the possession of the wakf property 
from the removed mutwalli and to avoid any further delay in the compliance. " 
However, there is no bar on any person to institute any suit in a competent Civil 
Court aggrieved by any order made under this Section and to establish his right, 
title or interest in the concerned wakf property. 
Payment of Annual Contribution to Wakf Board 
Section 72 of the Wakf Act, 1995 corresponds to Section 46 of the Old 
Wakf Act, 1954. However under the new Act drastic changes are brought in and 
the expression "net annual income of such of its property" appearing in Sub-
Section (1) of Section 46 of the old Act has been deleted. It fact the Wakf 
Inquiry Coimnittee, 1976 has also taken a note of the implications of these words 
due to which "NAZARS" and "Offerings" made at the Dargah, were excluded 
148 
149 
150 
l.M 
152 
Supra Note 3, Section 68 (Sub-Section 2) 
Ibid., (Sub-Section 3). 
Ibid., (Sub-Section 4) 
Ibid., (Sub-Section 5). 
Ibid., (Sub-Section 6). 
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from the assessment for the putpose of contribution. The Wakf Inquiry 
Coimnittee obsei-ved. thus, "we further consider that tlie following word 
occurring in Sub-Section (I) of Section 46 of the Central Wakf Act as it stands to 
evict, "net income of SUCH OF ITS PROPERTIES as it situate in the State" has 
led law courts to interpret the above quoted phraseology to mean the contribution 
payable by a wakf is limited to the income derived from its "properties'" only, and 
not from other sources. Following the aforesaid line of interpretation, the Tamil 
Nadu High Court has held in a few cases that "NAZARS" and "Offerings" made 
at the Dargah are excluded from the assessment for the purpose of contribution. 
Hence in our opinion the words "Such of its properties" in Sub-Section (1) of 
Section 46 of the Central Wakf Act 29 of 1954 should be deleted"."' Therefore, 
following this recommendation, the Wakf Act, 1995 provided an explanation to 
Sub-Section (1) of Section 72 and thereby laid down that net annual income" 
include nazars and offerings which do not amount to contributions to the corpus 
of the Wakfs..." Thus nazars and offerings, which are not specifically eannarked 
by the donors towards corpus of the Wakf should be included in the expression 
of net armual income for the purpose of calculating 6% contribution of the Wakf 
income to the Wakf Board. 
Further it was claimed by some of the mutwalli that certain expenditure 
incurred by them on account of working expenses, particularly cost of cultivation 
and collection etc., should be allowed to be deducted from the net annual income 
for the purpose of calculating contribution payable to Wakf Board. Since there 
was considerable force in the suggestion on grounds of equity and natural justice, 
]"•} Supra Note Q. pp.4Q-50. 
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they have now been allowed under clause (a) to (f) of Sub-Section 72. However 
the maximum dedication on account of these expenses was restricted to ten per 
cent of the income derived from lands belonging to the Wakf 
Another important point raised in connection with the contribution 
payable to the Wakf Board related to the inequalities in the quantum of 
contribution and the nature of service rendered by the Wakf Board. In fact this 
crucial argument was posed to challenge Section 46 of the old Wakf Act, 1954, 
as unconstitutional being violative of Article 14 of the Constitution in the famous 
case of Kerala Wakf Board v. Abdul Sattar Hajee Moosa Sait and others.'^'' 
While allowing the appeal of the Kerala Wakf Board, the Division Bench of the 
Kerala High Court has made the following important observation on the question 
of uniform levy of contribution and its effects inter se in between the various 
wakfs. Thus, "The inequalities alleged because of some wakfs having to pay 
more out of their net income (meaning profit and gains) proportionately than 
others it appears to us arise from circumstances which are fortuitous. Alleged 
inequalities arising from the nature of enjoyment of properties or even the nature 
of the properties owned by a wakf cannot be made a ground for supporting the 
contention that an import such as a fee at a unifonn rate on the gross income of 
wakfs is violative of Article 14 of the Constitution, as we are not able to discern 
any clear hostile discrimination of the singling out if any wakf or any class of 
wakfs for special or peculiar treatment. This discrimination, if any, as stated 
already, seems to arise out of the fortuitous circumstances." 
IM ILR Kerala Series 1974 Vol.2, p.316, AIR 1975 Kerala p. 123. 
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It may further be noticed that the existing Section 72 of the Wakf Act, 
1995 is based on the recommendation of the Wakf Inquiry Committee 1976 and 
correspond to the draft section proposed by the Committee in its Final Report.'^^ 
The quantum of contribution payable by the Wakf to the Wakf Board is 
now increased from 6% to 7% as may be prescribed. Non-payment or failure, or 
refusal by the Mutwalli to pay annual contribution to the Wakf Board is a 
punishable offence under the act. 
Mutwalli not to Lend or Borrow Money without sanction of the Wakf Board 
This is also a new section which imposes restriction on power of the 
mutwalli to lend any money belonging to the wakf or any wakf property or 
borrow any money for the purpose of the wakf except with the previous sanction 
of the Wakf Board. However, no such provision in the Wakf Deed for such 
borrowing or lending. But in the case wlicre the sanction of the Wakf Board is 
required, the Wakf Board is also empowered to specify any terms and conditions 
subject to which such lending or bonowing of money may be sanctioned. If any 
Mutwalli lends or borrows any money in contravention to this section or without 
the previous sanction of the Board then the Chief Executive Officer is 
empowered to recover such amount so lent or bortowed from the concerned 
person or Mutwalli together with interest due thereon. 
Supra Note 9, p.5I. 
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Recommendation of the Standing Committee 
The Standing Committee of Labour and Welfare (1994-95) however, 
recommended, thus, "In this connection the Members were of the opinion that 
some wakfs are set up for the purpose of giving Qarz-i-hasanah (interest free 
loan) for various purposes and therefore the provision in its present form 
requiring prior approval of the Wakf Board is unwarranted."'^^' Thus in 
accordance with this reconmiendation such lending or borrowing of money, if 
permitted by express provision in the Wakf Deed is allowed under proviso to 
Sub-Section (1) of section 76. 
Tribunars Power, Duties, Etc, 
Disputes regarding Wakfs 
Despite regarding any property declared as wakf property in the list of 
wakfs are published under section 5(2) can be taken to the Wakf Tribunal either 
by the Wakf Board or the Mutwalli of the wakf or any person interested therein. 
The dispute can relate to the question whether a particular property is a wakf 
property or not, or whether it is a Shia wakf or a Sunni wakf. 
The expression "any person interested therein" appearing in section 6 
above includes not only a "person interested in the wakf' as defined under Sub-
Section (K) of section 3, but it also includes a person who, though not interested 
in the wakf, concerned, is interested in such property and to whom an 
156 Supra Note 27, p. 10. 
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opportunity has been given to represent his case by serving a notice on him 
during the course of the relevant inquity under Section 4. 
The Rajasthan High Court'^^ in 1967 held that the purpose of section 6 is 
to confine the dispute between the VVakf Board, the MutwalH and a person 
interested in the wakf, and therefore, this section has no appHcation to any 
stranger to a wakfs. Consequently the finality of the hst of wakf published under 
section 5(2) would be against such persons who are entitled to file a suit.'^ ** In 
order to overcome the effects of these judgments and to render finality to the list 
of wakfs against every person an explanation was added in Wakf (Amendment) 
Act, 1984 which was not brought into force. Therefore in the Wakf Act, 1995 
the explanation to section 6 again included every person who, though not 
interested in the wakf concerned, is interested in such property. This explanation 
would also cover within its ambit a non-Muslim who is pennitted according to 
Muslim Law, to create a wakf or to donate any property for the welfare of the 
Muslims. Thus after this explanation, section 6 now binds such person also who 
may not be interested in the wakf, but is interested in such property. 
The Kamataka High Court'^ '^  has held that limitation of one year for filing 
suit challenging inclusion of certain property in list of wakfs does not apply to 
the government as the plaintiff government cannot said to be bound by the said 
limitation. 
"^ In Radha Kishan v. State of Rajastlian AIR 1967 Raj p.l. 
" ' AIR 1978, SCp.28Q. 
" ' Kamataka Wakf Board v. State of Kamataka, AIR 1996, Kant.p 55. 
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No stay of Proceeding 
Under Sub-Section (2)of section 6, it is laid down that notwithstanding 
anything contained in Sub-Section (1), no proceedings under the Act shall be 
stayed by reason only of the pendency of any such suit or any appeal or other 
proceeding arising out of such suit. Further a Survey Commissioner of Wakf 
cannot be made a party nor any suit, prosecution or other legal proceedings can 
be instituted against him in respect of anything which in good faith done or 
intended to be done under the Act or any rule made thereunder.'^'^ The list of 
wakf, unless modified by the wakf Iribunal, shall be final and conclusive.'^'' 
Since the Wakf Act, 1995 has provided a full-fledged Wakf Tribunal 
under sections 83 to 95, all disputes arising out of this Act shall be entertained 
and resolved by the Wakf Tribunal only with effect from the commencement of 
this Act. Consequently the jurisdiction of Civil Court in relation to any question 
referred to in Sub-Section (1) of section 6 is barred. '^  
Conditional Attachment 
Section 35 of the Act is an effective measure provided for the protection 
of wakf property. It lays down that where the Chief Executive Officer is satisfied 
that the Mutwalli or any other person ordered to make payment under section 33, 
with an intent to defeat the execution of the said order is about to dispose of the 
wakf property or is about to remove the same from the jurisdiction of the Chief 
"^  Supra Note 1, (Sub-Section 3). 
'" Ibid., (Sub-Section 4). 
162 Ibid., (Sub-Section 5) 
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Executive Officer, he may, with the prior approval of the Wakf Boaid, apply to 
the Tribunal for the attachment of the above property."^^ The Tribunal may 
direct the Mutwalli within a time to be fixed by it, either to furnish security or 
place the said property at the disposal of the Tribunal or appear and show cause 
as to why he should not comply with the orders of the Tribunal.'^ "^ The Tribunal 
may also direct conditional attachment of the whole or any portion of the wakf 
property and every attachment ordered under this section shall be made in 
accordance with the provisions of the code of Civil Procedure, 1908 as if it were 
an order for attachment made under this provisions of the said code. 
Constitution of Tribunal 
The administration of Justice through Tribunal has become increasingly 
common in the modem judicial system in India and in almost all important 
spheres of litigation specialised Tribunals under various legislations are existing. 
The Income Tax Tribunal, Air Corporation Tribunal, Administrative Tribunal, 
Industrial Tribunal, Water Tribunal, etc., are few to mention. The very purpose 
of setting up such Tribunals is to provide an expert machinery for the resolution 
of disputes relating to more specialised legislations, and secondly to avoid delay 
which is a common feature of ordinaiy law courts which aie subject to 
cumbersome procedure due to rigid adherence to the Civil Procedure Code and 
the Indian Evidence Act. Therefore on similar grounds the Tribunals are set up 
for expeditious and expert disposal of wakf litigation. To start with, the Uttar 
' Supra Note 1, Section 35, (Sub-section 2) 
' " Ibid., (Sub-section 3). 
'•'' Ibid., (Sub-section 4) 
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Pradesh Muslim Wakf Act, 1960 empowered the State Government to constitute 
as many Tribunals as may be considered necessary to cope up with the wakf 
litigation. Thus the UP. State Govennnent constituted wakf Tribunals in all the 
Districts of the State headed by either the District or a Civil Judge of the 
concerned District, and the total number of such Wakf Tribunal in the State of 
U.P. along reached fifty-five. Since the establishment of such a large number of 
Tribunals costed heavily on the State-Ex-chequer, the Wakf Inquiry Coimnittee, 
1976'^ ^ suggested as a via media, to constitute Regional Wakf Tribunal covering 
certain number of Districts. 
In the Central Wakf Act, 1954 also an amendment was brought into 
provide for Tribunal under the Wakf (Amendment) Act, 1984 but it was not 
enforced. Now again in the Wakf Act, 1995 the entire scheme of resolution of 
wakf litigation by Tribunal has been provided under Section 83 to 95. 
It directs the State Government to constitute as many Tribunal as it thinks 
fit. Every such Tribunal shall consists of one judge not below the rank of District 
and Session Judge or Civil Judge, Class I."^ '^  
Any mutwalli or any person interested in a wakf or other person aggrieved 
by an order made under the Act or rules may apply to the Tribunal within the 
specified time for the detennination of any dispute question or other matter 
relating to wakf. 
"^ Supra Note Q, p 32 
' " Supra Note 1, Section 83 (Sub-Section 1 and 4). 
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Powers and Procedure of Tribunal 
The Tribunal constituted under the Act shall have the same powers as are 
vested with the Civil Court constituted under the code of Civil Procedure, 1908 
while trying suit or executing a decree or order.'^^ 
It may be noted that the Wakf Inquiry Committee, 1976*^ '^  had 
recommended that the procedure to be followed by the Tribunal should be 
simple, less cumbersome and expeditious and in any case it should not be 
hampered by the cumbersome procedure under the Code of Civil Procedure, 
1908. Therefore under Sub-Section (6) of Section 83, it is laid down that the 
Tribunal shall follow such procedure as may be prescribed and anything 
contained in the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908 shall not apply to Tribunal. In 
fact the main purpose of constituting any Tribunal is to ensure expeditious 
disposal of cases and avoid usual delay caused by the cumbersome of the Civil 
Courts. 
Therefore the procedure before the Tribunal is made flexible and the 
principles of natural justice are strictly adhered to. In line with the current 
progressive judicial trend with regard to the necessity for greater flexibility, even 
in the matter of procedure adopted law courts, the Supreme Court has also 
adopted a liberal point of view on the subject. The Supreme Court has made the 
following important obsei^vation' "Rules of natural justice require that a party 
should have the opportunity of adducing all relevant evidence on which he relies. 
" ' Ibid., (Sub-Section 5). 
' " Supra Note 174. 
170 Union of India v T R Vemia, AIR 1957 SC P 882. 
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that the evidence of the opponent should be taken in his presence and that he 
should be given the opportunity of cross-examining the witnesses examined by 
tliat party, and that no material should be relied on against him without his being 
given a opportunity of explaining them. If these rules are satisfied, the enquiry is 
not open to attack on the ground that the procedure laid down in the Evidence 
Act for taking evidence was not strictly followed". 
It is also pertinent to note that the decision of the Tribunal is made final 
and binding upon the parties and it shall have the force of a decree made by a 
Civil Court,'^' and no appeal lies against any decision or order whether interim 
or otherwise given by the Tribunal. This provision is also made in accordance 
with the recommendations, of the Wakf Inquiry Committee, 1976 which said 
thus, "On the analogy of Section 76 of the Uttar Pradesh Wakf Act of 1960. The 
Amendments Committee has recommended that the award of a Tribunal shall be 
considered as final, conclusive and binding upon the parties concerned and the 
award shall have the force of a decree and that it shall not be questioned in any 
Court of Law. In view of the fact that in the case of the Uttar Pradesh Sunni 
Central Wakf Board v. Sirajul Haq,' a doubt arose as to whether an appeal can 
lie against an interim order passed by the Tribunal during the pendency of the 
reference before it, it would be better if it is made clear that the final award and 
any interim order issued by a Wakf Tribunal shall be considered as final and 
conclusive".'^'' However it is further laid down in the Wakf Act, 1995 that such 
' " Supra Note 3, Section 83 (Sub-Section 7). 
'^ ^ Ibid., (Sub-Section 9). 
' " AIR 1963 All p.537. 
174 Supra Note 9, p.33. 
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finality shall be subject to the condition that the High Court may, on its own 
motion, or on the application made by the Wakf Board or any other aggiieved 
person, call for and examine the records relating to any dispute, question or other 
matter which has been detennined by the Tribunal, for the puipose of satisfying 
itself as to the coixectness, legality or propriety of such detennination and the 
High Court after such examinations may confirm, review or modify the order of 
the Tribunal and pass such order as it may think fit.'^ ^ 
No Powers to Grant Stay 
The original Draft dealing with the Wakf Tribunal to amend the Central 
Wakf Act, 1954 proposed under Section 55A of the old Act that no proceedings 
taken by the Wakf Board or Wakf Conmiissioner under this Act in respect of any 
wakf shall be stayed or suspended merely by reason of the pendency of any such 
dispute, question, or matter before a Tribunal or any revision before the High 
Court.'^^ Therefore the Wakf Act, 1995, provided for this principle and laid 
down that the Tribunal shall have no power to stay order or proceeding of the 
Wakf Board or chief executive officer under the Act and incorporated the same 
under Sub-Section (2) of Section 6, Sub-Section (2) of section (7), the proviso to 
Sub-Section 4 of section 67, and the proviso to Sub-Section 3 of section 69 of the 
Act. 
176 
Supra Note 167, (Sub-Section 9). 
Supra Note 9. 
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Tribunal to hold proceeding Kxpeditiously 
Under section 84 of (he Act, the Wakf Tribunal is required to hold its 
proceedings as expeditiously as possible and on the conclusion of the hearing of 
any dispute, question or other matter relating to wakf, give its decision in writing 
and also furnish copy thereof to the parties. 
Bar of Jurisdiction of Civil Courts 
Since a full-fledged forum for the determination of disputes arising out of 
the Wakf Act, 1995 has been provided under section 83 to 95, the jurisdiction of 
the Civil Courts to try any suit or legal proceedings in respect of any dispute 
relating to any wakf, has been baired. Now all such disputes etc., shall be 
determined by the Wakf Tribunal. Thus section 85 incorporates the same and 
avoids any conflict of jurisdiction between the Tribunals and the civil court with 
regard to wakf matters. Interpreting similar provision under Section 43 (4A) and 
55-C of the MP Wakf Act, 1954. the Madhya Pradesh High Court'^^ has held that 
when appeal is provided against any decision to Tribunal and decision of the 
Tribunal is made fmal then the jurisdiction of Civil Court stands ousted. 
Unregistered VVakfs Barred 
Registration of wakfs has been made compulsory under section 36 of the 
Act and it also imposes an obligation on every Mutwalli to register the wakf with 
the Wakf Board and any failure on part of the Mutwalli to register the wakf is 
" ' Intazamia Coir.mittee Id Gah, Morar vs MP Wakf Board, AIR 1996, MP p.47 
Ibid. 
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made punishable under section 61 of the Act. The purpose of all these provisions 
is to ensure that all wakfs are duly registered under the Act so that the Act so that 
the unifonnity in the administration of wakf could be introduced and the Wakf 
Board could exercise proper supervision over such wakfs. If any wakf is not 
registered under the Act then it is but fair that it should not be allowed to seek 
any benefit or protection under the provision of the Act without rendering itself 
subject to the Control of the Wakf Board. Therefore section 87 of the Act bars 
the enforcement of any right on behalf of such unregistered wakf by instituting 
any suit, appeal or other legal proceedings in the Courts after the commencement 
of the Wakf Act, 1995. Similarly any such proceeding, suit etc., if already 
commenced or pending before the courts shall not be continued, heard, tried or 
directed by the Courts after the commencement of this Act, unless such wakf has 
been registered in accordance with the provisions of this Act. 
Bar to challenge validity of Notification 
Section 88 of the Wakf Act, 1995 also bars the jurisdiction of Civil Court 
in respect to "notification or order or decision made, proceeding or action taken 
by the Central Goveiiunent, or State Government under this Act or any mle made 
thereunder." 
Notice of suits by Courts 
Under Section 90 of the Act, it is laid down that in respect of every suit or 
other proceedings relating to a title or possession of a wakf property, or the state 
of wakf property in execution of a decree of a Civil Court for the recovery of any 
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revenue, cess, taxes, orders to the goveminent or any local authority, or any suit 
relating to the right of a Mutwalli or beneficiary, the court of the Wakf Tribunal, 
as the case may be, shall give notice of such proceedings to the Wakf Board. In 
the absence of any such notice, any decree, order or other proceedings shall be 
declared void on the application of the Wakf Board made within one month of its 
coming to know of such proceedings. Section 90 of the Wakf Act, 1995 exactly 
corresponds to Section 57 of the old Wakf Act, 1954. The Madras High Court in 
a case'^^ has explained the scope of the Section 57 (now Section 90 of Wakf Act, 
1995) and said that within one month, as specified in this section of the Wakf 
Act, the Wakf Board filed an application for declaring the decree OS. No.432, as 
void according to Section 57(3) of the Wakf Act, 1954. It was held that suit was 
a suit relating to the title of wakf property and the application filed under Section 
57 (3) was within time. The decree of the High Court must, therefore, be 
declared void under Section 57(3) of the Wakf Act, 1954. 
Proceedings under Land Acquisition Act, 1894 
Section 91 of the Act protects the interest of the Wakf Board in respect of 
such wakf properties which are likely to be acquired by the Collector in course of 
the proceedings under the Land Acquisition Act, 1894. It, therefore, requires that 
whenever it appears to the Collector that any property under acquisition is a wakf 
property, he shall serve a notice on the Wakf Board before making any award 
and shall stay further proceedings in order to enable the Wakf Board to appear 
In State Wakf Board v Abdul Azeez Sahib, 1967, MIJ, Vol.1, p. 190. 
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and plead as a party to such proceedings at any time within three months from 
the date of the receipt of such notice. 
Similarly if the Wakf Board on its own comes to know about such 
proceedings relating to the wakf property, it may at any time, but before the 
award is made, appear and plead as a party to the proceeding.''^' 
Any order made under Section 31 or Section 32 of the Land Acquisition 
Act, 1894 or under the corresponding proceedings of any other law relating to 
acquisition, without giving an opportunity to the Wakf Board of being heard shall 
be declared void.'^^ In addition to this provision, the Wakf Board has a right to 
appear and plead as a party to any suit or legal proceedings in respect o a wakf or 
wakf property. 
Power of Appellate Authority to entertain Appeal after expiry of specified 
period 
Section 95 of the Act, authorises the appellate authority to entertain any 
appeal after the expiry of the period specified for making such appeal if it is 
satisfied that the appellant was prevented by sufficient cause from preferring the 
appeal within the pennitted period. 1 hus the appellate authority can extend the 
time-limit for making such appeal on reasonable giound. 
182 
183 
Supra Note 1, (Sub-Section 1). 
Ibid., (Sub-Section 2). 
Ibid., (Sub-Section 4). 
Supra Note 1, Section 92. 
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CHAPlER VII 
RECOMMENDA riONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
In the early thirties, a new experiment was attempted in a few states of the 
country by leaving the supervision of wakfs in the hands of nominated or elected 
representatives of the community. The coimnunity thus found a forum of self 
supervision and administration with no excessive State control. The expensive, 
cumbersome and obligatory court proceedings were also thus dispensed with. 
Wakf Boards came to be established in the State of Bengal (1934), U.P. 
(1936), Delhi (1943). Bihar (1947) and upto a certain extent, in Bombay (1935). 
In the rest of the country, however there were no Wakf Board and the Mussalman 
Wakf Act, 1923 continued to govern wakfs. 
This anomalous situation was at last remedied by the Wakf Act, 1954 to 
some extent and thereafter by the present Wakf Act, 1995 which provides for the 
establishment of wakf Boards in eveiy State of the Indian union. 
At present, every State and Union Territory has a Wakf Board constituted 
under the Central Wakf Act. 
The Wakfs all over India including those in West Bengal possess 
properties worth thousand of crores. If a proper mechanism is evolved for the 
effective management, control and supervision of the wakfs and their properties 
with proper accounts and audit and if there income is judiciously spend for the 
benefit of mankind in general and for the upliftment of Muslim community in 
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particular, it would herald a new era of Islamic enlightenment and progress and 
prosperity for Muslim Community. 
Some Recommendations and Suggestions are detailed in the succeeding 
paragraphs. 
The position of accounts and audits have become so hopelessly bad that it 
clearly shows the scant attention paid by the Board to audit wakf accounts and 
Wakf Funds. If auditing of eveiy year is not possible, at least the accounts of 
important wakfs should be audited every year and the accounts of less important 
wakfs, every second or third year in rotation. 
The Rajasthan High Court' took the view that because chapter IV of the 
Wakf Act, 1954, deals merely with the registration of wakfs and covers only 
those cases in which the Board may, on the failure of a Mutwalli to get the wakf 
registered, suo-moto collect information for the purposes of declaring a property 
as wakf. Section 27 occurring in this chapter does not apply to the question 
whether a particular property is wakf property or not, if that question is raised by 
a stranger who is neither Mutwalli nor a person interested in the wakf, but who 
belongs to another religious denomination and who claims a valid title and lawful 
possession over that property. It, therefore, held that if a non-Muslim is a party 
to the dispute whether a property is wakf or not, the Board cannot by simply 
entering the property in the register of wakfs drive him to take recourse to a civil 
suit. 
In Radha Kishan v. State of Rajastlian, AIR 1967, Raj I. 
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It is submitted that the mere fact that section 27 falls within Chapter IV, 
does not curtail or limit its scope. This section clearly says that it applies to "any 
property" which the Board "has reason to believe to be wakf propeily". There is 
no mention, whatsoever, of the propeity being in the possession of a Muslim or 
non-Muslim. A wakf property could be trespassed upon by anyone. To say that 
a non-Muslim tiespasser will have a privileged position seems an unjust 
preposition. The old provision as contained under Section 27 of the Wakf Act, 
1954 is retained under Section 40 of the Wakf Act, 1995 and it is therefore, 
provided that the Wakf Board itself may decide the question which shall be final, 
unless revoked or modified by the Tribunal. However, in order to put an end to 
this confusion, it is desirable that the definition of "person interested in wakf 
occurring in the Wakf Act, 1995 be enlarged so as to include "any person who is 
holding the wakf property or has any interest in such property". This will curb 
the tendency of all trespassers to prolong their illegal possession of wakf 
properties. 
The authority to remove an ening Mutwalli is the most important powers 
in the hands of Wakf Boards. The giounds of removal are elaborately specified 
in the Wakf Act, 1995.^ 
The Madras High Court^ has held that the Wakf Board constituted under 
the Wakf Act, 1954 has no power to require the tenants by notice to pay rent not 
to the Mutwalli but to itself merely because he has failed to submit accounts or 
- See Section 64 Sub-sections 1-8 of the Wakf Act, 1995. 
^ In Mohd. Sharif V. Tlie Superintendent (Wakfs), AIR 1971 Mad. p.243. 
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his claim to the property is disputed. The High Court further observed that the 
Board is also not competent to interfere in the administration of a wakf during the 
pendency of proceedings for the removal of a Mutwalli. 
This decision reaffirms the earlier observation of this Court^ in which it 
held that the Board had no jurisdiction to collect rents through specially 
appointed servants over and above the head of the Mutwalli. 
The Wakf Act, 1995^ enumerates specific provision for the Board that 
where an appeal is filed by the Mutwalli in the Tribunal,^ the Board may make an 
application to the Tribunal for the appointment of a receiver to manage the wakf 
pending the decision of the appeal, and where such an application is made, the 
Tribunal shall, notwithstanding anything contained in the Code of Civil 
Procedure, 1908 (5 of 1908) appoints a suitable person as receiver to manage the 
wakf and direct the receiver so appointed to ensure that the customary or 
religious rights of the mutwalli and of the wakf are safeguarded. 
It may be worthwhile to note here that the Madras Hindu Religious and 
Charitable Endowments Act, 1959 has a very useful provisions on the subject of 
inquiry. Sub-section (4) of Section 64 provides: 
"Pending the settlement of a scheme for an institution. The Deputy 
Commissioner may appoint a fit person to perfonn all or any of the 
functions of the trustees thereof and define his powers and duties." 
M. Mchd. Latif Saheb v. Madras State Wakf Board, W.P.No. 972 of 1961 (Madras) 
decided in 1968. 
Under Sub-section (6) of Section 64 of tlie Wakf Act, 1995. 
Ibid., Sub-section (4). 
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This provision is of immense value which may be incorporated in the 
Wakf Act, 1995. 
In the initial stage after the fonnation of Wakf Boards in many States, 
services of retired Government servants were utilized as it is then thought that 
due to their experience, they would prove to be more useful and as compared to 
young recruits they would accept a lesser remuneration. In due course, however, 
this proved to be an expensive proposition. The retired persons due to health and 
other factors were found to be less useful and took no interest whatsoever in their 
services and were not the answer to the problem. The trend then was to recruit 
freshers from the colleges but in due course of time they too proved to be still 
worse as they regarded the Wakf Boards as a stepping stone and left its services 
as soon as they got their offer outside. Without experience and interest they 
proved to be a real burden on the Wakf Boards. 
The office staff of the Boards are neither proficient for their jobs nor are 
they in adequate number. 
After examining the matter in detail and having the experience of both the 
extremes it can be suggested that a cadre for the Wakf Administration be formed 
consisting of candidates who have just crossed the age-limit and due to age bar 
cannot enter into any Government or quasi-Govemment organisation. It is 
understood that Andhra Pradesh Wakf Board has already decided to recruit 
persons who have crossed the eligibility bar. Similar steps can be taken by every 
Board in other parts of the country. 
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The majority of Wakf Boards are offering sub-standard salaries which fail 
to attract young talented person. 
The question of pay revision deserves to be immediately taken up by the 
Boards. The Central Wakf Council shall devise a uniform scale of pay for all the 
Boards in the country' and the quantum of financial stiain that may be placed on 
the resources of the Boards be examined. 
It is the moral duty of eveiy Board to provide at least a minimum measure 
of social security to its employees. "Once it came to the notice of the 
Government of India that a young employee of a State Board had suffered 
permanently disability caused by loss of eye-sight, while in active service, and it 
was discovered that there was no plan or scheme under which either the 
concerned Board or the State Government could have provided any relief to the 
unfortunate employee. In this context, it observed (the late) Shri Fakhruddin Ali 
Ahmed, the then Minister of Wakfs. He suggested to the Boards to initiate 
Group Insurance Schemes for their employees and discussed in detail the merits 
of the scheme. 
The Group Term Insurance Scheme operated by the Life Insurance 
Corporation of India provides an insurance protection to groups of employees at 
a low cost in the event of death of an employee taking place while in active 
services. It can be tailored to meet any special needs of the insuring group to 
D.O.F.l(3)/74 - Wakf dated 2 May, 1973, from Shri FA. Alimed, Minister of 
Agriculture and Wakfs, Government of India, totlie Chairmen of all State Wakf Boards. 
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serve as an insurance-cum-savings scheme. The premium rate for a pure Group 
Insurance works out on average to roughly as little as Rs. 15 per years per 
thousand. Thus an employee protected by the scheme can get an insurance cover 
of Rs. 10,000 in the event of death during active service on payment Rs.50 per 
annum. If the Wakf Board contributes fifty per cent of the annual premium, it 
will be possible for the employees to get this insurance protection for as little as 
Rs.25 per annum and the Wakf Board can have the satisfaction of affording this 
substantial benefit to its employees by contiibuting a small amount. The Group 
Insurance Scheme can be combined with a saving plan, if the employees are 
agreeable to pay a slightly higher premium so that they may get some tangible 
funds on retirement along with the risk covered in the event of death occurring 
during active service. 
It is really sad that the Boards have taken no initiative in this matter. 
The UP Muslim Wakfs Act, I960 was the only Wakf Act in India which 
provided for the establishment of Tribunals to adjudicate wakf disputes before 
the passing of the Wakf Act, 1995. The process through which a regular suit is 
decided by a Court of law involves four distinct stages: presentation of case, 
production of evidence, legal argument and decision.^ Strict adherence to this 
process for every dispute involves considerable expenditure and delay. There are 
many disputes which may not be purely legal and which, instead of being 
submitted to the normal judicial process, could be solved quasi-judicially by 
Tribunals. 
See Maqbool Husain v. State of Bombay, AIR 1953 SC p.325. 
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Tribunals are not tied down to rigid rules contained in the Civil Procedure 
Code and the Indian Evidence Act, which ensures their flexibility, adaptability, 
informality and non-technicality. 
The disability of their adaptation on an all-India basis brought in to 
provide the entire scheme for resolution of Wakf litigation by Tribunal under 
Sections 83 to 95 of the Wakf Act, 1995. 
In exercise of the powers conferred upon it by Section 70 of the UP 
Muslim Wakf Act, 1960, the State Government constituted Wakf Tribunals in 48 
districts of Uttar Pradesh and nominated the Civil Judge of 47 districts and the 
District Judge of the district Dehra Dun as Judges of Wakf Tribunals. 
Experience shows that Wakf Tribunals generally take no less than three 
years and sometimes even 12 years to decide a case. This defeats, the very 
purpose of establishing Tribunals. 
The only way to reduce time and expense on litigation is to lay down a 
simplified procedure which may confonn to the four recognized principles of 
natural justice namely notice, hearing, impartiality, and orderly course of 
proceedings.'" 
Now, if Tribunals are constituted at every district headquarters, there is no 
possibility of reducing the financial strain on the Wakf Board's resources. 
" Notification No.A-2470/VII-28-W-60, dated 7 September, 1960, issued by the 
Government of UP. 
'" See the dissenting opinion of Fazal Ali J., in A.K. Gopalan v. State of Madras, AIR 
1950, SC, P.27. 
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Because, the Tribunal being near at hand, the Mutwalli of a Wakf who is 
exempted from paying court-fee will always be attracted to make a reference, and 
expenditure will have to be incuned, on travelling and other allowances of a 
number of the Board employees who would be constantly on the move in 
connection with litigation work. It is the Wakf Income that will ultimately suffer. 
The remedy seems to lie in reducing the number of Tribunals. But if a single 
tribunal is constituted for the whole of the State, Mutwalli's would spend much 
more on travelling and other expenses for making references before the Tribunal 
than what the Board may try to save. 
The only possible solution of this difficulty seems to be that a Roving or 
Circuit Tribunal shall be established which may visit different divisional head 
quarters of the State to dispose of references field there. 
In order to put the finances of the Wakf Board on an even keel it is 
necessary that unpaid contribution shall be speedily recovered. In order to ensure 
recovery of the contribution payable under Section 72 of the Wakf Act, 1995 to 
the Wakf Board, the Chief Executive Officer is empowered. Under Section 73 of 
the said Act to direct the bank in which any money, belonging to the Wakf is 
deposited or any person with whom any money, belonging to such wakfs is 
deposited to pay the contribution from such money to the Wakf Board and the 
bank or such other person is bound to obey such order. Under Section 74 of the 
Act, the Chief Executive officer is further empowered to direct any authority 
concerned to deduct the amount of contribution out of the amount of perpetual 
annuity payable by such authority to such wakf covered by the Abolition of 
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Zamindari or Jagirs or laying down ceilings laws and to pay it directly to the 
Board on production by its Chief Executive Officer of a Certificate to this effect. 
Section 94 of the Madras Hindu Religious and Charitable Endowments 
Act, 1959 lays down a standard procedure for the realization of arrears of 
contribution. It is superior to the provisions made in this regard by the Wakf Act, 
1995. It may also be profitably adopted by the Wakf Act. 
The majority of enactments administering Hindu endowments provide for 
the realization of contribution at the rate of 7 per cent of the annual income of the 
endowments even when these Boards are not expected to launch any socio-
economic and educational schemes. Since the Wakf Boards have to pay one per 
cent to the Central Wakf Council,'^ appoint many auditors and field officers, 
raise the existing poor scale of pay and to initiate constructive scheme. It is 
therefore suggested that the rate of contribution should be raised to 10 per cent of 
which 2 per cent shall be earmarked for granting educational scholarships. 
Unfortunately, Wakf Boards have become so much interested in some 
constructive activity, it experiences difficulty in raising loans from banks or the 
Life Insurance Corporation because of their hesitation to advance money on the 
security of Wakfs property. A large number of urban wakf properties are situated 
in busy commercial areas, possessing iimnense potential for development. Wakf 
" See S.92 of the Madras Hindu Religious and Charitable Endowments Act, 1959, S.63(4) 
of tlie Orissa Hindu Rehgious Endowments Act, 1957; S.59(l) of the Andhra Pradesh 
Charitable and Hindu Religious Institutions and Endowments Act, 1966. 
See Section 10 Sub-Section (1) of The Wakf Act, 1995. 12 
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Boards and Wakf institutions should utidertake a rapid and planned development 
of such properties. 
The Central Wakf Council should get loans sanctioned from the Life 
Insurance Corporation and the Banks and as soon as the same is sanctioned, the 
Central Wakf Council should constitute a Building Construction Committee to 
strictly implement the scheme in accordance with the approved plan and as per 
PWD specifications. 
To minimize chances of misappropriation the amount loaned has to be 
kept in a bank account exclusively opened for this purpose in the name of the 
Building Construction Committee, and the drawing and disbursing authority are 
jointly vested in two members of the Committee, neither of whom must operate 
the account singly. 
The loan which carries 16 per cent interest, is repayable in 20 half-yearly 
instalments, relaxable by the Central Wakf Council in exceptional cases. The 
first instalment of the loan must falls due after two years from the date of 
disbursement of the loan. 
The mortgage deed should cany a condition that in case of failure to pay 
the amount of interest, the mortgage is deemed to be a sale deed and the property 
mortgaged will vest in the Central Wakf Council, which need not refer this 
matter to anyone. 
The above scheme if implemented should prompt the Wakf Boards to 
launch very many productive schemes. Innumerable wakf properties in West 
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Bengal and more particularly in the Cily of Calcutta are awaiting to be so 
developed. 
All Wakfs are essentially social institutions. Under the Indian 
Constitution, it is not possible for the Government to finance private institutions 
of a particular religious group. But the Governments can always give grants-in-
aid to the Wakf Boards, and for that matter, to the bodies administering 
endowments of other communities, strictly in accordance with the number of 
purely charitable endowments under their supervision. The survey of Wakfs 
being almost complete, there will be no difficulty in preparing a list of purely 
charitable wakfs in the State. 
It is further suggested that the surplus funds of various Dargahs in the 
State shall also be utilized on educational schemes and scholarships by inserting 
a special enabling clause to this effect in the Wakf Act, 1995. 
Some of the recommendations hereby suggested deserves to be 
incorporated in the Wakf Act 1995. For example, the amendment making the 
Council a body coiporate with powers to bonow such sums of money on such 
terms and conditions as the Central Government may determine and to transfer 
any wakf property subject to such condition and restrictions as may be prescribed 
by the Central Wakf Council, and the amendment granting power to the Council 
to raise funds by issuing bonds and debentures. 
In nearly all the Islamic countries, including those where the number of 
wakfs are definitely less than in India, there is a separate Ministry of Auquaf. 
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The sad working of Wakf bodies iti India demands a more intensive supervision 
over their affairs and for which pmpose a department of a ministerial level 
consisting of (i) Research and Planning Section, (ii) Vigilance Section, (iii) Audit 
and Accounts Section, and (iv) Urban Development Section are required and 
which step will surely infuse a new life into wakf administration. 
Particularly in India, the emergence of a new and strong feudal group 
during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries helped to concentrate in its hands 
the bulk of land bondings and wealth which it took care to guard zealously. 
Actuated by their own political motives, the British helped to sustain this class by 
granting them special privileges. The only problem this class faced was to save 
its estates from its own corrupt descendants. In case of Muslims, the institution 
of Wakf-al-alaulad came to be used for this purpose. Sir Syed's proposed Bill on 
Wakf-al-alaulad''^ was the result of this thinking. 
If it is accepted that the main intention behind the creation of many wakfs-
al-alaulad is to save the property from the wasting hands of squandering 
descendants, the question arises: How can the whole chain of descendants in 
perpetuity be branded corrupt? There is every likelihood that the coming 
generations might be virtuous enough to be entrusted with the full ownership of 
properties. In this view of the matter, it would be far better to tie up the property 
for a specified period rather than in peipetuity, granting them all the privileges of 
a charitable wakf 
"Sir Syed's proposed Bill on VVakf-al-alaulad" in 1 Aligarh Law Society Review 
(1970), pp. 125-135. 
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In other words, the institution of wakf-al-alaulad, which finds strong 
rehgious and public support and has successfully salvaged many families and 
properties from sure ruin and waste should not be completely thrown away or 
allowed to die slowly, but its tenor and texture be changed. A possible substitute 
may be a limited kind of family wakfs created for a specified time, say, for a 
period of two generations, at the end of which the wakf may be reconstituted 
provided majority of beneficiaries agree to do so.''' 
Although the idea of such limited types of family wakfs does not fit in the 
fabric of Muslim Law, as we find it in India, yet this seems to be the only way to 
save wakfs-al-alaulad from the agency of slow but sure death under the impact of 
various laws and the wasting hands of Mutwallis. Even after the acceptance of 
such family wakfs, there would still remain the need of a more effective check on 
their administration. This may be done by making the Wakf Act, 1995 with 
suitable additions on the lines of the repealed Bengal and UP Wakfs Acts, 
applicable to such Wakfs-al-alaulad. 
Conclusions 
Religious and charitable trusts have existed, in one form or the other, 
under almost all civilized legal system and their origin seems to be rooted in 
human instinct for piety and charity. But, rather paradoxically, their management 
has always remained a Herculean task plagued with a variety of problems and 
For a similar view, see, Syed A. Majid, "Wakf as Family Settlement Among the 
Muhammadans" in tlie Journal of tlie Society of Comparative Legislation, Vol.IX, 
pp.122-141, at 138. 
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pitfalls. The problem faced in management of wakf estates are not only due to 
improper formulation of the law as also due to their callous implementation. Law 
is a social fact. It serves social ends. But it cannot be self operative and for its 
operation it depends on human agencies and thus its success or failure depends 
on those who have the responsibility of carrying it into effect. Thus the law 
carmot be better than those who implement it. 
At the highest level the responsibility for enforcing the law is with the 
government. In the performance of its functions the Govenmient must 
demonstrate honesty of puipose and coiiunitment to the cause rather than 
political pusillanimity fearing unpleasant consequences. The institution of wakf 
has, in a large measure, been already secularised not only in India but also in 
other countries. The statute has legislated on the matter time and again but 
legislation bereft of political will for its implementation, can achieve little. 
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